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SUMMARY

This thesis reports a study of women aged 18 to 30 following

attenpted suicÍde by drug overdose, and compares three groups

of dÍffering medical 1eÈhality. These patients have also been

contrasted with vùomen of sÍmilar age attendíng a conununity health

centre.

Basic demographíc and descríptive clinical data have been

compared, and a more detailed exaninaÈion has been made of

reported childhood stress factors, suícidal intent, depression,

hopelessness, death anxiety and the hysteroid/obsessoid and locus

of control dimensions of personality.

There \dere a number of significant differences between the

groups of differíng lethality. More of the low lethality group

were married (or in a de facto relationship), and had consulted

a medical practitioner in the forty-eight hours immediately

before their suicide aÈtempt. Ho$rever, more of the high

Iethality group had had a psychiatric consultation as their

last medical contact.

The high lethality group took significantly more tabletsr/

capsules, but were less like1y to take alcohoI, both with the

overdose and in general. The scores on the Suicidal Intent

Scale demonstrated a significant positive relationship between

suicidal intent and medical lethality, suggesting that the

lethality of an attenpt is a guide to the assessment of suicidal

intent. Subjects of high lethality also scored as significantly
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more hopeless on the Hopelessness Scale, and more in an internal

manner on a locus of c.ontrol gcale, indicating that they perceived

themselves to be more in control of their situatíon, and less

reliant on outside factors. There were no significant differences

between the groups on scores obtained by the Death Anxiety Scale

and the Hysteroid-Obsessoid QuestionnaÍre.

In addition to general demographic and descriptive differences

between the attempters and the comparison group, which were

consistent with the líterature; attenpters scored significantly

more in an external manner on a locus of control scale' denoting

that they viewed thenselveE and their actions as being more

influenced by outside factorE. This suggests that a sense

of responsibility for one's own actions may have relevance in

both reducing the predisposition to suicidal behaviour, and in

the treatment of such patients. There Ìfere marked differences

in the reports of chíldhood stress between the attempters and

the comparison group, whereas the differences between the groups

of differing lethality were no greater than might have been

expected by chance alone. There was also a trend, which

approached signíficance, for attempters to be more obsessoid than

the comparison çtroup' a finding contrary to that anticipated.

The results of the Levine-Pilowsky Depression (LPD)

euestionnaire demonstrated that the attempters r^rere significantly

depressed in contrast to the comparison grouP' but there !{as no

association between the degree of depression and lethatity.
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Furthermore, approximately one-third of the patients of each

lethality group were allocated to the endogenous ctrass of

depression by the LPD Questionnaire, indicaÈing that certain

patients have symptoms which have been 4ttributed to a

rfunctional shiftr. This finding suggests that the precise

nature of depression in young !ûomen who attempt suicide is by

no means c1ear.

These results may have relevance in the clinical sítuation.

Thus for young women between the ages of 18 and 30 years, those

most at rÍsk for making suicide attempts of high lethality appear

to be those who are not marrÍed (or Ín a de facto relatÍonship) ¡

use alcohol less often; have had recent contact with a psychiatrist;

and have a greater degree of suícidal intent and hopelessness.

Furthermore, there are trends for them to be those of higher

socio-economic status; to have less history of violence, both

used and sustainedi to more often demonstrate schizoid personality

traits and to be closer to the obsessoid pole of the hysteroid-

obsessoid personality continuum; and to be more likely to have

had previous psychiatric consultatíon, and to have made a

previous suicide attempt.

Thus the findings of this study may provide indices, not only

for assessing a patientrs potential for attempting suicide, but

also for assessing whether such an attempt would be of high or

low lethality.
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CHAPTER 
.|

NATURE OF THE PROBLEM

nI6 LQlheU-tq o¿5 øxp,Lu6ed Ln tel{-duttute'LLvø

beløvLoun is vLened on a conlinuun, îhøn wø can

ídenLL(q tho¿ø øLenøvtLt wln'Leh ínettentø aÁ one

movQÁ up tlwf. conüLnwm, in onden to møl¿¿ belÍ.en

c,LLwLca.L LwtenvøvtLLova whiclt ut¡IL LLQX7 neduce

I-e.tlLa,Lí.tA and pe,tufunbo.LLon o¿ we].L o¿ to l+eXp u
betfut unden'stand the {ae-ton's a.ttoe-Lo"tød tßith

aeL[-dutnue-tion,)'

(V'lorden, L976)
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"'UJoÁ i-t a tenLoLtÁ 
^wLcLda,L 

aLtenpt?' Th.U iÁ a. que^îion

inm¿di,a,1.e,Lq a'stzed ín zvenq caÁe bU øvelLAbodA wlw ge,tt to l¿now abouf.

tlte al,tenytt." lltrus wrote Stengel (1969) in introducing a

discussion of the complexities of meaning of the tem rseriousr,

when used in relation to attempted suicider. To Stengel there

appeared to be three criteria by which the seriousness of aÈtempt

could be judged. There was first, the degree of actual physicat

threat to life; second, the strength of conscious suícidal intent;

and third, the possibilíty of íntervention by others in the patíentis

social environment.

These criÈeria clearly do not operate in isolation, and the

relative importance of each has been the subject of considerable

research in the last twenty-five years. This will be reviewed in

some detail later in this thesis, but it ís pertinent to note at

this point, that it appears reasonable to examine each of these

criteria separately in an endeavour to more clearly understand

suicidal behaviour. Thus this thesis will examine the first of

these critería, that of the medical lethality of the suicide attempt.

That it is desirable Èo comprehend suicidal behaviour in as much

detail as possible can be more fully appreciated when the frequency

of aÈtempted. suicide is reviewed. Furthermore, such a review of

lTh" ,ro"ological debate regarding the appropriateness of the term
rattempted suicide' will not be pursued in this thesis.
Nomenclature preferred by other authors will be employed in the
review, but overall, the term rattempted suicide' will be used.
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epidemiologicat data provides a guide to the most appropriate

population of attemPters in which to examine aspects of lethality.

rI. THE INCREASING RATE OF ATTEMPTED SUICIDE

Attempted suicide has become a major Psychiatric problem

throughout the Wor}d (Vteissman, L974). Epidemiological studies

have shown a consistent increase in the last two decades, such

that in Britain, as an example, admissions for suicidal behaviour

to medical wards of general hospÍtals have become second in

freguency only to those for coronary heart disease (Hetzel, 1974).

Indeed, if patients over the age of 50 are excluded, it is the most

conmon díagnosís (Lancet, L974). Weíssman Í974) has reviewed

"The epídenLologt¡ od Auie'tde.0't'tanpL6, 1960 to l971tt and noted a wide

variation in the increase, from only a 43 increase reported by

Jacobson and Tribe (L972) in nid-Sussex, England, between 1963 and

I967i to the thirty-fold increase noted by Stanley (1969) between

1947 and 1968, in Ashton-under-Lyne in England, and the twenty-fold

increase in two decades in Sheffield, England (Jones ì 1977).

These extremes are related partly to the time span of reporting,

and to case-finding tecþniques, but are still consistent with the

uniform increase found elsewhere. Thus, in the United States,

Vüeissman et al (1973a) reported an eleven'fold increase between 1955

and 1970 in New Haven, white Aitken et aI (1969) found a 368

increase from 1962 to 1967 in Edinburgh, Scotland.

lrleissman and her colleagues (Wexler et aI , 1978) have recently

reviewed further studies and observed: t'Ulhen tlnø inl.ennO'LLOna'L
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LrtelntutQ- wo¿s bnough.t up to da'te, no lubttanbLaL el'ønge't in the

lttønd.t obtenved ín 1970 wene notød....thø h,Lgh tLa'-tu neytonfød

pnevíou,tLq hnvø been ma'Lnfainedt'. rn fact, there are several

studies which suggest that the rate may still be increasing, and

these and other recent surveys are presented in Table 1.1.

It ís of note that Australia has not been spared this world-wide

trend. Thus, Mitls et at (L974) reported a 58t increase of

hospital-treated cases of attempted suicide between 1968 and 1972 in

Hobart, and BurviII (1975) noted an increase of approxinately 100t

in the number of attempted suicides admitted to hospital in Perth

over the 10-11 year period of 1961-1971-1972. It is of interest

that these figures are of the same order as the 40t increase

between 1963 and 1970 noted by Oliver et al (1971) in Melbourne, and

the 7Ot increase between 1959 and 1964 noted by Linnane et al (1966),

in the same cÍty.

A recent paper by Koller and Slaghuis (f978) from Hobart is

noreworthy as they reported " An ururuLrtal¿able døg%nø (olLowed bq a

Leve,(ling OU.t" of attempted suicíde rates, both for men and $romen.

Holding et al (L977) had earlier reported from Edinburgh that the

attempted suicide rate for men had fallen, and that the rate for

women, although still increasing' htas levelting off. Thus, the

report of Koller and Slaghuis (1978) is the first of a decline in

the rates of attempted suicide for both men and women. It is

possible that this report may herald others, but it would seem

premature to conclude that the attempted suicide rate had peaked.
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TAtsLE I. ] .

RECENT STUDIES OF AGE/SEX CHARACTERISTICS OF SUICIDE ATTEMPTS

IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES



Table .1. 1.

Authors

Great Britain
Smith (L972) Sheffield, England

Bean (1974) Chichester'
England

250 admissions to a dePÈ.
of Pharmacology and
Therapeutics 1966-71.

935 adnissions to three
general hospitals,
L967-7r.

Admissions to Edinburgh
Regional Poisoning
Treatment Centre and
survey of General
Practices in 1970

1569 patients who
presented to the Bristol
Royal Infirmary, L972-'73.

General hospital adrnissions
1969 - 444 patients
L972-73 - 585 patients

Major Age Group

56r <30

35u 20-29

"In both sexes the
peak rates of para-
suicide are ¿tmong

teenagers and young
adults"
Peak incidence of
fe¡nales L5-29

RECENT STUDIES OF AGE/SEX CHARACTERTSTICS

Place Source of Data

OF SUICIDE ATTEMPTS IN DIFFERENT COT'NTRTES

Sex Ratio
of Tota1

F:M

1.6: I

1.9 :1

1. 4:1

2.0:1

I. 8:1
L969

2.\=L
l-972-73

Sex Ratio of
t'tajor Age Group

F:M

2.22l

1.9:I

Not available

15-20 F:M = 4.0:I
20-25 F:M = 2.22L
25-30 F:l'l = 2 .0: I

Kennedy et al
(L974\

Morgan et al
(1975a, 1975b)

Edinburgh,
Scotland

Bristol, England

Bancroft et al
( Ie7s )

Oxford, England 742 of. men and 67t of "The increase is
women 16-35 years. more marked in women

"The rates are than in m€rn."
exceptionally high for
teenage wives and
single, widowed and
divorced women aged
between 24-35 years."



Jones (L977) Sheffield, England 3566 admissions to four
Sheffield hospitals
L972-L974.

Seven year review of
admissions to Regional
Poisoning Treatment Centre.
Total of 7414 patients

1968 - 772 Patients
L974 -1238 patients

2002 subjects with drug
overdose. Data from
records of the one general
hospital for the years
1968, 1969, L97O.

359 persons in the one
year L97L-72¡ data from
emergency room records
of hospitals in East
Har1em health district.
506 persons with drug
overdose admitted for
emergency care to a
general hospiÈal in Miami,
Florida, Jan-June 1972

492 15-34 1.8:l

Single women aged "The rates for women

15-34 years. 'It were consistently
is the young who higher than those for
have the highest men and' the gap has
rates and have shor.rn steadily increased."
the greatest increase."

1.6: I

Holdin,E et al
(Le17)

Edinburgh,
Scotland.

t.2
1.6

:1 1968
zI 1974

Sweden

Linne (L974) Ivla1mo, Sweden

Monk & lrlarshauer East Harlem,
(L974) New York

Peterson &

Chambers (1975)
Florida, U.S.A.

1.1:1
1. 0:1
I.0: I

1968
l-969
1970

"Attempts were more
frequent in the
younger age groups."

"In the 15-19 age
group there were
twice as many girls
as boys. "

ASU

1.9: 1

1.4: I

70t of men and 75å
women aged 18-34

61å aged L4-24

1.6:1 for ages 25-34
2.92L for ages L8-24

Not available



Table 1.1. (contd.)

RECEMT STUDIES OF AGEISEX CHARACTERISTICS OF SUICIDE ATTEMPTS IN DIFFERENT COUNTRTES

Authors Place

O'Brien (L977) Boston, U. S.A.

lrlexler et aI
( 1978)

New Haven, U.S.A.

Canada

Source of Data

Emergency room drug over-
doses at the l'lassachusetts
General Hospital,
Jan-March L964, 1972, L974.

122 subjects (a I in 3

sample) of adrnission to
the YaIe-New Haven
Energency Room - Records
from JuIy 1974 - June 1975-
Compared to 1970 figures.

760 aùr-issions to two citY
General Hospitals in
L969-70.

56 subjects in the period
I97O-7I, based on General
Hospital and medical
practitioner records.

197 patients in the
emergency room of the
University Hospital in
1 year, I966-L967.

Major Age Group

49t of cases
20-29 years in 1974.

Sex Ratio of
l,lajor Age Group

F:Þ1

Fewer women in the
major age group.
F:I{ = 0.78:1

Sex Ratio
of Total

F:M

2zL 1964
1:1 L972
1.1:1 1974

Termansen et al
( le7 3)

Va¡couver,
Canada

2.1:1 1970 7Ot <3I
3:1 L975

1.4:1 33U <30

3.7:1 638 aged LO-29

Not available.
"The percentage of
female attempters
is even higher in
1975. "

1.6: I

Not available.Kehoe & Abbott
( le7s )

Colombia

l,eon et aI
(Le72)

Yukon,
Canada

CaIi, Colombia 1.8: I 80% <30 Not available.



New Zealand

Werry and Pedder Auckland,
(1976) New Zealand

AustralLia

597 patients who Presented
to the Accident and Emerg-
ency department of the
Auckland Hospital in
fifteen months in
r97L-I972.

Admissions to the RoYaI
Hobart Hospital
1968 - 191 patients
J-972 - 320 Patients
All attempts within these
designated, areas in a
2 year period.
Metropolitan 371 Patients
Provincial 231 Patients
a. Hospital MorbiditY data
for the Perth Statistical
Division, 2036 Patients in
L97r-L972.
b. Data for RoYal Perth
Hospital L968-L972,
3343 patients
Admissions to the RoYal
Hobart Hospital
1973 - 299 Patients
L975 - 268 Patients
L977 - 28I patients

2-L¿L 59å 15-29

2.22L L968 708 <40

2.421 L972

Outer MetroPolitan Peak
Metropolitan 15-19
2.42L Provincial Peak
ProvinciaL 20-24
2.22L

2.42I Not available

:l 1968

=I L972

44 L973 Under 35
94 L975
80 L977

2.L:L

"The rise was
particularly notable
in secondary school-
girls."
Not available.

Not available.

Decline for both men
and women compared to
figures of Mills et aI
(Le74) .

![iIIs et aI
(re74)

Kessell et al
(re7s)

BurvilI
(re7s)

Koller and
Slaghuis (1978)

HobarÈ,
Australia

Outer MetroPolitan
region Melbourne'
and a provincial
region Victoria,
Australia.
Perth, Australia

Hobart, Australia

t.7
2.5

2
2
2
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In any event, the rate at which the Hobart figures have levelled

out, certainly does not give grounds for complacence.

III. THE PREPONDERANCE OF YOUNG VÍOMEN

It has long been recognlsed that the highest rates for

attempted suicide are found in younger \ñromen (Stengel et al , 1958),

and this ráIas conclusively sr¡bstantiated in the epidemiological

review of Weissman (L974). She noted that the most comrion

finding was that about 50t of attenpters 1^¡ere under 30 years of age '

and that the female to male sex ratio varied from I.3:1 to 3:1 for

all series except one from India, where males predominanted.

Earlier Austratían surveys hlere consistent with world trends, with

55t under 35 and a 2z]- female to male ratio reported in Western

Australia (James et al, 1963a) t 50t under 30 and a 2.5:1 female to

male ratio in Brisbane (Edwards and Whitlock, 1968); and a "higlt

incid¿nee o( (eno[U ín th¿ 15 to 30 qøatu age grLoupttand a female

to mal-e ratio of 2.5:1 in Southern Tasmania (Freeman et aI,1970b).

O]iver et aI (1971) noted an overall fig¡ure of 34t of attempters

being less than 30 years of age, for the years L963-L97O, but this

had risen to 6Ot in 1970, with an overall female to male ratio of

2.42L in Melbourne.

A number of studies have addressed the quesÈion of whether or

not the rate for women is changing in relation to that for men.

Aitken et aI (1969) noted that the sex differential was decreasing

in their Edinburgh unit, and a sínilar trend h¡as noted by Smith and

Davison (1971) in Newcastle-upon-flne, and Petersen and Brosstad
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(L9741 in Nonray. It is also of note that the Boston study of

OfBrien (L977') reported more men than women in the major age

group, 20-29 years. Holìrever, these rePorts appear to be in the

minority. Thus, Wexler et aI (1978) in their New Haven sample

noted ttnat "ttne puLcøntûge o{ (enaLe. o-ttunfJtùr^ i/s even l4,Lgl'Len in

lq75 lthan l970lt', while Holding et al (L977), reporting from the

same Edinburgh unít from which Aitken et aI (1969) p¡blished, noted

a continued increase for hlomen, especíally in the I5-I9 age group.

Furthermore, while the rate of increase for women had levelled out'

an actual fall in the rates for men allowed the sex ratio to íncrease

from 1.22zL Eo L.62¿L female to maLe from 1968-L974. Bancroft et

al (L975) in Oxford noted an íncrease in female to male ratio from

I.8:1 in 1969 to 2.1:I in L972-73, while in Australia, Burvill

(1975) reported an increase from 1.7:I in 1968 to 2.5:1 in 1972

in Perth, and Mills et al (L974) in Hobart found an increase from

2.2¿L in 1968 to 2.4:1 in 1972. The increase in the sex ratio for

younger $¡omen was also clearly demonstrated by Morgan et aI (L975a,

1975b), whose figures gave a female to male ratio of 2.0:1 for the

25-30 age group, 2.2:I for those 20-25, and no less than 4.0:l for

those 15-20.

Although these reports leave lítt1e doubt thaÈ young \ilomen

comprise a major proportion of those who attempt suicide, few

studies appear to have been directed specifically at the elucidation

of the characteristÍcs which distinguish this group-
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IV. COMMENT

The study of young women whose suicide attempts have been

of differing lethality may shed light on certain oÈher aspects

related to suicidal behaviour. Thus there appears to be an

increase ín the rate of suicide in younger age groups (!,laldron and

Eyer, L9751, particularly in young women (Burvil1, L97O, L973a¡

Kreitman, L976a), and there is now a body of evidence (Tuclcnan and

Youngman, 1968; Lester, I970a; Lester et aI, L975; Pallis and

Sainsbury, Lg76) which suggests tinat'tthte./'¿ i't tome lutÙL(ícaLLon 6o,L

ma"hing ext)LapoloÍ,Lovt^ tLegatLd'Lng ,swíe'Ldu dtom ¿tud'Lu oó 
^uLLou'6

tuiúde a,ttenptuu" (pallís and Birtchnell , L977).

Furthermore, there ís a preponderance of women among those who

suffer from depression (Weissman and K1erman, 1977). The

psychosocial stresses associated with both suicidal behaviour and

depression may be related to differing role expectations and

responsibilities of young women' and it therefore would seem

important to examine their characteristics Ín some detail.

There is also Èhe practícal reason for assessing young l^romen

attempters, that their very preponderance should ensure that a

sufficient number of patients of widely ranging degrees of medical

lethality are accessible for investigation in a reasonable period

of time.



CHAPTER 2

REVIEl^l OF THE LITERATURE

"lø índ,Lea.tød bq ju^t 
^LL¿eh 

nunbelu o( ytubl'Lca,LLon6,

thenø Lu,t b¿¿n a,n ¿vaJL incnea,síng íntøne,tt

ín tl+e ,liQ,Ld o,[ te.L{-de.6t)tuc.tion.]l

(Farberow, L976)
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I INTRODUCTION

It is not the aim of this reviel^l to provide a complete

overview of all Èhe literature relating to attempted suicide.

Rather, after defining the terms 'medical lethality' and 'suicidal

intent', it will focus on four broad areas.

First, general descriptive and clinical data relating to suicidal

subjects as a whole will be reviewed. This wiII include demographic

details; the methods used and the circunstances of.the attempt'

including recent contact with hetping agencies; past psychiatric

history; hÍstory of parental separation; history of personal

violence; past contact with suicidal behaviour in others, and

clinical diagnosís. Note witl be made of associations with

medical lethality and suicidat intent, although the studies referred

to wiII be more fully discussed later in this review.

Second" research related to specific subgroups of suicidal

individuals and, in particular, to young women' will be discussed.

Third, those studies which have specifi-calIy examined aspects of

medical lethality and suicidal intent will be reviewed in more detail.

FinaIIy, those other attributes of suicidal sr¡bjects which will be

specifically pursued in thís thesis will be reviewed. These include

the depressive component¡ hopelessness; fear of d,eath; and

personality factors associated with attempted suicide, with particular

emphasis on the hysteroid-obsessoid and locus of control dimensions of

personality.

The overall thrust of this review is to concentrate on the
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literature concerned with young \^romen who attempÈ suicide, and to

elucidate factors which may be related to medical lethality and

suicidal intent.

II. DEFTNITION OF TERMS

The need to distinguish the concepts of rmedical lethalityr

and ,suicidal intent'l has arisen from the influential pioneering work

of Farberow (1950) and Stengel et al (1958). Thus Farberow (1950)

noted that because the medical seriousness of an attempt was

't(neque-nllu 
^o 

mi,6Lead'Lng)t in the assessment of suicidat subjects, he

woutd use "thø ^üiotønb^ 
06 the 

^wLc'LdaL 
tendøncq" as the criterion

for distinguishing his subjects. Similarly, Stengel et aI (1958)

noted: t'eleattlrtr, lhø døgneø o( dangùL to LL(ø i's not a nøUnbLe

m¿a,^úLe 0'6 
^eJLLotAns'5^ 

o( inLønt",

As will be noted, not all work has fully substantiated these views.

Nevertheless, there does appear to be a need to distinguish these

components. This is evident from a revíew of the literature in

which terms such as lserioust, rgesturer and tgenuiner are often

applied without clear definition. Such terminology not only may

assume a pejorative quality, but it makes comparison of different

research work extremely difficult.

Furthermore, the terms rmedical lethalityr and rsuicidal intent'

themselves have been used in different ways, even by the same author.

lThe terms'suicidal intent' and rsuicide intent' appear to be used
interchangeably in the literature. Thus even in the description of
Èheir intent scale (p.I89)Beck et at (l-974b) refer to it as both the
'suicidal Intentr and 'suicide Intentr Scale. The term rsuicidal
intent' will be used in this thesis.
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Thus, Shneidman (1963) proposed a nosology of suicidal behaviours

which inctuded " Ce,.sz,aÍion intentio ned,lubínt¿ntion¿d, uwLnt¿nLLonød

a"nd contho.Lnt¿nlionød", a clear reference to suicidal intent.

However, he later wrote of the psychologícal autopsy as a

"net)torpøotive ,LecontÍluc.tion oó a"n índivídua'L',s Ii{ø t|nf $oeu'tte,t

on Løtln(rtq, fl,Laf. i.,s, thote deatunu 06 LrOs Ii{ø tlna-t i-LLuninafe

lví's intenLLon^ in ne.LaÍion to lq,í's own døa.tlt'r (shneidman, 1971) .

Although'Iethatityr $ras also used in a similar way by Tabachnik

and Farberow (1961) to infer the potential for future suicide, such

a use is not only inconsistent with most other authors' but with

the everyday medical meaning of the term.

It is of note that the nosological distinction between medical

lethality and suicidal intent was a topic for discussion by a

Committee on Nomenclature and Classification which was convened as

part of a conference on tSuicide Prevention in the Seventiest

(pokorny, L974). They agreed E;¡al-tt.LQ.tl4a,Lífu mean^ dangUt to (i{e

in a mødica.,L, bíologíca-L 
^¿n^e. 

It ne(etus to the dead.(inu,s o(

th¿ awLcida.(- ac,t otL conÍ.atnpLal.zd a.c,t. TI,tø naLLng 'Shou.Ld be ba,tød

on thø objecLLvø medieo[Lq accøpte.d da.ngen, and not on tÁ)hÃ.t tl'18.

aubjec't' t¿neø ott though.t abou-t i-t't. Pokorny (L974) also noted that

Beck had referred to it as 'medical lethality' to clarify it even

further.

There is less controversy over the term tsuicidal intentt, and

the definition provided by Beck et al (f974b) is relatively

unambiguous: "SwLcidÃ,L ínt¿nf i'S dø[inød a,t the 
^Q^ioulnQ:sl 

otL
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ínterai.ttl od thø wi,th o( a pa.tiøtr.t. to tumLna.t¿ l,ví's li6e".

III. GENERÃL DESCRIPTIVE AND CLINICAT DATA

The literature is replete with descriptive accounts of

suicidal sr:bjects, and their main characteristics have been reviewed

by !{eissman (L974) and Farberow (1976). The following general

review has drawn extensively from these works, the studies of

Kreitman and his colleagues in Edinburgh (Kreitman, L977), Èhe

English studies of Bancroft et al (1975, 1977) and Morgan et al

(I975a, 1975b), as well as the Australian work of James et al

(1963a), Edwards and Whitlock (1968) and Hetzel (f971).

a. General Demographic Data

i. Age

The preponderance of yor:nger subjects, especially women, in

populations of suicide atterpters has been noted in Chapter l.

A number of studies have suggested that there is an increase in

medical lethality and suicidal intent with increasing age. Thus,

vùeiss et al (f961), Motto (1965), craham and Hitchens (1967) , and

Rosen (1970) reported that more medically lethal attempts \^¡ere more

likely to be made by older subjects; Doryat and Boswell (1963)

noted t,tnatc "^ütiou^neÁ^ o( twLe-LdnL inte-vú. vanLød d'íttee,tlq wiâh age";

and McHugh and Goodell (1971), using a scale which combined medical

lethality and suicidal intent observed that " índ,Lvidtta'L'S wi-tl't higtl

,swLeide naLLng 
^eo,LQÁ 

t¿nd on Ll+e avetøg¿ Í.o bø ol-deh".

Hor^¡ever, Leon et al (1972) noted no difference in age between

their rfrustratedr (those who would have died but for "opponfunz
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ínf.envøntion o{ anothøt fre)L6on and/on adeclua.te mød,LcaL aLtenl,Lon'l and

attempted suicide groups; Silver et al (I97I) found no correlation

between age and scores on the Suicidal Intent Scale of Beck et at (Lg74b),

and Pierce (1977), using a modified suicidal intent scale, found

significant correlations between age and the objective circumstances and

total scores, but not with the self-report intent scores.

Thus, although Èhe majority of studies support an association

between medical lethatity and age, the evidence for an associaÈion

between suicidal intent and age is less convincing.

ii. Nationality

There appears to be agreement that there ís an increase

in suicide among migrants in Austraria (vühitlock, L97La¡ Burvirl

et aI, 1973). However, there are conflicting findings with regard

to the importance of migration and attempted suicide.

Thus, while Gold (1965) reported attempted suicide rates for

migrants twice those expected in North-East rasmania, Buckle et ar

(1965) found no difference in rates between migrants and non-migrants

in Merbourne; and Krupinski and stoller (1965), arso in Merbourne,

reported a hígher incídence of attempted suicide in non-British female

immigrants than among British and Austrarian born. on the basis

of their own work and a review of earlier Australian stud.ies,

Edwards and hlhitlock (1968) concluded that immigration was not a

significant cause of attempted suicide. Hovrever, more recent

reports have renewed the debate. Ewing et al (quoted by Burvill,

r973b) found a higher incidence among immigrants than Australian-
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born in Perth, and Burvill (1975) also in Perth, tepotted tithe

chudø na.lu {on botln 
^exe,,s 

$on a.tL inrwLgnanf,s u)Qhe much gtLøTâ.Q}L

tl+an [oz tþwte bonn ín Aursþta,(ia, bú uthen tl+e ,Laf.Qls t])Q/Lz- agø-

¿tandand.í¡¿d thw ,Le,6pe.cÌive. no,te^ (on $ena,Le.A 00Q^Q. a.(no¿t

ídønLíca.L 23.9 and 23.4 nupeol,LveLq, uJlLelLøo"s tho¿ø {ott ma.Lers

,show¿d an exce.^^ nnfø (on inmígnanf's (12.+l oven th¿ Au.tttul-Lan

bonn (9.71". Burvíll (1975) pointed out the t'Iange vaniaiiont

i.n tln¿ al,tenyttød ¿wLcide- ,La.te/r be'tuteøn d'L66Qne.nf. .innLgnnnt grLoup^'t ,

and this factor will clearly influence the results of such studies.

It is of interest that Weissman (1974), in reviewíng the

Iiterature, suggested that it is possibLe ttt\to-t U its not,inttuLgrßvt't'

^lÃ.ttL6, 
püL 

^e, 
btú th¿ econofiwc and toaLoL d"í'sadvanlagu a's,soc,t.d,ted

IDUIL i,t tho"t ane inpontnnt)'. rt is clearly a conplex issue, and

perhaps not une:çected1y, it has not been pursued in groups of

differing lethality.

iii. Civil SÈate

There is a consistently noted excess of divorced or

separated persons of both sexes among those who attempt suicide

(Weissman, L974). However, there are conflicting findings in those

studies concerned with the question of civil state and the lethality

or intent of suícidaI behaviour.

Thus, Rosen (1970) compared subjects who had made 'serious attemptsr

(both medically and psychiatrically) and reported more married, more

widowed and fewer single subjecÈs in the 'serious' group, and !{orden

(1976) , who used the Risk-Rescue Rating Scale 1p.81),
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observed Lhat "maifüage uJa^ úgwL,[íeanLLq a,t,soe,fu,ted wiåh I'vLgl't

!-e.thnLitttr" . However, Leon et al (L972) in their study of
rfrustratedr suicides noted a virtually identicat pattern of marital

status for the 'frustrated' suicides, other suicidal sulcjects and a

group who had conunitted suicide. Sinilarly, !{eiss et al (196I),

assessed the seriousness of both the suicidal íntent and the

medical 'dangerousness' of their subjectsr suicide attempts and

found no associaÈion between the degree of seriousness and marital

status.

Thc fact that age and civil state are closely related suggests

that studies of particular açJe groups of persons who attempt suicide

are necessary before any firm conclusions can be reached regarding

civil state and lethality and intent.

iv. Socio-economic Status

vrleissman (L974) noted :ulnat- ttmQ-aning(til- 
^ociß'L 

c,LaU

elmfJüuÁon^ ca"nnot tLeadi,LA be made" , and this is indeed so, since

indices for the assessment of social class are poorly standardised.

Despite this, there appears to be a consistent over-representation of

the lower socio-economic groups among patients who have attempted

suicide. This has been assumed to be partly an artefact due to the

tendency of 'upper' class patients to utilise private facilities.

!{hile this may well be the case in the United States, recent research

in Edinburgh (Kreitman, L9771 showed no difference in the

proportions of admitted and non-admitted attempts from working-class

districts and more affluent suburbs. Kreitman (1977) concluded
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thar: "gzne)r-oL pftac.ti'LLonuu in tlrc nUpøc'tnbL¿ mLdd'Le c'tt',st a.)Løa^

wene not pnotecfing thz'Ul pabLerú's (nom the lLLgma o{ adní'stion to

fh.e 'poi'sont wand' : thø 
^n'-tu 

t'lQ'tLe ,LeÃ,LLq Lowen't .

sendbuehter et al (1970) assessed socio-economic status and

the medical seriousness of the suicide attempÈ, and reported that

the'seríous'attempters were more like1y to be higher in the socio-

economic scale, and that "the. LoWen in the 
^ocia,L 

S.cononvLc e.La,St

the. pe.nton il, thø gne-a.tüL Ls the inoLdent o{ gutunQ- and ombívøLønt

f e,Ll derSÙnuytive, aA-ttt. A similar finding ldas rePorted by Rosen

(1970) who, in assessing the place of address or 'socio-economic

area, observed that there were mote'tnOn-¿WLOU't a,tfenytt'S {nOm thø

Lowe.n-c,ta,t^ old town t¿nemønt'S and tl'¿e- nen ¿Lw c,Le,ananee- I'Lou/síng

deVe,LOpmenÍ^n , whereas the I serious attempts' I¡tere t)m1ltø 
{nOm Lnnen

and ou.ten míddLe- c,Lo"s^ 
^ubuLb^tt 

.

b. Factors Related to the Suicide Attempt

i. Agent Ingested

The most frequent method of attempted suicide is by drug

over-dose, and this accounts for 70s to 9ot of all attempts

(!,leissman, Lg74). The actual number of tablets,/capsules ingested

is infrequently reported, but the fact that the use of multiple

drugs is increasing has been documented. It is of interest that

Kessell (1965) did not corürent on muttiple drug ingestion, but a

Iater survey' also from Edinburgh (Holding et al, L977), noted

ttralc'ttlLø u,SQ- 0,6 mu,Ltiplø po/"^oYvLng agent^ I+arS íne'tte-a,tød and in

1974 aceount¿d {on 12 pen cØytt 06 admi'S¿íovøt'. Fraser and Lawson
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(1975) commented that "onL,j a ruLnotvi-tq o( ytaLLønf,t tool¿ mon-¿ than one

dhuq" i.n Lhcir Scottish series of young h¡omen, but the commcnt of

Lonnquist (19771 lJnal. "motte than ha,t-d o$ thz ytaLLents had talzøn onLq

onz dJtug" could be interpreted as implying a greater percentage of

multiple drug ingestion for his Finnish serÍes. Certainly, the

figure of 34t of persons taking more than one drug in the Christchurch,

New Zealand, series of Adam et al (1978) is greater than the rnultiple

drug taking ín the Scottish series.

In relation to the lethality and intent of suicide attempts, Rosen

(1970) reported that 'serious attemptersr were more likely Èo use

barbiturates, carbon monoxide, or salicylates, but fewer other drugs.

However, there has been a changing pattern in the tlpe of drugs

used for attempted suicide in the last decade. This has recently

been documented by Proudfoot and Park (1978), who noted a decline

in the use of barbituraÈes and methaqualone, and an increase in the

benzodiazepines, and to a lesser extent, the tricyclic antidepressants.

They noted that the decrease in morbidity as a resuft of benzo-

diazepines replacing barbiturates and methaqualone, was balanced by

greater nurnbers of suicidal subjects overall, and a greater number of

unconscious patients, d.ue mainly to the increased use of tricyclic

antidepressants.

The question of whether or not suicidal- subjects are aware of the

degree of danger of ingesting various tablets remains unsolved.

Kessell (1966) forthrightly noted tlr,at'tdnug^ a.)LQ. tLøa"d.LLt/ avøí,[abLø

to a poytu.La.ce arv)ahe. both tho-t theq anø compüLntive,X-q tade a,nd thaf,

o
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thQfuL do'sage can, witLl d,i'scneLLon bø nøgu.La,tød bq the tal¿en".

Ilovrever, Fox and Vrleissman (1973) pointed out the paradox that

"wh.i-Le paLLent's talz,Lng ovüLdo^u lnad the L¿a.tt íntøvtt to lz,i,Lt-

thente,Lve's, thø mzd,Lc.ol e6úøcf's o( tl+ain aÍf.enpf,,s tÁ)ene tl'Le mo^Í.

^etuLou^", 
and added :-:hal' )'manq o(¡ thø a.ti.enytturl aytytanønflq d,Ld not

nøali¿e the potenLLal Løthtali-tq o( tl+z mød,Lcail-on's theq wenø talz,Lng".

This observation is consistent with the earlier comment of Graham

and Hitchens (L967), that "thø ne,La-tive Le,tLu,Lí,tA 06 common poi'son's

ít ytnobabLq not wel,L t¿nown to Laq ytøoytLe'). rn fact, there has been

l-ittle work investigating this topic. Sale et aI (1975) in a

survey of community attitudes and beliefs concerning suicidal

behaviour, reported that "Ln ne'sytovÁe. to ,í,tent conceJLnLng Le.thal,i'tu

o( a tqytíeaL'tleeping tablel', nonna,L dote gLvøn a.a 2 t0"bLet6, 50.82

be"(iøved that an ovuLdotQ. o( Lut thnn 30 tnbl-eÍrs wouLd be (a.ta.L.

The nøtytond¿nLt' oytíwLont o( othen dnug tot Lc,í.tLe.t d,L((ened wide,Iu

$ttom thotz med"Lca.LLq accepted, wi,t[,t a. genuLal tendzncq towand an

ovenQ,ttimafion o $ to t<,Lú,tq" .

Vühile it is reasonable to assr.me that the number and nature of the

drug (or drugs) taken is important to the understanding of suicidal

behaviour, the precise relationship is not yet clear.

ii. Source of Agent Ingest,ed

It is generally recognised that about two-thirds of

subjects who attempt suicide do so with medically-prescribed drugs.

Thus smith (1972) in sheffield reported that "ín ovSh 809o o6 ca^e.á

thø dnugr u,sød l+ad bøzn ytttucnLb¿d bq a docfon" ¡ Hetzer (r97r) in
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Australia noted that 82t of the drugs used had been prescribed (not

specified whether prescribed solely for the patient); Morgan et al

(I975a) in Bristol reported that "tøvøYrfttr-aiSh.t petLcenf. o$ the

paLíents tooh dnug¿ which Lnd been obfn,Ln¿d bq med,Lea.L ytnøtc.n'Lyttion)l

(67 percent prescribed for the patient, 11 percent for someone else);

and Holding et aI (L9771, reviewing the Edinburgh data, observed that

il 56 pencenf. toob dnugt p,Le.6c^ibQ-d (on thente,Lve'a a"nd 15 pøncenf toolz

dnug,s frne^eJt Lbed (on otþLeÅ^t' .

It is of note that in commenting on the Edinburgh data, Kreitman

(Lg77) observed: 'tho,t thene had bøøn no c\La-ngz. in tl'te p,Lopoh-tion

od ytoi.towLngt bq pnetcnLbød a.t eonpanød to non-prLøtuLLbed dnug,s

dince 1962 nví.Irta.te^ again^t tlnø o(tzn-c'í.tød oytíruLon Í.ha-t tlnø

incn¿a.te. ín pau'swLcid¿ i,s Løqe'U thø covu¿quencø 06 morLe. UbuúL

p,Luenlbíng bU doc,ton^" .

Of the 292 of patients who took non-prescribed drugs in Edinburgh'

one-third obtained then itlegally, and the remainder took freely

purchased drugs.

A recent paper by Jones (L977) suggests that the number of patíents

taking drugs prescribed for themselves, may be fa11in9. On the basis

of srudies in Sheffield, he noted that')thø dnug Wa.t ptLQ^ü,Lbed don

thø pa.tiønf ín onLA a fhi.tLd 0,6 ca^a.^. A [un-then tLvULd had tnb¿n

table-Lt be,Longíng to a ne,Laliv¿ o,L (n Lend. Ulhi.I-Q. the nenøLning

tuuLd had tn[¿¿n dnugd which weiQ. 6,LeeLq avøílabL¿ wi,thou,t ytnexnLption".

He suggested that " thehe- now afJps-a,h,5 to b¿ a" g,Lotilíng tendøncq. . . .

LLpeein.L(-A anong tøznagenS, to contune dJLug^ frn6ü'Lbed don- a" fJuLs.nt'
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tíblíng, on dnLend". such a trend does not appear to have been

reported from other centres.

ÍÍhether or not the source of the agent ingested bears a

relationship wiÈh the lethality and intent of suicide attempts has

not been investigated.

iii. Use of Alcohol With or Before the Suicide Attempt

There has been a consistently noted association between

alcohol ingestion and suicidal behaviour for over one-hundred-and

fifty years (Casper, L825 (quoted by Goodwin, 1973); Sullivan and

Scholar, 1898; Moore, 1939; James et aI, I963b; Mayfield and

Montgomery, 1972).

However, the nature and degree of thís association is not clear-

cut. Thus it is of ínterest to consider a paper read by Sullivan

and Scholar (1898) to a meeting of the Medico-Psychological

Association in London in February 1898. They opened by noting

that: "Íl+e inpoftlnnt ytaut pLaqød bq a,LcohoLLtm ín the cau^abLon 06

¿wLc,Ldø ha,s bee.n abundantl-q ,LLcogwUQ.d bq aL,L ob^Qhvutt o[ both thø,s¿

AociÃ.L phønomøna; and 60 (san a,s d¿bafe nou) touclLe.d th¿ que,6tion, i-t

i's mene,Lq to denL wí-th poíntl o( detnLLt', However, in the recorded

discussion a Dr. Yellowlees t'eon$e.L^e-d tha.f tltø a,stocía,tion be,tuløøn

aleohoL and twLcide had nøveJL Aøømed to h,ín 
^o 

mahl¿ød at tl,¿e

^tnLÁLLc's'gíven 
bq 0n. Su.LLLvan would malze i.t, and ¿omø 06 l4,U

conc.Ir^ion^ 
^een¿d 

to be ,Laf.hQh too dø(íruí.te.Lq dødueød dnom tha,t

^frecLal, 
Lintif¿d and ¿omenha-t. øxeøyttionÃ,î. 

^uLLu 
06 caÁeÁtt. rt is

of interest that such a dissenting view is reporÈed to have caused a
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Dr. Urquhart to note t¡¡at ttit til0¿5 nnfhuL ¡tøutl,Lng to l+øan {nom

On. Vellowti.ect tho..t a.LcohøUtm a-nd twLc'íde wene not c'LotzI-r¡

nc.(a.tpd".

Another dissenting view in the literature has been that of lqoore

(1939) who reported that a lesser proportion of alcoholics than

others. who attempted suicide, succeeded in killing themselves (5*

compared to tlt). This ted hin to postutate that "alcohoQtsm

ptLøvent's 
^&LcidÃ'L 

paLLefilÁ (non aueeøød'Lngt'. Ho\,{ever, more

recently Mayfield and Montgomery (Lg72l observed rJnar'tanq blnnl¿ef

oÁ^urnpilon thd,t. olcohoL-ne,Lafzd ¿wLcidø a,ttenytf's ane bewLgn i.â, u)e.

ó¿¿L, a c.IiwLca,L utlon wi.th ,swLou.^ contequenceÁt'.

The literature on alcohol and suicidal behaviour is, as in so

many areas of the suicidology líterature, bedevilled by nosological

problems. The definitions of rdrunkr or rintoxication' can be

widely diverse, and some studies refer simply to 'drinking to excessl

or merely to the ingestion of alcohot. Few papers refer to blood

alcohol levels.

. Considerable variation in the proportion of alcohol-related

suicides has been reported. Thus Sainsbury (1955) recorded

'alcohol-ism' in 6.24 of 390 suicides in London, but noted that only

2.3t were 'drunkr at the time of the act. Stengel et al (1958)

reported l9t of 73 men and I4t of. 44 women who suicided had been

'drinking to excessr; Robins et al (1959) reported 26* of 103 men

and 13t of 31 women suicides had 'chronic alcoholism' ; and

Barraclough et aI (L974) noted 198 of 64 men and 98 of 34 women
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suicides had 'alcoholism'. Ayd (1961) reported that. 358 of. 6L7

suicides had a blood alcohol greater than 0.05 per cent, but this

comprised men and women, and was a proportion of a larger group of

suicides, and thus selection factors may have influenced this higher

figure.

There have been sinilarly diverse figures in the literature

related to attempted suicide. Thus Morgan et al (1975a) noted

that ttaZcohol had beøn tal¿en wífLuLn ,six houna frrLøcQ.d,Lng tøLd-hau bq

558 od the men and 252 o( the women')i Edwards and whírrock (1968)

reported 26* of their Brisbane subjects had taken alcohol before

their attempt; James et al (1963a) in Perth noted iJnai- "Aomø 402 od

the m¿n and 202 o{ thø lilomen urüLe 6ound to have bLood alcohoL Leve,î's

comytaLLble u)UþL c,LLwLca.L íyû.oxieaüLont'; Freeman er aI (1970) in

Hobart recorded similar fígures of 424 for men and 12? for women who

had had "tte-cenÍ Lnge,ttion o( a.Leol+oLtt; patel et aI (1972) in a

Glasgow study, noted that 70å of men and 4OE of women "l,nd tnt¿en

al-cohoL- be{one thz ovendo^Lt'; Kreitman (Lg77) reported two-thirds

of men and 458 of women "L¿ad contuned a.I-cohoL tl+ontl,q bødonø the po.na-

Luicidal a"cf" in Edinburgh; and Adam et aI (1978), in Christchurch,

reported 4OB of their subjects had taken atcohol before the suicide

attempt.

The papers of Patel et al (L9721 and Kreitman (1977) require

further comment. It is of note that 438 of the women aged between 20

and 29 in the Glasgow study of Pate1 et al (1972) had consumed alcohol;

the mean blood alcohol concentration of aII women who had attempted
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suicide was 102 mg. per I00 mt.; high blood alcohol concentrations

were especially common in those women with broken marriagesi and

they also reported l;¡ar-'tabu^ø od aLcohol- bq l+u.tband otL pilL¿nf^

tiloÁ comnonLA a ma.¡o,L $ac,ton Lend,Lng to thø woman tnt¿-tng an ovsh-

dote o( a dnug. Th,Us (ae-ton wa^ Q^peci-a,UA ¿videnf ín tl+ø

AouvtguL women be.fuieen rtnentq and tú.nl.q-wLne".

Kreitman (L9771 examined the changing role of alcohol in

parasuicide in Edinburgh. He noted Èhat the )tpnopOn-tion 06 mQ-n

who had con^unQ-d alcohoL tl+on-tlt¡ bø$one thø patta-twLoLda.L ac.t

l,w¿ ne.nained con^tanÍ. ovøtt tl+ø qentus and comytni'sød tno-tlq,íltd's oó

the adnír^Lonâ....Ln contJLtrst to thø møn, thø pnoponLLon 06 t^)omen

adtui^^ion^ who had con^une.d a'Leohot ho¿ incn¿aÁød, (nom 25eo to

452. He also observed t}¡at t'thø inene.a,tø ín al-cohoL- urSe af. thø

Line o$ thø epirsodø omongtt. women ha't beøn mogÍ maLt¿ød ín thø

15-24 qean OLúStt; the proportion having more than doubled fro¡n I6t

of admissions in 1968 to 40% in L974.

This observation of a marked increase in alcohol consumption prior

to suicidal behaviour in young \¡/omen is of concern, but does not

appear to have been studied intensively. Similarly, the

relationship of alcohol ingestion and suicidal intent and lethality

has infrequently been examined. I¡Ieiss et aI (1961) reported that

rhe diagnosis of ralcoholismr t'wa.6 not tígwL(LcÃntlq ne,Iaf.ed to

the ,suiou^ne,6^ o( the at'tenptt' in their series of 35 patients;

James et al (1963b), who recorded blood alcohol levels, noted

"no tLgni(Lcnnt ne'LaLíoølvLp be,twø¿n bLood a-LeohoL .Løve'L and
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^evü,Uq 
o$ the 

^&LoLda'L 
acf"; and Pa1lis eÈ aI (1975) reported

comparable figures for the diagnosis 'alcoholism (including drug

addiction)' of 13.2* of those who had made a suicide attempt and

IO.9t of those simply with suícida1 ideation. on the other hand,

schmidt et aI (f954) noted t]nat ))thø 
fra'LLønLy ín the not-^Utiou^

grLoup rlrQhe mo,Le. dnecluenllq dnLntzing af. thø Línø o( thø a-tfenpt,

514 comytaned wi.th 142 o6 th¿ ¿øniou,s gttoup", and Pierce (L977),

who assessed suicidal intent, observeð,'tthAf. ytailLenfl Wl+o Wenø not

heavq d¡vLnt¿e.¡u tilelLe given highen cinewnttancQ/5 
^cotLQÁ 

(p<.051't (on

a modified suicidal intent scate) "than tlwtø uJho uJe.,Le. heavq d¡inl¿UuS",

In so far as one can extrapoJ-ate from those who suicide to

attempters of high lethality, the latter two papers are reminiscent

of Mooref s (1939) comment EhatltolcohoLitm prLevenL| 
^wLe,Lda'L 

yta'LLenf's

(nom lueceødingtt, and are perhaps unexpected in view of the accepted

relationship between alcoholism and suicide. The relationship is

clearly complex, and its exa¡nination in young women in whom alcohol

consumption is increasing (Kreitnan, L977) might illuminate the

problem.

iv. 'Impulsivity I and. the Time of Most Recent Contact with a

Helping Agency

A finding which has been consistently reported is that

about two-thirds of all attempts are committed impulsively (James et

al, 1963a, Kessel, 1965; Edwards and Irtrhitlock' 1968; Freeman et

al, L97O¡ HetzeI, L97L¡ Smith, 19721. Unfortunately, the worcls

'impulsive' and 'impulsively' have been invested with pejorative
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connotations, $rith comments such as "dnug ovendotagz in qoung womøn Lt

mone in the na,tune od an inytu.Î,tíve aet" (Fraser and Lawson, L975\, and

this could be interpreted as minimising any psychiatric morbidity, or

as considering impulsivity only a characteristic of the young.

Little work has focussed on impulsivity in specific groups, or in

those with formal psychiatric illness. It is of interest that

Kesse1 (1965) reported that of his population of suicide attempters,

7It of those under 20; 7l* of. those aged 2O-34i 63Ê of those 35-54;

and as many as 58s of those aged 55 or more had acted impulsively.

(ftris report is sinj-Iar to the more recent study of Birtchnell and

Alarcon (I971a) in which 50t of those over 39 had acted impulsively.

This prompted them to comment: 't,sunytni'singL-q thULe appøuLQ.d to bø no

ne,LaLLovulvLp be,tutø¿n inpu,['Sivitq and age)]). Kessel arso reported

that of patients with formal psychiatric illness ".... øve.n oJnong thun

inpu,bsívønars^ chahnef.üuí^ed iu'tt ovelL I'10,'L6 tl+ø ac,t's" . The very fact

Èhat loss of ego control should allow such impulsive acts, far from

leadinq us to minimíse any disorder, would appear to demand the

closest scrutiny.

It is of note that 'impulsivity' has rarely been objectively

assessed in suicidal subjects. Pallis and Jenkins (1977l used

Form A of the Eysenck Personality Inventory which can be scored to

give a measure of impulsivityr, and the Suicidal Intent Scale of

Beck et aI (l-974b) to assess 124 subjects who had attempted suicide.

They found that " (on moLøt thøttø u)aÁ en a^^ocia'fion be,tnøen .Lot't)

Lnt.ønt to d,Lø and inytu'LtLvi'tt¡", but there l¡/as no such association for
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the female patients. Pallis and Jenkins noted that their resul-t

was consistent with the work of Kinsinger (1971) , t'who $ound no

a.6^ocLa,lion bert^)eQ.n 0" c,(iwLenL judgenen-t o( ínfenf and exfnavuÁíon

on .inytu.Lsívifq" .

These studies do not support the commonly held clinical- opinion

that younçJ women are more impulsive than other groups. This may

reflect the inadequacy of the instruments, or the clinical

impression may be wrong. Rather than pursue the concept of

impulsivity in this manner, it would appear to be of more pracÈical

value to consider the time of most recent contact with a helping

açfency, as it is in that contact that therapeutic intervention might

be e:çected to be of benefit.

It has been noted that patients who attempt suicide have often

seen some form of helping agency, usually a medical practitioner, in

the period inmediately preceding the act. Thus, Kreitman and

Chowdbury (1973) noted that 298 of their Edinburgh subjects had had

contact with a helping agency in the week prior to their overdosei

srnith (1977) in sheffield reported tinat ttdohfq pQJLcent o( ytatient's

had contu.[.f.ed tLLQih doc,ton wi-th,Ln tl,t¿ wøøl¿ bø$one tl,te- ovendo^Q. a"nd

fuio-th,ind's wi-tbLn tl'tø pnzviotø mont!'t; and Adam et al (1978) in

christchurch noted tJnat tr64oó od the 
^IJnIJX-z- 

'La,.tt ,satt fhz'íJL doc.ton

wi.tlvLn one- month o{ talzing tl,LQ,í}L lvQ-rLdo^Q-, 29"ø vi's'Lting 14,ín wi-tlvLn

thø pttevíou^ tlJøel¿tt .

Bancroft et aI (L977) specifically investigated the recent contact

with a helping agency of their suicidal subjects in Oxford, and
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reported uthoL neøLt-A 18so had madø ¿ueln contac.t wi.tluLn 24 howu o(

the. atl.enytt, 54"ø ín thø pnøvíou.d wø¿l¿ and nøanLq 82% ín the padt

montl't. Th¿ naf.ø o( tueh contac,f,t wa,s h,Lgl+en in tho,s¿ aged 40 and

unden (862) eompanød wi-th th¿ ovQh 40^ (6721, Conta"cf. wi.thuLn 24

houut wat mo¿t common wi.tl'vLn thø 2l-35 age grLoup (26,5%l and

nøbbLve,Lq Ln{nec¡uenl. in the undQh 20,s (10%) otL tho^ø oven 36 (11oø1,,.

Of the h¡omen, 848 had had contact with an açJency in the precedíng

month. 68t had had contact with a general practitioner, and 168

had had contact wíth a psychiatrist. (These figures are not

mutually exclusive, and other contacts with, for example, clergy

or samaritans combined to make Èhe total of 848.)

!{hether or not the recent contact has any relationship to the

degree of medical lethality or suicidal intent does not appear to

have been investigated.

c. Past Psychiatric History

The term rpast psychiatric history' is broad and can be exarnined

in different ways. Although it could be argued that both contact

with a psychiatrist and previous history of attempted suicide may not

necessarily denote psychiatric illness, these are parameters which

have been recorded in some studies.

A representative sample of reports from several countries is

portrayed in Table 2.1, and demonstrates that approximately 20-50t of

subjects who attempt suicide have done so before, and that a

proportion of the same order have had psychiatric assessment,/trea'Èment

in the past. A lower figure of about 10-15% were still currently
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TABLE 2. I .

HISTORY OF PREVIOUS ATTEMPTED SUICIDE

AND PREVIOUS PSYCHIATRIC TREATMENT



Table 2. I.

Authors

Australia
James et aI (1963)

Edwards c Whitlock
( Ie68)

Hetzel (1971)

New Zealand

lverry & Pedder
( le76 )

HISTORY OF PREVIOUS ATTEMPTED SUICI DE AND PREVIOUS PSYCHIATRIC TREATMENT

Subj ects

lOO consecutive Patients
who attempted sr:-icide in Perth
W.4., "who reached the casualtY
department' of a general
hospital

680 patients seen in the
Brisbane area in one Year
Feb. 1965 to Feb. 1966

I5O randomly selected Patients
who attempted suicide at a
Melbourne general hosPital in
1969

"A sub-group of 100 self
poisoners selected onIY
by availablity during
normal working hou:1s. "

195 consecuÈive adrnissions
for suicide attemPts at a
general hospital.

Percentage of
previous attemPts

29% of men
3Oå of Idomen

32å of men
388 of women

"At least 40% ol
the patients had
taken at least one
overdose previouslY. "

Previous
contact with psYchiatrists

29E" of men and 35% of \,vomen.

"2OB of the patients in our sample had
been under psychiatric care and had been
seen by a psychiatrist less than a month
before their suicidal attemPt. "

Of the repeaters' 819 of the men and
65% of the women had had Previous
psychiatric assessment

"Repeated attempts were more prominent
in the 2I-25 age grouP' s¡ith a much
higher incidence of previous psychiatric
care. tt

53? - however, only I8t had done so
within the past Year, and onIY 15%

were actually still in treatment.
46e"

"Half the sample had
made a previous
attempt. "

Adam et al (1978)
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Kockott et aI (f97I)

England

Morgan et aI (1975a)

Bancroft et al
(197s)

Bancroft et aI
(re77)

Scotland

Every third suj-cide attempt,
to a total of 100 admitted
to a toxicological e¡nergency
unit

1569 patients who Presented
to the Bristol Royal
Infirmary, 1972-3.

General hospital admissions
in Oxford..
1969 - 444 patients
L972-3 - 585 patients

Representative sample of 130
patients of the above studY'

Data from the Edinburgh
Regional Poisons Treaünent
Centre

31%

482

1969 - 23.62
L972-3 - 35.6e"
"These figures are like1Y to
be underestj¡nated by apProx-
jmately 13å. " There I'Ías no sex
difference in the proportion of
previous attempts which was
highest in the 2I-25 year age
group (42.32).

For 1968 ¿ 424 of those aged
35-54 and 36? of those aged
15-34 had had a previous
episode of parasuicide,

448 had received psychiatric
outpatient treatment.
368 had been psychiatric inpatients-

50.78 had received treatment in the
past; 34.83 had received it within
the past year and 24.1t were
currently under psychiatric care.
16å of the women had seen a
psychiatrist within one month before
the overdose, and 10å had done so
within one week.

"The middle-age group. . ..had received
psychiatric care relatively more
frequently, presunably having seen a
psychiatrist for some probfem which
was not associated with suicidal
behaviour. "

Kreit¡nan (1976b)
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under psychiatric care.

That subjects who attempt suicide do in fact have a large amount

of psychiatric contact has recently been demonstrated by Pallis et

aI (1975). They compared the use of psychiatric services by

patients with a history of attempted suicide to that of non-suicidal

patients, and to patients who had expressed suicidat ideation. They

reported that: "\un $índ,Lng^ 6eQfi to ¿how conc'hUíve,Lq tho-t 'SwLc'Ldol

yta.tients, end ,sui-c,Ldø al,tenptaø in patuLLcut-o,n.ínpo^ø grLea.tuL d¿mand.a

On tlle qAUC|zLaLLLC âULVLCSÁ\) . Holvever' whether this denotes that

these patients are more severely i11, or whether they evoke more

protective responses from psychiatric personnel is an open question.

The question of past suicidal behaviour and past psychiatric

contact in relation to the medicat lethality and suÍcida1 intent has

less frequently been assessed. one of the earliest works to

address this issue is that of Stengel et aI (1958) who noted ttt'¿O

manl¿ed di(1funøne€árr when comparing the degrees of intent (as assessed

by stengel on the basis of patients' statements) and medical

dangerousness to life, between initial suicide attempters and those

who had previously attempted. A similar finding was reported by

vteiss et al (1961), who in a small series in st. Louis, u.s.A.,

assessed rseriousnessr as a combination of medical danger and

psychological intent and noted that: "thehø Wa,6 no ,Sígni{Lcanf

d,L((enønee Ln the 
^üLinu^neaa 

o{ thø a-tlnnytt's befutø¿n tt'tø 25 pa.tiønts

(on whom n(r ph.LotL 
^uicLda,.I- 

afflenpt .ila,^ notØd....and the eigh.t

ytaLLønit who had madø ,swLcida.(- a-tf.ømpts pnion to the uJÚLønL onø't.
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Graham and Hitchens (L9671 in Cardiff, lrlales, assessed their

subjects as rserious atterçtr or rgesturer, t'ba't¿d on tl'Le opíwLon

ín ne.tnodpec.t 06 a covtÁu2.tanL p,sqclvLa,ttv05tt), and noted that 37t of

those making a rserious attenpt', ês opposed to only 15? of those

making a 'gesture' had had previous psychiatric treatment.

Kockott et aI (197f) in Germany reported that patients with a

past history of a suicidat attempt did not make a more serious

attempt, based on the depth of coma, than those patients who were

first atterpters. However, the repeaters were much more like1y

(p<0.001) to have had contact with a docÈor, psychiaÈríst or

priest in the three weeks prior to the attempt.

Ieon et al (L9721 ín Colornbia noted that 34t of thelr rfrustratedl

suícídes had made previous attemptsr but did not comment on the

incidence of repeaters in other suicidal groups.

lVorden (1976) studied three groups of attempters divided on the

basis of their scores on the Risk-Rescue Ratíng Scaler and

forthrightry noted z, 'tlt i's not. tttttyttt'i'sLng tl+a,t ptqchia'tnLe iJ.LneÁâ

'shou.Ld b¿ a,sroci-a.LeÅ wi.th LuLgl+-Løve,L Løthal- lwLoLdø a.ttemytt's)'.

PaIIis and Birtchnell (1977) in England compared 42 su-bjects who

had made a 'serious attempt' (based on the reversibility of the

method used) and matched them for age and sex with 42 Inon-serious'

attempters. They found no difference in the numbers who had

repeated, with 16 of the rserious'and 15 of the'non-serious'reporting

previous suicide attempts.

The recent work of Pierce (L977) from !{ales has more specifically
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examined this issue by using a suicidal intent scale. He observed

that: ')paùLenbt w,í,th a lví'stotq od pneviou^ 
^ØL6-ín¡uLq 

1126 ea'se.tl

^cotLed 
úgwL{íeantLq |ùLglLüL o¿5 ,LQ¡arLd^ tuí/rh (objective medicar) and

,se,[-(-nepohf (seLf-perceived intent) than pa,tLønt's injWuLng

theme.Lve,t {on tl+e 6itut tine (370 ea'se's\". lrtith regard to

previous psychlatric assessment, Pierce reported that: )tylo.LLerútS

who had necøLved prLøvíou¿s îlten.tnenL wQlLe. 
^l,pwn 

to havø much l,vLghen

te,Ld-teytont and total 7.5. (rntent scare) 
^corLe^ 

thnn othut

yta.tient's" .

Atthough the findings are far from conclusive, there appears to

be a trend suggesting that those subjects whose attenpts are more

medically lethal and/or have greater suicidal íntent, are more

likely to have made a previous attempt, and to have had

psychiatric contact in the past.

d. Psychosexual Functioning

The term rpsychosexual functioning' for the purposes of this

thesis will be confined to the following: the phase of the menstrual

cycle, the possibitity of pregnancy, and the history of miscarriage

and termination of pregnancy.

i. Phase of menstrual cycle

rt has been stated Èhat = "16 ti)omøn d,Ld not me.nÁÍ)uto-te'

tha,LrL nunbah o( twLe,Ldol altenpLt miSþrt bø the- 
^orne- 

aÁ t4ra-t {on men"

(Pollit, L977). Much of the interest in the possibility of such an

association has developed from the work of Dalton (1959), who noted

a peak in the attempted suicide rate during the menstrual phase'
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with lesser increases during the premenstrual and ovulation phases.

She also reported that 538 of females who attempted suicide did so

on only I days (the four premenstrual and four menstrual days) out

of the twenty-eight (Da1ton, L964).

The work of Trautman (1961), Tonks et al (1968) and Glass et al

(1971) also confirmed Dalton's findings, and Ied Lester (L972) to

concrude: "Thu6 thuce apfJe.Øu to be an a^^ociaiion befutø¿n 
^uic,Ldol

behavioun o"nd the nøn^þu.a.L cue.Le,...tilomøn wtÍ.enytt ¿wLe.Ldø dunLng

the ble¿ding pho¿se o( thø c7cle..,.')

However, not all work has confirmed these findings. Buckle et,

al (1965) found no variation in attempted suicide over the menstrual

cycle, and several careful recent studies have also reported similar

results. Holding and Minkoff (f973) and Birtchnell and Floyd

(l-974, 1975) have pointed out many of the difficulties of assessing

menstrual characteristics, such as the dating of the last period, the

frequent assumption of a 28-day cycle and the fact that the oral

contraceptive renders cycles anovulatory. Their studies are certainly

the most methodologically sound.

Holding and Minkoff (1973) assessed dates of menstruation, â9êr

gravidity, marítal status, premenstrual scores, and also used the

Suicidal Intent Sca1e which was then being developed by Beck and his

colleagues (Silver et aI, 1971). They found no significant

relationship to the menstrual cycle on any of the parameters assessed,

and concluded that they had '1/,øí,[-ød to tejøe-t thø ywL,L hqpotltelÍ's

tha.t pana'swLc,Ldø occuus af. nandom in ne,LaLLon to the m¿yuÍ¡ua,[- eqele".
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Birtchnell and Floyd (L974) reported similar results, and their

first paper was titled "Atternpted suicide and the menstrual cycle -

a negative conclusion". The second ( girtchnell and Floyd, 19751 ,

compared the menstrual characteristics of suicide attempters with

matched controls, and concluded that "the pnopoh-tioyt^ o( thø tWo

g,Loup6 who adnifted to prLenenÁþLuaL enoLLonaL di^taLbane¿ wene

compüLa.ble and the íne,LdencQ. 06 
^ucll 

d,í/stunbdnce uûo¿t ulúLe.Lafed to

talz,Lng an oftÃ,(, cowhßceptive. Thenø un)S no øvídulcQ. ttta.t t!rc

,swLcide a,ttenyttens had mone hnegwÎnn cuelø6 o,L tho.t the dtna'LLon

o{ cqe,(,e orL oó møvLtþula[ bLeed'Lng wa..s ,Longüt)t,

It Ís of interest that the ¡nore carefully the menstrual

characteristics have been studíed, the less hard data there Ís to

support an association between them and attempted suicide.

Thus the relationship of menstrual characteristics to suicidal

behaviour appears to be less clear-cut than was thought ten years

ago, and apart from the paper of Hotding and l4inkoff (1973) ' it

has not been specifically investigated with regard to its possible

association with the medical lethality or suicidal intent of suicide

attempts. I t 
" 

-

ii. Pregnancy,/mi scarriaqe,/termination of pregnancy

vilhitlock and Edwards (1968) reviewed the incidence of

pregnancy in those who attempted suicide and noted a range of l-128,

with about 6t being the most common figure. In their series of

thirty pregnant râromen who attempted suicide, they considered that Èhe

pregnancy played no role in 17 cases' and was the dominant cause in
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only one-sixth of patients. They concluded that pregnancy probably

had little effect on the overall attempted suicide rate. It is of

note that they found that suicide attempts $tere equally common in

the first two trimesters of pregnancy but rare in the third

trimester.

At variance with this is the work of Birtchnell and Floyd (1975),

who in their comparison of suicide attempters with a control sample

of normal women reported that tta Aígni(LuanfX,4 h'Lgl'LÜL prL|pont/Lon 06

awLe.ide a,ttenptetu u)uLe. prLegnant. orL bøqond tLte daiø o( the nex.t

exp ec,t ød mevÁ þLt t!.,L p wLo d't,

Trlo oÈher papers also are less reassuring than the conclusÍon

reached by Vlhittock and Edwards. Thus, Fraser and Lawson (1975)

reported 10.2t of their sample of 246 ldomen aged 15-25 to be

pregnant, with 12 of these being unwanted pregnancies; and

Sendbuehler et aI (1970) ín their Canadian sample of 222 attempted

suicides w:no '|t¿JQhe døened to po,sø a, Lu'Lou^ tfuLQnt od li(e" found

that 30 (2Os) of the 152 women htere pregnant and that a further

15 (tOt) had attempted suicide in the post-partum period.

The difficulties of comparison of suicidal subjects with the

normal population are no more evident than when considering the role

of pregnancy, and carefully matched samples will be needed to

resolve the overall issue. The role which pregnancy may play in

relation to medical lethality and suicidal intent does not appear to

have been investigated. Similarly, êîy possible association

between suicidal behaviour and a history of
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miscarriage or termination of pregnancy awaits investigation.

e. History of Parental Loss and Childhood Stress

There have been numerous papers concerning the relationship

between attenpted suicide and parental loss since the report of

Palmer (1941) that 17 of 25 patients who had attempted suicide had

Iost one or both parents by the age of fourteen.

The questÍon of what constitutes rparental separation', or

rparental deprivationt, or rparent losst, or a rbroken homet, or

rchildhoodr, makes ít extremely difficult to compare much of this

work. Thus some have íncluded subjects Ín this category if there

has been severe parental discord, even without separation, whereas

others have confined it to death or separation and divorce. It. is

of interest that stengel (1969) suggested tlnat')the adoytLLon 06 an

a,gne-ed dø(iwíLLon 06 u)Llx..t coyl^tÁil.tu a bnot¿en llome u,)ou.Ld bø lvLgh.Lq

dedi-nabLe." . Ho\^rever, McConaghy et al (1966) disagreed, noting that:

"naÍhen than adoytt a uwLdonn dedíwíLLon a^ to Lhø nÃ.tuJLQ. od panenta,L

depnLvalion and the age bq wlnLeh ít eea.tu to be od tígwL(icanee, Å.t

wou.Ld, AQ-en nece.6^a.nu to continuø the inve,aLLgabLon od tl+ø manq

vatvLablet wh,Lch aL ycne'senf ahø inc.htded ín thi's tun and the agQ.s et

wþuích thøq ane od 'sígwL(ícance".

Lester (1972) reviewed the earlier literature, and noted that

there were ten studies reporting no differences in experience of

loss when comparing subjects who had attempted suicide with non-

suicidal persons, and seven studies which found signíficantly more

Ioss in those who had attempÈed suicide. He also noted that:
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'tno 
^tud,Let 

neponted Lut Loa¿ ín tl'te o-ttemptød ,swLeide,s,,.

Although Munro and Griffiths (1969) challenged the significance

of parenÈar ross in psychiatric patients generalry, there have been

more recent studies which confÍrm the high incídence of parental

loss or deprivation in suicidal subjects (Birtchnell, I97O¡ Leon

et al, L972¡ Morgan et aI, I975a¡ Werry and pedder, 1976).

The role of parental separation in atteripted suicide is clearly

very complex, and it is beyond the scope of this review to cover

it in depth. Rather Table 2.2. presents selected studies which not

only demonstrate the high proportion of parentar separation in these

subjects, but also shows the dÍversity of definitions enployed, and

the complexíty of results when different age groups and diagnostic

categories are considered.

There appears to be only one specific mention of parental 1oss

in studies related to tethality of suicide attempts. Leon et aI

(L972) reported that 68t of their rfrustratedr suicides had

experienced separation, defined as the "Ig,ch o( contacf {ott a ytWLod

06 aÍ LensL onQ. continuou^ Aeß.n" of a parent before the age of 15.

Unfortunately, they did not compare this figure with the other

suicidal groups.

One further paper is worthy of more detailed consíderation.

crook and Raskin (1975) suggested tinat t)tlne tLeponted a^^ocia.tion oó

parLentÃ'(- Lor¿ wí-tl,t a,ttenyttød ¿wLeidø mr,A be an atú.e(acf o$ a

ptLína.)LtJ a^^oci-abLon be,tu)e¿n pa/Le.ntal Lott a"nd 
^øvuLe 

deytne,atíon't .

(This had, in fact, been considered by Birtchnell (1970) who
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.IABLE 2.2.

HISTORY OF PARENTAL SEPARATION



labLe 2.2.

Author

!{alton (1958)
(engJ-and)

Bruhn (L962)
(ScorEland)

Subj ect

Casenote studY of 60 dePressed
patients, 45 of whom had
attempted and 15 who had
threatened suicide comPared to
163 non suicidal Patients at
the MaudsleY HosPital

9I attempted suicides
compared to a matched
sample of 91 PsYchiatric
out patients who had not
attempted suicide

HISTORY OF PARENIAI, SEPARATION

Definition of seParation'etc.

"Parental dePrivation: Ioss of
a parent before the age of L4
yearsi or strife between the
parents so gross that in the
initial interview the Patient
described violence taking
place repeatedlY between the
parents; or as an outcome of
parental disharmonY a feeling
of prolonged estrangement
frorn one of the Parents."

Results

"Parental deprivation during child-
hood was very significantlY
associateil with suicidal behaviour
in depressive illness. "

42È of the suicidal group compared to
24?, of the control grouP came from
broken homes. Bruhn also noted
"that 86t of the attempted suicides
without a historY of broken homes

e:<perienced marital disharmonY
compared to 33È of the out-patíents".

"A broken home was defined as
the absence or loss of one or
both parents, bY deaÈh or bY
separation due to marital
disharmony, for Periods of six
months or more before the
patient reached the age of
fifteen years. (SeParation
or absence of either Parent
during periods of war was not
included) . "



Greer (L964)
(australia)

Hirr (1969)
(England)

Bl-rtchnelt (1970)
(Scotland)

Morgan et al
( I9'7 5a)
(EngIand)

!{erry & Pedder
(1e76)
(New Zealand)

8l subjects with a historY of
attempted suicide and considered
to be suffering from PsYchoneu-
rotic disorders or socioPathic
personalitY disturbance .

Comparison grouP of 385
similar patients v¡ho had not
attempted suicide.

1483 patients diagnosed as
suffering from dePression

104 admissions to the
Crichton Royal HosPiÈal known
to have attemPted suicide.
These subjects were matched
for age and sex with 145
non-suicidal Patients

368 patients interviewed
after "deliberate self-harm"
at the Bristol InfirmarY

"IOO self Poisoners selected
only by availabilitY during
normal working hours" at
Auckland HosPital

"Loss or continuous absence,
from whatever cause, of one
or both naturai Parents for at
least 12 uronths before the age
of 15.

Death of a Parent uP to
the age of 19.

"Parental death is in all
cases that of the natural
parent.tt

"separation from a Parent Ìdas

defined as continuous
separation for six months or
more. tt

"Broken homes or ones where
conflict between Parents was

narked" (aqre not specified)

51.8% of the suicidal
subjects, comPared with
29.92 of the control group
had experienced Parental loss.
"the proportion of neurotic
patients who had suffered
parental loss in the first 4

years of life was signj-ficant1Y
greater in the suicidal grouP"
"only small, insignificant
differences !Íere found between
suicidal and non-suicidal
sociopaths in resPect of Parental
loss incidence and age at loss"

l-

t_ l-

r_l- 1

"A strong association has been
d.emonstrated between suicidal attempt
and paternal death at the age of 10

to 19 in females."
"The modal tjme of Parental loss
coincides at age 10 to 14 for both
suicidal attenPt and dePressive
illness generallY. "

"significantly more of the attempted
suicide patients had experienced early
parent death or were illegitimate.
This was mainly due to an excess of
parent death occurring from ages I0
to 19. "

224 separated from father and 15% from
mother before the age of I0 - 292
separated from father and 21t from
mother before the age of 15

"Only 36....c€tme from intact or
conflict free homes. "
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concluded tct.atc "pilt¿nta.L a,baencø contnLbuf.e,a both to tevwí.tq o(

de.pne,ttíon and to twLcide al,tempt".) crook and Raskin (1975)

matched I15 depressed inpatients with a hisÈory of attempted

suicide with 115 non-suicidal depressed patients and 285 normal

subjects. While their data did not support their original

contention that Èhe association of parental loss with attempted

suicide may be due to the association of parental loss and

depression, it did suggest that there may be differences in outcome

of those subjects who had experienced separation due to parental

death, and those who had experienced parental separation and,/or

divorce. They reported "a tigwL(ícnvú. exce^A o$ panenta,t- Lou

nuu,Lti.ng (nom d,Lvottcø, døtwtion oft 
^eparLailon 

in thte ¿wLeidol,

gtLoufr.. ..howøven, the inücdønce oó pa.rLøntxL der..thl wa'6 neilLltl

idenLLca.(- UïZl" in the three groups. They concruded, "Tl'uU

dind,Lng 
^ugge,6l/s 

tha,t a eh,i.Ldhood c|Laßcf.ur,Osed bq frahenfa.L d'6cond

and thø íntenLLonal repana.tion oú fra.tLøytt (nom chi,Ld irs a's¿ociafød

wLth affenyttød 'swLc'Ld¿ in adul't Ii6ø, 'il\'Lí'Le a clví-Ldlrcod ehanaot'enÁød

btl the Lo,st o$ a ytiltenf thnough nøilna.L catÁQ.^ appe.lJL^ unneLa'fed".

This is a challenging paper, and suggests that the role of

parental death and separation in subsequent suicidal behaviour is by

no means clear-cut. That this is so is not unexpected when the

diversity of experience that such separation or death of a parent

may produce is considered. The problems of the semantics and

complexity of research in this area have been comprehensively reviewed

by Rutter (L972). It is of noÈe that there is a body of evidence
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which suggests that there may be marked differences in subsequent

development of chirdren when separation has been caused by death as

opposed to separation or divorce; or if death of a parent follows

a prolonged illness; if a fatherrs death has been followed by

economic and social deterioration; or if a surviving parent has

a pfolonge<l grief reaction.

rn addition, Rutter (L972) noted: ,tín 
^ome 

cl¿su the bnenh up

o( the þwme i.t no motLe than a wwnon episode ín a Long |vÁtonq od

lwnilA d,Ácond and d"ílttuption". lfhite Ít Ís beyond rhe scope of

this study to examine early childhood factors in detail, ít would

be of interest to have data whfch goes beyond the mere reportl_ng

of the frequency of parentar separation or death in these patients.

There has been considerable interesÈ ín recent years in scales

of stress and events which are abre to predict the subsequent onset

of illness (Holmes and Rahe, 1967¡ Brown et al, L973¡ and payker et al

I97I). However' these most commonly used scales refer to relatively

recent events, and are not suitabre for the assessment of stress in

childhood. The time interval between the events and their

recording must clearly affect the reliability and vatidity of such

scales, but one instrument which appears to meet the needs of such

assessment is described on p.tg5.

The issues of parental death and separation/divorce, and the degree

of reported chirdhood stress, do not appear to have been investigated

with regard to the medicar retharity and suicidar intent of those

who have attempted suicide.
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f. History of Personal Violence

The themes of violence and aggression have been discussed in

relation to suicidal behaviour in a number of ways for over half a

century. Freud (19f7) observed in "Mourning and Melancholia"

that depression originated when anger towards a loved object was

turned baek onto the individual, and the logical extension of this

is that there would be no suicide unless that person had earlier

wished Èo kill someone else.

Hendin (1963) revíewed varÍous psychodynamic constellations

observed in suícidal patients, among which he included death being

seen as a retaliatory abandonment, as omnipotent mastery and as

retroflexed murder. Clearly, each of these concepts have marked

elements of aggression. It is also of note that in a guide Èo the

management of suicidal subjects, Maddison and Mackey (f966)

specifically stated that a consideration of aggressive qualities of

a suicidal person was of importance in assessing further suicide risk.

As in many areas of research into suicidal behaviour, the question

of semantics arises. Thus a person may have particularly aggressive

feelings, without actually becoming objectively violent; ott

restated, a person may feel parÈicularly violent without actually

beconing aggressive. There is also an obvious difference between

verbal aggreàsion and physical aggression.

Similarly, Èhe issue of how broadly to consider the subject of

suicidal behaviour arises. Thus, since the early suggestion by

Menninger (1938), the possibílity that various forms of behaviour
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such as drug addiction, alcoholism, repeated operations and car

accídents coutd be construed as suicide has been pursued by various

authors (Selzer and Pa1me, L962; McDonald, L964¡ Tabachnick et al'

L966¡ BurviII et aI, 1973). However, these formulations remain

controversial, and will not be considered further

Although the literature attests to the degree of interpersonal

disharmony and social disorganisation of suicídal subjects, it is of

interest that there has been litt1e attempt to quantify the degree

of viotent behavior:r. Morgäfi et aI (1975a) recorded those suicidal

subjects who had demonstrated violent behaviour leading to a

conviction, and noted that 12t of their male and 4t of their female

patients had been convicted of causing grievous bodÍly harm, assault

or other violence. This is a rather crude indicator of violence,

and it illustrates the difficulties of its assessment.

other papers have discussed violence in an anecdotal sense,

such as in the comparison of suicidal behaviour in Edinburgh and

seattle by Ripley (1973). He observed less violent and lethaI

methods of setf-destruction in ndinburgh, and suggested this vlas due

to "a cu,Ltuhß"L Lttad'íLLon 0,6 LQ.S^ víoLencø and mo,Le cowUtolL¿d

b¿hnViOun". Àggression was also referred to in the clinical paPer

of Ringel (1973) on the '''pnelwLcid.at-,st¡ndnome". He described three

components: the constríction of human relations or valuesi

inhibited aggression; and suicidal fantasies.

Caine et aI (1967) developed the HosÈility and Direction of

Hostility euestionnaire (HDHQ) which has been used in several studies
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of suicidal subjects. vinoda (1966) and Philip (1970) both

demonstrated that suicidal subjects scored higher in general

hostility in their Edinburgh samples, as did Eastwood et aI (1972)

in an Australian series. Murthy (1969) further investigated her

earlier sample (Vinoda, 1966) by comparing the 'serious' risk and

'non-seriousr risk attemPters, classified on the basis of a modified

Tuckman and Youngrnan (1968) scale for assessing suicide risk. She

reported that the 'serious' group tended to be intropunitive in the

directíon of their hostility' whereas the 'non-seriousr group were

extra-punitive.

Lester (Lg72) reviewed other studies designed to assess objectively

the aggressive component in suicidal subjects. These had used the

Buss-Durkee Hostility Inventory, the Rosenzweig Picture-Frustration

Test and the Thematic Apperception Test, but few positive findings

were reported.

The clinical paper of $Ihitlock and Broadhurst (1969) entitled

"AttzmpLed ¿wLoLdø and tl'LQ- øxfruvLønce o( vioLøncø't is of particular

interest, as it has attempted to measure actual examples of violence

in suÍcidal sgbjectsr lives and conpare them with control groups.

They recorded data of previous "víOlønt. eXpWLenCe.^)), including

previous suicide attempts, road traffic accidents, alcoholism and

drug addiction, and of most relevance to this thesis, t'ínÍ.enyle.tusonn'L

vioLøncø, tLLaÍ. .í'5, ó.Lgh1'5 and b,LaNI/s and anu pohce chn'rLga^ dilusing

thenZ,[nom]'. They reported that subjects who had attempÈed suícide

had had more previous suicide attempts, more accidents and more

fights and brawls than their control groups. Of interest was their
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conment z tt\u\L (enotø twLe.Lda.(- ¡tafient'S had a Aco|¡Le $on bnanl'S and

óighr^ wLvLch Lüo¿s ovuL thnø¿ Línu tha,t od tlnø ptqclvLabaLc covutnoLs.

It i-^ noL ea,stl to øvaltaf.ø tuch Lnc'LdønLt in thø Live'S o$ thuø

women, but mott o( the ythqaLca.(. vío!,øncø wa'S ín 'søL6-dø6ence oqøLn'tt

an hab.íüua.U-q aggneÅ¿íve Ápottâø" .

Such findings rnay not be surprising to clinicians working with

suicidalsubjects,andpointthewaytotheneedforfurÈher

investigation, both when the suícidal persons have sustained violence,

and when they themselves have been violent to others. The study by

Murthy (1969), in demonstrating a difference in the direction of

hostitity in the rserioust as coqpared with the Inon-serious' subjects'

also suggests the need for further clinical investigation of such

subgrouPs.

g. ranily H istory o f Psvchiatric fllness

Lesrer (Lg72) nored tt¡at l'|thetLQ. LLa,6 bøøn Lil'tle wo,Lb on Íhø

incide.nc¿ o( møntaL ilbne,s,s ín thø 6wni,La menbu o( ,swLc'Lda.L

índ,Lvídua.tt". In an early study PoÌIack (1933) reported more

,insanity' in fanily members of suicides than in famity members of

those who had attempted suicide, but the work of Ettlinger (1964),

and Robin et aI (1968) demonstrated no such difference' and Doroff

(1969) found no difference between the family members of girls who

had attempted suicide and delinquent girls. Each of these studies

can be criticised on the grounds that the control groups were all

designated as psychiatrically iII. More recently Kreitnan (1977)

and his co]-Ieagues from Edinburgh have reported no difference in the
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frequency with which fanily members have received psychÍatric

treatment when comparing first attempters and repeaters.

The question of whether or not there is a difference in fanily

history of psychiatric illness in attempters of differing lethality

does not appear to have been investigated.

h. Contact with Suicidal Behaviour

That contact wíth suicidal behaviour in itself might enhance

the possibility of such behaviour is suggested by the anecdotal

reports of repidernics' of attempted suicide (Hankoff ' L96U Crawford

and !{i11is, L966¡ Matthews, 1968). Since these reports' a

behavior:ral theory of. nïotl 
^wLcidÃL 

behaviouA'S ilLe LZarLn¿dtt has been

clearly enunciated by Frederick and Resnik (1971), and the

application of an operant conditioning model in the treatment of such

behaviour has been described (Bostock and !{iIliams, L974). lfhile

such operant models do not depend simply on contact with suicidal

behaviour, the positive responses whích an individual may have seen

following a suicíde attempt in others could lead to the development of

a "modøtling óa"efo,L, in whieh a"n ind'LvLdua,t vLcauLoutLq aecaúnu a

^wLe.Lda.(. 
,Luspon^e bq imi-tniive LearLning 6rLom expo^urLø to awLcida'L

ta.Llz on b¿løvíountt (Henderson and !{ittiams , 1974). The possibility

of genetic factors contributing, if such contact has been with

farnily members, should also be considered, and it thus appears

desirable to consider contact with farnily and with others separately.

i. Family contact

Doroff (1969) and Hill (1969) found no difference in the family
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history of suicide of their patients who had attempted suicide and

that of psychiatric control groups. However, Hauschild (1968),

comparing those who had attempted suicide and those without a

history of psychiatric referral, and Mu4>hy et aI (1969), who

compared those callers to a suicide prevention centre who had

attempted suicide and those who had not, found an increase in

suicidal behaviour in the farnily members of those who had

atÈempted suicide.

In studies of those who suicÍded, and using different psychiatric

comparison groups, Pollack (1938) reported a greater incidence of

suicide, but both Pokorny (1960) and Ettlinger (1964) found no

such increase in the family members of those who suicided.

Kreitman (L977) and his colleagues in Edinburgh examined this

issue by focussing on subjects with repeated suicide attempts, and

concruded lc:nat t'ttepøafed 
fJoúß^tLLc,Lde occwø morLe ,Leadi.LA u)hen thtenø

i,s a (anLLU ltuUto,Lq o( te,L{-de,ttnueLLvø bøh.avíountt.

Although it may be premature to conclude unequivocally that there

is an increase in suicidal behaviour in the fanilies of those who

attempt suicide, there have certainly been no studies suggesting the

opposite.

ii. Other contact

It ís of note that there has been little systematic research

addressed to the general contacts of those who have attempted suicide,

and the studies of Kreitman et al (L969, L97O) appear to stand alone

in their approach to this topic. They reported a greater incidence
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of suicidal behaviour than errpected in the contacts of a sample of

subjects who had attempted suicide, and found the association to be

strongest in females under the age of 35 who had attempted suicide

with drugs. However, family members were included in such

contact, and the possibility of hereditary factors influencing the

results, though un1ike1y, cannot be ignored. Their results are

of note, but a causal relatíonship cannot be assumed, and whether

or not there may be a relationship with lethalíty or íntent was not

investigated.

i. Clinícal Diasnosis

It ís acknor4rledged that psychiatric diagnoses and their comparison

present difficulties, as there is variability in nosological criteria

between and within countries, and between individual clinicians in the

one centre. In addition, there are changing diagnostic fashions from

generation to generation of psychiatrists, and this is welI illustrated

in the very nosology of rattempted suicide' itself. This no doubt

influences the,selection of subjects in different research reports' and

will be alÌuded to where appropriate throughout this review.

Compounding these problems is the fact that in the assessment of

suicidal subjects, diagnoses are frequently made hurriedly in the

casualty or emerçJency wards by non-psychiatrícalIy trained personnel.

There has been a diversíty of opinion as to the nature of

psychiatric illness, if any, in subjects who attempt suicide. Although

said in relation to suicide, it is of interest that Wilhem Stekel in

tgtO asked: "ilte we. døa.LLng wí-th nonna.L, I+øaLthq ind"LvLdua.Is wløte

(i',,'\ (,.1 )l ,' ,
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emotion^ ahQ 
^o 

volaii.Le tha.t theq an¿ incLined to exaggenaf¿ the

ímysonlance o( thø momenL? 0n ane tlwtø wti.tu,s contec,t who

ne.gahd a.vahq ,swLc,Ld¿ at the u.LtínaLe- expne,tdíon o( an abnonna.L

pdqehoLogíc-a..L tøndøncA, o( a p,sqel+o¿i,s Í.haf wa's pnevíotulq Lo.tønt.

and w'í.thouf. tqmptomt? 0n 'Lt awLe-Lde nehe,LA the ,sqmptom o( a.

neuLo^i/s....?' stekel further noted "ltow d,L(dícttLt Lt 'írs to

dnoat th¿ I-Lne bøfuieen 
^icbnut 

and lLeLL-tlL", a fact pursued with

regard to psychiatric conceptualisations of normality ín a more

recent paper (Goldney, L974).

It is therefore not unexpected that there is marked variation

ín the reports of psychiatríc illness in subjects who have attempted

suicide. thus Robins and O'NeaI (1957) observed tlnat "øvÙttl

puÁon who mahu a luioLde. a,tfenpt it oUvLLco'UA i,ILn. rhis comment

came into question from later authors, especially when considering

the rapid increase of young suicide attempters. Thus Kessell (1965)

noted: "o( panficwL-at inytontanee i,t the {ae-t thaf.26eo o6 the men and

204 o(: the womøn l+ad no fJ^Acl4,i-0,þr,Lc i,tLne,6,s"; ovenstone (1973)

reported t:hau "hnLd tl+e al,tenytted ¿wLcidu wuLe ptuchia.tnLca.LLq welL

aÍ th¿ ilne o$ the- ac.t"; Fraser and Lawson (1975) found that 42t had

" no ytttlcluLafnLc abnonma,U.tq"; and Jacobson and Tribe (L972) re¡nrted

trrat "one '6i.6tl,L o( ca.tu bonø no ne.a.L øvidQ-ncQ- 06 iLLne's^", on the

other hand, James et aI (1963a) observed: "a'S maq be anLLcLpafød,

the gneaLen majoní-t4 o( tlrc ind,LvidwLs ,sl,towød evídøne¿ o( ytaqctvLa.tl,Lc

d,ilonden"i Morgan et al (I975a) reported t¿]nat 'tmentnL iLLne,t's unt

judgød to tse ab¿en-t in l0 frùL cQ,nt o( pa.tiøntlt'; and r.eon et al
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(1972) noted that less than 5t were not t'au((enLng 
{nom,some {oan o{

menta.L di,aonden".

These discrepant results are no doubt partly due to patient

selection, but they can also be considered due to the vagaries of

psychiatric diagnosis. Thus, Kessell (1965) noted that: "thø

a.pp,Lop,uLal.e tQrrn^ o{ eonvenl,Lonnt- pótlch,La.tnLc nomenc.I-a.fulLe- - døprLu,tíon,

netho^i/s, puL^ondU-tA abnorma,(i-ttl, and tlte l-Llze - aJLQ. 
^,LL-6wí-tød 

to

duwLbing, dL((enønLLat Lng, o,L øvøn ytigøon-lrc,LLng the,te ytaLLøtr.t's.

Ule hav¿ beøn (onced ivLto urnetl døe-í,tíova w|¿elhen a ytaLLønf'd

mawLdut. unhappine's¿ ¿hou,Ld be a,ttnibu,ted to a deytnutivø L%nut on

,LegüLded a,s undQJulnndabl¿ dbfuelt a,t ívttol,enable t Lvíng etLcurttfunee'st' .

Ho$rever, tempering this view, Morgan et al (1975a), in con¡nentíng on

the degree of psychological stress found in their series of patients

who had attempted suicide, noted: 'ttheJte 
^Q.en^ 

U,tt[-e to be gøLned

bq ttudiou,tl-q avoíd,Lng a yttqehuLafnLc d,Lagno'si.d" .

Despite these problems, there are consistencies noted, although as

the following series demonstrate (Tab1es 2.3.¡ 2.4.¡ 2.5.¡ and 2.6.),

consistencies can be obscured by the differing nosological terms.
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Table 2.3.

PERTTI AUSTRALTADTAGNOSTIC CAIEGORTES OF SUICIDE ATTEMPTER,S

Psychiatric Status

Psychotic disturbance at
time of attempt:

Affective
Schizophrenic

Organic

Previous personality
disorder:

Predominantly neurotic
Predominantly sociopathic

Other subjects

'labIe 2.4.

(James et al, 1963a)

Persons (100)

14)

s) 22t

3)

39)

Ie) 588

20 20*I T2

7

9

32

10

0

2

104

3

3

Females (66)Males (34)

BRISBANE AUSTRALIADIAGNOSTIC CATEGORTES OF SUICIDE ATÍEMPTERS

Diagnosis

Schizophrenia
Endogenous depression
Depressive neurosis
Other neurosis
Sociopathic personality
Other personality dísorders
Other diagnoses
Transient situational

crisis

(Edwards and Whitlock, 1968)

Total B

13.5

2.5
4

30
T3
6.5

29
1.5

L4
20

150
7A
2L

114
5

( 3s)
(4*)
(31c)
( 16t)
(4. sr)
(24*)
(lt¡

81 (16.58)

3

7

53
T2
22
85

3

3. 5r
272)
6r)
118 )

43.5r)
1. 58)

L2 (6r¡

r.58)

Female (483)Male (L97)
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Table 2.5.

DIAGNOSTIC CATEGORIES OF SUICIDE ATTEMPTtsRS EDINBURGH, SCOTLAND

(Ovenstone, 1973)

I Females (708)

43.5
42.5
4.7
9.3

Psychiatric diagnosis
No formal psychiatric illness
Depression
Other
Not known

Personality diagnosis
Normal
Personality disorder
Drug addiction/alcoholisn
Not known

30.0
52.O
11. 3

6.7

46
44
I
7

6
4
7
3

Table 2.6.

DIAGNOSTIC CATEGORIES OF SUICIDE ATTEMPÎERS, BRISTOL , ENGLAND

46
33

5
13

7

7
I
I

I Males (433)

(Morgan et aI, 1975a)

Diagnosis

Menta1 illness absent
Personality disorder
Neurosis
Neurotic (reactive) depression
Other

Functional psychosis
Manic depressive psychosis
Reactive depressive psychosis
Other affective psychoses
Schizophrenia
Paranoid psychosis

Organic psychosis
Dementia
Alcoholic psychosis
Associated with endocrine disorder

AIcohoI abuse
Alcohol addiction
Heavy drinking

I
Female (2231

L2
22
66
59

8
1I

5
4
I
I

6
<1

5
t
9
5
4

T4

36
20
10

5
3

1
3

I
I7

1
t:

L7

5
42
56
39

10
29
63
52
11
L2

5
4
1
2

<l
10
I
I
I

18
10
I

MaIe (1r4)Irotat8 (ssz)
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The problems of comparison are abundantly clear and will be

laboured no further at this point. Additional note of varying

diagnoses will be made in the review of studies rerating to medical

lethality and suicidal intent in suicidal sr:bjects.

What appears to be consistently observed in these subjects is a

high prevalence of both depression and personality disorders. These

components of the diagnosis will be more completely reviewed in

sections VIa and VId respectively of Èhis chapter.

l . Interim Comment

fÈ can be seen from the general date reviewed so far that

many aspects related to suicidal subjects remain to be precisely

elucidated. This ís particularly so when specific subgroups are

considered. Although the preponderance of young women noted in

these studies wíll influence the overall characterístics described,

it cannot be assumed with certainÈy that these characteristics will

necessarily apply to young vromen.

Thus the next part, of the review will focus on studies of

younger age groups, and then on studies pertaining to young women.

TV. STUDTES OF SPECIF'IC GROUPS

a. Studies of Younger Age Groups

Although there have been a number of comparative studies of

those who attempt suicide as a whole population (Sletten et at, L973¡

$lerry and Pedder, L976), there has been little work addressed to

specific age groups. It is of interest that in 1910, at one of the

last meetings of the original Vienna Psychoanalytical Society at which
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Freud presided, the topic of suicide, nwÃh yta.ttbLcu,Lan ,Lø6ehence- to

lwLo-id¿ anong Aoung ttudent'St' vras addressed (Friedman , Lg67). rn

the foreword to the translation of this meeting, Friedman briefly

reviewed some of the eighteenÈh and nineteenth century work on

suicide, and noted that ít had been t!^øen o¿ tl+z te,tu,Î,t and

depøndent upon inmu,tz"ble {oneu, cond,í-t,Loyt^ ttlli. are nøíf.hen ó.Løt<,LbLø

non cafra.bLe od ehnnge bu,t ane ínexottabl-q inyto,sed upon man and to

wl'uLch he mtUt 
^uco.tnb". 

This reached its peak in the postulation by

the viennese pathologist ,Julius Barte1 :-lnar' t'l,to-tu6 thqruLeolqmphaf,Lctu

con^il-tufe^ a p,LQ-d,íÁpo^Lng (acf,on to ,se,t-d-desÛ¡ue.LLon in evüLq lwnan

bøLng". In this climate, the Vienna Psychoanalytic Society met to

discuss the apparent increase in suicide by sÈudents. ft is of

interest, and this no doubt reflected the current trends in

psychoanalytic thought, that much emphasis was placed on the students'

sexuality. Thus, lrlílhe1m Stekel noted luine ttt)temendou^ tLoLe

ma^twLb0..tinn pIß.U^ .ín thø cnenLLon o{ a rwLoLdø)t anð. gave clinícal

examples to illustrate his belief. Similarly, Alfred Adler also

observed unat "tl+e 
^øn^ua.[- 

yil-øa,sute o$ ,swLoLde tabu the ytlnee o{ thø

^øn^uaI- 
ytI-ea.tune o 6 ma^tulLba-tion" .

Despite thÍs píoneering work, there were few systematic studies

of such specific subgroups until the last two decades. Many of Èhese

have in fact focussed on adolescent suicide rather than attemptecl

suicide, and they predominantly contain clinical and anecdotal

reports from which it is difficult to draw reliable conclusions

(Balser and Masterson, 1959; Haim, L974¡ Hemming, L977¡ Levine and
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Shaioua, L977¡ Holinger, L977). Ttre interpretation of these studies

must be approached cautiously. For example, the term radolescencel

has been used to include subjecÈs up to the age of twenty-five by

Hain (J-974), ít is not defined in some papers, and it is confined to

the ages 12 to 18 by l"larks and Haller (L977) .

There have been other specific subgroups studied, such as

University and College students. Thus, Hendin (1975a, I975b) has

written of hís ex¡æriences in assessing suicidal college students,

both male and female, in papers entitled ttGnowLng up dead: ttudønt.

rwLoLde", and 'tSfutdenf. ¿wLe.Lde: døa.th a.6 0, U6ø atqLøt). He was

unable to confirm previously emphasised aetiological factors such

as parental e:çectations, difficulty in communicating or sexual

problems, but found the quality of feeling between the student and

parents was crucial. He concluaed, "the.d¿ ¿tud¿ntt ane LLød to thøi¡

frahent^ Ln a l¿Lnd o( døath tznot and have, bøeome ovur.tLq ,swLaLda,L when

I-Lóø - conLng to eoLLege, gttadunLLng, beeonLng aenLou,sLtl LnvoLved

wi.th anothen penton, th)Le.a-tQ.n^ to un^.ave,[- thLt hnot". These

clinical papers, though possibly of use in some treatment settings,

have limitations when applied to all young persons, although the

themes of dependence,/independence and loss and threatened loss of

dependence, are no doubt common to most who attempt suicide. An

earlier review of student suicidal behaviour by Knight (1968)

provided a resume of essentially clinical data, although he noted that

Braaten and Darling (1963) had objectively demonstrated that

suicidal students hrere more depressed, more schizoid and more
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obsessive-compulsive, Èhus confirming the crinical impression that

suicidal students demonstrated more psychopathology than non-suicidal

students who were also attending a student health service.

A British report (Hawton et al, t97g) noted a lower incidence of

atternpted suicide for oxford university sÈudents than for other

persons of the same age in oxford city, though the authors suggested

this may have been due to sociar class differences. They noted

tlrat "tttrpicnl-Lq thø ¿tuderú. al.tenpt wa^ p,Løcipi,ta.ted bU d¡((icu.LtLe.t

in a ne,La.ti-ovaluLp wi.th a boq/gUu(.dtuLønd. ln addi*Lon, the ¿tud¿nt

maq l+ave been expwLøneing (ee),íng,s o,[ rociar ínødøc¿uaeu a.nd/otL

depne.t,sion. soe'La,(, itolation, pnøviotulq uggetted o¿ a ma"¡orL

cauÁe od atudenl. tuie,Ldu (Roobe, tgíg; Lqman, 196l) wa,s not.

chnnaoJenisü-c od tlví,s gnoup o( aÍ,tenpl.ettân.

one further study of students is of note. Míshara et al (L976)

reported that 15t of. 293 American correge students had atternpted

suicide, a figure which red them to suggest that suicidal behaviour

in students vras more conmon than had been realised.

Davidson and Choquet (1976) studied 537 French adolescents under

the age of twenty , 7''lz of whom were f emales. They compared those

who had made an initiat attempt with those who were repeaters.

Their results !ùere consistent with earlier studies (Bagley and Greer,

1971; Buglass and Horton, 1974), alÈhough their cohort was restricted

to the younçler age group. They found the risk of repetition to be

greater if there was a diagnosis of psychotic itlness or personality

disorder, and if there were 3 of the 5 foltowing characteristÍcs:
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four or more children in their family, a family history of

alcoholism, pathological family relationships, depression and

previous school behaviour problems.

One of the few studies of the younger age group in which a control

group has been used is thaÈ of Stanley and Barter (1970). they

compared 38 adolescents who had been hospitalised following suicidal

behaviour with a control group (matched for age and sex) of

psychiatrically hospitalised adolescents with no history of suicidal

behaviour. lfhere were 26 females, 19 between the ages of 16 and 2l

years, and the remainder between the ages of I0 and 15. Although

there was no difference between the two groups in parental loss up

to the age of eighteen or ín the amount of family conflict,

differences appeared when these aspects vrere examÍned more close1y.

It is of interest that the suicide attempters had experienced

parental loss more frequently under the age of. L2, and that the

content of the parental conflict also differentiated the tr,tro groups.

Arguments about separation and divorce were " [o"tL morlQ. common') ín

those who had attempted suícide. They noted: )'Ea.nlq poJLent Lo/sÁ

and a. urtJLent. tfuLeoÍ. o{ aueh Lo,st od parLøytþs bq d,Lvonee oß duQr,tion

both ínvolve a 
^evuLQ. 

o.nd 
^pøc-i-a,L 

tqpe o( uuí/sûr $on tl+e teenagen

wh,Leh ma"A 
^eløcl,Lveþ 

(avoul a. 
^AmptomaLLc 

,seLó-dutttuc-tivø aeÌ'.

Tt¡e follow-up data aE 22 months on those who had attempted

suicide showed 50t had made subsequent attempts, 28l. had performed

inadequately at school and 42lr were described as having "inadøc¡uafe

pea.tL ,La,b,LLoyAhip'Sn. Although these items are not significantly
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different from the control group, this should not be taken as grounds

for complacence, but rather it may highlight the inadequacy of a

'control' group of subjects who were psychiatricalty i11.

Hor¡¡ever, there were differences in subsequent behaviour and

environmental conditions in those who repeated their suicidal

behaviour, compared with both the non-repeaters and the rcontrol'

group. The repeat atteltpters )'had Lut adøqunte ¿oc'í-oL Livu, üd

Le,st we,U- in dchool- and wehe Leu LLI¿øLq to bø LLvíttg wi-th a ytalterú.

orL parLeytlÁ)"

Waldron and Eyer (1975) used an actuarial approach in attempting to

determíne presumed ",SOúoQ.cOnoruLc cau,6eÄ o{ the ,Løcøytt ¡vítSe in døa'tlt

n-ai.u dott 15-24 qe.an oldÁn. They noted "a maiort cau'^e o{ thø tuOsø

ín awLc,:cde woÁ an inulea^e Ln potønLLa.Ltq overulls'Lrrtíng I-Ló¿ p,LobLutt^,

ínc,htd,Lng Lnclt ea.6 ed d'Lv o n cø am o ng fr ahen bs, inote.a's ød a.Lco ho L

con^unpLLon and a.tl.øndanf ,[aniLq fr,LobLen^, inutøaÁød i'LLøgi,tinafu-

prLøgnanal a"nd a" ne-Is..tiv¿ døc,LLne in income (on qoung peopLe o¿s

comfralLQ-d to thaí¡ puLønt^. Mso eonþribuf,Lng to the tuí'sø ín ¿uLc.Lde.

waÁ a" lnend towo¡d.t grLe-a.tüL 
^ocia.L 

i'soUa,tion duø to inurca,sed

fJilLQ.ntn,L d,Lvonce and døUtøa,Sød malUiags. anong Uourlg ad!.Lf-,s't. These

sweeping assertions do not distinguish between males and females'

and although bolstered with statistical data from various American

Government Departments, it is suggested that caution should be

exercised before considering the various correlations as denoting

causality.

Kreitman (1976b) commented on the dífferences between three age
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groups of parasuicide. He compared those 15-34 wíth those 35-5¿l

and 55 and older. The younçJer group contained more women, and

the other differences h¡ere thought to be consistent with age and

its associated changes in civil status. More of the younger \¡rere

living in crowded conditions, and they had changed dwellings more

frequently in the previous five years. The younger had less rformal

disorder', including less depressive illness, and drug dependence.

It is of interest Èhat Èhere !{as no significant difference betrâreen

the younger and niddle age groups in the proportions reporting

previous parasuicide, and tl¡at the middle age group had received more

previous psychiatric treatnent. Although the numbers ürere smalJ-,

middle-aged men had the híghest srrbsequent repetition and suicide

rate, whereas, perhaps une:çectedly, the lowest repetition rate

was for the younger women.

The recent report of Marks and Haller (1977) is worthy of

detailed consideration. It initially involved over 3000 patients

from which a 'treatmentr sample of 830 white boys and girls between

the ages of 12 and 18 were selected. "Among tl+e Ltteafnenl tomp.Le

0.6 506 boq,s and 324 ginU, 6eo od the bory and 202 o( the gittL,s wurc

tL¿úünød dontawLoLdø af,tenpbs', and 1l% od the boq,s and 222 o( tl+ø

gþuLs wuLe ,Le|etuLød [ott '¿wLc,Lda.L thoughl,s' . TltUe wa/s no

,sigwL{icant tøx di$(enence 6orL ',swLcida,t- tfuLe!..t/s' , wh,Leln had an

ovelu.[.,(. ,Le6ütoL tto,.tø o{ 8oø.]' They assessed these subjects with

the MMPI, a personal data questionnaire, anð,'tin add)LLon, bLLØUL

fr^Acllotl'Lehayti'sLt - a(ten a nLwinum 0,6 10 and an avuLage o{ 20
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ínfenvien hoult's - hßd eomyil-efed an ex,tøyaíve ,sef o{ naLLng,s on then

thnt eon¡i'sted o{ a Q-donf, an ad!øo-tive checl¿ U'st, and a c-a.,se

data c¡uetlio nyuihe)',

rt is of interest that they concluded nthaf thene ,U LLttI¿

d'idfunencø be,tt¡¿¿n teenoqetus who af,tenytt tuic,Ldø and tho¿ø who tl'vLnl¿

about if on tlnea.ten i.tt). However, there were differences when

comparing suicidal girls with other emotionally disturbed

adolescent females. uTlLQ,ÜL fJ+enapi.tLt vien tl,ten a.d dupondønt,

,LuQnt6tr2, r^)eal¿, urutdbl-ø, bu,t not LazA. AddiLLonallq, theq oae

duwLbød at having (ee.I.Lng's od hoyteLe,s6nøE^ and a¿ being

unpned,Lc-tabLe and chwngenble ín thejlt bel'øvioun and a.tti.tude,s. Thzq

atLe tup¿collq not |uttóctL on ytlwbíe, bú ,(ncl¿ a nui.l-Lent øgo-

dedønte- tqdten and have a poo,L matr4ín o( eontlæI-. Penhaytt

unpa,í'singLq, theq do not exh,Lbi,t hqatuoid (ea,tunu. Thein

judgerne-nf irs noÍ. ínûß"cf, bu.t ,La,.tl'LelL irs r¿en ad ex.tlteneLq poon. fhØUL

idøo.LLon tend¿ to be dev.ínnt, tLLaíJL a((øc,t 6.Lai, and thøítt aubjøc,tive

mood modelta,teþ depne,t,sød. Monø o{ten tLrcq ane viuted a¿ extnenQ-LA

d,Ostunbød....In concuilLence- w,í-tl,L ytnøvíou,t ne.tøo,tceh, oun domyil-ø o[

^wLc,Lda..L 
adoLueent SLLU do indøed Lnve Iní,stoniers od doe,La.L i,soLaLLon

cott¡tLød wífh (eelLng^ oó panenÍil uÚnangenønf. and Lnclz o{ watu

ytatenna,L ne,LaLLo yta . "

This study appears to be of interest, but it can be criticised on

the basis that it is a report of subjects already designated as

¡emotionally disturbed adolescents', and it may, therefore, not

represent a cross section of suicidal adolescents seen in general
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clinicar practice. An important point which the authors emphas.ise

is that there were differences between the sexes, and their
conclusion that t)i-t 

^eem,s 
mo^t funponfanÍ in du.ttne nele-a.neh to

ttudq the,sexu aepo,tto-tera" is particurarly germane to this thesis.
The following papers have, in fact, specificarry addressed the
question of attempted suicide in young vromen.

b. Studies pertaininq Specificallv to Yoll.rrg Women who have

Attempted Suicide

one of the earliest comparative studies specifically directed
towards young women who had attempted suicide was that of Doroff (1969).

rn a doctoral dissertation entitred "Af,tenpted and Gerstuned SwLaLdø in
A'doLelcøn't Gi)LU)n, he examined characterístics which might distinguish
American girls who had attempted suicide from adolescent delinquents.

He matched 63 adolescent girls for age, socioeconomic class and rp,
and rated them on thirty social and psychological variables, including
famiry history of suicide, parentar death, broken home, depression,

anxiety and suicide signs on Èhe Rorschach test. The deringuents

had more antisocial and sexual acting-out behaviour, and the attempters

"wetre (5ound to be tuLghen ín tl+ø (ox.rowing vanLablet: pnion ,suicid.ø

a't'tenpt; døytnerstød ¿taf.¿; acLLve condlic.t; ideauLona.L ,sqmptomafoLogq;

wi-thdtøutol; ma,toch,í.tm; vínd,Lcfiveners^; huni,t-íaiion; nuwi¿s¿i,sn;

^ocit'-(- 
i'soLa-t'Lon; inee'stuow be.havioun; fJ,Le,6ence o( Ron sehach,sígru,, .

I'{hile the use of derinquents as a comparison group can be

criticised, the careful matching of subjects for age, re and socio-

economic class is infrequently done in other sÈudies of suicidal
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subjects. Doroff also assessed the adolescents who attempted

suicide on the basis of the seriousness of their attempt, and this

will be referred to on p.73.

The clinical paper of Fraser and Lawson (f975) is of interesÈ

as they noted characteristics of. "Autfe Poi'SowLng ín Voung Women"

between the ages of 15-25 in Scotland. Of those assessed

psychiatrically, 42.L2 were thought to have no psychiatric

abnormality, 25.42 were considered to have a personality disorder,

27.6* a neurosís and 4.4t a psychotic illness. VthÍle acknowledging

the difficulties of definition of psychiatric illness, they suggested

that rmental diseaser may be less important in the 15-25 year old

age group. Fraser and Lawson placed more emphasis on social

factors, and considered their findings confirmed the earlier work of

McCulloch (197f). They noted that a great many patients showed

difficulty in interpersonal relationships with spouse, parents or

other close relatives. As night be expected in subjects under 25

years of age, less than half were married. However, 11.88 were

divorced, and in those who were married, 83.9S reported marital

discord. They observed that many of the disagreements with the

husbands seemed trivial, and that "tlrc.te pabLentt afJfJQÃfued to

toLe,tu,.te 
^þLu^ 

pooh,Lq)t. They arso noted Èhat "othe.L (aelotu tuelt

a/s not LLvíng frurnan¿nlLq in the oJLøa and ,Leceni ehange o( home, debfts

a,nd c/Línina.[- ,Le,corLd wøn¿ ne.L¿vani ín ind,Lvífua.L paLLenbt buf o( rwLnon

impontancø ín the grLoufJí a^ a whol-¿t). The ,severity of poisoning'

was also assessed by Fraser and Lawson, and this will be referred to
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on p.85.

A controlled study which attempted to assess the degree of

disability in young r¡romen who had attempted suicide, was that of

Rauenhorst (L972). He compared 50 female caucasian r^¡omen between

16-30 who had been seen for theÍr first suicide attenpt with a group

of 50 caucasian women who had accidentarly suffered minor trauma,

mostly in household and automobile accidents. He attempted to

contact these subjects personally, and reviewed the details of

presentaÈion and bíographÍc data, took a brief history of the period

since the index visít, and administered the sE,ructured, and scaled

rnterview to Assess Maladjustment. He found rittle difference in

adjustment between persons who had atteÍpted suicide and his 'matched

controlsr, and in addition, found that the subjects who had made the

most medicarry serious attempt were no more maradjusted than the

controls at follow-upr ê finding which does not seem consistent with

studies which have shown a correraÈion between seriousness and

subsequent suicide (Motto, 1965; Rosen, Lg7O, L9761. Rauenhorst

concruded z " 6uch twLoLd¿ a,tfenpfl ca,n but b¿ vLewed a.^ a" ,L¿a,cLLon

to a thwnf-Uved úLíÁi/r wluLch .Os dubdec¡uentl.A tcelolvøil,. such a

conclusion, although commonry accepted in crinicar practice, does not

appear consistent wÍth the persistent morbidity noted by stanley and

Barter (1970) (p.s¿) or with the report of Greer and Lee (1967 ) ttrat

only 38t of patients who had made a potentially lethal suicide attempt

had made an acceptable psychosocial adjustment.

There are other reasons for interpreting this study with some
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caution. Tvrelve of the subjects were not interviewed, 2l interviews

were conducted by telephone, and varying times up to two years had

elapsed since the index visit. It is also pertinent to reflect

on the problems of using a control group selected on the basis of

having had accidents. Several authors have commented on the

possible relation between accidents, psychological illness and

suicide (Burvill et aI, L973¡ Holding and Barraclough, L977¡

Whitlock, 1971b) , and Schmidt et al (L977), in a report on fatally

and non-fata1ly injured drivers, noted that although the incidence

of suicidat behaviour was not high, "both gtLoufJ/s tendsd to be

^oei.a.tLq 
devìa.nt., wi-th above. avø,LdAQ. Leve],t od ptqehopa.thologr¡ ud

^ol.Ld.L 
qggrLÚ6ivene,6ß)'. Thus a control group of persons

accídentally ínjured rnay lead to unjustifíed conclusions.

c. Conment

Although these studies have attempted to shed further light

on the problems of young women who attempt suicide, it would appear

that there are special difficulties and, limitations in this area.

Not the least of these is the selection of a control group, a

problem already alluded to in relation to several studies reviewed.

The special problems of control groups in attempted suicide research

have been noted by Neuringer (L974), and will be considered further

in the discussion.

The wisdom of selecting a group of young \^tomen for special study

is also not without criticism. Indeed, Kreitman (1976) has

succinctty stated: t'i.t muât bø gnanted tl'tn.t age. and 
^øx 

in thense,Lvets
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lJLe LcaJLce,Lu i,th)nirntLng theone.ticnl eoncøyú,s, but theq maq gøLn

in n'Lehne,t¿ when u,sed a.t poíntetu to thø d,i{(enerúinl ytrteva.Lenee

o{ van.(otu ptqeh,í.a,LtuLc d,ûondu.t and o( ,socia.(- ttol-e,5,,.

Such cautions, taken in conjunction with Èhe paucity of

previous studies of specific sub-groups, and their inconclusive

results, suggest that care should be exercised in the interpretation

of pubrished reports and the planning of futr¡re studies. with

this Ín mind, this review wilr now focus on those studies which

have specificarry examined medicar lethality and suícidar intent.
V. MEDICAL LETHALIT]I A¡ID SUT INTEI\IITI

a. Introduction

The nosological dÍfficurties in thÍs area of research

into attempted suicide were referred to in the íntroduction to this
review of the líterature, and definitions of medicar rethality and

suicidal intent vrere provided.

This section examines in more detail work arready referred to in
the review of generar descriptive and crinical data. studies wilr
be referred to in chronologícar order, and wirr conclude with those

papers which have used the suicidal rntent scale (Beck et ar, Lg74b),

an instrument which is emproyed in this thesis (see Appendix v).

b. SÈudíes Pertaininq to Medical Lethali ty and Suicidal Intent

Perhaps the earliest systematic study of suicidal intent
is that of Farberow (1950) who reported the results of his assessment

of 64 suicidal and 32 control male patients of a Veterand Administra-

tion Mentar Hospital in r,os Angeles. As arready noted (p.g)
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he regarded the medical lethality as "rwít|L¿ad,Lngt' and t'.thUtødone tlnø

ptqclnLalní.tL ín cltoage.waÁ o¿l¿ød to nafe luí,'s pa,LLøvtt's ín tund o$

¿wLotunel,s and non-6uü.ota, wlÃh the aví.twí-on be'tng h'í's opLnion a^

to whefhen on not the po-LLet*., í6 Løtt to lví's own d¿vícu and not

gLvøn ade4ua.te uste and tu.twe)-Llanee, would pnobablq 
^uccQ.^^6u%a

ea,)LrLq ouf [ví-t ivúevthLon fß de,Sbnoq luhse'L{". Not onry were

subjects who had attempted suicide divided into 'seriousr and

'non-seriousr groups, but those who had threatened suicide were also

so categorísed. Much of the analysis is based on 'serious' subjects,

both threateners and attempters, compared to !non-seriousr threateners

and attempters and a control groupt a feature whÍch makes comparison

wíth later work difficult.

Farberow (1950) reported more differences when comparing those who

were threateníng with those who had attempted suicíde' than when

comparing subjects divided into the 'seríous' and 'non-seriousr

categories. This pronpted him to observe that t:ne t'de(íwiLLon o(

^ubgftoup^ 
i.t mott pnnducl,LvQ. wllLen ba,te-d upon 

^ome 
[aotunl evenf u)tt'LeJl

ha's oceuluted nn-then tlwn upon opiwLon'). He used the MMPI' the

Hildreth Feeling and Attitude Scale, a Self-esteem Sca1e, the Rosenzweig

Picture-Frustration Study and the Make-a-Picture Story Test, and found

that in general those who atterçted suícide showed "ve,tttl {eW døa.tunU

w\uLch wouLd 'se,t. then ayntú. [nom a non-^wLc-Lda'L yta'tiøttt".

This initlal report assessing subjects on intent ís a landmarl: in

the literature of the study of suicidal behaviour. However' focussing

on the seriousness of intent of both those who are threatening as well
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as those who have attempted suícide, and grouping these together,

appears to minimise the importance of the actual act of attempted

suicide, and, as already noted, comparison with later research is

di fficult.

Schmidt et aI (1954) assessed 109 patients in St. Louis and

considered 35 to have made'seriousr and 74 lnot serious' attempts.

n A aeniou.t altenytt waÁ con^idenød to be one ín wluLch the po'LLønt had

done to lLin^QL6 enough. dwnage to pu't. h,ín in a, 6uuLou^ med,LcaL orL

mh4ical condibLon lmød,Lodly 
^uúßu¿sl 

on in wlvLch thø plqch,íntn}st

t^M,6 convünced the ytafiu.t, lßd (u"U.U intendød to comm,í't ,swLoLdø,

tfillQÍhelL on not he tuceeeded Ln doivtg ob!øe,LLvoltl 
^uLLou'6 

danagø to

tvínteL( lptqchia,tnLcz,UA tenLou.tl ." Ttrenty sr:bjects were considered

'medically serious' and 24 'psychiatrically serious', with 9 subjects

both 'medically' and 'psychiatrically serious'. They reported that

" Lhe manic-dep,Lu^íve dzpne's,sion and dømentint wúe,sigwL(icantlq

motø (nec¡uent in the,se¡iou/s grLoufJ,...", and these diagnoses together

accounted for 548 of the'serious'attempters compared to only I58 of

the f non-serious'. They also observed Einat- )tt[LQ. 
7LULQ-L7 med'Lca,LLq

,SenioU grLoufJ Wl¿S IULU 
^inLLlJL 

to the tota.L gtwuptt, and noted that

it comprised 358 manic-depressive depression compared to 34% in

the total 'serious' group. Other differences included the fact that

members of the 'serious' group were o1der, they had more often had a

recent bereavement, they reported less marital incompatibility, had

been less often drinking before the attempt and they had less often

notified others of the atÈempt. They concluded that all 'serioLrs'
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attempts should be hospitalised, and considered that this classification

had some prognostic validityr as 2 subjects who subsequently suicided

had been in the 'êerious' group.

Stengel et aI (1958) cautioned against what they termed the tt[an-

,Leacl+ing fJ,Lopo6a,Ls o{ Sehníd.t and ltíÁ a^^oei-0.te,,s)t. Hor^¡ever, rhi.s

caution, and their previously quÞted observation that t'eLea,ttLq, 
7-.1+ø

degneø o$ dangen to .LL{e i's not. a ne,LLabLe. m¿a.6uhe oú 
^øtuLou6nu^

o{ íntenttt seem to be a too cautious ínterpretation of their own data.

They had assessed 167 patients in terms of the medical "degtteø o$

d.angenou.tne^A't and the "degneø o( intenfi'. They observed that "f/r¿
htto Lowe¿t degneU 06 d0.WüLou.6neÁ^ t)üLe a^ 0",ur,Le a,^^ocia.tedwi-tl+ a

med,íum o,L Lotl) degneø o( íntenf", but t,hal- )'oytLA oJnong the'abdofutel,q

dangenou' oi.tømytbs l+ad tLtø degneø o( Lrutønf. been max,Lnal in a- ma.jott í.tt4".

Thus, although one can agree with their conclusion that medical

seriousness may not be an absolutely reliable indicator of intent,

their results could be interpreted to suggest that it may be a useful

clinical guide.

Rubenstein et al (1958) reported a study of 44 persons who hacl

attempted suicide and who $rere seen at the New Haven Hospital (U.S.e.¡.

They noted: "In a^^Ø^díng thøín 
^øvuti.tu 

wø toob inÍ.0 aeeount thø

meflrcd u^Qd, how bad.Lq thø paLLents wøtte huhf, how thteq uJetLe. d,Ucovehe.d,

and thø beLwv.bun and commenl's oó the pa,LLentt and t!+o's¿ accompa.,xAíng

then in thø emengøncA ,Looil). rt is of interest that t'a malotuiâ.t1 o{

tho¿¿ y:aLLent's u)l'LoLQ- a.tfenpts wQ)Le ,La.fed a.t tøvenQ- wQle. a,tto anong

thot¿ d,Lagnorød a^ pdqehotictt. From their observations they
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conceptualised four continua:- the medical lethality varyirrg irom

¡>retencc of attempted suicide to a lethal attempt in isolation;

thc mot,ivation (intent) varying îrom )'an ¿66o¡f on tl,Le pani o( tlrc

e.go to e({ecf chf,ngøt Ln ne,LaLLon^ wi-tl'L othe^'s, to moliva.tion oó a

Lange,Lt[ ptLLmuLA prLoce^^ channe.tent' ; the psychopathorogy varying

from "a ne.LaLLve.Lq intac,t øgo to fr^Achotic machanLsm^ tued Ln a

,Løg,Le,6^Q-d LÌÃ.te-, whuLe th¿ boundanLe.t o( Íhe de,t-( and tl,t¿ oufen

wonLd ahe. uncLøa)t", and the fourth 'tcl,nnac,twídød ín thø rwLdd,Le.

o( i,ts hnnge. bq a (u,tion, 0" de.LLcÃ.tø ba.Lancø o( reL(-pne¿setrvaÍivç,-

and dø,stttuc.tive inpullø dwLvaLLve/s't. This appears to be one

of the first papers to clearly describe the continuum conceptuaU-sation

of suicidal behaviour.

One component of suicidal intent is the communication of suicídal

ideation. In an endeavour to assess this, Robins et aI (1959)

interviewed relatives and friends of 1I9 of 134 completed suicides.

They reported that over two-thirds had communicated their suicidal

ideation, and that it was not related to age, sex, marital state,

religion, socíoeconomic state, whether living alone or not, or to

cl-inical diagnosis. The only trend observed was for chronic

alcoholics to make more specific statements about their intentions to

commit suicide.

Yessler et al (1961) also assessed the communication of suicidal

ideation in a study of servicemen, 272 of whom committed suicide and

104 who had attempted. suicide. Tlney ttconclud¿d tha.t th¿ $nøclueneq

with wLúch ind,Lvídua.bs utø Ltlze,Lq to communicaf.e thein tuie.Lda'L
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ident bc,(onø the acL occun^ i's not ,sigwLdícanllq coute,Latød wi-th

tlrc. Lt¡pe o( yttqcluLabnie d,í'sond¿n thøq mani(e,ttødt'. rt is arso or

note that there vùas no significant difference between suicides and

attempted suicides in the frequency or lime of having had last

medical contact before their act. However, both groups \ñIere likely

to have had thís last contact close to the act, especially in the

week before it. Although these findings do not suggest any

correlation between intent as measured by communicatíng' and lethality

as assessed by death, the subject selection and these rather erude

criteria are reasons for caution before generalising the results to

other suicidal subjects.

I¡Ieiss et al (1961) reported a study of 35 patients who had attempted

suicide in St. Louis and who had been assessed both for the degree of

'medical dangerr and 'psychological intent'. Patients were judged by

two psychiatrists independently, and if there was disagreement the

clinical details were discussed with the third author and a consensus

agreed upon. As regards medical seriousness, nine attempts were rated

'absolutely dangerous', indicating a high probability that the patient

would die (in fact, two patients did die) ' fifteen were 'absolutely

harmless' (indicating that there was no chance that the act would

cause death under any foreseeable círcumstances) , and eleven 'somewhat

dangerousr, tan in-between category¡. In terms of intent, ten were

rated 'serious'. ("Thø paLLønf d,Ld not. in(onn anuonQ. el,tø o( the

a.ttenytt fr,uLo,L to i.tt occu^nøncø ín onden to ø{(¡ecf. a' ,Le.6cue' d'Ld not

øxfrec,t othQ)I^ to a¡nLve- ín Linø to ytnøvønt døa.th, d,Ld not mal¿e th.e
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af,tenytt wh¿n othehl wüLQ. pne.tønf. otL nezJLbA, and expecfød thøt Lte on

¿he wouLd eetutøLnLq d,Lø o¿ a ne.tu.(f o( ttrc a.e,t." ) rtr eighr the

attempt was rated as a 'gesturer, and in seventeen the intent was

rated a rgamble with deathu, indicating the patient was unsure of

the possible consequences. They noted that it was statistically

significant that "tttøte a.ttenpil in wh,Lel+ tl+ø ,¡ttqehol-ogíca.!- in-tønf.

wa,^ 
^uLLoul 

tended to pnoducQ. med,Lcal con^equønceÁ ,Á)h,Lcl,L uJuLe.

dangutou.t".

ft is of interest that Vteiss and Scott (L974) reported a ten year

folIow-up of these patients, and noted thaÈtt3 o(1 tl+ø 10 h*gh-nLslz

a.tfemyttett wene døad bq awLo-Ldø; nonø o[ thø othen affenptetu and

none o( the conl)LoU Lnd fzi,t-Led then,s¿Lvetstl. However, it should be

pointed out that 2 of the 3 suicides \^rere as a result of the initial

attempt. Nevertheless, the only subsequent suicide had come from

the hiqh risk group. Another finding was tinat )'aytytnorínaf.e,Lq two-

tl4,í.,rLd^ each od both th¿ h,Lgl4-ruÃl¿ and Løuen ní¿l¿ attenpt gttouyt,s, at

comytanød wi-tln onLq on¿-tl'vind o{ tl+e contnol g,Loup, wørtø {ound to have

tigwL(ícant ytaqchosoeia.L frft-oblen^ lconLLyutLng d,L({ieu.ttLe's ne,tntød to

møntal he.d'[..th, oeeuyta.tion otL øconom.Lc a.í,tuafion, andf ott ivvtenpellotul

ne,La,tionlhipl)" . This emphasises the continuing psychological

morbidity of both hígh and low lethality suicide atÈempters.

Although specific mentíon of suicidal intent ís not rnade, the

Australian study of James et al (1963a) is of noÈe as they commented

on the medical lethality of the suicide attempt of the I0O subjer:ts

studied. The attempt was "na.ted ín Íenm o( thø potøntiaL dangen to
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the paLLeni'r Ii(ø a's 'tlighf' W.iÍfl-e. dangen to I'L{ø\, 'de$íwi-te'

(de"6i.wí.te tfuLeri. to !i[e ín thø abt¿ncø o( mød.LenL tnea.tnentl on

'te^iotu' (teniou,t thneaf to LL(ø in the ab,s¿nce o[ enengencq

m¿d,Lcn(- lnøa.tn¿nf.l'). They noted that "thn¿ø c¡uaú.ens o( thø

paüLentt du((etucng 'dnom yttqel+otie d,í'stunbance. mad¿ a.tf.enpt's wlruLch

endangenød tl'LQ,UL Ii6ø, eompoaød wifh unden haf-6 o6 thø otlpn't Ln the

tample.", thus suggesting a relationship between psychiatric

seriousness and medical lethality, though not necessarily suicidal

intent. However, it is pertinent to note that Stengel et al (1958)

observed: "anong thø tchuLzopl'nu'Lcrs and the døpne,ttive. ptqclto,su a

najotui.tq o( tl+ø af,tenytLt hnd bø¿n undenÍa]¿øn wi.tl'L 
^uuLou.6 

ivtfent".

Dorpat and Boswell (1963) evaluated suicidal intent Í.or L2L patients

who attempted suicide in Seattle. Five raters made an independent

assessment on a S-point scale, with 1 denotinçt a'suicide gesturer

and 5 a 'serious suicide attempt'. For purposes of statistical

analysis the mean ratings 1 to I.9 were classified as a suicíde

'gesture' (25), those with a rating 2 to 3.9 were called'ambivalentl

(72) and those who were rated 4 and above were designated 'serious' IZA¡ .

rt is of interest that "in neat-Lq a'Lt- od thø 66 aocia,L and paqclnLa-tluLe

ítent ,stud,Led, the ¿ui.ota g,Loufr nuenbled thø compløted ¿uLe-Ldu

(reporred by rhem elsewhere ¡ and we¡ø d,í'stiní.tan (nom thø gÚtuLe. a"nd

anbiva,Le,nt grLoufJ^". More specifically they noted Linar t'the LeasL

L¿tha,L me,ttwd,t wehe ulød bq tl,te gutaLQ. grLoup't, there were more males

in the'serious' group, those who had greater suicidal intent \itere more

Iikely to plan their action Èhan those whose intent was less serious,
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and suicidal intent increased with age. It is also of note that

psychotic illness was more conmon in the tseriousr attempt grouP

than in the rgesture' and tambivalentt categories.

Kessell (1965) reported a study of 465 patients in ¡dinburgh in

which he used an Index of Endangering Life" This combined an

assessment of the quantity of poison ingested and whether or not the

action v/as concealed or disclosed. From this four categoríes of

predictable outcome were derived:- 'death', ¡death Probabler' rdeath

unlikely' and 'certaín to surviver. 'Death! could have been

ant,icipated in I9t, and 'death probable' in a further ll8 of both

men and women. Kessell (1965) presented data which suggested that

"the aol,t o( pabLøttùt wi-th (onna'L yttqchÍa.fnLc ,íllnu¿ (exe'Ud,Lng

cha^.a"ctQ)L d,í'sondenl we,¡Le mo,Le LL$e-endangetuLng than thote 06 pa.ti8.v1.t's

wi.th petøonn.Lí,ttl abnotuaüfq orL tho6ø o( yto-LLenil wí-thou.t a"

p.sqcluia.tltie i.[-Lne,^^t'. However, he concluded that "tlne indøx o$

øndangwLng LL6Q, - ouLme-a^wtLQ- od thø ¿e¡iou'tnøtl o( thø ac.t - irs

not. coMLQ.Ittød wi.th t\tø nQ.ed 6otL pttlch,ínttLLc Íneartnenttt . Arthorrgh

it is acknowledged that not all with a formal psychiatric <iiagnosis

will- benefit from (or indeed accept) treatment, and that some

wiÈhout a formal diagnosis may benefit from some sort of intervetrtion,

it is difficult to reconcile these two comments. On the other hand,

hi.s emphasis on the assessment of psychiatric and social factors in

each individual patient is unCoubtedly correct. He noted = "7t i'5

upon thote 6a,cf.on6 lile, mu¿;t ae-t, noÍ. ufJon wha-t tlnøq frrLomfJtQ-d. Bttr

th¿ Línø tile 
^Q.e 

tl+e yta,tLenf tl,Lai. i,5 LcWøLq inne.Løvaytt't. It would
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appear that a different emphasis could be placed on Kessell's data,

with a greater acknowledgement that there appeared to be a

relationship between medical lethality and psychological morbidity.

It is also of interest to reflect on Kessellrs (1966) comment

made in relation to the assessment of suicidal intent. Despite

offerinq the categorísation of I intended cessation' , 'subintended

cessationt r tintended interrupÈionr, rcontinuation was contra-

indicated' and rintended continuationr, he argued tlnat "thùte il

LLtlle to b¿ gøLned bq aff.emytLLng to ín(en thø pne.tøncQ- oú on thø

degnøø o$ Lntønt to d"Lø tlLa.t tl'LuLe. u)a^ a.t thø Líne o[ thø ac.t".

Thís appears to be an extreme view, as there had been evidence to

suggest the contrary.

In the nid-I960's two follow-up studies of medically serious

suicide attempts gave conflicting results. The firsÈ was that of

Motto (1965) who reported. a five to eight year follo\it-up of 193

suicide attempts in San Francisco. The attempts were graded I to 4,

with I being a 'suicidal gesturer and 4 being an 'unequivocal attempt

t-o end onets lifet. These criteria \t¡ere a combination of medical

seriousness and suicidal intent gained from psychiatric assessment.

The most important finding was that categories I and 2 combined had

a 5.7t incidence of subsequent suicide compared to an incidence of

10.2t for the more serious, a finding which suggests a relatíonship

between medical seriousness, and suícidal intent, albeit subsequent

suicidal intent. The second study was that of creer and Lee (L9671,

who reported a 1 to 4! year follow-up of 52'potentially lethalt
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patients, 33 of whom were women, at Kingrs College Hospital in London.

In this group there \.ras a higher age distribution than unselected

attempted suicides, a greater íncidence of psychoses, and there were

relatively more patients whose economic and housing circumstances

\^¡ere poor. Forty-six percent had experienced loss of a parent

before the age of 15. Sixty-seven percent were glad they had been

saved, 24t remained ambivalent and 9t were sÈiIl frankly hostile

at having been resuscitated. They also noted that the psychosocial

outcome was " judged daLUt{aelo,Lq in onLq 38"ø od the. tanyil-et', only

two had subsequent,ly corunitted suicide, and this prompted Greer

and Lee to observe: )'Conlltanq to exytecfabLoru, the Long-tenn

^wLoLdat 
ni,sl¿ Ln paLLentl who mal¿ø potentío-UA Lef.LLaL a{tenpüt

qpfrØaÁ to b¿ no lrLgl,LüL tløn thaL ,Løpontød ofiong a.tf.enytted twLe-Lde.t

in genetnl-. TtLiÁ fr,Le,LirtuLnatLq $ind.Lng, wh,Lch ,L¿qu,írLu vwL{íeafion,

^ugga.Lt^ 
tt+af tL¿ø døgnøe o( mød,Lcal dangelt in a" dwLcida.L afi.enytÍ.

i.t noL a. nø{iabLø ind,Lca,torL oß tub,sequønf 
^wLcidl'L 

hi^l¿". rhis

conclusion is certainly not in accord with that suggested by

Motto!s (1965) report.

Graham and Hitchens (L967) reported a sÈudy of 2484 patients in

Cardiff who had attempted suicide in the years 1950-65. Attempts

were categorised in retrospect by a consultant psychiatrist as

raccidentalr, 'suicidal (serious attempt) r, 'suicidal (gesture)',

and 'suicidal (undetermined) '. Such categorisation appears to be a

combination of both suicidal intenÈ and medical seriousness. Ot

the suicidal subjects, 42* wete considerëd to have made a
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'serious attemptr, 4Oz a rgesture', and I8% were doubtful. The

'serious attempt' group contained a greater proportion of men

and older persons. It is also of note that only I38 of the

'serious attempt' group compared to 5It of the 'gesture'

group were considered to have " no bnooün fJrLevíou^ m¿ntn'L

abnonnali.ttlt' . Thirty-seven percent of the 'serious' group

compared to 15* of the rgesture' group had had previous

psychiatric treatment, and 398 of the'seriousr group had a history

of previous depression, though not treated, compared to only 248

of the 'gesture' group. These findings are generally consistent

rnrith other reports that indicate a greater psychological morbidity

in those who make serious suicidal attempts.

Doroff (1969), in the work referred to on p.58, divided those 63

adolescents who had attempted suicide into 'high' and 'low risk'

categories. This was done on the basis of both actuarial (the suicide

attempt method compared to the method of successful suicides) and

clinícal criteria of the attempt actually succeeding, and thus it- included

factors relevant to boÈh suicidal intent and medical lethality. ft

is of note that there were no differences between the 'hígh' and rlow

risk' attempters disÈinguished on actuarial grounds, and only two

significant differences between those attempters distinguished ott

clínical grounds. The 'high risk' group were more constricted and

had more Rorschach finding. Doroff concluded "thø dwí-Lune- to

dí.tLLngu,í'sh bert,tt¿en thø lnLgl,t and Low n'í'sh gruup^ la^ cLLwLca'U-q

duignaÛødl nø6L¿c'tt øLthen a" Loo 
^ma.LL 

nunbQh od lubiøcfus on th¿
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po^^i,bi.ti.tu that the, h'Lgh-I-ow d,Lchotomq maq be a (a.L,s¿ one. .. .thaÍ.,

in (act thenø maq be no te-a.[- d,Ld[enøneø],.

The clinical report of stanrey (1969) of. 229 patients who had

attempted suicide at Ashton-under-Lyne in Engrand is of interest.

He reported thar " iudging bq the cineun¿fs"ncu 06 t!,te aÍfenytt,

tta.ten¿nLt nadø bq tl+e yta,LLent and othen, and Íhe nersu,Lts o( thø

ptqch'LafnLc íntenvíew. ., . ovuL thnøø-c¡uan tehl 0,6 the ottøgød twLoLdø(.

a.ttenytt's wenø acftta.(2q ¿uicida,L ge.ttune,tn . He atso nored rhar

')genwLnz ,swLoLdal aff.enytt's (wen¿l madø bq ind,Lvífuø% ,su[(lwLng

(n.om mønta.I- i.L.Lne.^t't, unfortunately, the groups were not

systematically compared, and a further limitation of interpretati.on

is imposed by the idiosyncratic use of terminotogy. Thís is

illustrated by')thø a,ttenpt wa.t judged to be teniours ott a" tuq 
don

hel-p"' . ¡,lost researchers have used the term 'cry for help'

either to appry to suicide attempts of low medicar retharity, or as

an aid to the understanding of suicidal behaviour in generar, rather

than considering it applicable to ,seríousr attempts.

À further systematic study is that of Heyse et at (1969), who

assessed both medical tethality and suicidal intent in lOO patients

who had attempted suicide at the Max planck rnstitute in Munich.

The level of consciousness was assessed by physicians on a 5 point

scale, and those who scored 0-3 riüere compared with those who were

most medically lethal, scoring 4 ot 5. rntent hras based on Èwo

criteria:- whether the patíent had erçected another person after

the attempt, and whether or not the aÈtempt had been arranged, in such
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a \^¡ay that the patient r4'ould be díscovered. Demographic data was

recorded and various psychological tests were also administered.

They noted that the most medically serious were less likely to be

expecting intervention (p<.OI) and were more likely to have

arranged the attempt so as not to be discovered 1p<.O5).

They also found no significant association between making suicidal

remarks and the seriousness of the attempt, and contrary to their

expectations, the serious attempters did not score less on the

Extraversion score of the Brengleman personality questionnaire.

Reporting on the same patients, Kockott et al (1969) noted no

difference ín severity of an Ínitial attempt compared to those wíth

a past history of suicide attempts. In sumnarising their analyt;is,

Heyse et al (1969) unequÍvocally reported that t)deøp uncon|eiou,^naÁ^

i¿ a n¿Liable otví,tutíon ,[on the degneø 06 
^uiou"s ^&LcLda'L 

intent",

It is of interest that at this stage of the developnent of

assessment of suicidal subjects, Lester (I970a) considered that

there was sufficient evidence to calt into question the hitherto

accepted view that suicide and attempted suícide were different l¡ut

overlapping populations. In a review of papers pertinent to the

concepts of medical lethality and suicidal intent, he suggested l;hat

"twLcidaX- behavíoultt (a.(l on a conÍ,Lnuun....aveíLabLe da.tÃ. índ'Leate

tha.t the chilu.c.tuLírsÍic's od grLoufr^ hnving di{denerú. 
^8,L'6-duþure:LLve

Løtha.Utq chnngø monotonicøLLq a's thø Le,tha,U.tt1 o( thø gnoup^ inütea.áe,5't,

Sendbuehler et al (1970) in MonÈreal assessed 222 persons ovelî a

seven year period, all of whom were deemed to have made a medica.tly
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serious suicide atteÍçrt. These subjects were then classified into

'serious', tambivalentt, tqlesturer and tdoubtfulr on the basis of

their suicídal intent. Their clinical descriptions of varying

intent are of note. Thus ttcaá eÁ wULe con¡idyL¿d a ),senLou attenpt,

wh¿n mon¿ in(fuøneød bq intenna,L mot'Lvationt than bq othuL ¡tøoyt'Lø.

Hen¿ tl'tene .Ls Lífile. o,L no af,tenpt aÍ. eommuwLca.t'Lon 06 tLLØín de¡.¡lte

and Íh¿ chq 6o,L lrc,Lp Lt 'LnfetunaL' on de,Lu.aíonal. Tlne'tø paLLenf's

ane motLQ. hope,Lø,sa and heLpLett, havø a 7Q.uUøI-LU n¿gx.fivø aytytnctaclt

touwtd.t Xi6e, ttwwLna,tø abou't deatln and thow mo,Le- h'Lgid thinhing".

on the other hand, íE )'wa^ ca,LLed a" 'getttlte) when dupi-tø i.tl

med"íca,L 
^ei.íßulnu^ 

i.t tila.t motæ ín[fuiencød bq othen people, øxtuLnol

happewLngt, otL a elwL euf. appeol (on heAp 6nom neadi,l.q ava'ílnbLø

¡tøoytLe. Thue al,tenptetu LxrvLb,U motLe hop¿., motLz viv.Ld" enLu (on

he.Lp and arLe. chüu.e.twÃed bq Lut helplut and Lu¿ h:r-gid. th,Lnlz.Lngt'.

AJ-though their report is more concerned with general demographic data,

it is of interest that 31 of 64'serioust attempters were considered

to have a psychotic illness, whereas only 34 of 158'ambivalent',

¡gesture' and 'doubtful| attempters r¡rere so diagnosed. This is

again consistent with previously quoted studies.

Rosen (1970) reported a study of 886 patients in Edinburgh. The

criteria for medical seriousness were based on pharmacologícal levels

as described by Matthew and Lawson (1966), and the attempt was

considered rpsychiatrically serious' purely on the grounds of wheÈher

or not the patient )'had mx"de, prLøpana.tion¿ to avoLd d'í'seovenq".

Only 5t were 'psychiatrically seriousr, lt were both rmedically' and
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'psychiatrically serious' and a further 158 were !medically serious',

rnaking a total of 218 being'seriousr overall. In addition to the

points already referred to in the review of demographic and

descriptive data, Rosen noted that the 'seriousr attempters had a

better work recordi were less crowded and more stable in their

place of residence and less likely to be living in lodgings, hostels

and institutions; had more insomnia; and were more likely to have

a psychiatric follow-up. It is of note that depression, schizophrenia

and organic disorders were diagnosed more frequently in the 'serious'

group, and that although the numbers were sma1l, and did not reach

statistical significance, "the tenLou's-aff.enfrt g,Louyt had 2.3 tine's

the,su"LcLda.t- na.te o( the grLoufJ wi,th non-^e^iou/s a.tfenplrs". rn rhis

study suicidal intent was assessed on the parameter of the avoidance

of discovery, and only distinguished 68 of patients as 'psychiatr:ícaIly

seriousr. ft is therefore of particular note that the bulk of the

'serious' group is in fact comprised of rmedically serious' patients,

and this again illustrates that a distinction maínly on the basís of

¡nedical lethality appears to have relevance ín terms of diagnosis

and outcome.

That this is so has been more recently emphasísed in the five

year follour-up of those patients. Rosen (L976) reported that:

"OunLng the dLve qean $oLLout)-ufr ytwLod, a totn.L oó 34 ¿wLe-Ldet wen¿

$ound, wluLcl+ tLep,LuLnfød 3.84% o[ the Íofn.L nunbQlL a..t ,Li/rh, 0(

thotø who had 
^e.ruLoMI-U 

aîf.enptød ,swLücde, 12 (0.45"øl oó 186 ,suetøøded

Lafen; od tlte otl,Le.tL lnon-twLou.6 orL Lu¿ ¿wLou,sl a.ttenptent,
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22 lS.t 2l o6 700 'sueceeded. The ,søaLctut a.tl.enytten twLcid¿ na.te

wa.^ 2.1 Íinet thaf od th¿ othent, and th,U di'6'6uLenca- wal

Ma.ti,sti.ea,LLq dígni(icanf. (tc<.051 . 7n addi-tion, yta.tiønt's who

mad¿ aL,t¿mytl's thaÍ. wøtte iudged ¿uioul on med'Lea'L buf. not on

ptqeh,La.tnLc ArLound^ we.nø dound to Lnve a luLcidø na.tø tigwL(íeant[-q

ln"LglnuL (p..lSl than yto-LLønùt who had made awLcidø al'tempLt thß.t

wene not a tení.otu med,Lcal thheo-t".

This study appears to be important as it provides a long-term

fo1low-up of sr-:bjects graded for medical and psychiatric seriousness.

Certainly its results seriously call into questíon the 'preliminary

findingr of Greer and Lee (L967) E]nat')the degnøe o(¡ meÅ,Lca'L dangen

in a twLoLde- a.tfenpt í¿ not a ne,tiable ind'Lc.a.tott o( ,subaøc1uønt

tuicídaL nill¿t'. rn addition, this data adds firm statistical

evidence to the work of Schmidt et al (1954) , Iqotto (1965),

Retterssol (1970), and I¡leiss and Scott (L974), suggesting a

relationship beÈween nedical lethality of an atternpt and subsequent

suicide. However, the consideration of 'suicídal intentr merely on

the basis of the subject making 'preparations to avoid discovery'

appears to be a weakness in this study. V,Ihether or not it ís a

serious weakness can only be clarified by a more detailed consideration

of intent as well as medical lethality.

Kinsinger (1971) assessed 60 females who had attempted suicide and

administered the MMPI, Buss-Durkee Hostility Inventory and the

Leary Interpersonal Check List, and correlated 48 scales from these

tests with the 'lethality of suicidal intent! (síc). This index
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appears to be a combination of intent and lethality. Thus, summaries

of interviews with the patieni.s t'u)e)te givøn to thnøø judgu who then

naipd La"cLL cale {on l-efha.U.tA 06 LuicLdal intenùLon on a Le,tha.LLtq oó

Swíe,tda,L lntøni ScaLø". rt is of note that "no ttøLal,Lon^lvLfJ wa^

(ound bøtweøn thøte 48 ¿ca.Le,t and dwLcida,l- intent, bøqond ytnobabLø

clnanc¿ (ind,Lngd". There lvere trends for the more lethal attempters

to be more socially stable, but more isolated than the less lettral

attempters.

Birtchnell and Alarcon (f97lb) assessed the suicidal intent of 9l

consecutive attempted suicide patJ-ents ín Aberdeen by asking whr¡ther

or not they wanted to dÍe at the tine of the suicidal act. They

distinguished three groups: those who wanted to dÍe, those who were

unsure and those who did not vrant to die, and compared the depression

scores (modified Zung Self-Rating Scale), of the three groups.

The medical seriousness was also guaged by the level of consciousness

in three grades: normal, drowsy, And unconscious. The depression

scores of the three groups graded by intent differed significantly

1p<.OI), and they concluded that there was "a c.Lo^e ne,Lafion'S\vLyt

bøtuøen tln¿ ¿eveJLí-tA o( døpnettíon and thø ytno(et^ød wí/sh to d,L¿ a,t

tl,te Í,h¿ o{ thø afl.enytt". Hor^rever, it is of note that the three

groups graded by nedical seriousness, as assessed by the leve1 of

consciousness, showed no relationship to either the degree of intent

or the level of depression. This lack of a relationship between

medical seriousness and intent certainly was not in accord with the

work of Heyse et aI (1969), the most directly comparable study.
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The paper by McHugh and Goodell (I97I) reports the development of

"a nating 
^cd.Le 

to guage tlrc I-L$ø-fhnen.tewLng 8evu,iLq o( ,swLcidal

bøhavipun" for tttedaüLve ael(-poi,sowing ytaüLent's" in New york.

This was based on three paraneters. The 'depth of coma' was

assessed on a 0 to 4 scale with 0 representing no effect of the

drug and 4 representing non-response to painful stimulus. The

'physícal danger' was graded 0 to 4 with 0 being assigned to

patients not treated or admitted, and 4 to those requiring

intensive resuscitation. The'self-destructive intenÈr !ùas

scored from 1, being ninimal, to 4 representing a potentially lethal

amount of medication taken along with measures to avoid discovery.

By adding these seores a rating from 1 to 12 was possible. They

also divíded their 99 patients into three diagnostic categories:

personality disorder, depressive illness and rdisturbed life

circumstances'. fhey found the 'suicidal Rating Scorer of those

with depressive illness to be significantly greater than those with

personality disorders, but although their mean score hras also greater

than those with rdisturbed life circumstances', it did not reach

significance. They also found that patients with higher ratings

tended to be older, both as a whole, and within the diagnostic

categories. They considered that the demonstration of "l[

confinuwn o( tevwífq wíthout boundaluLe,tt' vras an advance on previ.ous

methods of classifying patients within )'^omenhaf. Atbi.Lnanq divi,ti.ont" .

However, the combination of concepts of intent and lethality wouJ.d

appear to limit the usefulness of this sca1e, and it does not appear
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t-o havo been employed in more recent research.

L<-.on ct al (l-9721 cxamined 273 cases in Cali, Colombj-a, and

distin<¡u.ished 153 rattemptedr, 44 tfrustrated', and 76 rconsummated

suicidesr. A rfrustrated suicider was a person who wourd have died

but for t)oytytontune inÍenvøntion bq anothut pQ,n on a"nd/orL adec¡uafz

mød'icß'(, aÌ'tøntiontt , a crear reference to both intent and rethality.

The I frustratedr suícides were also compared to a psychiatric

control group. Apart from the rfrustratedr group having a greaÈer

incidence of parental loss or separation before the age of 15 (6g%)

they reported rhar une )'dnuttna.ted awLe-Lders di66en Li-tLLø ,[nom

møtchød yt,sgch.Lo&ruLc contJlol,6t'. rn comparing the suicidar subjects,

more females than mares comprised the 'attempted! group, but the sex

distributíon of the rfrustrated' and 'consurünatedr groups vras

approximately equal.

Vleisman and Worden (L972) introduced a Risk-Rescue Rating

instrrrment for the assessment of patients who had attempted suicide.

They selected five variables related to the risk or medical lethality

of the attempt, and five related to the possibility of rescue, which

can be considered analogous to the suicidal íntent. Each item was

rated on a three point scale (e.g. (I) Risk factor 2z Inpaired

consciousness - I = none in evidence; 2 = confusion, semicoma;

3 = coma, deep coma; and (2) Rescue factor 5: Delay until

recovery- l-greater than 4hoursr 2= less than 4hoursi 3 =

immediate to r hour). There were arso scoring modifications, such

as if patients presented to hospital themselves they were
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automatically given a rescue score of five.

derived by:

Risk Score

The final score was

x 100

Risk Score + Rescue Score

This instrument was used in a study reported by l¡lorden (L976) of

forty subjects admÍtted to the Massachusetts General Hospital after

attempting suicide. They were serected ín order to give three

different I lethality I categories, on the basis of their Risk-Rescue

Rating scores, and were ccnrpared on a number of demographic and

descriptive parameters. He reported that the high retharity group

had high inÈent to die as assessed by the suicidar rntent scare of

Beck et aI (L974b) i were more fikely to be marríed; had a greater

past psychiatric history; had a history of poor socíal rerationships;

and there had been little repudíation by their family, and no change

of fandly religion. He noted no rerationship between age and sex,

but added that order males had tended to have a higher Risk-Rescue

Rating score in his previous work.

This work is of interest, but should be regarded with some caution.

Thus, although vùorden writes of three 'tethalityr oategoriesr in fact

the subjects were divided into three 'Risk-Rescue Rating' categories,

with factors related both to medical lethalily and suicidal intent

involved.

The report of Leonard (L974), although more relevant to l_ater

sections of this review, is noted now as it demonstrates both the

diversity of subjects studied in research into suicidal behaviour, and
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the confusion which can result from the íntroduction of new

terminology in the area of suicidal intent and medical lethality.

The subjects comprised 38 male and 52 female inpatients in a voluntary

psychiatric hospítal in a university medical school setting in

California. They were aged between 15 and 66, 318 were Jewish,

6Ot were single and they had been inpatients for a mean of 99 days,

thus making then an unusual group when compared to most other series.

He used the term 'suicidality', which although not actually defined,

apPears to be rnainly related to the future potential for suicide in

terms of ideation and behaviour. However, he gave the maximum

rating of six to seven srrbjects who suicided afÈer discharge,

irrespective of their former rating. He also noted Et.al- ttnanq

adrtuU^ioyt^ had beøn pnøcipi.tafed bq aenLou ,swLeid¿ a.tÌ.emplrst,, rhus

inferring that medÍcal lethality contributed to their classification

also. Thirty-four percent of the subjects were rated 4 and 5,

"índ,LeaLLng 
^uuLou.6 

and frùLvaÁivø ¿wLoLdol índ,Leoâ,Lon{t, 3r* were

rated r and z "ind,LetLLng ab^enf o,L mLyvífia,L índ,Lca.tions 06 ,swLe.:cda.{,i,tttrt',

and the remainder were inÈermediate in suicidality. It is of interest

that the best predictor of suicidatity in these subjects was prolonged

hospitalisation.

The paper by Card (J-974) is of interest as it consídered the

lethalíty of suicidal methods and subsequent rísk of suicide. Her

data consisted of 1039 suÍcides and 1690 attenrpted suicides in

Pennsylvania. rLethalityr was t'nelttvLc.ted to i,tt otuLginnL meawLng

o(1 dead.LLne,s^ otL 6ùtLou;nQÁ^ 06 a panticu,b,tt AwLoLdol inaLdønt", and
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$ras determined in two ways. The lMean seriousnesst \"ras based on

the rmedical response to incidentsr, and conforms to the generally

accepted 'medical lethality' defined earlier. She also used the

concept of t)Pnobabi,LLtq o( Dea.tlt, on thQ. ptLofrontion oú 
^wLcida,.L

íncidenÍ,s ínvolving ¿ach mefhod ne'su.tfing in døafl'tu. rhese

measures had a high degree of correlation (r = .95, p<.001).

Although the nr¡mbers of attempts followed by suicide were small in

some of the methods of attempted suicide, she considered Èhat there

was not a positive relationship between the lethality of a previous

attempt and the subsequent rísk for suicíde. In fact, her analysis

suggested that suicide was more comon in those \^rhose previous

attempt was of such low lethality that they had not come for medical

treatment. she concluded, "cleatuLA LQ,tha,Li.tA and ni'sl¿ an¿ tnct

^eparLa-tQ- 
vauíable,t and ut¿ od tl'te Çilust tettn to metn botl'L LøthnUftl

d,^ weU d.^ tu¿^Þ teytne.tents an un6oh.tuyto.,tQ. tULn od øvønfi in thø

t wí.cLdø UÌ.ena-tun¿" .

More recently a different interpretation has been made of Cardr s

data by Pallis and Barraclough (L977). They called into question

some of the assumptions made by Card in the data collection,

especially in regard to the effect that differential under-reporting

of some methods, such as unsuccessful attempts with suffocation by

plastic bags, would have in the ranking of lethality. Using Cardrs

data they reclassified the suicidal methods into only two broad

groups based on lethality, and demonstrated that a different result

could be obtained: ttSwLcidø aÍ,tenytÍ,s o( 'LrLgL, Letha.Líf.qt a.)te tutiee
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a,s rihe,Lq 1o be auocited wiÌ.h (u,tunø ¿uLc,Lde thnn ,suicLd.e a,tfenpr,s

o( 'I-ow Letha,LLtq, (p<.01 l.,, They atso used their own dara ro
compare the previous at-tempts of those who suicided and those who

\^rere repeating a suicide attempt. They reported: ,,T!+e 
dínd,Lng,s

u)QJLQ- un¿qwLvou,L: th¿ twLcLdd ¿ e.aluLLen o_ttemytÍ,t wene (at mone

^utiou^ 
than tho¿e o{ a,ttempÍ.ed awLcÍdet, a nesu,Lt. ín accond. wi,th

the [ind,Lnga o( eoa-(ien atud,Let, btú not wí.th caftd)^,,.

one further crinicar paper is of note before reviewing those

studíes using the Suicidal rntent scare (Beck et ar, rg74b).

Fraser and Lawson (1975) reviewed 246 women, aged 15-25, who had

attempted suicide in scotrand. They graded the 'severity of
poisoníng' on the basis of the patientrs conscious level-, according

to the criteria of Matthew and Lawson (1966). They considered t.6S

to have 'accidentalry' poisoned themserves, rg.4t to have 'genuínery
attempted suicide', and the remaining got were 'suffering from

serf-poisonÍng'. They reported that of ,,the 19 ytaLLe.nfrs wl,Lo wuLQ.

ml^t AùLLou^La il-L ytLtq,síeal.Lq, r0 wenø con¡LdalL¿d trt Lwve no

digwi(ica.nt yttqchin.tnLc d,írsonden, 3 ytetusona.tifq d,írsond.etus, landl s

tt¿ac,tive døytneuíon (in onLq Z o$ wlwm wa^ ÍJxQ. poi.towLng con^íd,enQd

to b¿ genwLnø a.tfenpted ¿wLcid¿\,,. Alrhough no acrual figures
were given, they concruded: "tlneh¿ wa^ no conne,Lafion befnø¿n th¿
,sevwí-tt4 o( tl+e poi,sowLng and the a.¿¿oeiafed prqehia.tnLc di.¿ond.en,,

This finding is crearry not consistent with the majority of studies
reviewed so far (sch¡nidt et ar, L954; Rubenstein, r95g; James et
â1, 1963a; Dorpat and Boswell, 1963; Kessell, 1965; Graham and
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Ilitchens, L967¡ Stanley, L969¡ Sendbuehler et al, L97O; and

Rosen, l97O).

c. Research Using the Suicidal Intent Scale

The Suicidal Intent Scale (Beck et al, L974b) was developed

to provide an objective assessment of suicidal intent' disregarding

the medical lethality of a suicide attempt. It is comprised of

nine items related to the circumstances of the attempt and six

related to a self-rated assessment by the patient, and is described

in detail on p.189.

The first reference in the líteraÈure to the use of this scale is

in the paper by Silver et al (1971). They studied a heterogeneous

group of 45 patients who had been admitted to the philadelphia

General Hospital after having attempted suicide. (Thirty-two

had taken an overdose of drugs, 6 had lacerated themselves, 5 had

jumped from a height and 2 had attempted to hang themselves.) They

administered the Beck Depression Inventory and the Suicídal Intent

Scale to each subject, and on the basis of scores on the depression

inventory (p.1OI)divided the subjects into 'not depressed',

'moderately depressed' and 'severely depressed' groups. Subjects

in the Inot clepressed' group scored a mean intent of 8, rmoderately

depressed' subjects scored 13.3 and the rseverely depressed' had a

mean of 15.6. t'An ano,Lqai,s o6 vüLLance ,L¿v¿oled thøt the d"L{(utønce's

arnong the gnoupt wuLQ. *igwL$icøtrf 1p.0.001 1". As one would

anticipate from these scores, there $tas a significant correlation

between depression and intent (r = 0.62' p<0.0I).
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Minkoff et al (1973) also used the Suicidal Intent Scale on a sampJ_e

of 68 persons who had attempted suicide. This paper is reviewed in

detail in the review of Hopelessness, but it is of note that they

found the correlation of intent with depression was less than that

of intent with hopelessness, although it was stíll significant at

the 0.O5 level. It is of ínterest that a later study by Lester and

Beck (1975a), assessing a larger group of. 254 subjects who had

attempted suicide, \das unable to demonstrate a significant correlation

between depression, measured by the Beck Depression Inventory, and

intent, measured by the Suicidal Intent Scale. However, they reported

a significant correlatíon (p<.01) between hopelessness and Íntent.

It is also of note that neither depression nor hopelessness correlated

with medicat lethality, "oa judged bq the intenviewen",

Lester and Beck (1975b) studied 145 patients in Philadelphia with

suicide attempts with coma-producing drugs. There were 53 males and

92 females, of whom 76 were whiÈe, 67 black and 2 'otherr. Medical

lethality was based on a l-O point scale ranging from 'fully conscious

and alertr through to profound coma. Ratings on this scale were made

by a psychologist and then patients were divided into 3 groups: 'low

lethality', rmoderate lethality' and 'high lethality'. Subjects were

adrn-inistered the Beck Depression Inventory, the Hopelessness Scale

(Beck et aln I974cl and the Suicidal Intent Scale. It is of interest

that most of this information was gained ín a second interview by a

'psychological technicianr, after the first clinical interview.

They found that the objective measure of suicidal intent increased
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with increasing medical lethality (p<O.05). Only 4 other variables

(of 52) were significant at the 5t rever; the time between the

suicide attempt and discovery increased with increasing lethality;

the rmoderaÈe lethalityr attempters were more often born in the first

part of the year, and they also had fewest recent house changes and

rived in the least crowded dwerrings. rt is of note that neíther

depression nor hopelessness scores or the serf report of intent to

die differentiated the three groups. They considered there were

two possibilities that may account for this - attempters of differing

lethality may not differ, or the lethality may not be rerated to the

patÍentrs intent to die. They concluded that their data suggested

Lhat ,whil¿ the tt-a.fød medLco'(. Letha.U,tq o,( a twLcide at-ten¡tt it mone

Qß^il-u aÁ^Qrs^ed thnn the pa.tLøn-t)r infønt, if ytnobabLq ha.r L-u,s

uli,Lí'tA in p,sqehoLogieaL,Le^ e-oJLcl,L,, .

Beck et al (1975a) next reported on 227 attempters at the

Philadetphia General Hospitar and the Hospital of the university of

Pennsylvania. Each patient was interviewed by a psychologist, who

also made the lethality ratings on the basis of a case note study

and consultation with the attending physicían. rtem 11 of Èhe

suicidal rntent scale (see Appendix v) was used to divide subjects

into those who had done less than they thought would be fatal, those

who were uncertain and those who equalled or exceeded what they thought

would be fatal. They found the correlation between suicidal intent

and medical lethality to be row overalr, but the accurate predictors

showed a high positive correlation between intent and rethality.
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They concluded: ')Tlrctse tLØ6u,(t6 ind,Lca.te tl+o.t wl,ten a pa-tienf ha¿ an

accuhate c<tnce.ption o( the f.e.thalLtq o{ h,U ,swícida.L ac.t, tl't¿

nctu.(titrg degne,e o( dangøt to þuírs LLIø i,s pn.oytonLLona.( Ío hi,s

,swíc,LdaI- ínLent...,At th¿ ,sane tine, tl'Lø ttudq conditns tln¿ Low

va.LLd,i.tr4 o( mød,Leal- Le,tha.Iif.t¡ a,6 a mQ,rÁu/Le. 06 the ¿etucou,tnur o(

ínfønt, 'sínc¿ Ln thø majort'í'tq o( eoae.r the pa,tLenbs ínaecuna,ie,ttl

concøLved tl¿ø Le,thaLLtq o( h,U aoÅ.. CløanLq, ats Stønge,[- and Cool¿

ll958l poíwtød ou,t, dwLc,LdaL íntewt and Le,tl+øU,tA mu^t b¿ nafød

teytanaÍø,Lq)'.

This study appears important as it does not support Kessell_rs

(1965) contention that most suicidal subjects know the dangerousness

of their attempt, and it is consistent with the recent study of sare

et aI (1975) in which it is noted that the opínions of the general

population of drug toxicity " d,Ldfuned wideLq (non thore mQ-die-al,Ltj

aac.eptød". These findings indicate further the problems inherent

in assessing and differentiatíng suicidal intent and medical lethality.

Another study which both strengthened the valídíty of the scale and

suggested it nay be of prognostic value was that of Beck et at (I974a).

In a study of both attempters and completed suicides, and using only

the items on the Suicidal Intent Scale which related to the objective

circumstances of the attempt, they reported that 194 suicides had a

higher score than 231- attempters. They also noted that the 19

patients who repeated their attempt within a year had significantly

higher scores on the complete scale than those who did not repeat.

The next development \^tas a factor analysis of items of the Suicidal
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Intent Scale (Beck et al, L976). The subjects for this study were

8I men and 1O7 women aged 18 to 63 at the same centres in Philadelphia.

The aim was to classify suicidal behaviour in terms of dimensions of

suicidal intent. The four major dimensions erucídated were the

rpatientsr attitudes towards attemptr, rplanningr r tprecautions

against intervention', and 'communication with others'. ft is

of interest that characteristícs relevant to overt behaviour (the

latter three) were independent of the psychological attitude towards

the attempt. Arso of note was the rerative independence of the

'communicating with others' factor, and Beck et al (1976) suggested

this may reflect a specifíc behavioural pattern, and that the so-called

'cry for help' may not be a general component of aLl suÍcidal

behaviour, but onry t'4 ne$x-øe-LLon oó tl'Le. rJe^ÅonlL 
^taLQ. 

o[ a puúicuLuL

,swLcLde af'te.nptut: 
^ome 

Áuicidol ind,Lvídua.U arLe ' commun¡ca.toht, and

oÍ[4ert,6 a]Le not't .

Such a conclusion was presented in anoÈher paper from the same

group (Kovacs et al, 1976) addressed specifically to ttThø ComnuwLc-a.fion

o(¡ SwLcidaL Inf¿nL". They examined individuar items of rhe intent

scale related to communication and notedz "vutba,L communica.tLon,

(ína-L a"c-t/s, and pttøvíou^ 
^wLcide 

a.tfenytts do not 
^øen 

to hnve mucLt

enpitieæL ptLom"íÁø a,s ind,Lea,toh,6 o( tlne extQnt o( the wírsl'¿ Í.0 d,Le on

o.[ the- ove^n.LL 
^evehi.ttl 

o( duie-Lda,L ivttøn-t". They atso considered

that the ítems of communication were more related to each individual's

style of behaviour. As noted, this report comes from the same

çtroup, and these findings await replicatíon elsewhere.
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until the paper of Pallis and sainsbury (1976), all reports using

the Suicidal fntent Sca]e had come from Beck's group. PaIIis and

Sainsbury (1976) assessed 151 patíents who had attempted suicide in

Chichesteï, and as well as using the Suicidal Intent Sca1e, assessed

the ,medical seriousnessr on the basis of 'no threat to lifer '

'some threat to life! and 'serious threat to lifer. This was

initially done by the casualty medical officer, and later by one

of the authors, and only Èhose ratings in which there was complete

agreement htere used. In additíon, the casualty medical officer

only rated 67t of the original sample, and the analysis on the basis

of medical seriousness hras therefore confined to 8I subjects. Those

wíth tno threat to lífe' rated a mean of 6.11 on the intent sca1e,

those with'some threat to life' rated 11.16 and those with a'serious

threat to life' rated 16.23. These dífferences are significant at

the 0.OOl level. They also noted thaÈ the difference between the

three groups was significant when either the circumstances score

(p<.oor) or the self-report score (p<0.001) r^ras used. As well as

considering medical seriousness they also used "A 
^CA'Ly 

O{ ,SWLOL*ø

ni,sl¿ d¿ve,Lopød and va.(ida.tød bq Tuclznan o.nd Voungman 11968]r)',

It is of interest that when the two parts of the intent scale were

considered separately wíth this index of suicide risk, only the

circumstances score signíficantly differentiated the dífferent risk

groups - They also deÈermined a " døptte"stLve aqmptom 
^cotLQ' 

lba'ted

on the. numbQlL od 'sqmptom^ oú døpnUtion p,L*ent ín the montll ph.Lotl

tO twLc,Lde affenptlt), and it is of note that thís score was also
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"ytodi,LLve.{-q a.ttooLaíød wi-th ínfønt beqond tl+e 1Z 'Leve,L o( eon{ídeneø".

As a result of their study, and particularly the positive association

between scores on the Suicidal Intent Scale and the validated suicide

risk scale, PaIIis and Sainsbury (1976) concluded that the intent

scale h,ad ttpotenli-a,L va,Lu¿....0.^ a 
^c)Leøning 

inltnumønfi' .

There has been at least one recent attempt to refine the Suicidal

Intent Scale. Pierce (L977) adapted it. in an attempt to develop

"A motte objec,tivø 
^ca.Lø'), 

and reported its use in 5OO persons who

attempted suicide in East Glamorgan. Of the 12 items in this intent

sca1e, numbers I-6 (circumstances of act) and I (self-report) are the

same as in the Beck scale; the self-reporL ttifQn^ 7-10 ane mone

,subjecfive in el+a,tøcfen"; item 1o relates to the patient's reaction

to the suicidal act at the ti-rne of interview; and items 11 and 12

deal h?ith the medical risk. These refinements appear difficult to

justify, as not only ís the concept of medical lethality introduced

into an 'intentr scale, but Èhe item related to reaction to the act

introduces another dimension, not clearly related to intent at the

time. This is especially so if the cathartic effect of attempted

suicide, first suggested by Farberow (1950), is in fact a valid concept.

Pierce defends the former criticism, and quotes the work of Pallis and

Saínsbury Í976) in his contention that medical seriousness and

suicidal intent are directly linked. The IaÈter criticism is

countered ny 'tinienviQwíng paLLenLt a^ 
^oon 

a,6 po^LlbLø a$ten adrwLstLodt.

However, the very act of admission and the effect the attempt has had

on siqnificant others can have already altered a patientrs feelings
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towards having survived. Despite these reservations, Piercers intent

scale correlated highly with that of Beck et al (p<.001) and had

internal consistency of items. Significant findings \^¡ere: there

h¡as a positive correlation with age except for the self-report

itemsi men scored higher than women only on the medical risk or

Iethality scores; those living alone had higher scores, except on

the self-report scorei those who attempted suicide by other than

self poisoning scored higher, except on the self-report scorei

those with a past history of suicidal behaviour scored higher on

the medical risk and self-report scores than first attempters; and

those with a history of previous psychiatric treatment had a greater

total score and self report score. The correlat,ion between the

objective circumstances of the act and medical risk vras greater than

that for the self-report score, a finding consistent with Beckrs work.

There seems 1ítt1e doubt that the intent scale of Pierce (1977) is

reliable and valid in what it measures. Ho\dever, it combines

concepts of medical lethality and the patientrs retrospective view

of having survived, and would perhaps be better named in terms

suggestive of an overall suicídal risk score.

d. Cqm¡ngn!

A review of the research delineating medical lethality and

suicidal intent indicates that there is indeed a relationship between

the two. Although this correlation ís not perfect, it suggests that

the current clinical practice of grouping patients into the medically

serious and non-serious does have some relev¿ulce in terms of a patientrs
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suicidal intent and ultimate outcome. rt also has a bearing on the

everyday management of these patients, as there is evidence to

su(Jctest tlrat crinicians are more likely to respond positivery to

those making medicalry serious suicide attempts (Ansel-r and McGee,

L97Li Ramon, et aI, L975). If a ,positive response, implies a

decision to provide the patient with more intensive assessment and

management, then on the balance of evidence so far, this is probably

a correct clinical response. However, the corollary that those less

medically serious should receive less attention, should not be assumed.

There appears to be good reason to consider specific sr-rbgroups of

suÍcídal patients wíth differing degrees of medícal lethality and

intent, and to examíne them more c1osely.

Thus thc remainder of this review will focus on several attributes

of suicidar subjects which may be of rerevance to their overarl

management.

VI. OTHER ATTRIBUTES TO BE STT'DIED

a. Psychiatric Diagnosis - Depression and AÈtempted Suicide

i. Introduction

Despite the difficulties involved in psychíatric

diagnosis, depression ís the most common diagnosis record.ed in patients

who have attempted suicide. However, the relative frequency of such

a diagnosis varies greatry in different seríes. Arthough it ís

generally diagnosed in about 35t-808 of those who attempt suicide

(lr¡eissman, L974), a figure berow lot has been reported in one series

(Yessler et al, 1961). At the other end of the scale, it has also been
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argued that all who attempt suicíde manifest some degree of depressive

affect, and that it is ".Legifimat¿ to Ínq to mea.^uLe tlq,í,t ín evQhA

eA^Qt' (Birtchnell and Alarcon, 197Ib).

The term tdepression' is open to interpretation as to whether it

applies to a primary d.epressive illness (endogenous depression,

psychotic depression, primary affective disorder) or whether it, Ís a

reactive or neurotic depression associated with personality difficulties.

Such a differentíation is less difficult in the elderly where

endogenous depression is more commonly encountered, buÈ the

concurrence of hysterical and hostile components in many of the

young women who attempt suicide can make the diagnosis of primary

depressive illness very difficult (Lazare and Klerman, 1968). It

is of note that Bibb and Guze (L972), in reviewing depression and

'hysteria' considered that although it is possibte to distinguish

two types of depression, both may denote equal morbidity for the

patient. On the other hand, a more recent paper by Paykel et al

(1976) reporting a study of personality and symptom paÈterns of

depression noted that those depressed patients with hysterical

personalities tended to be less severely ill. The ways in which

personality structure influences the clinical picture of depression

and the differentiation of categories of depression will be further

pursued in the discussion section.

ii. Clinical reports

The early studies of Stengel (1969) clearly emphasised the

depressive component. In a series of patients deemed ill enough
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to need management in a psychiatric ward in 1946, he reported 68?' to

be either suffering from a ,depressive illness, (35%) or uother

abnormar depressionsr (33t) " rn another study, more representative

of the attempted suicide population as a whole, he noted no less

than 85fB to be depressed, though onry 26% were considered to have a

'depressive iLlnesso and the other 59E had 'other abnormal d.epressions'.

It is of interest that those subsequent studies which have relied

on crinical diagnosis have in general reported less depression than

Stengel. Thus, the study referred to previousty by yessler et al

(f96f) reported only 10 of I04 male American servicemen who had

attempted suj-cide to have a diagnosis of depressionn of whom I were

neuroticalry depressed. rt is of interest that they noted that

18"9t of subjects had been'tdepttQL^¿d, motLo^Ø (and had had) mood

twing,ll'. However" they pointed out that this was ttnot nQ-ce^^iluí.X-q

Lqnawlmou's u)i,tl,L LLU fJ^Ucl4,Ld-ÐuLc d,Lagno,Sir|", and the lower figure

quoted was considered to be the correct diagnosis.

Another low figure for depression was that reported by Schmidt et

al (f954) " In a study of 109 patients (49 men and 60 \^/omen) at the

St" Louis hospital receiving room they reported that I6t had a

'manic-depressive depression', and noted t,ha:- t] i-t u)a,6 0,6 intatterSt

that ín no pafiQ-nf wa's thø d,Lagno,si's o( yttqcl'toneuholic dø,¡tne'stíve

tLea"c-tion madel'. The categorisation of depression by schmidt et aI

(1954) is in marked contrast. to that reported by Kessell (1965) 
"

In a survey of 515 patients at the Edínburgh Regional poisoning

Treatment Centre, he noted 2O?- of males and 438 of females to have
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'depression', and observed that "depnUlivQ- i,t-Lne,^,s, tlne commonØSt

cond,í.tion, u)a^ hmd,{-tj øvQ-tL accomytawLød bq yt,sqclrcÍic ythønomena and

wal frhQlrondcnawtLq mild" .

Other studies reporting the clinical diagnosis include Edwards

and V'lhitlock (1968) in Brisbane who noted that of women who attempted

suicide in their series, 318 were diagnosed Ineurotic depression' and

48 rendogenous depressíon'; Ovenstone (L973) who reported 42"5* of.

females who had attempted suicide in Edinburgh over an eíghteen

month period to be diagnosed 'depression'; Holding et aI (L977)

reviewed seven years of parasuicide in Edinburgh and noted that
t'thø mott common d,LagnoaÚLc li.tego,Lq wa's deytnu,síon lwlq,Leh LncLudu

,LQ.a.c.tive- depneuíonl , which wa,^ d,Lagno,sed in 40 yten cQ-nf 06 tilomqn

and 28 frQÅ. cønÍ o( møn't; Burke (1974) in a stud,y of East Indian

and African women in Trinidad and Tobago who had attempted suicide

noted 48% to have either a'primary' (Sa¡ or rsecondary' (45t)

!affective disorder'; Jacobson and Tribe (1972) reported 498 of

women to be depressed. in a sample of attempted suicides ín Sussex,

of whom "20% welte mo,LQ. 
^øvuLe,Lq 

i,t(, wí.th endoge.nou.S døytne*sion, L,ø.

døytne's,sion u)i-thou.t. afrfraLønt øvidønce o( ytnec,Lyti'tnting cataeÁ');

and Morgan et al (1975a) reported 59t of women diagnosed as 'neurotic

depressíon' and 10t as 'affective functional psychosis' in a study of

deliberate self-harm in Bristol.

The problems of comparison of these clinical diagnoses stand out

clearly in a simple examination of the terms used. Stengel (1969)

used rdepressive illness' and rother abnormal depressionsr, Schmidt
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et aL (f954) used rmanic depressive depression', and Edwards and

Í'lhitlock (f968) used 'neurotic' and 'endogenous' depression. It

is of interest that ilacobson and Tribe (1972) used the term

'endogenous depression' ín the sense of t'deytne.t¿ion wi.tLtou't afJpar-ent

evídencQ. od pneoLpi,tnLLvq cquâu t, whereas its more generarly

accepted use is as a díagnosis on the basis of a pattern of symPtoms

(Kiloh and Garside, 1963; Kiloh et aI, L972).

The difficulties of diagnosis are also compounded by other

factors. Holding et al (1977) acknowledged "yto,sâíble- c!+angLng

d,iagnoaLLc (o"sh,Loru anong tl+e yt,sqehvLafnLc 
^ta66" 

in Edinburgh, and

writing of the same unit, Kreitman (1976b) reported "d"Lagnollic

[ínutø wo¿s nQ.ceÁtati]-q Línifzd bq the QnúLgencu cond'í.LLovt^ unduL

wluLch tl+ø ,sutvice ofJÙLtledt'. such a comment would apply to most

units managing those patients who attempt suicide. The subjects in

the report of Edwards and ülhitlock (f968) were all seen by one

researcher, but those in other series were seen by one of several

interviewers, the status of whom is sometimes not clarífied. It is

also of note that in the series of Morgan et aI (1975a), only 70%

were allocated a diagnosis on admission, and the remainder were

diagnosed retrospectively from information in the case notes.

iii" Comparative Studies and Research Utilisinq Objective l4easures

of Depression

Despite these límitations there is no doubt that depression,

irrespective of how it ís categorised, is of major importance ín those

who have attempted suicide. It is therefore a logical step to attempt
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to quantify the depressive component in these patients, or to compare

it with other crinically meaningful groups. severar studies have

addressed this issue.

Bridges and Koller (f966) compared 198 persons who had attempted

suicide wiÈh 143 general inpatients who had been referred for

psychiatric assessment at Kingrs College Hospital, London. On

clinical grounds, they reported 57.62 of those who had attempted

suicide to be depressed, with 50.58 rneurotic depression' and 7.lt

'endogenous and involutional depressionsr, compared with 29.42 of

general hospital referrals, with LL.2z Ineurotic depressionr and

18.2t 'endogenous and involutional depressions,. Depression r¡vas

clearly more conmonly diagnosed in those who had attempted suicide,

though it was more likely to be Ineurotic' in nature, whereas those

who were referred for reasons other than suicidat behaviour r^rere more

Iikety to be suffering from rendogenous and involutional depressionsr.

Birtchnell (1970) reported a series of 104 patients who had

attempted suicide and were admitted to the Crichton Royal Hospital.

He used a rating scale based on the presence or absence of generally

recognised symptoms of depression and. in a review of case notes he

considered that 758 of the subjects were depressed, and that of the

h¡omen, only 12.38 were not depressed, 46.22 were rmoderately

depressedr, and 41.5t were tseverely depressedr.

Birtchnell and Alarcon (1971b) used a modified Zung SeIf Rating

Depression Scale on 9I patients (89 overdoses and 2 wrist cutting) in

Aberdeen, and compared their scores to those of patients who were
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considered sufficiently depressed to warrant electro-convulsive

therapy (s.c.r.) as day patients. They excluded those persons aged

under twenty from the attempted srricide group to make the samples

more similar in age distribution. They reported that of the 68

patients over twenty years of age, 58.98 scored 30 or more on a

0-60 scale, a score which they considered to be "an indicaLLon

(on ptqclvíafnLc tlteøtnent't. rn comparing the two groups they

found "thehe wa,6 no aígwLdieant dióóenøncQ- in thø døytnu,sivø

^Wptoma.toLogq 
o( the E.C,T, Lte*ted po-LLøttt's and afienpted

twLc,Lde,t oó compoJlablø agø di'sþvLbufion, though thø møan døpnQ.6^íon

^co,LØ6 
wULe LotilUL in Îhø a,ttempted ¿wLcid¿ grtouyt". rn addition,

they reported t'no aLgwL{íeant diÁ{enencø in tltø ,sqnptomal.oLogq o(

the qoungen and oLden LwLcida.L yta.tienÍ's, thougl,t thø olden paLLøvtt's

IrL¿ morLQ- 
^øvL/Le,Lu 

deytnuaed" . rt is of note that the patients

under 20 years of age excluded from the comparison scored a mean

of 25.74 on the depression scale, and that "øv¿n ín tlq,i'S gttouyl" 7

of the 23 scored 30 or more' their arbitrary level for psychiatric

treatment.

The degree of depression in a heterogeneous group of 45 subjects

(referred to on p.86) who had attempted suicide in Philadelphia was

assessed by Silver et aI (1971). They used the Beck Depression

rnventory and excluded the item relating to suicidal ideation.

These subjects had a range of scores ftom 2 to 59 on the 0-63 scale,

and the mean score for the entire group was 25.0, with the female

population slightly higher (25.5). The score for those who had
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attempted suicide was significantly higher than the score (mean 18:,2I.
.:-, ', I

of 394 psychiatric inpatients. Previous studies using the Beck

Depression Inventory, had suggested that scores O-13 indicated

a fnot depressed' group; scores 14-24 indicated rmoderate depression'

and scores of 25 and greater indÍcated 'severe depression'. Using

these criÈeria they found 8ot of their total subjects to be

depressed, and of the $romen 292 wete rmoderately depressed' and 5ot

'severely depressed'. They also noted that ttó\% O( tltø WOm¿n hAd a

pnfund.rLtl d,íagnoti,t oó dn a{$øe-LLvø d,ítottden, ví2. mawLc-deytnUtLve

depnution, LnvoLu.LLona.l- me,bnehoLLa, p^Acllolic depne's,siv8. ,l¿a'e'tion'

OrL defJrLa^,SiVe neUnO^LL)t. How the other 188 of depressed women (to

make up the 79t overall) were classified is not reported.

Beck et aI (I975b) also used the Beck Depression Inventory' as

well as a clinical interview, and recorded a mean depression score

of 23.6 in a sample of 384 suicide attempters admitted to two hospitals

in Philadelphia. They noted that 458 of men and 548 of women had

'depressive disordersr, but it is not clear whether these figures

are based on clinical diagnosis or on the criteria described above'

in the reference to the work of Silver et al (1971) '

The paper of Beck et aI (1973) is worthy of note as it is one of

the first to specificatly attempt to clarify various aspects of

depression in suicídat sr¡bjects. The suicidal wishes of 247 patients

who had attempted suicide 1dere correlated with the items on the

depression inventory. They reported that suicidal wishes correlated

more wirh "eogrví-tive {ac.tonA 
^uch 

aÁ pe,6*iniSm, und 
^øn^e. 

o{ døAune
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and wLtl,L i,tømt denLing wi-th mood and (ee,LLng lanhedowLa)", than

with tlre "c,La,stícal y:hqtícnl- and vøgefnÍive lqmptom^ oú depne,,ttí0n".

Leonard (L9741, in a paper entitled 'tDøytne's,Sion and SwLcida,U,tq"

used the MMPI and Zung Self Rating Depression scale as weII as

clinical measures in the assessment of 90 suicidal subjects (p.82).

He reported that uhigLt 
^uicida.U-tA 

paLLønLt tønded to bø d.i-agno.sed

depne,ttive neu/toÁi.âtt , and that there was a positive association

between rsuicidalityr and the Depression Scale of the MMPI.

However, he also noted t]nat "tlte 
^e,t-ó-rLaLLng 

DøprLe^aion Sca.Le índøx

did not. fJ,Lovø uÁe,6ult), and that "rwLcidol,ifq and deytne,t,sion fJ)Loved

t.o be mu,(fid,ínøntiona,L and nelalive.Lq independent {actont".

Factor analysis of the Zung items showed at least two components

of 'suicidality' which appeared to have clinical relevance ,- "th¿

6i^^t 
^tLLc,Lda.L 

dacton appaÁ^Á to nepne,sønf. døpendence on horytifaUta.tion

bq qoung yta.tienbs whto eomytl.a,íned o( ,1Q,8îLeÂ^ne^^, fro^^lbL-q tte(LecLing

a did$cwUq wi,th conthoL and an unu^u-oL døpøndencQ. on ex.tüLnal

conÍnoI't". The second factor indicated 'd,L6,6iaLLtq wi.th tLøepíng

and ea.ting o"s tLrcugl+ phq,sioLogícnl a.^ u)e,LL a^ p^AclloLogíea,L

d,itsecaúJibnLun wuLQ. fJtLuønÍ" . rt is of interest that the first

may have relevance to the locus of control dimension of personality (p.I 2)

and the second could well be related to the biological features of

depression. It is of interest that the latter cluster of symptoms

emerged in this study, as they assumed less importance in the analysis

of Beck et al (1973) reviewed above. This will be noted further in

the discussion"
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üleissrnan et al (1973), from the YaIe-New Haven group, compared 29

$tomen who had attenpted suicide with 29 women hrho were being treated

as outpatients for depression. These subjects were matched for sex,

agê, social class, race and marital status. They used a clinical

interview for depression based on the Hamilton Rating Scale and the

Raskin Three-area Scale for depression. They reported: )'ßotl,t

g,Loufr^ u)etLe- hnLed a.t modenæte-Ltl døpne,t,sød on tllø ltoo cliwLea.L

evaLua.tion nabLngt. . . . da.ta anaLU^.U tLøvea,[-ed no di,6,6e)LQ.nce.^ in

degnee 0,6 c,f.LwLcÃ,L depnes,sí0n". However, despite the similarity in

depression rating, they also noted l.ll,at. "aLtenptùt^, a,6 comfJarLed

with depnQ,6^iveÂ tnd, exhibi.ted tigwL(ícantî.q .Le.tt døytne.6^ed

apfrøallancø, Lø8^ pøsÁini'sm and hope,LQ,6^neÁ^, and Lersa inytøílmøytt Ln

tLLe,UL u)o,Ll¿ pelL|orLmanc¿ ú&Lng thø pteví0u,6 tileelz". such a finding

suggests that clinical examination of these persons may not detect

the degree of depression assessed by using standardised ratings.

Pallis and his colleagues have published several papers related

to patients who had attempted suicide, and whose records were

available from the North East Scotland Psychiatric Case Register

(Pallis et al, 1975¡ Patlis and Birtchnell, 1976, 1977). They

compared subjects who had attempted suicide, those who conceded

suicidal ideation, and those in whom no suicidal ideation had been

noted in their case record (Pallis et al, 1975). They found. that

the suicide attempt and suicidal ideation groups contained more

patients diagnosed as 'neuroticr or rreactiver depression (17.6t and

15.6t respectively) than the non-suicidal group (7.7t). It is of note
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that "Depression: unspecified, endogenous, etc- " was diagnosed

approximately equally anong the three groups, comprisíng 44-94,

50.3t and 43.8t of each group respectively.

Pallis and Birtchnell (L976) used the MMP] to compare 136

suicide attempters with 233 non-suicidal subjects. The Depression

Scale demonstrated a significantly greater degree of depression

in those who had attempted suicide. In their subsequent paper

(Pallis and Birtchnell, L977) they compated 42 whose attempt was

judged to be 'seriousr, with 42 'non-seriousr and 126 non-suicidal

subjects, each matched for age and sex. They noted that the

tseriousr atÈempters were more often diagnosed as depressed,

but the MMPI Depression Scale did not demonstrate a

significant difference between the three groups. It is of note

that this is consistent with the report of Leonard (1977) that

the MMPI Depressíon 6cale distinguished rhighly suicidal'

patients from those who were not suicidal, but did not differentiate

the suicidal patients from a group who actually subsequently

corunitted suicide.

î,ro other studies have demonstrated that the degree of depression

in those who attempt suicide is of the same magnitude as thaÈ in other

groups of psychiatric patients. EI-Gaaly (1974) compared 21

consecutive \^tomen who had attempted suicide wit'h 17 consecutive

women referred to an outpatient clinic in Leeds. Using the Hanilton

Rating Scale for depression, he found no significant difference

between the groups in the degree of depression, although there was
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certainly more social dysfunction in the attempted suicide grouP.

Goldney (L977) compared 40 consecutive !ìromen between the ages of

18 and 30 who had attenpted suicíde with 40 women also between 18

and 30 who pere admitted to the psychiatrÍc ward of a general

hospital and who had no history of suicidal behaviour. Using the

Levine-Pilowsky Depressíon quesÈionnaire 1p.191) it was found that

t'botl+ g,Loup^ had a mesn 
^corLe 

wLuLeh can bø con^i-duLed in tl+e

deptutød ft.a"nge-, and t!,Le,rLe tila,6 no ,sigwL$Leawt d,L66enence- in tlte mean

lcotLe be,tuleøn thø fu¡o grLoup^tt.

iv. Comment

The problems of the variability of nosology and diagnosis

of depression are readily apparent in this review and were alluded

to on p.95. flhe diffícu1ty in clarifyíng depressíon in the presence

of features suggestive of the hysterical personality have been well

documented (Chodoff, L972¡ Lazare and Klerman, 1968), and bear

consideration in assessing the above researih. llhus Morgan et al

(1975a) noted that patients who attenpt suicide were often seen in

pejorative forms, "0ó wluLeh the,stenøotupø ir\ tlú'f o$ a Lví,tfnLonie

Aoung woman wlw i.t malùtng a ru)ttancQ. o,ó LLø,t'se,L( and wlw meneLu need^

to puLL hett'setó toge.thørt, pn8.6erebQ wifhou,t p^UcluLafu,Lc intetlvenLLon".

It is of interest that the studies reporting depression on the

basis of clinical diagnosis have in general denoted less than those

employing more objective measures of depression such as rating scales

or questionnaires. Similarly, recent comparisons of patients who

have attempted suicide with other groups such as clínically diagnosed
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depressives, or simply other patients deemed psychiatrically iII

enough to warrant hospítalisation have also demonstrated that the

degree of depression in attempted suicide may have been under-

estimated in Èhe Past. These findings êre summarised in rable 2'7'

Again it must be acknowledged that there are difficulties in

diagnosis, and that the subjects in different studies are not directly

comparable. However, it must also be acknowledged that it is

possible that reports based on clínical diagnosis may have been

influenced by the perceived histrionic component of these patients,

with a resultant minimising of the depressive component. Clearly

this is speculative, but it may be related to the manner in which

these persons present their depressive s)rmptomatology. That this

may be so is suggested by the study of Vteissman et aI (1973) (p.103)

in which it was noted that there was no significant difference in

the degree of clinical depression on the basis of a modifíed HamÍlton

Rating Scale for depressíon and the Raskin Three-area Scale for

depression between depressed outpatients and suicide attempters (a11

women), despite the ctinical observation l'Jlna1- no.t'tQnptÚL.6, o¿S conparLed

wi,th døpne^^ivu, fud exl'vLbif.ed tLgwL{icanilq Lu,s døpnuaed

aprreo.rLancQ., LQ^^ pe'56ini.tm and hopele/5^neÂ^" .

Clear1y, the question of the depressive component in those who

attempt suicide remains to be clarified, and it would appear to demand

the closest scrutiny. It seems particutarly important to examine

the nature of depression in young women who have attempted suicide, where

it may be difficult to separate the affective features from the

personality aspects of theír presentaÈion.
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TABLE 2.7.

DEP RESS I ON REPORTED IN ATTEMPTED SUICIDE



TABI,E 2. 7.

Author

I . Clinica1 Diagnos

Schmidt et aI
(res4)

Jacobson and
Tribe (L972)

ovenstone (1973)

Burke (L974)

DEPRESSION RPORTED IN ATTEMPIED SUICIDE

Subject Rating of Depression

is of Depression in Attempted Suicide
(a) 138 admissions to a London

psychiatric ward in 1946, all
deemed in need of psychiatric
observation

(b) 76 unselected patients who
attenrpted suicide - in 1946

I09 patients in the St. Louis
Hospital receiving room

104 male American servicemen

C1inical diagnosis

Clinical diagnosis

Clinical diagnosis

Clinical diagnosis

858 'Depressive illness' - 26*
! other abnontal depression - 59t

' Manic-depressive depression'
No tpsycho-neurotic depressive reactionl
rNeurotic depressive reactionsr - 7.69*

9.6t rPsychotic-depressive reactions' -0.96t
and 'Manic-depressive reaction' - 0.96t

'Depression' 20t males
43È females

34c
rNeurotic depression' - 30t
rEndogenous depressionr - 4*
rDepressionr 56t males

49t females

68r

Depression

'Depressive illnessr - 35t
rOther abnormal depression

Stengel (1969)

Yessler et aI
(le61)

Kessell (1965) 515 patients in Edinburgh

Edwards and
ethitlock (1968)

680 patients in Brisbane

- 33r

16r

254 patients in a General HosPital
in Sussex

1141 patients in Edínburgh
RPIlC

97 women in Trinidad and Tobago

Clinical diagnosis

Clinical diagnosis

C1inical d.iagnosis

Clinical diagnosis

Clinical diagnosis

'Depressionr 33. 7c males
42.5* fenales

' Af fective disorder H PrimarY r

I Secondaryt
3Ê

45*



Morgan et al (1975a) 337 patients in Bristol Clinical diagnosis

Holding et aI 7413 patients in a 7 year review Clinical diagnosis
(L977) of Edinburgh RPTC

II .Objective l'leasurement and,/or Comparative Studies of Depression in Attempted Suicide

198 attempted suicides compared
to 143 general inpatients referred
for psychiatric assessment at
Kingr s College Hospital, London

104 patients at Crichton Royal
Hospital
91 patients who attempted suicide
corçared to outpatients having
E.C.T. for depression

Clinical diagnosis

Birtchnell (f970) Rating scale based on
symptoms of depression

ì4odified Zung Rating Scale
for Depression

fNeurotic depression' - 522
rAffective functional psychosisr - 108

tDepressiont 28t males
40* females

57.62 of attempted suicide rdepressedl
compared to 29.42 of general
hospital referrals

752 'depressed' 87.72 females
53.9? males

58.9ã of those suicide attempts over
the age of 20 scored above 30 on a
0-60 scale, such a score being
considered "an índ,LcabLon '6orL

p^ U cln iÃ,tJLLe tlte-a.fnent" .

t'Thüe wa/s no rígwL(íeonf. d,L{denence
ín tl+e depne,ttíve 

^qmptomoâoLogq 
o(

Íl,te E.C.T. tnea.ted paLLerut's and
al,tenpted ,stúcLdu o{ eompaøble
age d"i'5fu,Lbufion."

80% rl4oderately depressed' - 31Ê
rSeverely depressed' - 49*

"Botht ghoup^ wuLe. tLo,.ted a,s mode^o.tQLq
depnøt,sed. . . . no d,Ldþnence,S in
degtøe o { e-LLn Lcr.L depn-e.tdí0n."

622

Bridges and
Koller (1966)

Birtchnell and
Alarcr¡n (1971b)

Silver et al (1971)

Weissman et al
( 1973 )

45 patients who attempted suicide
and admitted to Philadelphia
General HospiÈal

29 women who atterçted suicide
maÈched with 29 depressed women
treated as outpatients
(Yale-New Haven Study)

Beck Depression Inventory

Cl-inical interview for
depression (¡4odified Hamilton
Rating Scale and the Raskin
Three-Area Scale for
Depression



TABLE 2.7. (contd.)

Author

Beck et al (1973)

Leonard (1974)

El-Gaaly (I974)

Beck er al (1975)

PaIULs et aI

247 consecutive aÈtemPted
suicides admitted to Philadelphia
General Hospital

90 patients in voluntarY
psychiatric hospital in University
Medical School setting (see P.83
for further description)

21 women who attemPted suicide
compared with 17 dePressed h¡omen

treated as outPatients in Leeds

384 suicide attempters admitted to
two Philadelphia hosPitals

MMPI, Zung Self-Rating
Depression Scafe and
clinical diagnosis

Hamilton Rating Scale for
Depression

Beck Depression Inventory
and clinical diagnosis

DEPRESSION REPORTED IN ATTEMPTED SUICIDE

Beck Depression InventorY "Not a.L,L 
^Amptom^ 

o{ deptte,ttíon
a,tLe. øquß.Ll-q u/se6ul in pnød'Lc.ting
accompenAíng 

^ 
wLcLda'L pttøo eeu'¡taLLo n. "

Cognitive aspects rather than
vegetative symPtoms more significantly
correlated with suicidal wishes.

ive
Lon enuLged
ac.to u,UL-
na.L dac.ton's."

No significant difference in the
degree of depression beÈween the
two groups.

'Depressive Disordersr 45å males
54å females

(It is not clear whether this is
based on the clinical diagnosis
or the Beck DePression Inventory. )

More Ineurotic tortreactive deptessiorf ,
but comparable'Unspecified,
endogenous, etc.' depression in
suicidal compared to non-suicidal
patients.

Clinical diagnosis(1975) 575 patients from the North East
Scotland Psychiatric Case Reqister,
of whom 136 had attemPted suicide,
147 had had suicidal ideation and
233 were non-suicidal



Pallis and
Birtchnell (1976)

Pallis and
Birtchnell (L977)

C,oldney (L977)

The sarne subjects as in the sÈudy
of Pallis et al (1975)

42 tserioust anð, 42 tnon-serioust
suicide atteÍìpters and non-
suicidal psychiatríc patienÈs'
matched for age and sex

40 women 18-30 admitted to RoYal
Adelaide itospital with drug
overdose compared to 40 non-
suicidal r^¡omen 18-30 admitted to a
general psychiatric ward

MMPI Depression Scale

Clinical diagnosis and MIUIPI

Depression Scale

Levine Pilowsky DePression
Questionnaire

Significantly greater depression in
suicide attempters compared to
those who had not atteÍIPted suicide.

'DePression' 
:no""-"":":=:':i:il..,"

598
No significant difference in the MMPI

depression score between the tseriousr
andr non-seriousr attemPters and a
comparison grouP of non-suicidal
psychiatric patients.

"Both grLoup^ had a mean 
^co,L¿ 

wlvLclt
can bQ- con^ídQhød ín the depnu,sed
h.ange, and tlnene Lûo¿s no tígwL(ieanf.
d,Lddenøncø in the me.an 

^cotLebe-ù¡øen the two g,Loup^.'l
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b. Hopelessness and Attempted Suicide

Although depression is clearly of significance in many of

those who attempt suicide, the fact that not all who appear suicidal

are depressed suggests that other factors are of importance in

precipitating suicidal behaviour. The work of Beck and his colleagues

from Philadelphia has suggested that a stronger association may

exist between rhopelessnessr and attempted suicide than between

depression and attempted suicide. This work was a development of

the earlier observation by Beck (1963), on the basis of psychoÈherapy

with 50 depressed suicidal patients, that "¿wLcidoL prLøoceJrpaLLon

^eened, 
. , ,nø[nted to the pabLent'a concefrtu.a,(Lsailpn 06 lv6

titua.tion a^ untenabLø on hope,Løt's. . . .Tl+e- 
^wícldal 

pa.tienf's gønuLøLAl

ttaLød tha.t thøq ,LØgalded dwLcide. at the onLU po^^íble toLuLLon 6otL

tlLaUL despønale o,L LLofrQ,[-e.6^ 
^ifuaiion6" 

.

It is of note that in factor analytic studies of the Beck

Depression Inventory, Pichot and Lempérière (1964) isolated a factor

with high loadings for 'hopelessnessr (.40) and rsuicide' (.34),

and Cropley and Weckowicz (1966) reported, an identical factor with

loadings of .53 for rhopelessness' and .57 for rsuicidal wishes'.

rn an intercorrelation of individual items of the same depression

inventory, Beck (L967) demonstrated that rsuicidal wishesr correlated

more highly with 'hopelessness' than with any other item. The

earlier factor analytic studies of the Beck Depression Inventory

had been done on the responses of either depressed patienÈs (Pichot

and Lempêríère, L964) or admÍssions to the psychiatric service of a
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qeneral hospital (Cropley and !{eckowicz, 1966). A more recent

factor analysis by Beck and Lester (1973) of 254 consecutive

patients who ha<l attempted suicide yielded similar results to the

previous studies, and they concluded "tha'f hoytelU,sne,6A i.t an

inpontani fr,Lest^.6orL to 'swLoLda,L belqavíoun" ,

Other authors have also noted the importance of rhope' and

rhopelessnessr. Kob1er and Stotland (1964) and Stotland (1969)

have written extensively on ttThe End o( Hoyten and t'The Pdqehologq

o[ Hopd) respectively, and Farber (1968) formulated, a "ThøorLA 06

SwLcLde" in which the relevance of 'hopelessness' in relation to

suicide was emphasised to the extent of considering suicide as a

"d,L^¿a^e o$ I'npe't.

Beck and his colleagues (Minkoff et al, 19731 reported a study of

"HopeLøttnø^a, Depnu,síon and Attenpted SwLcide" using an unpubrished

Generalised Expectancies Scale. This purported to measure "negative

expS.c.tn.tion^ abou.t tl+e $ufunØtt, which can be considered as an

operational definition of 'hopelessness'. This scale was later

pnblished as the Hopelessness Scale (Beck et al, L974c), and it will

be referred to as such in this thesis.

I,Linkoff et al (1973) administered this scale to 68 consecutive

suicide attempters admitted to the Philadelphia General Hospital

and correlated scores obtained, and those of the Beck Depression

Inventory, with scores on the Suicidal Intent Scale. They found

the correlation between the depression score and intenE (r = .26)

was significant at the .05 tevel, whereas the correlation of
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hopelessness (r = .47) was significant at the .001 leveI. They also

reported that correlation between intent and hopelessness was higher

than that between intent and depression (p<.O0I using Hotellingrs

test of the difference between two dependent correlation coefficients).

Furthermore, they found that the partial correlation of intent with

hopelessness (holding depression constant) was .4I (p<.0O1) while

the partial correlation of intent with depression (holding hopelessness

constant) !ùas -.09, noÈ significant. V{hen examining the different

<liagnostic groups, it was found that for depressives the correlation

between hopelessness score and suicidal intent vüas even greater

(r = .64, p<.OOl), but for the schizophrenic group the correlation

though positive, vras not significant. Although they pointed out

thar rhis retarionshíp "doe'S not prLovø thnf. hope,Le.^^ne/S^ cauÁe.^

^wLcLdaI 
bøhavioun", it was noted trrat 'ttluí'S not onLU 

^uggQaÍ.t 
a'

,soLuLLon to the. fruzzLivlg qua^tion od wlutr thøtt¿ irs a ne,t-a,1ionÄln'Lp

be.fr,ttø¿n døytn-U,sion and dwLcide, bu.t. a,LSo Lnd,Leate's tLøL aytytnoacl'Lers

Lpøei(ícaL.LA de.tígna.tød to a.(Levíafe lnope,LQ/s^nels^ ma,U be 
^uccu^6ul

in pnøv enting,swLe-Ldø', .

A study by Pokorny et al (1975) was not able to reproduce the

results of Minkoff et al (1973). They used the Zung Self-Rating

Depression Scale (but noted that there was a high degree of

correlation beÈween it and the Beck Depression Inventory in 19

subjects who had taken both), and the same Hopelessness Scale and

Suicidal Intent Scale. They confined the comparison to 21 subjects

who were depressed and who had been assessed within 72 hours of
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their suicide attempt, and found the correlation between suicidal

intent and depression to be .52, but the correlation between

hopelessness and suicidal intent to be only .39, and not significant.

Pokorny et ar (1975) suggested that the confricting resurts might be

rerated to the demographic dífferences in the two sampres studied,

and these issues will be further pursued in the discussion of the

present results.

It is also of note that the study of Leonard (L974) (pp.82, LO2)

does not support the degree of importance ascribed to hopelessness

by eeck and his colleagues. Thus Leonard (1974) concluded that

"twio-Lda.L paLLenl's ín thì's 
^tudu 

tended to bø chil&efuLi,sød bq ,sQ.L(

,L¿rroh-t^ o( pltq,sical- d'Uec¡ui,IibtuLun and contnol ytnoblend n-oi.hen tlnn

bq (zeLLng,s o[ dupondenal and l+ope,Le,â^ne.6^,,. However, subject

serection may have influenced these t."Lta", and conclusions drawn

from a comparison of subjects seen in a generat hospital shortly

after having attempted suicide and those who have been in a psychiatric

unit in a medical school setting for a mean of 99 days should be guarded.

There are two further reports from Beckrs group which support the

earrier findings of Minkoff et ar (1973). Kovacs et al (1975) used

the Hopelessness Scale, the Beck Depression InvenÈory and the Current

Suicidal rntent Scale (a 13 item scale, as opposed to the grouprs more

commonly recognised 15 item Suicidat Intent Scate). In a study of

32 males and 55 females hospitalised for suicide attempts, they

found that hopelessness and depression were both positively correlated

with the "øxtent 06 cuhhent 
^tLLoLdaL 

ft,L6b, and that hopetessness
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showed a significantly higher 1p<.05) correlation with currenÈ

suicidal risk than did depression. They also noted that

" hope,Let,sne^^ uJa^ ti4wL(icanflq be,tten than deytne's,síon ín pnød'LeLLng

how mttch a ytalient doe,t not unnt to Livø". rn addition, partial

correlation between hopelessness and current suicidal intent

(controlling for depressíon) was significant, whereas when

controlling for hopelessness, depression $ras not significantly

correlated with intent. TTrey noted: ')'l.n otl+en u)oh-d¿s, the

tLe.L0.LLon^lvLyt be,fueøn otüL meo/suLe/s o( depnu¿ion and aü ent. L&Le-Ldo.'L

íntent. i,s yttuínani,l-A due. to a cornnon 
^ouhcø 

o( vauLancø: hopelu,snQÁa)t.

The same authors, Beck et aI (1975b) publíshed a larger series of

384 suicide attempters in which they used the Hopelessness Scale,

the Beck Depression Inventory and the Suicidal Intent Scale. These

subjects comprised 160 men and 224 $¡omen' aged fron L7-63 years.

250 had ingested dangerous substances, 66 had cut or pierced themselves

with instruments and the remaining 68 had used a variety of methods

such as jumping, gas inhalation and drowning. They reported

similar results to their earlier smaller study and to that of

Minkoff et al (1973), and in addition analysed their data by dividing

the sanple into two groups on the basis of the median scores for

hopelessness and depression. Of partícular note, although expected

from their lack of correlation between depression and intent when

controlling for hopelessness, is the fact that Írrespective of whether

the depression scores were high or low, the groups with the high

hopelessness scores had the higher mean intent scores.
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A more recent study employing the Hopelessness Scale, the Zung

Sclf-llatinq Dcpression Scale, and the Suicidal Intent Scale is that

of Wetzel (1976), rrrho compared 48 subjects who had attempted

suicide with 56 threateners and 50 psychiatric controls. In view

of the previous studies, it is surprising that he found "ne),then

døpne*sío n norL hopelu,snQ/sl co,uLQh..t ød rigwL(íeantLq wi,tl+ awLaLda,L

íntenf a.t tlp Î)ne o{ a.tfempt)'. Horrrever, he was able to obtain the

scores of 94 of his original sample of 154 subjects one month later,

and at that time both hopelessness and depression correlated

significantly with the current suicidal ideation of those who had

previously attempted suicide (HSt î = .67, p<.O01; Zrtrtg, r = .63,

p<.001). Both hopelessness (¡ = .43) and depression (r = .34)

remained significantly related to intent when partially correlated.

!{etzel (1976) concludedz "in tl+e ,Sanple o( dubjec,t/s u,sQ.d, hopelers^ne^^

cohhøLafed ,sLLgh,tlq lnLghøt wi-tl+ twLoLde ínfent o,L 
^wLcidol 

b¿Lnvíoutt-

than døytnet¿itn d,Ld in øvuLtl c-a..âQ.....thu thø da,fa 
^Q.em^ 

to auytytorvt

Bøe[¿''s con-tention tllÃf ltope.Le,aanø6^ i,s mo,Le aLuoLal- to ¿wLúcdø ,r,í/sl¿

than døpn?.6^ion ín gønøna.Lt'.

This study is of interest, but the fact that there was no

correlation between suicidal intent and depression and hopelessness

scores immediately after the attempted suicide is certainly not

consistent with other studies. In addition, the reliability of the

scales returned one month later ín exchange for a "$f 0 ,Subjøcf úøe",

and on which Wetzelrs support for Beck mainly depends, could be

considered suspect. Thus, although the study of I¡IetzeI does in
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general support the work of Beck and his colleagues, it is clear

that comparisons of different Tesearch on this attribute require

careful consideration.

Hopelessness has long been considered a component of various

psychopathological processes, including depression (Melges and Bowlby'

1969) r and its general importance was acknowledged by Beck et aI

(f975b). However, for suicidal individuals they suggested ít may

be of more relevance than the global concept of depression. They

noted tctlat n enpho¿i's on thø ,LQ,LaÍion^lvLp be.tnøøn deptLe.t¿íon and

,swLcidø hns o(ten Le(t wonlzür's a,t a Lo^^ in øxpLøLwLng te,L(1-

dutnuc,t Lv e behavíouÁ in e-LLwLcøt LA non- døfr,LeÁ^ 8.d ind'Lvídua'Us .

Thø aun¿nÍ $índ'Lng^ have. tLemoved tl,te puzzLe bq ytinpoínfing

hope,Le.t,sne-^^ a^ thø rruí's¿Lng '(inlz be,tw¿¿n døpnestion a"nd 
^wLc,Ldol

behavirsun". They considered that hopelessness was therefore a

logical target sympÈom in the treatment of suicidal individuals,

and that "bq [oeut,síng on nøduction o$ a pafient]^ hope,Î-ø,s'sne,t,s, thø

pno(øttiona,I- ma-q a.bso be able to øtLøvia.te 
^bLoLdol 

c.ni'se's mone

edfucLLve.Lq tlnn ín tlp ptust".

A review of the limited literature available on this attribute

suggests it does hold promise in the assessment of suicidal subjects.

However, it is difficult to fully endorse the claims of Beck and his

colleagues on the basis of the evidence so far presented. Hopelessness

may well prove to be of unique importance in suicidal behaviour, and

its elucidation in young l¡vomen, the group most at risk for attempting

suicide, is clearly of importance.
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c. Death Anxiety in Attempted Suicide

Death and associated themes have formed a controversial part

of psychoanalytic theory since the early formulations of Freud

related to life and death instincts (Brown, t96l). Papers such as

t'Note.,s ufJon íLLQ- (enn o( dentl'tt' (chadwick, Lg2g), t')ne compon¿nf. o()

døan o.( deafll in eanlq índancqt' (Harnik, I93o), and the work of

Klein (1948) have broadened the notion of death and associated anxiety,

so much so that Hoffman and Brody (1957) suggested that death anxiety

could be interyreted as the perceived threat of any instinctual demand.

In the last two decades the general psychiatric literature has

addressed itself to the concepts of death and dying, and the extent

of this interest prornpted Schnaper (1975) to pose the question:

"Dp.a.th and dqirq: ha,s tlrc topie beøn bente-n to dzafh?". His ans\^¡er

was, perhaps predictably, that it had not been, but an analysis of

papers on this topic would suggest that some areas have been researched

extensively, whereas others have been relatively neglected. llhe area

of attempted suicide would appear to be one such neglected area, and

one can only agree with Neuringer (1968) who observed that "vQ)tq

U-tÌIe tLQ,sQ.arLcl'L ed$onf. ha,t been d,ízeeJed towand.¿ tlt¿ ínvuÍigaLLon od

tl,tø tuLoLda,L LytÅ,LvidctøL',s p4LenomønoLogieoL aLti,tudezs towandrs Lidø

and døatl't".

That such attitudes may be relevant was also suggested by Saínsbury

(1973), who co¡runented, "I beLLøve tha,t thø a.tLi.tudøt to dea-tl+ and

'se,L$-de'sfnuc.tion pneva-i,LLng wi-tlq,Ln a 
^oc.LQ.tU 

and ifts intti-tu.tLoru,

panfuLctil-anLq ifu ne,LLgíou onQ's, muÁt. a.Lso bø a potønt índluencQ. on
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tl'¡a oe,cunhencQ o( tui.úde.

How such attitudes might influence suicide and attempted suicide

has not yet been deter¡nined, but it is pertinent to reflect on the

frequently reported comments of medicatly non-serious suicide

attempters that they are too afraid of death to really try and

kill thenselves. It ís, therefore, of ínterest that there have

been few studies directed towards the elucidatíon of the , fear of

deathr or rdeath anxietyr in those who have attenpted suicide.

An early controlled enquiry into the fear of death of psychiatric

patients was that of Cassidy et al (1957). Using a self-report

method they noted that manic-depressive subjects had a greater fear

of death and of suicidal thoughts than a group of medical patients.

Farberow et al (L964), presuma.bly using a retrospective clinical

method, found no difference in the fear of deat,h of patients with

cancer who had committed suicide and those who were not suicidal.

Boyar (1964) first developed a fear of death scale, but thís was

not employed with suicidal subjects until Lester (1967b) used it

with his own scale to assess the fear of death in 43 volunteer

students, only 14 of whom had never considered suicide. He found

that suicidal students had less fear of death on both scales, but

noted t:lnatc "tillle.then therse d,L((øttøneø^ in ytaú de,tuníne 
^wLe-Lda.[-

pLe-occrlpa,tion orL u)lle.tllul tl,teq nuulf dnom expeniencøa wí-tl+ ¿wLe-Ldol

tl,tough.t i's a c¡ue.dtion (on 6uúhQh Lnve.ttiga.tion". fhis finding was

contrary to that earlier reported by Lester (1967a) in which in a

smaller group of college students he reported that those who had
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threatened suicide had a greater fear of death than those who had

never considered it.

The semantic differential has been used in severar studies to
ascertain attitudes towards death. Ganzler (1962) compared suicidal
and non-suicidal patients at a suicide prevention centre. He found

that suicidat subjects rated suicide as less negative, life as ress

positive, and death as more posítive, than the non-suicidal persons.

Blau et ar (L967, quoted by Lester, Lg72) studied several concepts

includíng that of death, in a comparison of suicidal and non-suicidal
psychiatric patients, but considered the few differences $rere

probabry due to chance factors and that the reliability of the

significant difference on onry one scale (fast/stow) out of ten

for death was probably low.

Neuringer (1968) also used the semantic differential to exannine

divergencies between attitudes towards life and death in suicidat,
psychosomatic and psychorogicarty normal hospitarised patients. His

results did not suggest that suicidar persons perceived death in a

positive manner, and life negativety. on the contrary, the suicidar
group considered life more positive and death more negative than

either of the other two groups. rn discussing the resurts, Neuringer

(1968) acknowledged that the divergency in attitudes to life and

death by suicidal persons may reflect the suicidat subjectsr desire

to appear "hqputnonmar- and covtt j.td' or be related to the abreactive

effect of the attempt, a phenomenon first suggested by Farberow (1950).

Thus it is possible that the data might have been different if it had
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been collected at the time of the attempt. However, Neuringer also

consídered that the perceived crear differences between life and

death may be one of the conditions that makes a choice between life

and death possible. He commented that this clear differentiation

of life and death may be an example of what had been called the

"dichotomou,t tlvLnl¿,Lngt' of suicidal individuals (Neuringer, 196I),

and that such thinkíng t'wou.Ld polntuÁe døa.th o"s being vehA di.|óQheyLt

dttom t L$ø, thuÁ mal¿,Lytg then ¿tltong a,ttuLna,LLve fro^^ib,i-1,íf,Le,s,, .

There have been other methods used ín attempting to elucidate

differences in response to the themes of death and suicide.

Eisenthal (1968) exposed non-suicidal patients, patients who had

attempted suicide and those who had had suicidal ideation to pictures

representing death. He reported no differences between the groups in

their rated tension, mood arousal or time chosen to view the pictures.

The physiologÍcal component of anxiety, which was elicited as a

response to the concept of 'suicider, was measured by Spiegel (1969).

In an investigation of the clinical observation that patients appear

to have less mood disturbance before actually co¡runitting suicide, he

used the semantic differential and the autonomic measurement of

galvanic skin response to assess non-suicidal patients, those who had

attempted suicide, a¡rd those who were threatening suicide. It is

of interest that those who were threatening showed least autonomic

reaction and the non-suicidal the most as a response to the concept of

'suicide'. In accord wiÈh this, those threatening suicide showed

less affective response than the other two groups on the semantic
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differential. Furthermore, those suicidal subjects who showed a

galvanic skin response to the concept of 'suicider greater than

to neutral words vüere more ambivarent to suicide as rated on the

semantic differentiar. This study would appear to be important

for severar reasons. First, it demonstrated that psychophysiological

differences existed between the suicidal and non-suicidal subjects of

that experiment. second, the greater degree of response of those

who had actually attempted suicide compared to those who were

threatening could be interpreted as support for the notion of an

abreactive effect of the attempt (Farberow, 1950), with a post-

suicide attenpt response approaching that of the non-suicidal subjects.

Third, it suggests that there may indeed be suppression of emotion

and autonomic reactivity in those who threaten suicide, and this nay

facilitate the actual attempt. This study would appear to offer

promise in assessing anxiety by autonomic measures, but follow-up

studies have not been found in the literature yet.

There appears to have been only one study directed at the elucidatlon

of death anxiety in suicide attempters of differing lethality.

Tarter et al (L974) used the Death Anxiety Scale of Templer (I97O),

and a measure of lethality derived from the Weisnan and Vrlorden (197I)

Risk-Rescue Rating scale (p.81) . They found no rerationship between

death anxiety and risk or lethality of suicide attempts, but there

was a small but significant correlation between death anxíety and

the potential for rescue. They suggested that this may be

explained by death anxiety related to a suicide attenpt not being
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TABLE 2.8.

STUDIES RELATED TO ATTITUDE TO DEATH OF SUICIDAL SUBJECTS



Table ?.8.

STUDIES RELÀTED TO ATTTTUDE TO DEATH OF SUICIDA], SUBJECTS

Authors

CassidY et a1
(res7)

Farberow et al
( 1e64)

Lester (I967a)

Lester (1967b) College students

Sub ects Assessment

Dfanic-depressive patients C1inicaI self-report

Cancer Patients Clinical report

College students Lester Fear of Death
Scale

Boyar and LesÈer Fear
of Death Sca1es

Semantic differential

ted F S

l{ore suicidal thoughts and fear of death than
control group.

No greater fear of death in cancer patients who

suicided compared to non-suicidat cancer patients'

Greater fear of death in suicidal subjects'

Less fear of death in suicidal subjects'

Suicidal subjects rated suicide less negative' Iife
Iess ¡nsitive and death more positive than
non-suicidal subjects.

No definite difference.

Suicidal group consid'ered life more positive and

death more negative. Suicidal subjects showed

greater divergency between attitudes to life and

death.

No differences between grouPs.

Ganzler (f967)

BIau et aI
(re67)

Neuringer (1968)

Eisenthal (1968)

Subjects at Suicide
Prevention Centre

Suicidal and non-suícidal
psychiatric Patients
Hospitalised suicidal,
psychosomatic and
psychologicallY normal
patients
Non-suicidal, suicide
atterpters and those who

had attemPted suicide

Semantic differential

Sernantic dif ferenÈial

Reactions to Pictures
suggestive of death



Spiegel (1969)

Tarter et aI
(r97 4)

Sutrjects who had attempted
suicide, vrere threatening
suicide and who vtere non-
suicidal
Patients who had attempted
suicide

Galvanic skin response
and semantic
differential

Death Anxiety Scale
(Tenp1er) and Risk-
Rescue Scale (Vleissman
and !{orden)

Threateners showed least autonomic resPonse
and least affective response on semantic
differential. Non-suicidal showed most
autonomic response.

No relation between death anxiety and
lethality or risk of suicide attempts, but
a significant (though small) correlation
between death anxiety and Èhe potential
for rescue.
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dissipated when the opportunity for rescue is high. They also noted

that repeat and first attempters were not distinguished by scores of

the Death Anxiety and Risk-Rescue Rating Scales.

A review of the studies of attitude towards death of those who are

suicidal appears Èo provide conflicting results (see Tab1e 2.8) and

at present does not subsÈantiate any general relationship between

suicidal behaviour and fear or anxiety regarding death. Although

the concept of 'death anxiety' appears to be a promising area of

enquiry in attempted suicÍde, it clearly requires further elucidation.

d. Personality and Atteq>ted Suícide

L Introduction

This review will examine few early reporÈs in detail, but

will discuss the difficulties inherent in assessing personality factors

on the basis of clinical assessment alone. More recent standardised

methods of measurement will then be discussed. Finally, the hysterical

personality and the internal-external locus of control dimension of

personality will be reviewed in more detail.

ii. Clinical assessment of personality

The most lucid presentation of early observations of the

personality of suicidal persons is that of Vinoda (1966), reproduced

in Table 2.9.

As with much early research, Vinoda (1966) commented tinat'tmolt o[

thetø 
^fuLd,LØ6 

have been mainLq ducnLpfive a.nd lneking in eomyta.nnl,Lve

eonl)ul grLoufJ^'t. Furthermore, the variations in nosology of

personality assessment are no less evident here than as already noted
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Table 2.9.

Author

PERSONALTTY CHARACTERTSTICS OF ATTEMPTED SUICIDE

(Vinoda, 1966)

Personality Characteristics

Fairbank,

Stoneman,

L932

1935

Rigid personalities
Marked irritability, ambivalence, sexual
frustration.
Inability to adapt to changed situations
because of narcissistic component
integrated ínto personality and a marked
introversion.
Solitary, introverted, asocial.

Poor1y inÈegrated personalities

Rigid, extreme of cycloid or schizoid
temperament, feeling of rejection and
unwanted by others.
Weakness of character, sexual maladjustment,
difficulty in forming friendships.

Quitter tlpe, dependent, egocentric,
personality disorganization prone to take
place in social disorganization.
Insecurity, inadequacy and exhibitionism.
Imnature and asocial Èypes of personalíty.
Vulnerable personalit.ies, morbid sensitivity'
shy, seclusive, undue dependency, passive
homosexual, timid, obsessive disposition,
with tendencies to hlpochondriasis.

Abnormal personality traits

Vüi1liams, 1936

Hopkins, L937

Raphael, et aI, L937
Siewers & Davidoff,
WalI, L944

Andics, 1947

Faris, L948

Teicher, L947

Hendin, 1950

Batchelor, L954

)

L942)

Schneider,
Sainsbury,

1es4 )

ress )

in relation to depression. In fact, before pursuing this review,

several difficulties peculiar to personality assessment should be noted.

The question of when an abnormality of personality should be

considered as such, or whether it should be considered merely a
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rcharacter disorderr, or indeed whether these tÌ"o categories are

distinct at all, are questions which are beyond the scope of

this thesis. For the purpose of this study and review the connent

of v'Ialton et al (1970) that t'a d,í,sLLncLLon ha^ to be mede be,A¿en

p^qctvLa.t/uLc iLLne^^ on the on¿ hayld and tltø vaniou.a $onna o(

abnonnaL fJUÁonnUfU on thø othelL hand" is accepÈed. lrlalton et at

(1970) noted that some would dispute that the examination of

personality abnormalities is rightly the concern of psychiatrists.

However, the traditional inclusion of terminology related to

personality in diagnostic glossaries and more particularly the

assocíation between personality and some psychiatric illness adds

weight to the suggestion that all patients should be evaluated

both for the presence of itlness and for any personality

abnormality (Fou1ds, 1965). For the purpose of the clinical

assessment of this study, the criteria for classification of

personality disorders are those of the International Classification

of Diseases, and are included in Appendix III.

In addition to problems of nosology, there are particular

methodological problems of assessment of personality in those who

have attenpted suicide, and these have been comprehensively

discussed by Eastwood et aI (L972). They noted the problem of

gaining access to these persons and suggested that, the impulsive,

unpredictable and emotionally immature traits described by PhitÍp

(1970) , ')a)L¿ hnndlq thote wlq,Lel+ a,tLe going to moÍ,Lva,te fJabLents lo

coopahl-te ín a netseoJLclL ytttoiøc-ttt. They also commented on the
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effects that drugs may have on patients' responses, and that responses

may also be inhibiÈed as these patients'h/rø, on tl,t¿ wlto,Lz, going to

^ulJp,LUA 
Íhe expettiencØt' .

These factors have no doubt influenced the choice of subjects

for research into personality and attempted suicide. Indeed, in

commentíng on some earlier work related to personality and attempted

suicíde, ehilfp (1970) succÍnct1y pointed out that men in American

Veteransr Administration Hospitals who may have threatened or

attempted suicide are hardly i.ikely to be representaÈive of the

attempted suicfde population as a whole, a population which is

predominantly comprised of younger \^romen.

The reported frequency of clinical diagnosis of 'personality

disorder' in those who have attempted suicide varies widely. For

example, Edwards and Vùhitlock (f968) in their Australian series of

680 subjects considered 28.52 of women and 54.5* of men to have a

'personality disorderr; Yessler et al (1961) noted 75.962 of their

sample of 104 servicemen to have a'character and behaviour disorderr;

and, ovenstone (1973) in a review of admissions to the Edinburgh

Regional Poisoning Treatment Centre reported that 528 of 433 nen

and 44.4t of 708 women had a rpersonalíty disorderr. Much lower

figures were quoted by Pallis et al (1975) who reported 8.1t of 136

patients from North East Scot,land had a rpersonality disorderr and

Jacobson and Tribe (L972), who in their series of. 254 patients seen

at Brighton, England, described only l4t of men and 98 of women as

having a 'personality disorder'.
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Fjven with this extremely limited review of epidemiological studies,

thc wj.<ìe variation is quite evident. These figures are also confused

by the necessity to consider whether or not the personality

assessment is made separate from the psychiatric illness diagnosis.

Thus, in the reports of Edwards and Vühitlock (1968), Jacobson and

Tribe (L972) and Pallis et al (1975) the Èerm 'personalíty disorder',

and in the paper of Yessler et al (1961) the term rcharacter and

behaviour disorderr is considered as part of the primary diagnosis

along wiÈh depression, schizophrenia, neurosis, etc. However,

the report of Ovenstone (1973) employs rpersonality diagnosis' (under

which are subsumed the categories of Inormar', 'personality disorderr,

'drug addiction,/alcoholísmt and 'not known') quite distinctly from

the rpsychiatric diagnosis!. Any comparison of studies must

therefore be made with extreme caution.

Although attempts to d.elineate a specific suicidal personalíty have

not been successful (Philip, L97O), certain characteristics have been

noted in clinical studies. However, the possibility that these

observations may not always be helpful was suggested by Morgan et aI

(I975a), who commented t]nat t)tLtut¿ il a d,ÜsLLncf tøndøneq to te¿ tl+¿

LQ,(.'l-haturÞLng fra.LLent in pzjonal,Lve. tuffi^, o( wh,Leh tlte ¿tene-otqpQ- i^
tLnt o{ a lq,UfninwLe qoung woma"n who i,s mal?,Lng 0, nwí-6ancQ- oó huuse,Ló,. . .u

Símilar caution to that of Morgan et al (1975a) was expressed by

Bratfos (197I), who noted: "The pa.tiønþs üLQ. o(tøn døtcnLbød a,s

in$anLí.Lø, a({ecbLveLq LabiLe, inpuX,tivø and hqttwL(onn. The

de'scniytLLony ,Lut on a" genuLa.L inytnulíon, and tl,Le- wuíf.ut ha.t no;t
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come. achott tq^tanaLLe LnvuÍigaÍions in tlq.i's 6íQ'Ld". (rn fact,

thcre had been studies before the publication of these conunents, and

some of these wilt be considered below. ) Bratfos (197I) further

observed: nTo wha.t øxt¿n-t tLp ¿wLc,Lda.L afÍ.enpt Ln i.t'saXú a((ec.tt

ond 
^ 

víQN 06 the paLLent Ls nLvQ^fLLQLQ/5,5 a" quøttion thaf cannoÍ. b¿

d,ûnegandød, It L8 e.a.6A to inden t!+at ¿ínee e paf;Lønf nenc't's bg1

æI-6-in(:L'ccf.ed injunq, hø on rhe mut be imma.fiinø, a((øcLLve't-t4 Lttb.í'Le

and ínylultSivø", These comments are certainly pertinent, and emphasise

the need for objectíve personality assessment of those who have

attempted suicide.

iii. use of standardised psychometric tests

There have been a number of studies using standardisecl

psychometric tests. Devries in 1968 was able to review 75 such

reports, and noted that the most commonly used instruments had been

the Rorschach ink-blot test, the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality

Inventory (MMPI) and the Thematic Apperception Test (TAT). The::e

were few findíngs of note, and it is of interest that Farberow and

Mackinnon (Lg74) commented on this review, thus: "0Uylítø tl+e

eonÁi/sta,nlX-A nøgo-LLvQ. ,Luulf.6, Døvniøt tend,s to be optinLtl'Le,

Lunma^izíng tlLa.Í. uJi.th beîf.üL contnLol o{ indepønd¿vú vanLabLe't,

L.LLcLda.L bølqaviowt could ytnobabLt¡ be ídøvû,L[iød ttnougll tl'18- u/Se 0'6

prLojøctive and non-p,Lo¡Q.o-LLve puL6ona,U.tq t*fls. Hø 6øe1's Q,6pec-La-tLA

that MMPI íten ana.Lq,si's and Íl+e ,swLe.Lda,L con{þata.tion o$ ehøch'Lítt

od ,Su,Lc,cda- 
^igyt6 

on tLtø RotUchaeh hoLd pnomi,^et' . More recent sl:udies

have by no means vindicated Devriesr optimism.
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I. Projective Techniques

A recent study utilising projective tests and suicidal subjects

is that of Exner and !ùylie (1977), who examined the Rorschach

response of 59 subjects who corrnitted suicide within 60 days of

completing the test, and 3I who had attempted suicide, erlso within

60 days of the event, and compared the responses to control data.

It is of interest that those who atÈempted suicide were "gøne'na.LLq

not d,í/sLLngwbhnblQ. órLon tl+e. paqeh,La.tlt'Lc covtuLol tubiøc.bs", whereas

75t of those who sr¡bsequenÈly committed suicide showed a combínation

of eight or more of eleven variables. Hol^tever' the profile

provided was "not a ytaúicu,Latú.q nen døscnLytLLon 06 th¿ 'swLc,Lde ytnonø

puÁon. l,lucl,L o$ it ean be $ound ín othen uüui.LLng^ on ,swLcidet), and

thettda.bse po^i-tivutt and ttmits^¿,óttwhich it would predict "on'LU 
^Q/LVQ-

to ne-a($ím tllaf thene i's no onø lzind od',swLc,íd,oL peh.^onalrtU'tt,

The results of Exner and tlylie (L977) give reason for more optimism

than the comment of Neuringer (1965) that Rorschach results were

"ec¡wLvoca.[-, íncontitstenf and covtþLd"d'Le.torLu". However, the varue of

projective tests would appear to be limited, a fact acknowl.edged by

McEvoy (1974) who in relation to the Thematic Apperception Test

observed: "eontídúing the mulLLyil-ø frtLobLen^ and thø comfrLe-xi.tu 06

lhue fr,LobLen^, i.t wouLd be nafhQh a.6towí.6h,Lng i{ th¿ TAT uQnLQ. an

zddøc,t Lvø in sl¡unønt [on a*s u,sing 
^u,Lc,Lda,L 

ytl,tenomønatt .

2. MinnesoÈa Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI)

The use of the MMPI in delineating personality profiles of

suicidal persons would appear to be more promising' and has been
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extensively reviewed by Clopton (L974). The most consistent f -i-nding

has been that the Depression Scale has been elevated in suicidal

subjects. Most work has been in attempting to assess suicide r:isk,

as illustrated by the study of Leonard (L974), who noted a positive

association between 'suicidalityo and the Depressionr Social

Introversion and Repression-Sensitisation Scales of the MMPI.

However, ClopÈon (L974) also quotes reports, often contradictory,

related to comparisons between suicidal and non-suicidal patients.

He noted tt:au t'whil-Q. MM?I fJtLo{\,Uø ana,Lq^Ls l+a's ¿hown 
^ome 

frrLonvLrø,

tl+en¿ i's cetuta,LnLq no ¿vidøncø $on a gQ-netLdl 
^LLLoLdxl 

ytno[ile'] .

The recent report of Pallis and Birtchnell (1976) on the analysis

of 516 psychiatric patients who had completed the MMPI is worthy of

note. They had a sufficient number of patients to clivide into

groups of those who had attempted suicíde, those who had had suj.cidal

ideation and those who were non-suicidal. For those who had

attempted suicide, they found a higher degree of psychopathology

or deviance on all scales except the Hysteria Scale. (the lack of

difference on the Hysteria Scale will be referred to again on p.139.)

They considered this confirmed the proposition that of psychiatric

patients, those with a history of suicidal behaviour are more

psychologically disabled, and that more specifically, they are more

hostile, sociopathic and depressed than non-suicidal patients.

Their findings also suggest that suicidal patients are more neur:otic,

anxious, introverted and more dependent on others, though they 1:eel

that this "i's Aef to b¿ denondlnai.ed adeclua,te,Lq". of particulnr
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interest in their study is the observation that for men, the attempters

showed a more disturbed profile than those who only expressed suicidal

ideas, bur " (on women on thQ- othQh hand, thø ,swLe,Lda.L ideaLion a.nd

af'tenytt gnourr coutQÁpond e,(o'se.Lq ín th¿ ytaf,tenn and døgnøø o(

døvia,tion (non tlrc non-,swLcidaL gnoup. T|tett¿{onø i,t a.rqrØa^ts ttlaf.

wlq'iLz men who onLq øxyttcu^ 
^uicidø(- 

idens üLa Ø6^entin,L(-q ,sini'La1 to

non-áuicida,L men, wom¿n who onLq do to IJLQ- a.^ d,ústunbe-d a,s tho¿e who

a.tfemytt i-t" .

Pallis and Birtchnell (1977) extended the analysis of the previous

study and compared the MMpr scores of 42 patients with a history of a

'serious' suicide atterpt, wíi'h 42 patients with a history of a

Inon-serious' attempt and 126 patients who had neither attempted nor

contemprated suicide. (rt is of interest that they used the

Reversibility of Method Scare of Freeman et al (L974), and not the

Probability of fntervention Scale which clearly has connotations of

suicidal intent rather than just medicar seriousness. ) They reported

that the 'non-serious' suicide attempters were the most deviant group,

scoring significantly higher on the Depend.ency, Hostility and

unconventionality scares, and mare tnon-serioust attempters showed

the most disturbed profire. of interest was the fact L]nai- t'tl'Le

Le^iow6 a-tfemyttetu rr,LovQ-d to be v,ítútnTLq índ"í,sLLngwLthabLe (nom

no n- 
^wLcida.L 

pt qch,ia.tnic pa.tiønt,s,, .

A recent report by Leonard (1977) provided MMPI data on 36 patients

(20 men and 16 women) who suicided, and compared the scores with those

for 36 'highly suícídalr patients and 36 non-suicidal patients, matched
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fon a<¡c ¿r¡rcl s<:x. The MMpr had been done a mean 2l_g days before

suici<le, l>ut Lconar<l (1977) noted that other authors have suggested

tt..at " lhe potQ.nLLa'L (on comni.tfed du,Le,Lde 
^tany 

(nom Ii(¡e--I-ong

ytelusonali,tli clla.)La,c,teni'stic's a^ we,LL a,t $nom aomQJlJllaL ytned,Lc,tabLø

envLtonnenta.L thiggQ)ust', and that it was therefore valicl to pursue

this research. Female suicides differed from all mare groups and

from boÈh female control groups. of particulaï note, the ,,(ema,Lers

who eomnvLtf.¿d ,swLc,Ldø aytytøo,rzød to havø mon¿ na,^cu,[.in¿ íytten¿¿ts (Uil,

Le¿r iuíghf infn b|LùUL own innen (¡ee.{,Lng,s and n¿¿d.t (Hu), ,somenl,La.t

mon-¿ au-tlton í.tq eon{Iicf (Áuf.honí-tq con(.LLc,t sca.(-e-l , and a gnea-tut

tendencq towand ¿ociaL wíthdnaa¡a.L (s¿), buf wen¿ Lerst con(u.tød (Fl ,

deóensíve- (Kl , and X-erst in eon(Iic,t wiåh thQ,íl (ani.LLers (Fan.í,Ua.(-

Oi'scondl tha"n LuLgh-twLc.Lde (e.nale,t,, .

rt is of interest that the MMPI profiles of the female û committed

suicidesr differed significantry from both 'high-suicideu females

1p<.001) and non-suicidar females (p<.or), arthough the degree o1:-

significance is less for the non-suicidal females compared to the

'high suicidarn group. lltris is consistent with the findingi that:

male rcommitted suicidesr differed significantly only from non-

suicidal males (p<.05), and illustrates the limitations of the scale

as a predictor of suicide.

This study would appear to have offered as much as any of the MIvlpI

research. However, Leonard noted that tt.óabgrLoufJ^ o( aubjøc.ts mtul,

b¿ c'L¿an'Lq de(ínedt'in order to draw reliable and useful conclusions,

and added that although the MMpr holds promise, much further stucly
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remains to be done.

3. other Standardised Techniques

There have been studies using instruments other than 'those

just described. As can be inferred from the work already quotedn

most had been done in the United States of America. The first

British report was that of Vinoda (1966) who compared 50 women aged

17-69, who had attempted suicide, matched for sex, age, education,

socío-economic status and marriage with 50 psychiatri.c patients

and 50 normal convalescent women. She used the Mill Hill

Vocabulary Tests, the Hostility and Direction of Hostility QuestionnaÍre.

the Level of Aspiration Test, the Hysteroid-Obsessoid Questionnaire

(see p.199) and the Symptom Sígn Inventory. Vinoda reported that

both those r^rho had attempted suicide and the psychiatric controls had

a poor vocahulary and were more rpersonally i11' (as assessed by the

Symptom Sign Inventory) than the normal controls. OnIy greater

'general hostilityr and 'rigidityo significantly distinguished the

suicídal group from both control groups, although there vras a tendency

for both suicidal subjects and psychiatric controls to be more

obsessoid on the Hysteroid-Obsessoid Questionnaire. Overall, it was

nored lchat t'in genQJLaL, the affømptød tu*cidel wenø mucln mona. 
^in.UarL

to the fr^Uch"Lo,tJLLe than to the noftnll- conÍ)Lc,U",

Further anatysis of this same group of suicídal subjectsr wÍth the

inclusion of 20 others, was made (Murthy, 1969) by comparing the

'seríous' risk and 'non-seriousr risk attempts, classified on the basis

of a modified Tuckman and Youngman Sca1e for assessing suicíde risk.
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It was reported that those who hadmade the 'serious' atÈempt tended

to be above average in vocabulary level, and to be intropunitive in

the direction of their hostility, whereas the 'non-serir:rus' attempters

scored less in the vocabulary test and l¡/ere extrapunitive in the

direction of their hostility. The results of the Hysteroid-

Obsessoid Questionnaire will be considered on p.141.

A further analysis of the Symptom Sign Inventory (SsI) Scores of

Vinoda's (1966) subjects was made by Foulds (L967), who reported that

39t were tcharacter neuroticst and 528 were rpersonally illt.

The Character Neurosis (CN) Scale of the SSI purports to identify

persons who have longstanding neurotic conditions with interpersonal

difficulties, and who tend to arouse antipathy ín those who treat

them, and the Personal Illness (PI) Scale distinguishes those who

experience difficulty in interpersonal relationships to the extent

that help is sought to alleviate their problems.

Philip and McCulloch (1968) also used the Symptom Sign Inventory

as well as the Neuroticism Scale Questionnaire (NSQ¡ in an assessment

of 84 patients who had attempted suicÍde at the Edinburgh Regional

Poisoning Treatnent Centre. Compared to a normal sample, suicidal

patients were more anxious and scored hígher on neuroticism than the

normals as assessed by the NSQ, and the results of the PI and CN

Scales suggested that of the suicída1 group, 568 could be classed as

tcharacter neurotics', 32t were rpersonally itl but not character

neurotics', and only 12t were classified as normal. They considered

the differences between their results and those of Foulds (1967)
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could be elçlained by their assessment of consecutive suicidal persons,

whereas the subjects of Foulds' (1967) study had afready been

designated ill enough to warrant hospitalisation.

Another British sÈudy is that of Philíp (1970) who administered

the symptom sign Inventory (ssl), the Hostility and Direction ofl

Hostility Questionnaire (HDHQ), and the Sixteen Personality Fact-or

euestionnaire (16 PF) to 50 men and 50 women who had attempted suicide

in Edinburgh. The SSI scores suggested that only 12% could be

considered normal personalities, 2OB were 'borderline disturbed'', a

further 2Ot were lpersonally disturbed' and 48% were 'character

disordered'. The HDHQ showed that the suicidal subjects scored

greater 'general hostility' than either a normal or neurotic control

group. The 16 PF scores distinguished the suicidal group from the

standardised norms on the Emotionally unstable, Expedient, shy,

Suspicious, Apprehensive, self-sufficient and Tense scales. It is of

interest that six of these seven scales (Expedient Scale exclucled) are

considered to contribute to the second-order factor ranxiety' which

can be derived from the primary factor scores. In sulfinarising the

16 pF scores, philip (1970) suggested E:nat 'tttt)tømpt¿d ¿wLcide,¿ W¿ne-

morLe anxiou^, ;omQJÐLwf. monø iytiltove¡f¿d and Lut consciønlisu.¿ than

evuú.Te",

The studies of Kinsinger (1971, 1973) are of interest, as ho

compared suicide attempters wiÈh those who had only threatened suicide,

and psychiatríc controls. He used the MMPI, the BusS-Durkee

Hostitity Inventory and Leary's Interpersonal Check List, and found that
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the attcmpters and psychiatric controLs 'tÛettø CaU"í'te fini.Lan in

d,llnoít eva^U waq" , Hotdever' those who had, threatened suicide

were more passive-aggressive, dependent, anxious and masochistic,

and. t'uJel¿ even Le.6^ we,tt- ad!øted than th¿ ¿u.Lcidø a.tfen'¡t.tQ^ otL

non-^wLcida.L ytaqehví-afnLc conf)LoU". His conclusion is of note:

'tThe yttte,tent rfudq add,s add,ctiona.L waLghf to th¿ ytnobabi.Lí,tu tl'L(tÍ.

thene i's I-i.tttø to be gainød (nom eonfinued e.[{onfi to di({enønLLøtø

LwLcLda,(- atíømytteta (nom non-^&ic/-da.L fr^Achia,ilLLc fratie-nt^ ín gøne.na.L

bq meant od pdqchoLogieal te.dt's".

A further study using another instrument was that of Conte and

Plutchik (L974). They used an Emotions Profile Index to

compare 30 suicídal admissions to the Bronx State Psychiatric

Hospital with 30 non-suicidal psychiatric inpatients of the Bro¡lx

.Hospi,tat, Ne$r york. They noted that "the luie'Lda"L paÍienf.t Wenø

c¡wLte 
^htuílilL 

to the non-^u,Lcida.L paLLønl's in tz^m^ o( a nunbuL 06

lrutrona,(i.tq ttLa,i-bS a"nd baelzgrLound vonLæbLU" but that the suiciclal

patients scored significantly higher on the Deprívation (depression)

and Destruction (aggression) Scales. They also scored less on the

protection (timidity) Scale, though this difference was not significant.

The increase ín depression and aggression is consistent with other

studies reviewed previously, but the third dífference, which they

interpreted as meaning'tLOtUUt On (ee,Ling^ 06 (e&tt", is not consistent

with other studies - that is, if one can comPare studies of ranxiety'

with those of rprotection (timídíty)'. It is of interest that 67t

of the suicidal patients and 92t of the control grouP had been
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diagnosed 'schizophrenic'. Even allowing for the cross-national

diffcrences in diagnosis of schizophrenia (Cooper, L975'), these

patients are unlikely to be comparable with those in British reports,

and would certainly not be expected in the sample anticipated for

the present study. It has been argued that the personality

assessment should be made separately from the psychiatric illness

diagnosis. It could perhaps also be argued that it may be necessary

to control for the psychíatric illness diagnosis, before valid

personality comparisons can be made.

The recent paper of Pallis and Jenkins (1977) recognised the

"nøed to ínve'sLLgaf.e th¿ noI-ø o{ pü/sonnl),tu 6a"e,totla in eJ,LwLca,LLt¡

inytonfanf lub-gnoupdt', They used the Suicidal rntent Scale and

the Eysenck Personality Inventory, and grouped 124 subjects who had

attempted suicide on the basis of the sampler s median suicidal intent

score. They reported tlnat "{on ma,[-U thenø u)a^ a"n a^^oeia,tion bQ-tneen

Low íntent to d,Le and ímytubivi.tq wh,íI,ø [on both 
^exQ-t 

thene- wd.6 an

tus60ci0,Íion be,tu)e.en rLquú)Le.nt ¿wic,Lde. af,tenpt/s a"nd nQ-üLoÍic,i^m,, .

These findings may have clinical relevance, as they concludedz ")Lth

,LQ.6uLts calst 
^omQ. 

doubt on tLLe. prLofro^iÚLon tha,t. ¿wLc,Lders ca"n be

p,LeventQ-d bq ,sinpL-q nøduoLng ceúøín I-ef,lLd.L m¿a"n^ in thø ¿nvi)torunønt't,

There are other studies which have attempted to assess various

personality attributes of suicidal sr:bjects" Thus, Vrletzel (L975a,

1975b), using the semanÈic differential, demonsÈrated l-inaL tthlfin.g^ 06

mA^Q,tó d,í'sÚLngwLsl'tød be,tt¡¿e-n 
^wLcidaL 

and non-^wLcida,L Sd and baûrøen

motLQ. a.nd Lut dwLcida.L S^', and rhar t'changel ín øvaluaüon oú Uóe-
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wuLQ, ,sigvtL(íeanil-q a,s,socLated wi,tl+ eharEe ín æ,L$-n-af.ed 'swicide ínt¿n{'.

!{enz (1975) has also demonstrated that "anotnLe 0¿s møaÁULed bq the SnoL¿

Sca/.,ø i's por,i-Líve,Lq ne,La.ted to the døgnee o6 Le.tttøti,tt/'.

iv. Interim resume

Rather than continue a detailed review of the broad spectrum

of work related to suicidal behaviour and personality, it is perhaps

more pertinent to reflect on the work so far reviewed. Although

there appear to be some general trends emerging from the use of the

more standard. forms of assessment, the difficulties and limitations

of such assessment, and the integration of theír results with those

of lesser known tests, is readily apparent. In addition, it is

pertinent to note the comment of Clopton (L974), which although made

ín relatíon to MMPI results, could equally apply to all the work

revÍewed: - )'d- 

^uceQ/s66u.L 
d,LóÇenenf'LaLLon o( lwLoLdal and non-LLLLoLdll

yta.tiøwt gtLoup^ on lhø bo¿i's 06 
^tnLÜstical 

anølq,si's oó MM?I dafa maq

b¿ a,LL bu.t urse,Le.tt in an apyil.Led ,sefLLng í( the d'Ld$enenee's be.tutøen

lhø gnoups alLe c¡wi.tø ,sma,tl, even tlnough ttnLLtLLea.LLq tigwLdícant".

Such a comment of course, is applicable to all research, but it

does highlight the possibility that studies may need to be more

problem-oriented in their approach. lrfith this in mind, this thesis

proposes to examine two aspects of personality which appear to be of

clinical importance. The first is the 'hystericalr component of

personality and the second is the I locus of controlr construct of

personality. These will be consid.ered in more detail.
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v. Al-tcmptcd Suicide and the Hysterical Personality

Thc nosological problems of 'hysteria' and the 'hysterical

personality' are generally acknowledged in the psychiatric literature,

and have been extensively reviewed (chodoff and Lyons, 1958; Iazate,

1971; Chodoff, L974). The terms can be used in a variety of ways,

one of which is tta telm o{ afJprLobftiuJtttt (chodcff and Lyons, 1958) .

That these terms may have been so used in relation to those who

attenpt suícide has already been noted (p.125), but is worthy of

reiteration. Thus, Morgan et al (1975a) observed that t'th¿

atene.ottlytQ, irs tl'La.t o[ a lní'sfnLonic qoung woman who i.t mal?ing a'

nwLto.ncø o.[ hetøúó" , and Bratfos (1971) noted t'hat t]pafiønÍrs uLe-

de'scnLb¿d a.t ín(anl)L-ø, a((ecLLve,Lq Labi.[-e, impu.Lsíve and

hqdteni,[onm't.

Examples of the use of such terms include the report of Sclare

and Hamilton (1963) who noted that 20t of 180 patients who had

attempted suicide were diagnosed as ¡hysterical reactions', and

"u,)QnQ, ,sfnLlz,LngLq Inching Ln aubjøe,LLvQ. otL oblec'tivø evidønee o[

døpne,ttíon. TI'LQ,UL te'L$-a's,saulLt utuo"L'LA occailLed Ln ti'tua.tion'¿

wh,Lch pnodueød bunning )Le,,sevlfuQ.nt and o(tøn a" du'ínø to maniytu,LaÍz

ott $ttLg\Lten 
^ome 

pe^Áon o,L fruÁons wi,th whom theg t+ad beeomø

d"Lt-a$(ec,ted". EI-GaaIy (1974) also observed of other suicidal

subjects rhat ttaá ,LøgüLd¿s fJønsonß.[,Uq chnlncfwüsLLel, if wa-t

notieøabL-Q, tl,La-t then¿ wüLe motLe hqúwLea,L p^tlchopaÍhic-Iih¿

índ,LvídunLs ín the 
^wLcida.L 

UoungùL gtLoufr't,

Such terms are usually confined to those whose attempt Ís of low
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medical lethality. Thus McEvoy (1974, citing Reimer, 1967)

noted = t'ThettQ. ahe put^ont wl'w maÞe ¿uici-d.ol gutune,a, u^uøLLq

ingUting tma.Il anounts o( ana.LgUic on Aedafiv¿ m¿dícaÍiovus.

Thøt1 u,sua,LLA tuLø p4Áon^ wlw mighf. be de'scnLbed a,t hqdtøn'Lca'{-

and nancLt¿i,tULc and a:¡tpeatt to b¿ moþiva.t¿d to mawLpu,Løte othet,s

orL win a.tÍenfiontt.

There have been other comments on the association of the rhysterical

personality,/hysteria' spectrum of diagnosis and suicidal behaviour.

Thus, Vtoodruff et aI (1971) noted that although suicide attempts; and

threats were common, the risk of suicide l¡ras less for patients

diagnosed as 'hysteria' than for those with a primary affective

disorder. They found that suicide attempts !ì7ere equally common

in each group (2oB) but suicidal Èhreats were more common in

the lhysteriat group (fgt) than in the control group (114). It is

of note that follo\il-up studies of 'hysteria' (Guze, 1970) and

affective disorder (Guze and Robins, 1970) gave similar rates of

suicide of 16* and 15* respectively. It is also relevant that hletzel

(1976) noted that persons who had attempted suicide and were diagnosed

rhysteria' (only 10.48 of 48 subjects) scored significantly more on

hopelessness and depression scales than other suicidal subjects.

Although the criteria of ,hysteriar, promulgated by Guze (1970)

as ,BriqueÈrs syndromer, may not be identical with other terms

such as 'hystericalt, 'hysterifomr, or 'hysteroid', it would

appear important to objectively measure this component of persotlality.

It iS of note that very few studies have been addressed to this task.
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Farberow (1950) reported that the Hysteria Scale of the MMPI did

not differentiate between male patients who had actually attenpted

suícide, and those who had suicidat ídeation or were non-suicidal.

Ho\dever, Rosen et al (f954), in a replication of Farberowrs \arork,

noted that those with suicidal ideation scored higher on the

Hysteria Scale than those who aÈtemPted suicide.

The study of Pallis and Birtchnell (L976) (p.I28)

demonstrated no significant difference on the Hysteria Scale of Èhe

MMPI between 136 patients who had attempÈed suicide and 233 non-

suicidal psychiatríc patíents. They noted: "the da'LLunø o[ thø

Hqttenia 
^ca.(-a 

tp diúúenenLLat¿ be,tu¡øen ¿wLc,Lde a.ttenptetu and non-

^&Lcidot- 
ytaLLenl,s i's af. vütiaylce wi.th ytubLÃhød ne'su'tfts, and thÅ's

d,i,tUtøytancA conceivablu cowLd be duø to the- (ac.t. thaf tþv}s 'sca,Le

wa^.covLltnuc,ted to idenbLdq frabLønt's wifh ,spøaL(Lc eonvetuíon

ft.øacfion;. Clinicia"yu ma.q adofrt. a bnoaden dø(íwi'LLon od tl+e te)m)t.

The more detailed study of the same researchers (Pallis and

Birtchnell, Lg77) comparing sgbjects who had made oseriousr suicide

attempts to those who had made a tnon-serioust attempt and to non-

suicidal patients also failed to differentiate the three çJroups on

the Hysteria Scale.

The study of Leonard (L977) (p.I29) is of note as it demonstrated

that the Hysteria Scale was significantly raised for those patients

who had actually conunítted suícide when compared to the rhíghly

suicidal' and non-suicidal patients. However, there was no

difference between the clinícal1y thighly suícidalr and non-suicidal
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patients, Leonard (L977) interpreted the elevated Hysteria Sca1e

to inply that the 'committed suicides' t.ad,'tX.e,6^ íntígh.t ínto

fl,LQ,in ou)n innølL dee-LLngt and nøed,s". although allowance must be

made for the nosological differences of 'hysteria' in its use in

the MMPI and in clinical reports, this finding certainly does not

confirm the lesser risk of suicide for those patients diagnosed

rhysteriar as suggested by lrfoodruff et al (1971).

Marks and HaIIer (L977), in their study of suicidal adolescent

girls (p.56), noted that: "penhayta 
^urafJhi^inglq, 

thøq do not

e.xh"Lbit hq,stenoil, døafunun. However, this observation must be

considered carefully, as it was based on the Q-Sort item rGenotype

has hysteroid features', which was rated by the subjects'

psychotherapists, and which compared the suicidal subjects with

other remotionally disturbed adolescentsr. Such a finding, although

of clinical interest, clearly demonstrates the need for standardised

measures of personality attributes.

The Hysteroid-Obsessoid Questionnaire (Caine ancl Hope, L967) ,

which allows subjects to be placed on a hypothetical continuum

between the extremes of hysterical and obsessional personalities, has

also been used to assess suicidal subjects. It provides a score

along the hysteroid-obsessoid dimensions of personality and is

described further on p.199. Vinoda (1966) found no difference in

scores between subjects who had attempted suicide, general

psychiatric patients and normal controls. Ho\,vever, there was a

trend towards suicidal patients and psychiatric controls scoring more
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in the 'obsessoid' direction. A further analysis of this sample,

(Murthy, f969) on the basis of considering 'serious' and 'non-seriousu

attempts (using a modified Tuckman and Youngrman Scale) demonstrated

that 30 of the 38 subjects who had made a rserious' attempt scored

in an 'obsessoid' direction (a significant dÍfference), whereas

equal numbers of the 32 patients in the Inon-serious' group scored

in the 'obsessoid' and rhysteroÍd' directions. HoÌ^¡ever' of the 24

subjects designated 'hysteroid', 16 were in the 'non-seriousr group

and only 8 in the 'serious' group.

McDowall et at (1968) compared depressed patients who suicided

with those who had not, and reported that the female suicides were

classÍfied more often as 'hysÈeroidr than the control group.

However, this classification was done on a retrospective review of

case -notes, bearing in mind Foulds (1965) clinical descriptions of

'hysteroid' and 'obsessoidr personalities, and not on the basís of

using the Hysteroid Obsessoid Questionnaire.

There has been at least one other study using the Hysteroid-

Obsessoid Questionnaire in suicidal sr:bjects. Eastwood et al (L972)

reporred that ttboth møn and women have møan 6cotLe,8 ín thø da¡¿c.tion

o{ ob'se.atoid ytUuona-(itq't. Both men and \^¡omen in this study scored

similarly to the women of Vinoda's (1966) study.

Conclusion

There have been relatively few studies assessing objectively the

'hysterical' component of personaliÈy in those who have attempterl

suicide. It is of interest that they have failed to substantiaÈe
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the commonly hetd clinical view that these subjects have prominent

hysterical personality traits.

Tv¡o studies have examined this issue in attempters of differing

lethality. Pallis and BirtchnelL (L977') found no difference or-r

the Hysteria Scale of the MMPI between 'seriousr and nnon-serious'

attempters, but Murthy (1969) reported that significantly fewer

'seriousr attempters scored in an 'hysteroid' direction on the

Hysteroid-obsessoid Questionnaire.

The futher elucidation of the 'hystericalr personality in young

women in whom this term is used so freely clearly $tarrants further

investigation.

vi. Locus of Control and Attempted Suicide

The tlocus of control' construct and its measurement by

'f,nternal-External (I-E) Iocus of control scales has arísen from

ùhe research into social learning theory of Rotter (1954), and has

been extensively reviewed in recent years (Rotter, L966i Joe, J-9'll¡

Lefcourt, 1972¡ Phares, L976¡ Phares and Lamiell, L977).

, The I r-E locus of controlr refers to the degree to which a

peïson perceives that reinforcements are contingent upon his own

actions. Thus an rinternalt person tends to perceive reinforcement

as a consequence of his own behaviour, capacities or attributes,

whereas an 'external' individual believes that reinforcements are

únrelated to his otvrì personal control, and considers the outcomc due

to luck, chance or other people.

Such a concept would appear to be promising ín the assessment of
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suicidal behaviours, as clinical reports have referred to attriÌ)utes

of these persons which seem analogous to the rocus of control

construct. rndeed the very impursivity noted on p.23 appears to

denote a certain lack of serf-controrn and the interpersonar

connotations impried by shneidman and Farberow's (1961) 'cry for

herpr could be interpreted as both signifying the need for contr:ol

and indicating the desire to control others.

Several authors have given clinical descriptions which could imply

that suicidal persons l^rere either externally or internally oriented.

For example, lrleiss (1957) clearly indícates an external orientation

by his commenr: t'Manq 
^&Lcida,-L 

o-Ltenpbs have af. Løoust in patr.t the

chanac.t¿n o( a ganbl-e wi-th dea.tlL, a. 
^o^i. 

od Ru,sían Rou,(-ef,tø, tl+e

ou.tcome. od wh"Leh døytend's to ,sone øxtent on chnnce. The aff.enpr,s

s.he con/5cíou.tLq orL uncontciousLq al anged in ,sueh a mannuL tha.t tl+e

Le"tLral pnobabilif.a maq vaLa 6hom a.(no¿t eerr-tÃ,Ln ¿urwívar- to a.Inct,st

eeltta'in d¿a.th; and '6aÍe' - o,L 0â. L¿arst tomø donee exte,rLna,(- to the

con^cÁoul choicø o$ the rrü/son - i.t competr-ed ín tomø rrulharr^

magica.L waA to mahø th¿ (ina,t døcitsionn.

on the other hand, the description by shneidman (1963) of an

individual with high suicidal intent is clearly internall-y oriented:

"4, p,sqdø-iwi-tiafon bøtLeve,t tl+af. hø wíJ,(- ,su({e)L cQ,s^afion in thø

{øítLt-q ne-üL óu¿ttL¿ - a møtÍut o{ daq,s o¡t wøel¿,s - oL LLQ. be,(iøve,s lnø Lt

døi.ucng and, not wLyLLíng to a"ecommodafø lnLm,set-( to a neut land Løt¿

ø(decLLve and Le,s,s viní.[-¿l image o( h,ín:e.(-(, dou not with to Lef
) U' happe-n to lvLm, Ra.thuL, he wants to plaq a ,LoLe ín i,tt
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occuh)LQnce. Thu's h¿ wi,LL do if {on tLín^e,L(J, af. LrU own LisnQ., and

on l,vít own tettm6t'.

À similar reference to hígh and low intent suicide attempters

was made by Sendbuehler et aI (1970) who noted that rserious'

attempts were "motLø indlueneed bq intenna.L motiva-tzLont tlnan bq othen

yte.ctytLe" whereas !gestures' were more guided 'tbq othSn fJeopLQ-,

extetLna.L haytpewLngt, on a" eX-exJL cuf. aytyteaL don helyt (rum nead,iLq

avaLLab.Lp, peoyil-e".

Leonard (1974) has also alluded to the problems of control in

commenting on the best predictor of 'suicidality' being prolonged

hospitalísation. He observed of patients who suicided: ttl{ the-

,Long ho,sytíta,Lí,saLLon^ ,Lep,Lueni.ed a deytøndøncø on exlelLna'L conlhoU,

th.e 'su"Lcídu maq have nøtu.Ltød $nom inabi,Líft1 to contnoL bøLøvioun

.i.nde¡:e,nde,nÍIq't. He conctuded, )'It mau be. that th¿ rtudq o(

dzytendencq and conþLoL pnob[-en,s ma,A frtLovQ, mo,Le- u^eúu,L than the- atudq

o$ ovent døpne,t,síon" .

An analogy to the 'reinforcementt component of the locus of control

construct can also be drawn from oLher clinical reports. rinus ttTl'tL-

Ruytøc,tabilrtq 0'6 Se,L6-Poi,sowtng and tlne Fa.tlq,Lon o( SunvLva.L¡)

reported by Kessell (1966) is a clear reference to the reinforcements

offered to suicidal subjects, and the descriptÍon of an 'operant'

model of suicidal behaviour and its management by Bostock and

Williams (L974) is an even more explicit demonstration of the

possible therapeutic benefits of reducing reinforcements to such

behaviour.
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There are clearly conceptual problems into what constitutes 'control'

and 'reinforcementt in suicidal subjects, and whether or not th<:se can

be considered truly analogous to the rcontrolt and 'reinforceme¡lt'

implicit in the 'Iocus of controlr constranct is open to question.

However, given the initial clinical direction, it would appear to be

worthwhile to measure the I-E locus of control in suicidal persons.

It is, therefore, noteworthy that there are few studies addressed

to aspects of suicidal Èhought and behaviour and the locus of c<>ntrol

construct, and that the majority are confined to the assessment of

psychology students. Thus !'lilliams and Nickels (1969) administered

the Rotter I-E Scale, the MMPI Suicide Scale developed by Farberow

and Devries, and the Potential Suicide Personality Inventory of

nevries to 235 psychology students "who voLtln-tn^il-U fJa,)ut'LaLpa.ted in

Lh,Lt øxy:eninenf. a.'5 ytuf o( tllQ,UL couuse nøgwínemønt". They re¡rorted

a significant positive correlation between external response as

measured by the I-E scale and suicide potentiality for both men

1p<.0I) and women (p<.05) with the MIvIPI Suicide Scale, but the

correlation for the Potentíal Suicide Personality Inventory only

reached significance 1p<.05) for the female students. Their results

in general, confirmed theír hypothesis that 'tmea'lLthQÁ o{ thø Q.x.tULna'L

Loeu,s o( contno,L ythLLotoytlnq wi,{.L conhQLa..tQ- fro^iLLve,Lu NUh mz!.^LüLus

o I awLcLd¿ fJ,Lon¿ne't^tr .

Lester (1970b), in a theoretical paper, reported that various

sociologists had observed that suicide was more likely in societies

where social. constraints were low. He noted several kinds of
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external frustrations, such as a poor climate, that can sornetimes be

focussed on as a cause for problems, and suggested that the absence

of these external stresses may allow persons to commit suicide

more readily. Lester noted that this hypothesis was contrary to

the finding of Vüilliams and Nickels (1969) that suicidal individuals

were characterised by an external orientation, and thus he implied

that there r/ìras an association between an internal score and suicide.

However, one could equally well postulate that it would be those

subjects who are externally oriented, who having lost their external

constraints, would be the ones who corunitted suicide. This paper is

extremely speculative and does not help resolve the issue.

Lambley and Silbowitz (1973) were unable to confirm the findings

of Ílilliams and Nickels (1969) when they compared twelve white

psychology students who had contemplated suicide with 51 who had not.

They concruded: "no ,sígni$ieanf d,í({uence, )Leco,Lded berttt¿¿n tl'tø

gÌLoufr^, wa,6 íntenytru,tQ-d a^ ne$,LøcLLng the po*sibLø ínabiU-tq o6

7,1,t¿ ,tca,Lz to tte(I-øc,t thø ytathoLogíca,[- nn.twt¿ o( twLcida,L Í.l,touglrutst'.

Levenson (1973) also found no difference in locus of control

score between patients who had attempted suicide, and control groups

of psychiatric patients and normal subjects. However, his subjects

were male inpatients of an American Veterans' Administration hospital,

and their suicide attempts had occurred at varying tímes in the past.

Boor (1976) has addressed this issue in a novel way. He noted

that there \.¡as a significant correlation between the Rotter I-E scores

and the suicide rates per 10O,00O population of ten different countries.
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FIe conctuded rhar'tLt thtÁ arrp¿arLt tha.t eu,t-tmQ,6 tLlaf do,sten higll

penceytliovt^ 06 ØxtQlLna-L conþLoL a,t,so [oaten h,Lgh ¿wLe-Ld¿ na,tQÁ,,.

This finding is consistent with that of ?tilliams and Nickels (1969).

rt is possibre that the locus of contror may not be related to

suicidar thoughts as such, but to whether or not a subject acts upon

them. This wourd account for the negative findings of Larnbley and

Silbowitz (1973), but not those of Levenson (1973).

There are other theoretical reasons for the consideration of the

locus of control construct in those who have attempted suicid.e.

Althouqh not noted in the review of depression, one formulation of

depression is that invorving 'rearned helpressnessr (seligman, !g72,

1978). This is the phenomenon in which a subject realises that his

responses and the apparent reinforcement are independent, thus

resulting in impairment of his fuÈure responses and the hlpothesised

depression. Both the rrearned helpressness' and rr-E locus of

co¡rtrol' constructs view control of reinforcement as a crucial

variabre, and it is of note that Hiroto (1974) demonstrated that

"e-xtehnax's wQne 
^igvtL[ícantLq 

mo,Le. )he,LpLut' tlnan intenna.I.6,, a

finding which is consistent with the observed depression in suicidal

patients, and V{illiams and Nickels' (1969) report of external response

being correlated with suicide proneness.

The work of Bryant and Trockel (1976) is also relevant, as it

attempted to relate the locus of control orientation to significant

life events in the deveropmental history of corlege women. They

reported unat tt tte,[-a.LLv e,Lq Lwtgø lrnount/s o( adþcfivet-q MgruL(icanf
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neca.LLød LLde 'sttærstu lpne,tehooLl wen¿ c,t-eanLq nelai.¿d to a ,stnong

extennal. conlnoL onL¿nintion in adu,I.thood", a finding rhar woutd be

consistent with the reported correlation of externality and suicide

proneness (hlilliams and Nickels, 1969) and the generally

acknowledged importance of early childhood events in adult

psychiatric illness and attempted suicide.

The locus of control construct and its measurement has an

hlpothetical appeal- in the assessment of patients who have at,tempted

suicide. However' at present Èhere have been few studies other than

those of psychology students, and none appear to have been directed

at its assessment in suicide attempters of differing lethality.

VII. SUMMARY OF TTTE REVIEhI OF THE LITERATURE

a. General Descriptive and Clinica1 Data

i. General demographic data

There is a consistently noÈed excess of divorced or

separated persons among those who attempt suicide. However, there

al:e no definite trends when attempters of differing letharity are

examined" The crose rerationship of age and civil state suggests

that studies of particurar age groups are necessary before fírm

concrusions can be drawn regarding the associat,ion between civil

state and l-ethality of suicide attempts.

Arthougrh there appears to be an over-representation of subjects

from lower socio-economic groups among those who attempt suicÍde,

there is consistent, though not strongrevidence that the more medically

letha1 attempters are drawn from subjects of higher socio-economic class,
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Although there is firm evidence to suggest that migrants are more

at risk for committing suicide than native born persons, there is

conflicting data with regard to migrant status and attempted

suicide, and the possibility that it may be related to the lethality

of suicide attempts has not been determined.

ii. Circumstances related to the suicide attempt

l. Drugs used

There has been a changing pattern of drug use in attempted

suicide, with barbiturates being replaced by tricyclic antidepressants

as the drugs most likely to produce medically serious consequences.

The number of tablets,/capsules ingested had been infrequently

reported, though the fact that the majority of attempters obtained

them from medical practitioners has been consistently noted.

2,:Impulsivity ' and time of most recent medical contact

'Impulsivity' of suicide attempters has frequently been

noted, but its definition is fraught with difficulties, and work using

operational definitions has generally not confirmed clinicaf impressions.

Potentially of more practical value is the observation that a large

proportion of attempters have relatively recently had contact with

medical practitioners, but such contact has not been examined in

relation to the medical lethality of the subsequent attempted suicide.

3. Alcohol and attempted suicide

An associatíon between alcohol and suicídal behaviour has

been noted for over a hundred years, but the relationship has not been

clearly delineaÈed. A recent increase in the nunber of young elomen
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consuming alcohor before attempting suicide has been noted, and there

i s; .rlso some avi<lence to suggest that fewer of those whose atternpt is

of- lli<¡h lcthality have taken alcohol when compared with other attempters-

iii. Past psychiatric history

Suicide attempters as a group have a high rate of

previous psychiatric treatment, and there is some evidence to suggest

that the medicatly serious attempters may have had more such treatment

than other attempters.

iv. Psycho-sexual functioning

Although there is a literature which suggests that attempted

suicide may be rerated to specific phases of the menstrual cycle,

recent methodologically sound studies have been unabre to confirm

these early reports. No association between medical lethality and

menstrual characteristics has been demonstrated.

Parental death and separa divorce and childhood stress

Parental death and separation,/divorce, and childhood stress,

appear to be related to attempted suicide in adult life, but the

relationship is complex and it is difficult to compare studies because

of the different definitions employed. Any possibre relationship

with medical l-ethality awaits investigation.

vi. History of personal violence

There is a body of evidence which suggests that suicide

attempters have a greater history of hostirity and viorence than

other psychiatric patients and normar controls. Despite the

difficulties of definition and assessment of this attribute, there is

also evidence which suggests that medically serious attempters may be
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more intropunitive in the direction of their hostility than non-

serious attempters.

vii. Pamily history of psychiatric illness

There is little evidence to support the contention that

attempters may have a greater family history of psychiatric illness

than non-suicidal subjects, and the possibility that attempters of

differing lethality may have different rates of family psychiatric

illness does not appear to have been investigated.

viii. Contact with suicidal behaviour

Although there are conflícting reports, the weight of

evidence appears to favour the view that suicide attempters have had

greater contact with persons who have previously attempted suicide.

Any association with medical lethality does not appear to have been

investigated.

ix. Clinical diagnosis

Differing nosological terms make comparisons between series

of attempters difficult. However, there does appear to be a

consistently reported hígh rate of depression and personality disorder

in those who attempt suicide. There ís also evidence, though it is

by no means unequivocal, that attempters of high medical lethality

have a greater degree of psychiatric illness than those of low lethality.

b. Studies of Specific Groups

The composition of the subjects of different research reports

is often extremely varied. Thus some American reports are confined

to men of Veterans'Administration hospitals, and in general, the
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subiccts of Anerican studies appear to be quite heterogeneous, often

having attempted suicide in a variety of ways which are ress commonly

found in other countries. Furthermore, when control groups have

been used, they have usuarly comprised other psychiatric patients

or victims of accidental trauma, and conclusions drawn from such

work must be guarded.

Arthough there have been anecdotal papers referring to specific

groups such as college or uníversity students, in view of the

preponderance of young h¡omen among suicide attempters, it is

surprising that so little systematic work has been directed at this

particular group of subjects. That work which has been done suggests

that these attempters may have less formal psychiatric il_lness than

other subjects, and that their attempts may be of lesser medical

lethality.

c.: l4edfcal Lethality and Suicidal Intent

Arthough the need to distinguish the concepts of medical

rethality and suicidar intent vüas recognised over twenty years ago,

many studies have continued to use terms which embody both concepts.

Despite this limitation to the interpretation of data, there are

findings which appear to be relatively consisÈent. Thus subjects

who make a suicide attempt of high medícar rethatity are generarry

order' are more likety to have a severe psychiatric ilrness, and

have a greater chance of subsequently comnitting suicide. Although

other attributes have arso been reported to distinguish groups of

differing lethaliÈy and intent, they have been ress frequentry and
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lcss consistentry noted than the above. rndeed, the fact that so

fcw itcms distinguish these groups is perhaps of most significance

in this review.

studies using standardised methods of assessment of suicidal

intent have enabled its rerationship with medicar letharity to be

more crosely examined. Atthough initial work appeared to emphasise

the importance of distinguishing these two attributes, it is of

interest that more recent research has demonstrated a significant

degree of association between medical lethality and suicidal intent.

d. Other Attributes to be Studied

i. Depression

The frequency with which depression is diagnosed in

those who have attempted suicide differs markedly in different reports.

Tl-us papers have varied from noting ress than ten per cent of such

subjects to be depressed, to considering that arr hrho attempt

suicide must manifest some degree of d,epression. The nosological

issues involved. in the delineation of depression also confound this

topic, However, despite these rímitations, depression, irrespective

of how it is categorised, appears to be of major importance.

Thus it is diagnosed clinically in about 30 to 50 per cent of attempters,

with the majority of these being designated neurotic or reactive

depression, rather than endogenous or psychotic depression. rt is

of interest that when standardised methods of assessment are used,

approximately two-thirds of attempters are designated as depressed.

vthile it woutd be unwise to unreservedly accept the results of the
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questionnaire and rating-scale assessments of depression, it is

possible that personality characteristics of those who attempt

suicide may make it difficult to accurately cJ-inically delineate

the affective component of their slzmptomatology.

In the few studies that have examined depression and lethality

of suicide attempts, there has been no difference in the degree of

depression between patients of high and 1ow med.ical tethality. I

ii. Hopelessness

The feeling of hopelessness is acknowled.ged to be a

component of various psychopathological processes, and it has been

suggested that it may be of unique importance for those who attempt

c

a/r
| /. t, ! )

'"' -"L r'. /

t.¡ ,l ' ;.t

suicide" Thus it has been reported to correlate more with suicidal

intent than does depression. However, not all studies support this

finding, and it has not been specifically investigated with regard

to the medical lethality of suicide attempts.

iii. Death anxiety

The possibilíty that fear of death or death anxiety, might

bear Some relationship to suicidal behaviour has been alluded to in

cl-inical reports. However, attempts to assess this parameter in

subjects who have attempted suicide have provided conflicting resuJ-ts,

and no difference h¡as found in the only study directed at the assessment

of death anxiety in patients of differing lethality.

iv. Personality and attempted suicide

1. General

The problems of nosology in delineating personality and
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the fact that some researchers consider the personality diagnosis as

part of the primary diagnosis, rather than distinguishing it from a

primary illness diagnosis, make comparison of different studies

difficult.

On cl-inical grounds, many descriptive terms have been ascribed

to those who have attempted suicide. Thus they have been considered

to demonstrate inunature, dependent, hostile and hysterical traits,

and inevitalrly some of these terms have assumed pejorative

connotations.

On the basis of objective psychological assessment, no definite

!suicidal personalityr has emerged. However, certain consistencies

have emerged, although these are often obscured by the diverse

terminology of different psychometric instrunents. Thus those who

have attempted suicide appear to be more hostile, anxious and

dependent, but less conscientiousr than non-suicidat subjects.

Little work has examined differences between subjects of differing

Iethality, but it is of interest that it has been reported that

medically serious attempters may have less personality disturbance

than non-serious attempters.

2. The hysterical personality

There are problems peculiar to the delineation of

this component of personality. Thus varying terms have been used to

indicate that those who attempt suicide, on the basis of clinical

assessment, are likely to have prominent hysterical personallty traits.

Ho\^¡ever, objective psychometric assessment has failed to substantiate
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t-hese clinical opinions, and indeed, there is evidencc which suggcsts

bhat- sui<;i.d<-. attcmpters may score more in an obscssoid clirection on

the Hysteroid-obsessoid Questionnaire (HoQ¡ than non-suicidal subjects.

Two studies have examined this personality attribute in groups of

differing lethality, but the only distinguishing feature reporÈed is

for fewer medically serious attempters to score in an hysteroid

direction on the HOQ.

3. Locus of control dimension of personality

The locus of control construct refers to the degree to

which a person perceives that reinforcements are contingent upon his

or her own actions, and comments which appear relevant to this

construct have been made in clinical reports of suicidal subjects.

Thus attempters as a whole appear to have expectations from others

which would suggest that they have an external orientation, whereas

medically serious attempters have been described in terms suggestive

of an internal orientation. There is some evidence to suggest that

subjects with suicidal ideation may have an external orientation.

However, this has not definitely been confirmed for patients who have

actually attempted suicide, and the locus of control construct does

not appear to have been investigated in attempters of differing

lethality.

e. Comment

There are two broad aspects of the review of the literature

on attempted suicide which have led to the formulation of the present

stucly. Ttre first is that the majority of reports have been of
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heterogeneous groups, with littre regard to specific subgroups

of attempters. The second is that arthough some research has

enabled certain characteristics of suicidar subjects to be

clarified, it is of interest that when other attributes have

been systematically examined, not onry has their relationship

wíth suicidal behaviour appeared to become more comprex, but

certain crinically hetd beliefs have not been su.bstantiated.

ì!



CHAPTER 3

THE PRESENT STUDY

"7t mu.tÍ. bø gnantød thaf agø and ¿øx Ln Ílten'se'Lvu

ilLeEca)'Lcz.LqíIlunína.tíngthøonøtica'!-eoncøpt't'

bu.t thutr maq gain Ln niehnu^ uJLLs-n utød a.t poínfetus

to th¿ cl,L[(1enznÍ'La.L ytnøva,!-zncø o( vaniou.t yt,stlclnLaftuLc d'uonduu

and o$ ,socia.L LILQ'r."

(Kreitman, 1976)
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This study will focus on young women who have attempted suicidc:

by drug overdose. Differing subgroups, based on the medical

J-ethality of the suicide attempt will be compared, and the patients,

as a whole, will be contrasted with a comparison group of women,

matched for age, who have no history of suicidal behaviour.

I. HYPOTI{ESES TO BE TESTED

a. Related to General Demoqraphic, Descriptive and Diagnostic Data

That those patients who have attempted suicide in contrast

to the comparíson group, and those patients of high lethality

compared to those of lower lethality will:

i. Be more líkely to be migrants.

ii. Be less likely to be either married or in a de facto

relationship.

That those patients who have attempted suicide in contrast to the

comparison group will:

iii. Be of lower socio-economic statusr but that those patients

of hÍgh lethality compared Èo those of lower lethality will be of

higher socio-economic status.

That those patients who have attempted suicide in contrast to the

comparison group and those patients of high lethality compared to

those of lower lethality will:

iv. Have had more recent contact with a 'helping agency'

(medical practitioner) .

v. Ilave had more past psychiatric assessment/treatment.
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That those patients of high lethality compared to those of low

lothality wifl:

vi. Ilavc more often previously attempted suicide. 'i 1" ':'

That those patients who have attempted suicide in contrast to

the comparison group, and those patients of high lethality compared

to those of lower lethality will:

vii. Have more past history of drug abuse.

viii. Have a greater hisÈory of use of alcohol.

ix. Be more likely to be in the menstrual phase of the menstrual

cycle.

x. Have a greater history of parental separationr/divorce and

death.

xi. Report a greater number of childhood "tt."s factors as

assessed by the method of Langner and Michael (f963).

xii. Have a greater history of violent behaviour, both used

and received.

xiii. Have a greater family history of psychiatric iflness"

xiv. Have a,greater history of contact with suicidal behaviour.

xv. Be more 1ikely to warrant a psychiatric diagnosis.

b. Related to Instruments Used

In addition to the above, hypotheses related to the following

will be examíned:

i. Suicidal intent

a That patients of high lethality will score higher on the

Suicidal Intent Scale (Beck et aI, L9'74b) than patients

of lower lethality.
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ii. Depression

tr1

b. That patients of high lethality will score higlter <.:n

the Levine-Pilowsky Depression (LPD) Questionnaire

(Pilowsky et al, 1969) than patients of lesser lethality.

c. That patients of high lethality are more likely to

be classified as 'endogenous depression' by the LPD

Questionnaire.

d. That as a group, those patients who have attempted suicide

will score higher on the LPD Questionnaire than subjects of

the comparison group.

Hopelessness

l_v.

a. ThaÈ patients of high lethality will gain higher scores

on the Hopelessness Scale (geck et al, L974c), than

patients of lesser lethality.

b. That as a group, those patients who have attempted suicide

will score higher on the Hopelessness Sca1e than subjects

of the comparison group.

Death anxiety

a. That patients of high lethality will score less on the

Death Anxiety Scale (Templer, L97O) than patients of lesser

Iethality.

b. That as a group, those patients who have attempted suicide

will score less on the Death Anxíety Scale than subjects of

the comparison group.
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v Hvsteroid-obsessoid dimension óf personality

vt_

a. That those patients of high lethality will score more

towards the obsessoid dimension of the Hysteroid-

obsessoid Queslionn4lre (cElne and Hope, L967) than

patients of lesser lethatitY.

b. That as a group, those patients who have attempted suicide

will score more towards the hysteroid dimension of

personality than subjects of the comparison group.

Locus of control dimension of personality

a. That those patients of high lethality will score more

towards an internal locus of control orientation as

measured on the Adutt Nowicki-Strickland Internal-External

Iocus of control scale (Nowicki and Duke, l-974, than

patients of lesser lethalitY.

b. That as a group, those patients who have atternpted

suicide will score more towards an external l-ocus of

control orientation than subjects of the comparison group.

TI. SUBJECTS

Subjects for this study \^¡ere \^¡omen between the ages of 18

and 30 years, who had attempted suicide and were being treated at

the Royal Adelaide Hospital. The comparison group was chosen from

vromen between 18 and 30 years who were attending self-help classes

at a suburban conununity health centre.

a. Age Limít

The lower age limit of 18 years was selected as this
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is now the legal age of majority in South Australia. It could

reasonably be argued that to exclude those less than 18 years

might minimise the relevance of any findings to adolescents as a

whole. However, it was felt that by accepting 18, the question

of parental consent to participate in this prograrune did not arise,

and each patient could be approached as an autonomous adult' albeit

a younçJ adult in many cases. In addition, it is still unconmon

for women less than 18 years of age to marry and bear children in

South Australia. This would suggest that women between the ages of

18 and 30 would provide a more homogeneous group of subjects, each

influenced by societyrs changing role expectations of career, inter-

personal commit¡nent and parenthood. Illustrating this are the

Australian Bureau of Statistics (1975) figures for South Australia for

1974 which show that of \¡tomen who were married in that year' 84% were

between I8 and 30, and of the births registered for the same year' 834

v/ere to women between 18 and 30 years of age. The upper limit of 30

is more arbitrary, but was chosen as the majority of overdoses are

taken by women less than this age.

b. Definition of Attempted Suicide

The problem of what constitutes a suicide attempt has

been addressed by many authors, and there is now a considerable

l-iÈerature on the subject. Perhaps the most frequently quoted authority

is stengel (1963), who provid.ed: "A ,swLcidal a,ttenytt i't anq a"c't o(t

,sø.L$-domagø ín[LLc,ted wi.tl't 
^e,L6-de^t^ucfivø 

infenLLon, lrcu)øvüt vo,gua-

and anbiguou^, Some-timøt tLuÃ ínfenfion haÁ to b¿ ín[etnzd (¡nom the
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f)at.í (nl^' behavíoun" .

This definition could include a wide variety of behaviour which

could be interpreted as self-destructive, such as wrist-cutting'

some 'accidents' (especially moÈor vehicle accidents in which the

driver was under the influence of alcohol), drug and alcohol

dependence, and also non-compliance with reasonable treatment demands,

such as continuing to smoke despite the presence of chronic air\^¡ays

disease or continuing to ingest analgesics with chronic renal failure.

Hor^rever, Stengel (1968) qualified his definition in a later

pubtication: nTh,¡.^ de$íwí-tion dou not ínc,[ttde bøhavLoüL fralf.ULn^

wh,Lch, thougll ,se.Ld-danaging ín thø ,shwnf. on Long twn, ilte not

undeftl.al¿Q-n wLth the int¿nlion 06 
^e2ó-dufrucLLon". 

He arso

commented on the inclusíon by l,tenninger (1938) of alcoholism and

drug dependence as a form of rchronic suicider, noting Èha¡ t'.(J

tlrou.Ld bø eon[uing to Lnctud¿ thøm anong thø morLe otL Lu¿ LvttønfionaL

Su"LcLda-L &Q.t,stt. Thus it was logical to exclude alcohol and drug

dependence per se from this research project. However, admissions

due to experimental drug use and toxic reactions occurring in

persons who were drug dependent have been included, since the acÈion

was deliberate and the drugs had been used both outside the

therapeutic range and the therapeutic context. Patients who did not

comply with reasonable treatrent requests were not incJ-uded, and

'accidentr victims were only to be included if there was a specific

consultation from the Accident and Emergency Department for an

alleged suicide attempt.
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Furthermore, those r^¡omen who had attempted suicide by wrist-cutting

were not included. This was so because there is some evidence that

they may constitute a specific syndrome (craff and Mallin, L967¡

Simpson, L975¡ Rosenthal et al, I972i Novotny, L972). Although

!üeissman (1975) has cast doubt on this in an epidemiological rather

than clinical study, it is of interest that the paper of Morgan et

al (f975a), found that the subjects they were unable to interview

were significantly more likely to have lacerated themselves. It

would appear that the possibility that they comprise a special group

still remains, and their exclusion is justified in an attempt to

examine as homogeneous a group as possible.

Allowing for these exceptions, a more specific definition than

that originally provided by Stengel is required. Appropriate to

this study is the definition provided by Bancroft et al (1975) 
'

who described 'self-poisoning' as the:- t'de'[.ibena't¿ acutØ 
^Q/-6-

(Ldníní^þLa.tion o( a dnug orL froiton wi,th th¿ LnfønLLon o(¡ cauning ott

nitluLng d¿abl+ 0)L hÃhm, ott ín otLduL to gívø thø ínpnu'sion o[ tuclt

ínt¿wtion. In doubt$u,L ee6Q/s thø nøconded opíwLon'L o(t thQ-

tLQÅpon/lib.Lø cLLwLc,ínn wa^ to be a,ecøptødt'. This pragmatic approach

represents well the generally accepted clinical definition of attempted

suicicle by drug overdose.

c" The Research Setting

The Roya1 Adelaide Hospital is a 1000 bed general hospital'

situated in the City of Adelaide, and is the longest established and

Iargest hospital in South Australia. There are no specific catchment

areas, but Modbury Hospital and The Flinders l{edical centre are on the
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periphery of the city, and The Queen Elizabeth Hospital is 5 km.

west of the city. There have been no epidemiological studies to

delineate the extent of suicidal behaviour in South Australia, and

its very categorisation is haphazard. Despite these difficulties,

it is thought that about 800 persons per year are adnifted having

attempted suicide, and in the year JuIy 1973 to June 1974 there

v¡ere over 3OO women between the ages of 18 and 30, of whom 47

were admitted to the Intensive Care Unit.

The question of how representative such samples are of the attempÈed

suicide population as a whole has been considered previously in

Britain. Parkin and Stengel (1965) in Sheffield found that one

in five cases of attempted suicide seen in the patientsr homes by

their doctor were not sent to hospital. In another study of attempted

suicide in general practice in Edinburgh, Kennedy and Kreitman (1973a)

found that general practitioners treated about 308 of episodes

without referral to hospital, but that these did not differ

qualitatively from the hospital-treated episodes. Again, equivalent

data for Adelaide are not available, but it is likely that the figure

for those treated outside major hospitals would be less than 309"

because of the different medical services available. rn the last

five years out-of-hours general practitioner locum services have

been employed by up to eighty per cent of Adelaide metropolitan

practices, and with the acknowledged difficulties of providing on-

going care by such services, these locum practitioners are

encouraged to refer all patients with suicidal behaviour to major
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hospitats (Adelaide Emergency L,ocum Services, Personal Communication,

L977) .

The admission policy of the Royal Adelaide Hospital with regard

to those who atte[ipt suicide has undergone change in the last three

years. lrlhereas some would not be adrnitted in the past, it is now

formal policy that all shoutd be admitted, at least overnight. It

is of note that in the first thirteen months of the twenty months of

data collection only six lvomen between 18 and 30 were brought to the

researcherrs attention and not admitted. This was despite

cj.rcularísation of all casualty resident medical staff with a request

to see these persons, no matter what time of the day or night, and

frequent vÍsits to the casualty department and discussíons with the

sisters-in-charge. These residents had been undergraduate students

of the researcher, and were aware of his research interest. There

may have been others, but cooperation with casualty staff appeared

good, and the referral of psychosocial problems unrelated to attempted

suicide was always maintained from this area of the hospital.

In retrospect, it seems possible that the request to see persons

who were to be sent away may have mitigated against such management,

and contributed to the policy of admission for all persons considered

to have attempted suicide.

d. Selection of Subiects

An exarnínation of the routine management of these patients will

cJ-arify the selection of subjects.

AII persons who attempt suicide are initially assessed by a
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casualty resident medical officer. AIl are then routinely assessed

by a registrar in anaesthetics, no matter ho\¡t little the patient may

have ingested. Gastric lavage is not performed routinely, and is

dependent on the natqre of the drug an{ the time e}apsed since

ingestion.

i. Hiqh I'ethali tv sub-iects (Intensive Care Unit Subiects)

At this iniÈial assessment, if the patient is deeply

unconscious with her ain"¡ay ,compromised, adrnission to the Intensive

Care Unít (I.C.U.) is arranged. In practical terms this means that

the patient ís considered to require a Guedel's airway, or assisted

ventilation. A further criterion for transfer to the I.C.U. at

this stage is fulfílled if the patient has taken more than 500 mg.

of a tricyclic antidepressant, and gastric lavage is deemed not

worthwhile. These patients are adnitted for cardiac monitoring for

the cardiotoxic effects of Èhese drugs.

AIl other patients are admitted to the general recovery ward, and

in addition to the usual nursing observations of state of consciousness'

the anaesthetic registrar reassesses each patient after one and two

hours. If the state of consciousness has further deteriorated,

continued reassessment by the anaesthetic registrar is done routinely,

and if the patient is unable to manage her ainray, transfer is

arranged to the I.C.U.

Subjects in the high lethatity group r¡/ere consecutive admissions

to the I.C.U.from 3zL2:75 to 1Oz9z77' except for the periods January

1976, January Ig77,19th March to llth April, 1977, ITth April to
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24th April, 1977 and l2th May to 3lst JuIy, L977. These gaps \^Iere

cluc to unavoidable absences of the researcher. (During these times

scvcn J)ersons were admitted to the I.C.U.).

only one person was not seen when the researcher was available-

she had taken intravenous heroin and discþarged herself at her own

risk inmediately on transfer from the l.c.u. she could not be

contacted at the address supplied by her friends who had brought her

to hospiÈal. One transsexual (biotogically male) was also excluded'

T'wo patients died in the I.C.U., and have not been included in this

sÈudy.

The acceptance of admission to the l.c.u. per se as the criterion

for inclusion into the high tethality group is open to criticism.

Some aUthors have used terms Such aS tSevere 1OSS Of conSciousness'

(tleyse et al, 1969) and 'unconscious on admission and in need of

intensive medicat care' (Ettlinger, 1975) in delineating those whose

lives vùere more at risk. It rnight appear that criteria such as

length of time intubated and the necessity for artificial-

ventilation might give an even more homogeneous group. Ho\^¡ever. trencis

in resuscitation, as in other areas of medicine, change, and the use of

such supports as artificial ventilation varies from unit to unit

(Jensen, L974¡ Freeman et al' 1970a).

The inclusion of those who have taken more than 5OO mg. of tricyclic

antidepressants could also be criticised as providing bias to this

group of those already designated as depressed by a doctor' This

will be further considered in the discussion.
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Perhaps tempering these criticisms is the premium placed on beds

in the r.c.U. of a busy general hospital. This always ensured a

careful evaluation of each patient before such transfer. Certainly'

the selection of such a group was not influenced by the presence of

this research project, and it represents a clinical-ly meaningful

cohort of patients whose lives have been in jeopardy.

Subjects in the high lethality (HL) are therefore defined as those

women between the ages of 18 and 30 whose suicide attempt by drug or

poison ingestion posed a definite threat to life, and who were

admitted to an Intensive Care Unit.

Vignettes illustrating these sqbjects are provided in Appendix XI.

ii. Subiects of lesser lethalitY

Those patients not requíring I.C.U. resuscitation were

originally to have been placed in two groups. The first was to

have been those admitted to the general recovery ward, and the second

rdas to have been those l^those attempt appeared physically so trivial

that they were discharged from casualty. After each consecutive

admission to the I.C.U., the next admission to the recovery ward

and the next person to be turned away from casualty were to be

assessed.

Hohrever, during the first thirteen months of data collection it

became apparent that the numbers were less than had been anticipated

from a review of the Royal Adelaide Hospital data for the year July

l-973 to June 1974. There were only 24 persons admitted to the
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IntensiveCareUnitrandonly6personshadnotbeenadmitted'There

ha<lbeennodifficultyinseeingthenextadmissiontothegeneral

recovery ward following each I'C'U' admission' but even there it had

been noted that the nu¡nbers were less than in previous years' (There

areseveralpossiblecontributingfactors.TheopeningoftheModbury

and Flinders Hospitals may have contributed to the overall decrease and

thechangeinhospítalpolicytowardsthemedicallytrivialoverdose

has alreadY been noted. )

Atthatpoint,thesubjectselectionforthoseotherthanadmissions

totheI.c.U.vÙasvaried,andconsecutiveadmissionstothegeneral

recovery ward (stíIl women between the ages of 1g and 30) were seen

between lgth Eebruary, 1g?7 a¡rd toth september, 1977 except for the

períodsnotedonpP.L6l,168)whentheresearcherl¡üasunavoidably

absent.

ontwodaysduringthatperiodtherewere3patients'anddueto

pressureofotherclinicalworkitwasimpossibletocorunitoneself

tothreeassessmentsinoneday,andconsíderedunreasonabletokeep

the patient an extra day without assessment' On those two days' the

toss of a coin was used to exclude one patient (heads the patient whose

SurnameclosesttotheletterA,ortails,thepatientwhosesurname

closest to the letter Z) '

Duringtheperiodofintakeofpatientsintotheprojecttherewere

4patientswhofulfil]-edthecriteriabutwerenotSeen.onepatient

dischargedherselfatherownriskearlyinthemorningfollowing

admissionandmadenoresponsetoeffortstocont'acther.Another
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patient refused to participate in the research project, and it is of

note that she was a medical practitionerrs wife. Tv,ro other

patients $rere seen and discharged by a new registrar. This was

caused by a breakdown in conununication between the researcher, and

both Èhe previous and the new psychiatric registrars.

It vras planned that the data already gathered on those patients

not requríng I.C.U. resuscitation would be included with Èhe data on

the consecutive admissions to the general recovery ward. Three

senior clinicians would then be asked to allocate patients into

two groups on the basis of the medical seriousness of their

suicidal behaviour.

Thís was done by a specialist physician and anaesthetist to the

Intensive Care Unit (pr. L. Worthley), the senior medical registrar

in clinical pharmacology (pr. R. Penhall) and the medical superintendent

and special-ist physician (pr. g. Kearney). On the basis of a

retrospective exarnination of clinical records, they were independently

asked to divide those patients into two groups:

l. comprising those whose physical condition would warrant some

cautionary observation, and

2. those who would have sustained negligible physical harm and

who could well have been discharged should the bed situation

have warranted it.

This is necessarily an arbitrary decision, and these experienced

clinicians were given no further guidelines.

Rather than reaching a consensusn each rater made an independent
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decision, and if there was disagreement the subject was placed in

thc category which two of the three raters had chosen. There was

agreement bet!ùeen all three raters for 57 of the 77 patients, and

it is of note that disagreement between raters was consistent.

Thus Dr. Penhall, the clinical pharmacologisÈ was the most cautious

and wished to observe more patients, whereas Dr. l{orthley was

willing to discharge more. Dr. Kearney, the physician superintendent,

was midway between these opínions, and his decísion, in fact, decided

the issue when there $ras disagreement between Dr. Penhall and Dr.

!{orthley. As Dr. lVorthley reflected the Intensive Care Unit

approach, thís can be taken to reinforce the view that admission to

the Intensive Care Unít certaínly denoted a sígnificant rísk to life.

In this way tïro further clinically meaningful groups of patients

were selected.

Subjects in the group of intermediate lethality (IL) are defined

as those vromen between the ages of I8 and 30 whose suicide attempt

by drug or poison ingestion, in the opinion of at least two of three

experienced clinicians, warranted cautionary observation in a general

recovery ward.

Subjects in the group of low lethality (LL) are those women

between the ages of 18 and 30 whose suicide attempt by drug or poison

ingestion, in Èhe opinion of at least two of three experienced

clinicíans, produced negligible physical harm, and who could have

been discharged on purely physical grounds had the bed situation

warranted it.
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Vignettes illustrating patients in the TL and LL groups are

provided in Appendices XII and XIII'

ii. Compar ison subiecÈs

These $Iere women between the ages of 18 and 30 who were

attending the SÈ. Agnes Community Hea1th Centre' a Goverrunent funded

centre in outer suburban Adelaide. This centre has five general

practitioners, and a full complement of other staff including a

visiting psychiatrist, two visiting psychologists' two social

workers, tt^ro nurse educators and a physical fitness instructor'

Thís particular setting was chosen as it provided an opportunity to

have a comparison group of persons who had not attempted suicide'

who had been to their family doctor, and who were using the

facilities available in an appropriate and constructive way'

ïnitial contact was provided by Professor T' G' C' Murrell'

Professor of Co¡rununity Medicine, University of Adetaide' whose

departmenthasateachingandresearchcommitmentatthecentre.

Attendance at the centre's practice meeting allowed close liaison

with l"ls. Diane chessell, social l¡lorker, and Mr' Kevin Edwards' a

physicalfitnessinstructor,andsubjectsfromÈheirgroupswere

assessed.

MS.Chessellandlvlr.Edwardse>q>ressedacertainamountofanxiety

regarding the assessment of their subjects, and it was açJreed that

any reference to attenpted suicide would not be made in the initial

selection.TheyrÈhereforercalledforvolunteerstomeetwitha

researcher from the university of Adelaide Departrnent of Psychiatry
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who wished to compare a group of persons attending the health centre

$rith those persons attending the psychiatric unit of the Royal

Adclaide Hospital. In fact, this was logical-, as to ask persons

to attend only if they had not attempted suicide could well have

been embarrassing to some subjects. As part of the general

interview for obtaining demographic d.ata, each person was asked

if they had taken an overdose or attempted suicíde in any way, and

if they had, they $¡ould have been excluded from the study. In fact,

none of the comparison group conceded having demonstrated any

suicidal behaviour in the past.

Ms. Chessellrs group was named a rMix and Chatr group, in a

deliberate attempt to de-emphasise any psychological norbidity, and

was comprised mainly of young women who were bored or anxious about

different aspects of their lives. These were persons considered by

the general practitioners not to require either assessment by the

psychiatrist or psychologists, but who would nevertheless benefit by

some interpersonal contact. Ms. Chessell asked for volunteers to

meet in groups of four or five in the evening, and twelve of

approximately twenty-five r,rromen between the ages of 18 and 3O attending

her classes agreed to participate.

Mr. Edwardsr fitness classes were more heterogeneous in terms of

age and marital status. They also had been seen by their family

doctor before participation, and referral to these classes seemed to

be for severaf reasons - specifically to get fit, to lose weight, or

essentially using it as a socialising exercise. These persons were
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also seen in small groups, and thirteen of approximately thirty

eli<¡ibl.<: I)ersons agreed to participate.

Subjects in the comparison group were therefore, not a rcontrol'

group in the strictest sense of random community selection, but were

\^romen between Èhe ages of 18 and 30 who had not attempted suícide '

who had attended their local fanily doctor at a Community Hea1th

Centre, and who were participating in programmes which required some

initiative on their part. It was hoped that such a comparison group

of persons demonstrating adaptive behavior¡r within the medical

setting would atlow the dífferences (if any) between ít and those

groups who had attenpted suicide to stand out in more stark relief.

Vignettes of subjects in the comparison group are provided in

Appendix XIV.

ITI. METHOD

a. Suicide Attempters

i. Location of interview

Each patient was initially seen at the bedside, and

after introducing himself as a psychiatrist who woufd be interviewing

them about their hospitalisation, the researcher asked either a ward

sister or nurse to help the patient to a room where the interview

would take place.

Interviews ,were conducted either in the researcher's office in

the Department of Psychiatry, in an office attached to the general

recovery ward,, or in a clinic room attached to the general medical
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r¡rards. In each case it was carried out in private.

rnitially further introduction was made: that the interviewer

hras a member of the University of Adelaide, Department of Psychiatry,

that he had a special interest in persons who took more than the

prescribed dose of medication, and that he wished the patients to take

part in an interview which would last about an hour-and-a-half, and

which would include the admínistration of questionnaires. As noted

before, only one subject refused cooperation at this stage.

ii. Interview technique

Initially rapport Ì^¡as established by rnaking sure the patient

stas comfortable, and suggesting, in an open-ended manner, that most

people who come to hospital in similar circumstances !ìtere upset and

anxious. This enabled an immediate focussing on the events leading

to admission. In those patients who appeared hostile and resistant,

immediate interpretation was made along the following lines: first,

that they may not be able to Èrust the researcher, and indeed why

should they trust a stranger, albeit one in a helping role; and,

second, that as they may have been let down by someone recently,

perhaps in relation to the overdose, they may feel reluctant to share

their feelings"

In addition, any dialogue about whether or not the patient really

wanted to conunit suicide was avoided. Denial was accepted, but

immediately ternpered by a statement that often people have mixed

feeJ-ings about tiving and dying when they feel desperate enough to

take extra tablets. This was almost invariably accepted.
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Aftertheinitialestablishmentofrapport,detailsrelatingto

the overdose r¡rere elicited, and if the patient appeared drowsy' or

haddifficultyínrecall,testsoforientationandserialsubtraction

of 7 from roo were administered. rf the patient was stirr confused

from the overdose, the initial interview was terminated and the

patient seen either later that day or early next morning' Nine

patients were seen in this way' a¡rd having made initial contact' none

declined a further interview'

Thosepatientswhowerenotconfusedcontinuedassessment,and

the interview proceeded along relatively structured lines of eliciting

information regarding famiry and personar history, past medical and

psychiatric history, premorbid personality and the assessment of

mental status.

iii. Administra tion of questionna ires

Theinitíalinterviewdescribedabovelastedabout40minutes'

and at that point, the Levine-Pilowsky Depressíon Questionnaire was

administered.Itwasintroducedasadepressionquestionnaire,and

each patient \âras asked to answer each item in relation to how they

had been feering in the few days reading up to their admission'

TheHopelessnessscalewasthengiven,anddescribedasaninstrument

whíchwasexaminingaparticularaspectofthatperson|sfeelings'

again in the few days leading to the overdose' The Death AnxieÈy

scale was next administered, and subjects were asked to answer each

item in relation to how they usually felt'

During this time, the researcher was compteting the demographic
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details chart and the Suicidal Intent Scale, and any items which

remained unclear were clarified after compleÈion of the first three

questionnaires. A further break from marking the questionnaires

was provided by the elucidation of childhood stress items. (rt was

of note that these often facilitated the recall of relevant family

history. ) Finally, the Hysteroid-Obsessoid Questionnaire and Adult

Nowickí and Stríckland locus of control scale were introduced as

personality questionnaires, and subjects were asked to answer Èhem as

they normally would, and not to allow theír recent experience to

ínfluence them.

During this time the reseacher completed the outstanding mental

status observations and diagnostic formulations, ensuring that he did

not appear to be waiting for, or hurrying the patient.

iv. General problems

An initial concern that patients would be unwilling to

participate in a study involving extensive use of questionnaires proved

to be unfounded. In fact, patient cooperation was extremely good

throughout, and although it is possible that some subjects were irritated

by the number of questionnaires, it was the researcher's opinion that

few were done in haste.

There were only two patients, one each in the low lethality and

intermediate lethality groups, who refused to cooperate at all with

the questionnaires, although demographic data and items related to

their suicidal intent are availabte. Three patients' two from the

intermediate lethality group and one from the low lethality group
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faited to complete the final questionnaire. There l^Iere t$/o patients,

both from the low lethality group, who were unable to attempt the

questionnaires because of J-anguage difficulties (Greek and

Indonesian), and three patients, all fçom the intermediate lethality

group, who had acute schizophrenic illnesses and their active thought

disorder and distracta-bility made it impossible for them to concentrate.

The questionnaire items were read aloud to two subjects who were

unable to read because of low intelligence and,/or educational

difficulties, and to two other subjects who, although having no

clouding of consciousness, still had marked blurring of vision due

to drug effects.

Although patienÈ cooperation $ras good' there \ñlere some problems.

Thus, one patient (referred to in the section on subject selection' (p.171)

refused to participate at all, and there were two, referred to above'

who refused to complete a questionnaire.

One subject in the hígh lethality group had discharged herself at

her own risk inunediately after transfer from the Intensive Care Unit.

However, she responded to a telegram, and in fact, expressed surprise

that anyone would take the trouble to speak with her, and cooperated

with the questionnaires when seen. Another subject in the high

lethality group was extremely hostile, abusive and expressed anger

that she had been saved. She repeatedly expressed further suicidal

ideation and was transferred under certificate to a mental hospital.

Vrlhen seen four days later at that hospital she e>çressed gratitude

at having been controlled, and cooperated fully with the interview
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and questionnaires.

v. CoÍment

The literature would have led one to e:çect a considerable

degreeofhostilityinthesepatients(Philip,|97o;Paykeland

Dienelt,L97L¡Eastwoodetal,LgT2;Vteissmanetal,LgT3b¡and

pallis and Birtchnell, Lg76). Though this was evident, the extent

of patient cooPeration was gratifying' Reasons for this may have

been that formal introductions were made, the interview was

conductedinprivateandinanunhurriedmanner,thatadeliberate

attenpt to estal¡lish rapport and defuse hostilíty was made, and

perhapsofmostimportance,itwasaclinicallyrelevantinterview,

withadecisionregardingthefuturemanagementofeachpatient

having to be made at the conclusion of the ínterview'

b. Compar ison Subjects

ThesesubjectslvereseeneitherattheCommunityHealthcentre

orinanearbyYouthClubgymnasium.ThosesubjectsattendingMs.

Chessell|sMixandChatclasses\^¡ereseenattheHealthcentre.

Initially, they \^tere seen in small groups of 4-5 when it was explained

thattheywouldbeinterviewedindividually,andaskedtocomplete

several questionnaires in order to assess how people who were using a

health centre,s facilities might differ from persons attending the

psychiatricclinicattheRoyalAdelaideHospital.Thequestionnaires

werecompletedinthesmallgrouprandeachsubjectwasinterviewed

inprivatetoascertaindernographicdata'includingwhetherornot

therewasapasthistoryofattemptedsuicide,childhoodfactors'
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and a brief fanily, personal and psychiatric (if any) history.

Those at the gymnasium \¡rere seen in less ideat conditions'

'1.¡or three consecutive weeks subjects \^rere seen in small groups

initiatly, again with the explanation that they were a group of

sUbjects using a health centre's facitities, who were to be compared

with persons attending the psychiatríc unÍt of the Royal Adelaide

Hospital. They then completed the questíonnaires. The indívidual

intervíew, though in private' was in less comfortable circu¡nstances

than for all other groups, being ín a closed corridor with seats

but no desk, rather than an office. It \^tas the researcher's

impression that this did not greatly impede the disclosure of

emotionally charged historY.

IV. SUMMARY OF STJBJECT SEI,ECTI ON AND DATA ACQUISITION

Table 3.1. portrays an overvie\,{ of subject selection and

data acquisition.



TABLE 3.1"

Intensive Care Unit
Patients

n=37

General Recovery
Vùard. and six
patients not admitted

n=81

Comparison Group

n=25

34 Interviewed
2 Died
I Excluded - transsexual
I Discharged self

77 Interviewed
I Refused cooperation
1 Discharged self
2 Seen by Registrar

25 Interviewed

AIi completed questionnaires

rntermediate rethalitv (rL) Group n=54
1 patient refused questionnaires
3 patients acutely schizophrenic and

unable to do questionnaires'
2 patients did not compleÈe AITISIE

fntent scores for one patient lost

Low Lethality (LL) Group n=23
I patient refused to answer quesÈions

pertaining to childhood facÈors and
would complete only the LPD
questionnaire.

2 patients lvere unable to communicate
sufficiently because of a language
barrier and the childhood factor
scores and questionnaire data were
not obtained

I patient did not complete ANSIE

Comparison Group n=25
I set of questionnaires lost

All data

General demographic data
Intent scores
Childhood factors
AI¡SÏE
All other questionnaires

General dernographic data
Childhood factors
Intent scores
LPD
ANSIE
AIl other questionnaires

General demographic data
Childhood factors
A1l questionnaires

PATTENT SELECTION A}IÐ DATA ACQUISTTTON

Híqh Lethality (IIL) Group n=33

54
53
51
48
50

23
20
23
2L
19
20

25
25
24

tso
N)
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V. INSTRUMENTS

a. ccneral Descri ve and Clinical Data

The instrument used to record general descriptive and

clinical data is presented in Appendix I' This is based on the

codingsheetusedintheEdinburghRegionalPoisoningTreatment

Centre (Kreitman, Personal Communication' 1975) ' some items were

omitted, and others have been modified for the purposes of this

study. Data relevant to this study included:

]- General phic data

Time of contact

Nature of 'helPing agencYt

Most recent contact with medical practitioner

Nature of most recent medical contact

Age

NationalitY

Civil state

Current household

Socio-economic statusr

Presence of children

rl- Circumstances rela ted to overdose

Referral to hosPital

Nature and number of drug(s) ingested

Source of PrinciPat drug ingested

Use of alcohol with/before overdose2

l_ ar Most recent contact with 'helPing agencY'

lfhe d"tineation of 'socio-economic status' is provided in Appendix II'
2Th" ,rr" of alcohol was determined by clinical inter¡¡iew, and not

biochemical analYsis.
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iv. Past psYchiatric þfElgry

Time of contact

Past history of attemPted suicide

History of drugr/alcohol abuse

v Psychose xual functioning

Time of last menstrual Period

Possibility of Pregnancy

History of miscarriage/termination of pregnancy

va.

vrl-.

vl-ar.

rx.

x.

x:-.

History of parental separationr

History o f personal violence 2

Subj ects perception of a lcohol abuse bY spouse

Family his tory of chíatric treatment

ConÈac t with suicidal behaviour

Clinical díagnosis3

rllness diagnosis

PersonalitY diagnosis

I'parental separationt was defined as the permanent separation of a

parent by either death or separation/divorce up to and including the

age of 15 years.
2fú. 'Uistory of personal violence' was assessed on the basis of responses

to the question: 'In the past five years have you been physically violent
towards another person, or has anyone been physically violent towards you?l

No attempt Ì¡vas made to record the deqree of such violence.
3glinical diagnostic criteria are provided in Appendix III.
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b. Reported Chi ldhood Stress Factors

Theassessmentofchildhoodfactorsrelatedtoadultmental

health has foll.owed the procedure published by Langner and l"lichael (1963)

ín ,,Li{e Stne,U and Meyttol Hea.Ltþt", the second volume of the Midtown

Manhattan study, a study which was initiated in order to invesÈigate

the relationship between mental disorder and the socio-cultural

environment. while the first volume covered the dernographic results,

the purpose of the second volume \ñras to report the results of efforts

"to (índ otlLUL $acfont tha.t wenø a^Aoci-a't¿d witt+ mØn'tÃ"t' he'a'Ifh

índepøndenLLq o$ the dzmogrLafrhic (ac.tom" llangner and Michael' 1963) '

Initially 148 items presumed to be related to environmental stress

wereexaminedinrelationtoMentalHealthRatings.Thesewerebased

upon global independent judgements by two psychiatrists of a six-page

psychiatric summary. The overall mental health was first graded on a

0-6 rating scale, and then with the addition of information about the

respondent,s social functioning as well as evidence from welfare

agenciesandotherinstitutions,amoredetailedl3-pointmentalhealth

rating scale was devised. The statistical measure selected to describe

this scale is of note. Langner and l{ichael used the rridit" which is

a term derived from the phrase 'Relative to an Identified Distributionr'

They srared rhar ,,the ave)øge ruLdi.t i's a eunu,La,live. rJÜLc\n'tilL- tLanl¿'

índicatLng títe pnobabi,t)f.ti thaÍ. onø g,Loup i's monø di'sttutb¿d on inyta'tnzd

t!,wn anotl,ten gnoup, Th¿ Langen thø n'Ld'i't, thø wohÂe thø me-nfa!- høa'Ltln

o(¡ thø g,Lourr. Th¿ ,sma-[.(-en tl+¿ h,Ld^f, thø beffen th¿ mønfa'L hea'Lth o(

tLrc gnouyt. The ûvußg¿ mønta.L hza.tfh tuLdif o{ thø øntin¿ ytoytu!-a-tion
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o( lllÅt.own i's .50. Híghøn h,Ldif,s than .50 índ,ie-a,.tø a woh,6¿-thnn-

avQhaga gnoufr, th¿ Lowen h,Ldi.ts than .50, a bef,ten than avelagø gttouys".

Using this statistic of mental health, 49 of the original items

distinguished subjects at the 5 per cent level of significance when

comparing mean ridits. These items were ranked one. A further 7l

items approached that levet of confidence and were ranked two. By a

process of 'pyramiding' in which there was a concentration of first

rank items, and with those of an overlapping nature being discarded,

the total was reduced to 31, which were considered to rePresent fourteen

factors relevant to adult mental health. Of these factors, eight were

specifically related to chitdhood stress. These eight factors, comprising

a total of eighteen items, have been used in this study.

There $¡ere several reasons for excluding adult stress factors for the
/

purpose of this study. some of the questions relating to adult

stress appeared particularly relevant to New York ín the 1950's, while

other items were related to marriage and children, and would not be

applicable to many of the subjects of the present study. Furthermore'

there has been particular emphasis on the role of perceived and actual

childhood experience and its relationship to adult mental health

(Putter, L972; Bowlby, L977) -

Langner and lvlichael (1963) summarise the items and their

administrarion rhus: "Thz pnendu,Lt dacfohrs WQhe coyÁídQnød to be

índøytendznf vanLable's ín ne,[-afion to menta.L lnea,tfh, and døa'tf wi.tl't

chanaef.eni,sLLc.t o$ thø ne,sytondøytt't frd,)LenL6 and ll,U chÁ.Ldhood and

adole,s cønt expQ-hience^ .
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Panønbs, Poott Pl+tlticnL Hza.Lth wa.t bo¿ød on thø ne.tytondewt',s ytotiLLve

auwen to 'Ulhen Aou wQhe gnowing up (age ¿Lx to aLgh.t¿ønl wat aífhen

o[ qoun ytanenbs in poon ltøal.th?'

Panøntt' Poott Møwtn'L Høa'Lth tu.t índicq$ød bq an'6u)ut^ to ¿¿ve'na"L

clue.tliont. Anong the'Se- wa^ a" nøponf o{ ptqehommaLLe i,[-Lne,tdU o{

the ne,tpond¿vtf.t,s mothen and {a,thut, the ttafzn¿nl thøt one on both

panønf's wa.t 'thø wonnt¡íng Í.qpd , and tha.t. aLthen on both po,,tørû's l+ad

d" t nelvou^ bnenl¿down, . . .

Ch,í,Ldhood Econoihtc Oøytn LvaLLon wa^ ind,Lcatød when the ' eh'Lø( pnoblent

o( pAtønUtt tilelte, t unempLoqmenf.t on t $Lnanci.ol' , whøn pUænf'S ' o(ten had

a lnand Líne mal¿ing end.t møe-t' , and whu thø notl+en had to tlJotLl¿ '6tr'[l

Lhe ou,ttidø tl,¿e home (on {Lnane.LaL rLøa'6ovt^.

C\ví-Ldhctod Poon Phqtíca.t Heøl..th wat ind'Lco.ted bA 'l¿ 6wz as Uou cqn

nem¿nben oft have b¿øn lold, WM AouL \Leo"Lth in eatt'Lu cú.Ldhood good,

(ttuit, o,L frootL?' and'aÁ a c\u-Ld, d'Ld qou calch coLd (aitú-t1 odtøn?'

Cl,vLLdhood ßnol¿øn Homø wa's ini,tínl.Lq índ"Lca.tød bq answent to 'OLd

qou Iivø toge.then wi-th both UoutL tLe-a,L panønts up to tltø tinø Uou u)uLe

lixÍøen Aeah.6 oLd?' I( both panøntt wenø not ptte,6enf. Li'lL tLxtøen,

bøcau,Sø od tøpanafion, d,Lvonee, dea.th, Lntü-tuÛLona,(iza.tion, ott othen

,LQß,^on^, thø íntenvíenen a'St¿¿d thø netpondønf.tt eg¿ et the tinø th¿

lmm¿ wa.t 'bnolzøn' . Home,t btto[¿en bø{onø agø 
^øvøn, 

tlrc'Sø bnolzøn

$ttom agU 
^Lvøn 

to aíxf.e¿n, and homes unbnol¿¿n thnaugll age 
^íx-tQ-øn

u)ULa- con^ídenød p,LogrLa.vtLvøLttr LUt 
^Í/1Q.6^$u.L 

to tlnø índivídua'L.

The ¿lne,tt {ac,ton o{ Panønt's' Chanacf.en NøgaLLve'Lq Peneeivzd wa't

ba,sød on anstlut^ to tíx iføm,s eoncenning l+ow thø ne'tytondønt pønceived
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Iuírs ytanønLt' behavioun dun'Lng eh,í-Ldhood, . , .Tlt¿ ,six i.tens u)e)te 'Fa-tllüL

tytønd,t too Lif.tIø lim¿ wi-th me' (AeÁl , 'Fafhen warú's to nun lq.i's

ch,LLdn¿n' ,s Livu' lAe'sl , 'Motlten doe'sn't unde'tutand møt (Aul , 'lúU

ytane-nL's ane a.(uaq,s ytnoud od thaín chi.Ldnøn' (nol , and tPanent's

don't ytnø.cLLcø whaf thøq ytneach' (Aul. WLLQ,íLLQI a (ac,tual- nøpon't

otL puLcØption....thi'; $a"e.ton con^Li'tuted a good ytnød,Lcfon o[ adu'Lt

menfa.L hea.(fl,t.

Panent,s' Quaute.I's wal ba¡¿d on a ,singLe i,tem: | 0d eou'tuse-, a'U

ytottent's løve thøín qutne,t's langunønt'sl tilif.l'L ench othen. Tn qoun

lnomø whøn Aou tilQhe gnowíng up lagø ¿ix to eigh,teønl d,Ld ,sueh c¡uailtøU

occuh o(ten, ocei.Liona.î'[-U, on naneLq?'

Di,Sagnøenøntl Wi,th Panønt'S wous agøLn a ,SLngle-i.tøm $ae'ton: '\lhen

tjou tiluLa- a tøønagen (age th,Utføøn to eightøenl did qou have

d,L,sagttøzm¿nÍs wí-th qoun panenLt, o$te-n, occa^ion0,LLq, nanelq, on

nevQh?"]

It is acknowledged that some of these items are tperceptionsr rather

than factual reports, and these conceptual difficulties will be noted

in the discussion.

Scoring. IrÍuch of Langner and Michael's work is related to

assessing combinations of stress factors in relation to adult mental

health. Although a full review of their methodology is beyond the

scope of this thesis, it is of interest that contrary to their initial

expectations that 't,Stnilz,Lng intenaCLLvø ø{$øCLtt' of stresses would

emerçle, "øvütqthing ytoínf.ød in¿t¿ad Í.o the additivø inpon-tnnce o(¡ tl+e

nunben o{ dac.tons ínvoLved" .
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Thcy also reported: "ttJQ. have (ound thaf th¿ 
^lhQÁL 

[ac.tont, when

combíned, 
^Q,en 

to l,nvø an addi.tive ,La.tlleh than ,sqnørtgi,stic ,stail,sLLcaL

e-$(ecf on menta.L høa,Lth ,Li'slz. In ,shonf., thø tumm¿d e$(øc.t o$ tlwae

^LtLQ/s6u 
ocaü)LLng toge.thuL i/s ae,Ldom grLe.a..teh lon ,sma.LLen) than t|LaUL

índ.Lvídua.L e6lecfs, Tlví,s '[índing mal¿u il. onLq Logieal f.o combine

thø dac,tans Lnto 
^corLe^ 

in ond.ut to inurco¿e tlrcin ae.tuanLaL on

pned"LcLLvQ- frou)Qh ín ne.[nLíon to mønta.L hQÁ,Uh tuí'sl¿... .Impøíned ni'sl¿

wa.t dound to be cLe.a^Lq ,LQ,tn-tei, to the nunben o$ Mttute's neponf.ød",

It is of interest that they found the childhood and adult stress

scores to be relatively independent, and that the chíIdhood stress

score was less strongly related to adult mental health. Ho$rever, they

noted t.}:.ar t'thùte Í-t a dø{Lwí-te and ,stltong connee-LLon beÅneen

clvLldhood ¿v"freJLLencu and a"du,tf. møntol høaltl{', and ir is rhis

relationship which is pursued in this study.

The composition of the reported childhood stress factors is shown

j-n Appendix IV. Each of the 18 individual items will be assessed, as

will the eight stress factors and the total scores.

c. Suicidal Intent Sca1e

suicidal intent is defineð, as "tlrc- ,SfuLotunøt^ otl ínfen'Si.tq o(

the wi'sh o( a ytaLLent to tütrwLnafe lruí's LL{e" (Beck et a1 , L974b). rt

is clearly not a simple concept, and is comprised of the diverse

factors leading to a compromise between the wish to live and the wish

to die. There is reasonable evidence to suggest that it is useful to

distinguish 'suicidal intentr from rmedical lethality'. However,

some suicidal intent scales (e.9. McHugh and Goodell, L97l¡ Cutter,
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1972, quoted by Beck et al, I974b) use information related to the

outcome of the attempt, data wh-ich correctly belong to an assessment of

lethality. The scale of Beck et al (L974b) avoids this. It is

administered after the attempt, but includes items relating to the

circumstances surrounding the attempt and a record of the patientsr thoughts

and feelings at the ti¡ne of the attempt. Those items were derived from

the líterature on suicide and from other work by Beck and his colleagues.

It is a fifteen-item schedule in two parts (see Appendix V). The

first nine items apply to the circumstances of the attempt in relation

to isolation, timing, precautions against discovery, seeking help during

or after the attempt, acts in anticipation of death, the degree of

planningr'the presence or absence of a suicide note, whether there was

communícation of intent before the attempt and its purpose. The

remaining síx items are based on the patientsr own judgements of the

ercpectation of death, conception of lethality and seriousness of attempt,

ambivalence towards living, conception of the reversibility of the

attempt and its premeditatíon. Each iÈem is rated on a three-point

scale (O-2), giving a range of 0-30 for the suicidal intent score.

Beck et al (I974b) report a high level of inter-rater reliability

(¡=.95), and its construct validity has been demonstrated (Beck et al,

L974a¡ Sitver et al, L97I¡ and Viletzel, I974b) .

The Suicidal Intent Scale has been used by other investigators, and

the findings of Pallis and. Sainsbury (1976) supports its usefulness in

the study of suicidal behaviour.

It is of note that a more recent attempt. has been made to modify

the Beck scale. Thus Pierce (1977) has included items which relate
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to the actual risk and outcome of the attempt. He claj-med that the

nodified scale provided a more objective method for measuring suicidal

intent, but its combination of items related to lethality and intent

appears to conplicate the clarification of the components of intent.

Although Piercers work had not been published at the commencement

of this study, there appear to be sound arguments to resÈrict the

concept of suicidal intent to that defined by Beck et al, and their

Suicidal Intent Sca1e will be used in the present study.

d. Levine-Pilowsky Depression (LPD) Quest,íonnaire

The problems of the nosology of depressíon have been noted

1p.95) , and definitions to be used in this study are provided in

Appendix III. The Levine-Pilowsky Depression (LPD) Questionnaire

(Pilowsky et aI, 1969) was used primarily as it provides an objective

measure of depression. Furthermore, it allows classification of

subjects into one of three groups: either 'non-endogenous depression'

(class A or Ir), tendogenous depression' (Class B or II) or tnon-depression¡

(Cl.ass C or III). As weII as providing a measure of the degree of severity

of depression, it also may be used to indicate the patientsr position

on the endogenous-non-endogenous dimension of depression symptomatology.

The LPD is comprised of 57 items, each requring a ryest or tnot

response, and is based on statements related to endogenous and neurotic

depression in standard psychiatric texts (Pilowsky et al , L969). As

lRilowsky and his colleagues have used the letters A, B, and C, and the
numbers I, II and III interchangeably to denote the different classes of
depression provided by the LPD Questionnaire. It shoutd be noted that
the I type A! depression (KendaII, L976) referred to in the discussion (p.339)
is, in fact, analogous to the tclass flt or rclass Br depression allocation
of the LPD Questionnaire. To avoid confusion, the numbers, I, II and III
will be used except where direct reference is made to work specifically
using the letters A, B, and C.
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will be noted from the questionnaire (Table 3.2), items relate both

to the affective and physiological componenÈs of depression.

The original questionnaire was administered to 200 consecutive

patients on Èheir first contact (usualllt as an outpatient) with the

Department of Psychiatry at the university of sheffield. The

statÍstical method of numerical taxonomy was used to give the most

parsimonious method of grouping patients on the basis of their

guestionnaire responses (Pilowsky and Boulton' 1970). The

identÍfícation of different classes follows a decision-tree procedure,

and has been descríbed by Pílowsky and spence (1975) z 'tcla^^

menbü/sluLp pnobabit't"tiU aJLe, comparLød {on pafuA oó o-I!.66U, na.therL

than a,L[- ob¿¿u ainuJ.truteou^Ltl, uing wuLgh.ted ,LQ.6povt6u. It ,i's

6fu^t dec,Ldød whQl.huL thø paiieni befuongt to CIt¿'s A on B, and

tlqøn CLa's^ ß o,L C lon A on Cl . Di({enønf. wøLghLLng^ a/LQ. u.tød in

¿ACIL COmfJA^it5On". The items used to discriminate between Classes A

and B are shown in Tab1e 3.2.

"T!+z ne,tyton|eÁ cl+atacfe,ni¿ing Cl.a,'st A ,SuggUt a non^fr¿eidLe Mne't's

tLe-ac.tíon o$ a dzpnu¿íve tApø. Th,í's inc,Ludu pafiøvtt's wLw wou'[-d be-

cla,sted a.^ ,Lea-cLLvQ- døprLe,vdive ytaLL¿nt/S ,"ilùLQ. i.t not don thø fr'Le.6encø

o( othøn c,LLyvLca,L (øafuUte,t lø.g. frü^onr,ü,tq d'írsonden, fr^Ucllotic

deeomytentaLLonl thaf. mat¿e- an altüLnafiv¿ d'Lagnodi's p,Lz-ÁuLabLe. 0n

th¿ othen hand, CLnst ß connUpond't to tlnø'¡ta.tÍenn common'Lq dUcnLbød

a.t øndogønou^ døfr,Le,Sdíon. Thø,Se ytaLLenf,t ,Lepoh.t 
^ucl'L ^UmfJtom'S 

a'S

thø {oULowíng: conÂtant døpnudíon, tLQ.taLda,tion, Lo^^ o( tLbido,

Lou o( appe,ti.tø, poorL conce.nlkn-tion, genetLa.L Lntomnia, dnq mou.tl+,
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TABLE 3.2.

LIST OF LEVINE-PILOV'ISKY DEPRESSION OUESTTONNAIRE ITEMS

$]ITH THOSE RESPONSES CONTRIBUTING TO E.NE*SCORE

OR DEPRESSION SCORE MARKED

(Pilowsky and SPence, f975)

Items Depressiont
Score

E.NE*
+

Score+

I
2

3

Are you more írritabte towards other people?

Have you lost interest ín watching television?

Do you have difficulty in falling asleep
without tablets?
Do you feel dePressed all daY long?

Do you feel slowed u1l in your thinking?

Have you any serious moneY worries?

Have you had any recent family worries?

Have you lost someone you love in the past year?

Do you feel You are a bad Person?

Have you moved in the Past Year?

Do you avoid company?

Is iÈ more difficult to concentrate on your work?

Have you anY housing worries?

Do you wish You were able to crY?

Do you have a restless and disturbed sleep
without tablets?
Do you feel most depressed in the evenings?

Are there times when you do not feel depressed?

Do you have less interest in reading newspapers?

Do you think You will get better?

Do you feel that people are sometimes talking
about you?

x

x

x

x

X

x

X

X

x

x

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11"

L2.

13.

14.

15.

16.

t7.
t8.
19.

20.

x

X

x

x

x

x

*Endogenous-non-endogenous indicated by E-NE

fsach response scored "I", so that possible range of scores is from 0 to 19'

*usually expressed as I to 20, adding constant of I to total'
+These responses used to discriminate between classes A and B.

-conti
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TABLE 3.2. (contd.)

I tem Depressionl'
Score

E-NIl*
+Score+

2L.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

24.
?q

30.

3r.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36"

37.

38.

39.

40-

Is it easy to fall asleep without tablets?
Is your appetite normal?

Have you less interest in sex?

Do you feel you are a burden to others?

Is life worth living?
Do you cry a lot?
Are you una-ble to cry?

Have you become constipated?

Do you feel happier in the mornings?

Do you suffer from a dry mouth?

H,ave you less feeling for those close to you?

Do you feel you are let.ting other people down?

Have you lost your appetite?

Have you had trouble at work ín the past year?

Do you wísh you were dead?

Do you waken much earlier than your usual time
without tablets?
Are you as good a person as most of your friends?
Do you feel less depressed when you are with
company?

Do you think your illness is a punishment that
you deserve?

Do you have less interest in things you usually
enjoy?

Can you sleep normally without tablets?
Do you waken at your usual time without tablets?

X

x

X

x

x

x

X

X

x

x

x

X

4L.

42.

x

x

*Endogenous-non-endogenous indicated by E-NE
fpach response scored "1", so that possible range of scores is from 0 to 19t

*usually expressed as I to 20, adding constant of I to total.
*These responses used to discriminate between classes A and B.

-contd. -
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TABLE 3.2. (contd-)

Item Depressiont
Score

E-NE* +
Score+

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

52.

53.

54.

Do you think there is something seriously
\¡vrong with your body?

Is your depression the same all day long? x

Do you find difficulty in relaxing?

Do you feel life ís not worth living? x

Have you lost weight?

Do you feel most depressed in the mornings?

Have you overheard people talking about you?

Do you feel this illness has been brought
upon you bY Yourself?
Do you feel slowed up ín doing things? x

Does the future look hoPeful?

Do you feel haPPier in the evenings?

Have you thought recently about ending your
Iife?
Do you feel tíme passing more slowly? x

Are you doing your work as well as you used to? X

Can you be easilY cheered uP? x

x

x

x

x

x

x

55.

56.

57.

*Endogenous-non-endogenous indicated by E-NE

1nach response "aor"ã 
"1", so that possible range of scores is from 0 to 19'

*usuallY expressed as I to 20, adding constant of I to total'
+These responses used to discriminate between classes A and B'
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and LoL^ 06 LwtULe^t. Theq l+ave bøøn {ound to ne'tpond tubtt'an't'ínl'Lq

bøtt*L to ø.(-e.ctttoeonvu.bsLvø t|tennpq than CLa't'S A yta'tiøn't's'

Since iÍ. i^ not unLí-[- thø ,søcond Mep ín thø deci'sion tttøe lA on ß

agwLnst cl tl,Lar. the pal,Lønt i^ ídønti[Lød oa døpnQls^ød o'L non-

d,epne*sed, the 
^co,Lø 

the pafuLønf nøceivQ.^ on thø di'st eomytaní'son (A'

aga,Lnat ßl can bø tal¿øn a's nø$LøcLLng thø d'ínøcLLon o$ anq øxi'sLLng

døptte.atíve- $øa,tunet. Th,U 6co,L¿ maq bø u'tød to Lnd'LeaL¿ tfue

patientt,s fro^i.tion on the øndogønou,S-non-øndogQ.nou'6 f E-fttE) dinøn¡Lon

od døpne,stLve tqmptoma.toLogr¡, øven though th¿ pa.tiøn't ma'a be

uILLma.te,LA LÁ^ignQ.d to CUa'tt C. Thu E-NE 6co'Le- ínvoLve't owLq onø

(A agditÁt ßl eompaniton; a-lnt¿ o"stLgnnønt to onø o( thø tl'nøø

Ínxonomie gtLoulr^ neqwhu 4n add,í-tiona'L ttøp"'

In addition to the correlation with clinical diagnosis demonstrated

in the original study (Pilowsky et al, 1969) thís classification has

been shown to correlate with treatment choice (pilowsky and McGrath'

I97O),andcertainpsychophysiologicalmeasures(Byrne,1975).

The severity of depression can be measured on a o-I9 scale, and

validation data for this have been provided by Pilowsky and spaldinq

(Lg72).Thisscaleisderivedfromdatafromtheoriginal

classification study (Pilowsky et al, Lg6gl. Ninety-four of the

original 2oo patients were clinically not depressed, and item analysis

showed that 25 of the questionnaire items díscriminated between the

depressive and non-depressive groups at the o.05 level of significance'

of these 25 items, 19 were found to correrate significantry (again at

this o.o5 levet) and negatively with the taxonomic class c' the non-
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depression group. These 19 itens, shown in Table 3.2, contribute to

the depression Score, and give a possible range of scores from 0-19'

although this can (for convenience) be expressed as 1-20 by adding

a constant of 1 to each score.

The questionnaire as presented to the subjects of this study is

presented in Appendix vI (a), and the weighting of resPonses which

contríbute to the endogenous-non-endogenous discrimination is detailed

in Appendix VI (b).

e. The Hope Iessness Scate (H.S.)

Beck (1963) was one of the first to emphasise the comPonent of

hopelessness in depressíon (p.108), and his grouP has subsequently used

a standardised method for its assessment. This was originally rePortêd

as the Generalised Elçectancy Scale (Minkoff et al, 1973) ' and then as

the Hopelessness Scale (Beck et aI' I974c). fn fact, the two scales

are identical (Beck, Personal Commr¡nícation, 1978).

The Hopelessness Sca]e is based on a review of the titerature by

srorland (1969) in which he ttpnoyto^Q.d thßf. a rrQÅ on)t ltopel-e's^n8'8^ can

be ob!øcLL(íød bu dø{íwLng i.t Ln tøtn,s 06 a. 
^a^ten 

06 nøga.tivø

Q,xpQ,c.tanciel concQlLwLng h.intel-{ and h,U {u.tunø li(et'. rhus it is

comprised of. 20 items related to a subject's expectations of the

future, to each of which a true or false response can be given. It

contains 9 items from a test of attiÈudes about the future which had

originatly been ín a semantic differential form, and 11 items drawn

from a pool of pessimistic statements made by psychiatric patients

who were adjudged by clini'cians to appear hopeless. An increasing

score from O to 20 denotes increasing hopelessness.
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The IIopeJ-essness ScaIe is reported to have concurrent validity

whcn com¡rarcd with clinical ratings of hopelessness, and

significantly correlated with the pessimism item on the Beck

Depression Inventory and with the Stuart Future Test. Beck et

aI (L974c), also presented the results of several studies which

supports its construct validity.

The Hopelessness Scale is presented in Appendix VII.

f. Death Anxiety (D.4. ) Scale

There have been several scales related to fear of death and

death anxiety, and these have been reviewed by Templer (1970) ín

the paper describing the development of his Death Anxiety Scale.

This was chosen as the instrument to measure this attribute prinarily

because of its brevity and simplícity. It is a fifteen item

questionnaíre requiring either a rtruer or rfalset response, and

Templer believes it reflects a wíder range of life experiences than

previous scales.

It was constructed by selecting forty items on a rational basis,

and then subjecting these to seven judges who rated the face validity.

Nine items \^rere excluded, and the remaining 3l itens were embedded

in 200 filler items and administered to three independent groups of

subjects. To determine and maintain internal consistency of the

death anxiety items, those 15 items of the 3I which had a point

biserial correlation coefficient significant at the . I0 level in

two out of the three analyses were retained for the final Death

Anxiety Scale.
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Templer (1970) has presented data which indicate the scale's

internal- consistency and test-retest reliability. These show

that social desirability and agreement response tendency do not

correlate significantly with the death anxiety scores. He also

reported validity studies which demonstrated that presurned high

death anxiety psychiatric patients had significantly higher scores

than control patients, and that scores on this scale correlated

significantly with an earlíer Fear of Death Scale (Boyar, 1964),

an anxiety questionnaire and a word association test using $rords

descriptive of emotions such as rfearr, rhaÈer, rlonelyt and tsadr.

Although this scale has not been used extensively as yet, iÈ

would appear to be carefully designed and validated.

The lleath Anxiety Scale is presented in Appendix VIII.

S, The Hysteroid-Obsessoid Questionnaire (UOq¡

The problem of conceptualisation of the hysterical

personality has been noted (p.137 ), as has the need to distinguish

personality attributes from symptoms of psychiatric illness (p.123).

The Hysteroid-Obsessoíd Questionnaire (HOQ) (Caine and Hope, L967)

is a 48 item True-False quesÈionnaíre which purports to give a score

along the hysteroid-obsessoid dimension of personality. The

validity of considering these two attributes of personality together

arises mainly from longstanding clinical observation. Thus, Caine

and Hawkins (1963) noted in one of the original validation studies

of the HoQ: "TLt¿ necent enp,inica,L evidence- thil,,s 
^upfronf/s 

Jane,t in

Lui's cont¿ntion tLnt th¿ hq'stenoíd and ob^e^^oíd freÀ^ona.ALLeÁ can be
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u,se.(uLLq dLehotomi.ted a.Long a ,síngL-ø d,&ensíon a^ an øxanina,tion od

t.ht tna,íî's ma[z,Lng uyt the n¿I-¿vanf eonstelLationâ tugge.tt, ,

The questionnaire items were devetoped on a simple face validity

basis. The criterion group was estaþ]ished using the ratings of

medical, nursing and occupational therapy staff (mean 7.5 rates per

patient) using an original hysteroid.-obsessoid rating scale of

eleven traits, which had been devised by Fourds and caine (1959).

Analysis of the internal consistency in differentiating the hysteroid

and obsessoid traits alrowed six of the original eleven ratings to

be used for the criterion group hysteroid-obsessoid alrocation.

rn this initiar validation study the questionnaire was found to

relate to personality measures more closely than to any specific

s]¡mptoms, and there was a correlation of .68 (p<.001) with the

rating crassification. A further varidation study has since been

reported by Hope and Caine (1968) who concluded: "The va,LLdi,tq o$

fotal 
^cuLQ- 

on the H)Q, e'sÍ-inaf.ed egain;t a" fre/L6ec.tX-q ne,Unble

cnífQnion, l^ 0.78". Test-retest reliability studies have

reported correlation coefficients of 0.85 for normal subjects after

one year and of 0.77 in 62 neurotics after six weeks intensive

psychotherapy (caine, 1965), and correlations of a similar order

have also been reported by Foulds (1965).

Caine (I97O) reviewed studies of the HOe and noted = "It itS c,Løan

tl'ø.t thø H)Q i^ mo,Le e,LoLe,Lq nøLafed to the va.tidafion cnífuuLon od

pQ^^onoUfA þLß,í-t/s thnn if i's to uífhen cliwLca.L d,La4no,si,s o,L to

L AmrJtom mza.^unQ,,5tt .
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fhus,despitethedifficultiesindefiningthehysterical

personality, and in distinguishing it from other psychiatric

symptorns, the HoQ appears to be a reliabte and valid instrument'

It is presented in APPendix IX.

ickland Internal -ExternaI ANSIE ) LOCuS Ofh. The Adult Nowicki-Str

Control Scale

Ttre original locus of control scale (Rotter, 1966) has been

used in most research assessing this construct. However, there has

been criticism regarding its relationship with social desirability

responses, the possible confounding of personal, social and political

control, and the fact that its forced choíce format and reading level

wereaimedatcollegestudents(NowickiandDuke,IgT4).These

criticisms are especially pertinent for the study of suicidal

subjects as such behaviour has particularly sÈrong social connotations'

and it has also been noted that these persons may be less verbally

fluent than non-suicidal subjects (Vinoda, L966¡ Eastwood et al, L9721 '

Thus a scale free from these problems would be desirable'

The Adult lrtowicki-Strickland Internal-Externa1 locus of control

scale (ANSIE) appears to meet these needs (Nowicki and Duke ' L974) '

This scale was adapted for adutt use from the Nowicki-Strickl-and

rnternal-External control scale for children (Nowicki and Strickland'

Lg73). It consists of 40 items each requiring a'yes'or'no'

response.originallyl-:o2itemswereconstructedonarationalbasis

considering Rotterrs (1966) definition of the internal-external locus

ofcontroldimension.lfheaimwastomaketheitemsreadableat

thefifthgradelevel,yetappropriateforolderstudents.These
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were given to nine ctinical psychologists who were asked to rate them

in an external manner. There was complete agreement in 59 items, and

these were then administered to a sample of L52 chitdren. The final

40 items were selected on the basis of the computed discriminative

ability of each item. These !{ere changed for adult use mainly by

substituting 'people' for 'childrenr, and altering the tense of

some statements to make them more appropriate for adults. The

scale is keyed such that the higher the score the more exÈernal the

locus of control orientation.

Nowicki and Duke (L974), in a review of studies using the ANSIE

scale, reported that there $tas a positive correlation between its

scores and those obtained on the Rotter locus of control scale

(r = .68, p<.OL; r = .48, p<. OI); that ít did not correlate with

the Marlowe-crowne Social Desirability Scale; and that in a

number of studies it had reliably predicted behaviour anticipated

on the basis of social learning theory.

A copy of the ANSIE instrument used is presented in Appendix X.

VI. STATISTICAI AIüATYSIS OF DA

The Statistical Package for the Sociat Sciences (SPSS)

(Nie et al, 1975) was used throughout for the analysis of data.

The clarification offered by the \âlorks of Siege1 (1956) and Maxwell

(1961) is also acknowledged.

For nominal data such as demographic and diagnostic details, and

the reported childhood stress items, the chi square {X2) test was

used to determine whether a significant difference existed between
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the observed (0) data in each categoty, and that expected (E) on the

basis of the null hypothesis that no difference existed between the

groups. The SPSS applies the Yatesr correction for al-L 2 x 2

tablesr ênd the Fisher exact probability Èest when N <21.

Partitioning of the X2 was done when appropriate according to

Marn¡rell ( 1961) .

For ordinal non-parametric data such as the total childhood

factor score, and the scores of individual factors when composed

of two or more items; the LPD, HS, ANSIE, HOQ AND DA questionnairesi

and the Suicidal Intent Scales, a one-tailed l"lann-hlhitney U test

has been used where predictions were made of differences in scores

between the three groups of differing lethality. A one-tailed

Mann-Whitney U test was also employed to test the signifícance of

differences predicted between the scores of those patients who had

attempted suícide and those subjects in the comparison group.

I¡Ihere no predictions had been made for non-parametric data' the

Kruskal--Ì¡ùallís one-way analysis of variance vras used to determine the

significance of variation between the three groups of differing

lethal-ity. If a significant difference was found a two-tailed

Mann-V'lhitney U test !'ras then used to ascertain intergrouP differences.

The 5% (.OS) level of significance has been taken as denoting the

level at which the null hypothesis may be rejected. However' note

has been mad,e of occasions when this level of significance has been

approached. In addition, the exact probability has been given when

possible, as Siege1 (1956) noted that: 'tín Løpottiing l4'U (ind'Lng's,
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Íhe ne's¿anehen thouLd índ,Lea.te tlt¿ ac.tua,L ytnobabil),tttr Løve,L

a.t,socLa.t¿d wi-th Lví,s dind,Lng,s, ,so tha.t thø nøaden maA u^e lni's own

judgenenL in d¿cLd,Lng whe,then on- not the nu.tl- hqytotl+eti's 'sl+ou.Ld

be nøj ec.ted" .



CHAPTER 4

RESULTS

The oufcome o( mort hunan ac.tion6,

e.ty:øcial!-q o( mott itna.ti¡tna,L ac.tiova tueh a't twLcLda'L aQ't'!,

dzytøndt on thø c¡unnLLÍnLLv¿ tte,Lo,fion^hip o[ cond'LLc,ting tend¿ncie's

and on marutr othen {ac.tont, 
^ome 

od then unytnødic.tabLø."

(Stengel, 1960)
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I COMPARTSON OF GROT'PS OF DIFFERTNG LETHAJ,ITY

a. General Descriptive and Clinical Data

i. General Demographic Data

1. Age

There were 33 \¡{omen in the high lethality

group (HL), 54 in the group of intermediate lethality (IL), and

23 ín the low lethalÍty group (LL). As can be seen from Table 4-I,

the mean age of subjects in the three grouPs was simíIar.

TABLE 4.1.

AGE

S.D

3.5

3.4

3.8

22.7

22.4

23.2

HL (n=33)

IL (n=54)

LL (n=23)

Mean age
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2. Nationality

The proportion of migrants, first-generation

Australian-born and second or greater generation Australian-born

was similar for each group (Tab1e 4.21.

TABI,E 4.2

NATIONALIEY

HL IL LL
Total

OE OE OE

Migrant
Ist generation
Australian

2nd generation
Australian

68
55

22 2L

L2 12 75
77 33

25

15

7035 34 13 15

Total 33 54 23 r10

3. civil state

Table 4.3. presents the civil state of the attempters

of differing lethality.

TABLE 4.3.

CIVIL STATE

HL IL LL
Total

OE OE OE

49
T9
26
I

13
2

10
4
5
o
3

0

6
5

10
I
I
0

24
9

I3
1
6
I

t5
6
I
0
4
I

16
6
7

0
4
0

27
I
9
0
I
2

Single
De facto
Married
V'Iidowed
Separated
Divorced

TotaI 33 54 23 110
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subjects in the low lethality group were significantry more

likery to be either married otr in a de facto rerationship when

compared to subjects of greater retharity. This was so both when

they were compared with single subjects (Tabte 1.4), and with the

single, separated, widowed and divorced subjects combíned (fable 4.5).

TABLE 4.4.

CIVIL STATE: SINGLE V. MARRIED Al,lD DE FACTO SUBiIECTS

HL IIJ LL
Total

OE OE OE

Sfngle

Married and
de facto

16 15

13 L4

27 23

L7 2T

6

15 10

49

45

11

Total 29 44 2L 94

Partitioned y2

X2 : ø.28L, d.f=2, p<.O5

Corrected X2 = .O44, d,f=L, n.s.
Corrected X2 = 4.859, df=I, p<.05

HLv.IL+LL
LLv.HL+TL
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TABLE 4.5.

CML STATE: MARRIED Al[D DE FACTO V. OIïIER SUBJECTS

HL Iú LL
Total

OE OE OE

Single/separated/
widowedr/divorced

20 2L

Marriedr/de facto t3 L4

37 32

L7 22

813

159

65

45

TotaI 33 54 23 110

Partitioned X2

X2 = '7.639, df=2t p<.05

Corrected X2 = .L97,
Corrected X2 =5.894,

HL v.
LL v.

IL+LL
HL+IL

df=Ir n.s.
df=I, p<.02
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4. Current household

Table 4.6. shows Èhat subjects in Èhe low leÈhality

group significantly more often were living with a spouse (either

married or de facto) than those of the other two groups. This is

to be erçected from the comparison of civil state.

TABLE 4.6.

CURRENT HOUSEHOLD

HL IL LL
TotaL

OE OE OE

Spouse, Íncluding
de facto
Parents

Others

L2 16 20

13

I 11

27

L2

22

4L

25

44

91I

11

11

L4

35
69

Tota I 33 54 23

X2 = 9.964, df=4, P<.05

The apparent discrepancy betl^reen the numbers living with a spouse

and a sinple addítion of those married and in a de facto relationship

(see civil state, Tab1e 4.5.) is related to four subjects, two in the

group of high lethality, and one each in the other groups, who although

tiving apart from their spouses, claimed not to be separated.
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5 Socio-economic status

Table 4.7. shows that no suicidal subject was in

socio-econornic class one. Although there !{as no overall statistical

difference between the three groups, it j,s of note that none of the

low lethality group was in social .t"== tto' This approached

significance when those in class two in the low lethality group

râlere compared with those in the two more lethal groups (Table 4'8') '

TABLE 4.7.

socro-ECONOMIC STATUS

HI, IL LL
Tota ISocial Class

OE OE OE

I

II

III

IV

v

0

7¿

10

6

IO

0

5

10

6

T2

0

9

I5

10

20

0

I
L7

10

I9

o

16

34

2L

39

0

0

9

5

9

0

3

7

5

8

TotaI 33 54 23 110
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TABLE 4.8.

SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS: CLASS II V. OTHERS

HL IL LL
Total

OE OE OE

Class II
Other Classes

75
28 45 46 23 r0

16

94

98 03
26

Total 33 54 23 110

X 5.0I5, d.f.=2, p>.05 and p(..1

Partitioned X2

HL v.
LL v.

IL+LL
HL+TL

corrected X2 =

Corrected ¡2 =

df=Ir n. s.

df=l, p>.05 and P(.1
.007,

3.581,

6. Presence of children
Table 4.9. shows that the low Ie thality group hrere

significantly more likely to have children than the more medically

Iethal groups.

TABLE 4.9.

PRESENCE OF CHILDREN

HL IL LL
Tota I

OE OE OE

No children
One or more
children

2L 18

t2 15

32 29 7L3

22 25 16 t0

60

50

Total 33 54 23 110

X2 = 6.977, df.=2, p<.05

Partitioned X2

HL v.

LL v.

IL+LL
HL+IL

Corrected X2 = .OI4,
Corrected X2 = 5-644,

df:l, n.s.
df=l, p<.02
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ii. Circumstance s Related to the Overdose

I. Referral to hospital

There was no trend evident in a comparison of the ways

in which attempters of differing retharity were referred to hospital
(Table 4.IO. ) .

TABLE 4.I0.

REFERRAL TO HOSPITAL

HL IL LL
Tota I

OE OE Eo

Family
(Ínc. de facto)
Friends

Family doctor
Psychiatric
hospital
PoIice

Self
Others

I1
I2

3

1I
13

4

L7

23

6

18

2L

6

37

42

13

I
I
3

5

5

5

3

I
I
I
I

0

I
2

0

2

2

2

I

2

3

2

I

2

2

2

I

3

I
I
2

9

7

4

Total 33 54 23 110
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2. Drug (s)/agent(s) ingested

Table 4.11. shows the nature of the drug (s) or

agent(s) ingested. Patients in the high lethality group were

significantly more likely to have taken antidepressants than

patients of lesser lethality.

TABLE 4.11.

DRUG (S) /AGENT (S) /INGESTED

HL IL LL
x2 sig. (df=2)

OE OE OE

Analgesics (asprin,
paracetanol)

Mínor tranquillízets
Major tranquillizers
Barbiturates
Other hypnotics
Antidepressants

Others

2

I
3

6

9

L4

II

10

t6

6

2

9

6

23

9

L7

4

4

t3
10

19

6

10

5

10

4 4.332

7 2.430

2L

2)c

5 3.278

5 17.O94

I 3.158

n.s
n.s

n. s.

p<. 001

n.s

3

3

I
6

0

I
I
t
5t2

*Insufficient numbers for statistical analysis
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overall 42 (38t of the suicidar subjects ingested more than one

drug,/agent- sixteen of the 33 high rethality patients, 2r of 54

in the intermediate rethality group and 5 of 23 in the low lethatity
group took more Èhan one drug. Although Èhere were fewer than

expected in the low letharíty group, the difference did not attain

significance (Table 4.I2.) .

TABLE 4.L2.

SINGIJE V. MULTIPLE DRUG(S) /AGENT(S) INGESTED

HL TL LL
TotaI

OE OE OE

Single Drug

More than one
drug

17 20

16 13

33 33

2L 2T

18 15

58

68

42

Tota I 33 54 23 110

Partitioned y2

HLv. IL+LL

LLv.HL+IL

X2 = 4.L28, df=2, p<.2 and p>.1

Corrected X2 = .368, df=Ir n.s.

Corrected X2 = 2.508, df=l, p<.2 and p>.1
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3. Number of tablets,/capsules ingested

Table 4.13. shows the number of tablets,/capsutes ingested

by each group with arbitrary cut-off points of different numbers of

drugs. (The patient numbers are less than for other analyses as

patients who took liquids (e.9. weed killer) have been exctuded.)

There was a significant relationship between the number of tablets

ingesÈed and the lethality of the attempt, with subjects of the high

Iethality group taking more tablets than those of the groups of

Iesser lethality. Thus 23 of 29 subjects in the high lethality group

took more than 20 tablets compared to only L of 22 subjects in the low

lethality group.

TABLE 4.13.

NUMBER OF TABIJETS,/CAPSUI'ES INGESTED

HL IL LL
TotaI

OE OE OE

Less than 12

13 to 20

2l to 30

creater than 30

2

4

I3
10

7

18

T7

9

L2

T4

16

9

24

2A

3I

19

7

8

9

5

15 5

6

6

5

6

I
0

TotaI 29 5I 22 LO2

X2 = 42.257, d,f.=6, p<.OOI
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4. Source of principal drug ingested

There \¡vas no significant difference between the three

Iethality groups in comparing the source of the principal drug ingested

(rable 4.14. ) .

TABLE 4.L4.

SOURCE OF PRINCIPAT, DRUG INGESTED

HL IL LL
Tota I

OE OE OE

Prescribed by nedical
practitioner for the
patient
Prescribed by medical
practitioner for
another person

Drugs obtained without
prescription
Illegally obtained
drugs

Others
(weed killer)

20 20 33 32

89

7

13 L4

75 34

53

66

18

L4

10

I I4

33

2L

5

I

5

0

2

0

2

0 2

Tota 1 33 54 23 110
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5. Use of alcohol with or immediately before the overdose

Significantly fewer patients in the high lethality group

and morc in the low lethality group had taken alcohol inmediately

before or with their overdose (table 4.15.). Partitioning

demonstrated that each contributed approximately equally to the

overall chi square.

TABLE 4.15.

USE OF ALCOHOL WITH OR BEFORE THE OVERDOSE

HL IL LL
Tota I

OE OE OE

Alcohol with overdose

No alcohol
511

2A 23

19

35

L7

37

II 7

12 16

35

75

Total 33 54 23 r10

Partition"d X2

HLv. IL+LL

LLv.HL+IL

X2 = 7.224, ð,f=2, p<.05

Corrected X2 = 2.'1L2,

Corrected X2 = 2.565,

df=I, p<.1 and p>.O5

df=Ir p<.2 and p>.I
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iii. Recent Contact with rHelping Agencyr

I. Time of most recent contact

The overall results are presented in Table 4.L6.

Seventeen per cent of the suicidal subjects had had contact r^tith

some form of rhelping agency' within 24 hours of the overdose, and

24t within 48 hours. OnIy 25s had not had some contact in the

month preceding the overdose.

TABLE 4.L6.

MOST RECENT CONTACT WITH IHELPING AGENCYI

HL IIJ TJ IJ

TotaI
OE OE OE

l,lithin 3 hours of o/dose

3-12 hours

1,2-24 hours

l-2 days

2-7 days

7-28 days

28 days to 6 months

Greater than 6 months

I
2

2

2

I
8

6

2

0

3

4

2

9

7

5

3

4

2

0

2

13

L4

L4

5

2

4

3

3

I4
L4

IO

4

I
2

2

2

6

6

4

2

0

3

3

3

6

7

I
0

4

I
7

7

28

28

20

I

TotaI 33 54 23 110
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Table 4.17 demonstrates Èhat only one of the 23 subjects in the

low lethality group had not had some form of contact with a

'helping agency' in the preceding 28 days. It is of note that the

main contribution to the chi square vüas made by the difference

between the low lethality and intermediate lethality groups.

TABLE 4.L7.

MOST RECEIüT CONTACT WITH IHEI,PING AGENCYI

HL IL LL
TotaI

OE OE OE

<48 hours

2-28 d,ays

>28 days

9

16

I

I
L7

I

I
27

19

l_3

27

L4

9

13

I

5

L2

6

26

56

28

Tota 1 33 54 23 110

X
2 10.541, df=4, p<.05
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2. Nature of 'helping agencyr

Tabte4.lS.showsthenatureofthe'helpingagency|.

Although the numbers as a whole are insufficient for statistical

analysisthemajorityofeachgroupofsuicidalsubjectschosea

medical practitioner as their most recent rhetping agency"

TABLE 4.18.

NATURE OF ' HEI,PING AGENCY I

HI, IL LL
Tota I

OE OE OE

I"ledical practf-tioner
Social ldorker

Community nurse

Other

2L2T49503029 r00

7

I
2

2

0

o

2

0

0

3

I
1

3

I
0

2

0

I

2

o

2

Total 33 54 23 lr0
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3. I4ost recent contact with medical practitioner

As would be expected from the fact that, approximately

908 of the suicidal subjects had seen a medical practitioner as ttreir

most recent rhelping agency', the figures in Table 4.L9. are similar

to those in Table 4.I7. The more recent contact with a medical

practitioner of the low lethality group was significant, but as in

Table 4.I7., the main contribution to this difference is the less

frequent recent contact of the intermediate lethality group, not the

high lethality group.

TABLE 4.L9.

MOST RECENT CONTACT VI¡ITH MEDICÀL PRACTITIONER

HL IL LL
TotaI

OE OE OE

<48 hours

2-28 days

>28 days

I
I4
I

I
15

10

7

L7

9

5

L2

6

7

27

20

11

27

16

23

56

31

TotaI 33 54 23 110

X2 = LO.764, df=4r p<.05
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4. Nature of most recen t medical contact

VÍhen the nature of the medical contact is analysedn

significantly more in the high lethality group had most recently

consultedapsychiatristortraineepsychíatrist(table4.2o.).

TABLE 4.2O.

NATURE OF MEDICAL CONTACT

IL LLHL
Tota I

OE oE OE

Psychiatrist or
traínee psYchiatrist

Other medical
practitioner

7L2 aL2

42 38

45 24

76L7 22 L7 16

Total

titioned X2

HLv.IL+LL

LL\r.HL+IL

29 50

X2 = 6.939, df=2, P<'05

corrected x2 = 4'840'

Corrected X2 = .096,

2L r00

Par
df=l, p<.05

df=Ir n.s.
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iv. Past Psychiatric HistorY

t. History of prev ious assessment,/treatment by a psychiatrist

or trainee psychiatrist.

Table 4.2L. demonstrates that more patients in the

high lethality group had consulted psychiatric personnel in the past,

but this did not attain statistical significance. (No attempt was

made to estimate the amount or nature of such contact')

TABI,E 4.2I.

HISTORY OF PSYCHIATRIC CONSULTATÍON

HL IL LL
TotaI

OE OE OE

Previous psychiatric
consultation
None

2L

L2

L7

16

24

30

28

26

L2

I1
L2

I1

57

53

TotaI 33 54 23 1r0

Xz = 3.023, df=2, n.s

Partítioned X2

HL v.

LL v.

IL+LL
HL+IL

Corrected X2 = 2.L28,

Corrected X2 = .039,

df=Ir p<.2 and P>.I
df=l, n.s.

2. History of prevíous inpatient treatment

Table 4.22. shows that more subjects in the hígh

Iethality group had had inpatient psychiatric treatment, but this

did not attaín statistical significance (Table 4.23.).
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ï'^Br,]i: 4.22.

I-IISTORY OF INPATIENT PSYCHIATRIC TREATIVIENT

HL ÏL LL
Total

OE OE OE

None

Inpatient at time of
overdose

Inpatient within four
weeks of overdose

Inpatient four weeks
to one year before o.d.

Inpatient greater than
one year before o.d.

18 22 37 35 t7 15 72

J

L7

11 11 00 2

2

7

5

I

5

4

I

I

7

I

I

16

I

4

3

0

2

49

Total 33 54 23 110

TABLE 4.23.

HTSTORY OF INPATIENT PSYCHIATRIC TREATMENT

HL IL LL
Tota 1

OE OE OE

Previous inpatient
psychiatric treatment
None

I5
18

11

22

L7

37

19

35 L7 15

68 38

72

Total 33 54 23 110

X2 = 2.689, df=2, n.s

Partítioned y2

HL v.

LL v.

IL+LL
HL+IL

corrected X2

corrected X2

= I.O73,

= .508,

df=lr n.s.
df=I, n.s.
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3. Previous outpatient treatment

Tables 4.24. and 4.25. show that more of the high

lethality group had received outpatient psychiatric assessmentr/

treatment, and that members of this group were significantly more

likely to have consulted psychiatric personnel in the four weeks

prior to the overdose compared to subjects of the groups of lesser

lethality.

TABLE 4.24.

HISTORY OF OUTPATIENT PSYCHIATRIC TREATMENT

HL IL LL
Tota I

OE OE OE

None

O.P. within 7 days of
overdose

o.P. I week to 4 weeks
before overdose

o.P. 4 weeks to I year
before overdose

O.P. greater than I
year before overdose

t2 16 32 27 11 12

63 22

55

10

5 2

3

I433

25

78

9

65

46 10 1r 63

3 I6

20

Total 33 54 23 110
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TABLE 4.25.

HISTORY OF OUTPATIENT P SYCHIATRTC TREATMENT

HL rI,
Tota I

OE OE OE

12 16 32 27 11 L2 55None

O.P. in 4 weeks Prior
to overdose

O.P. greater than 4
weeks ago

11 6 59 34 I9

10 II 18 19 3679

Total 33 54 23 110

X2 : 9.72I, d,f=A, P<-05

4. Past hi storv of attempted suicide

Table4.26.demonstratesatrendforfewerofthelow

Iethality group to have made a previous suicide attempt. Partitioninq

of the chi square demonstrates that this trend approaches significance

when the low lethality group is compared with the more lethal groups

combined (Table 4.27.).

TABLE 4.26.

PAST HISTORY OF ATTEMPTED SUICIDE

HL IL LL
Tota I

OE OE OE

18 19 27

I7

10

30

I3
11

62

26

22

L7 13None

One

Tlro or nrore

78 25
456I

33 54Total

X2 = 5.759, df=Ar P = .218 n's'

23 110
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TABLE 4.27.

PAST HISTORY OF ATTEMPTED SUICIDE

HL IL LL
Tota I

OE OE OE

None

Onè or more

18

15

t9

L4

27

27

30

24

L7

6

13

10

62

4A

TotaI 33 54 23 TIO

2

Partition"d X2

HLV.IL+LL

LLv.HL+IL

X 3. 8I4, d,f=2 , p<. I and p>. 05

Corrected X2 =

Corrected X2 =

.O18, df=1r n.s.

2.795, df=I, p<.1 and p>.05

5" Time of most recent suicide attempt

There \^/as no significant relationship between the degree

of tethal..ity and the time of the most recent suicide attempt (Tabl-e 4.28.).

TJ\BLF 4.2A.
1-

TIME OF MOST RECENT SUICIDE ATTEMPT

HL IL LL
Tota 1

OE OE OE

Never

<24 hours

1-7 clays

1-4 weeks

4 weeks to 3 months

3 months to 1 year

Greater than 1 year

13T719I8 27

0

I
0

2

7

tl

30

0

1

0

3

7

I3

62

0

1

0

6

T4

27

0

0

0

1

3

6

0

0

0

2

I
3

0

o

0

2

4

8

0

0

o

2

6

7

TotaI 33 54 23 110
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6. History of druq abuse

The number of subjects conceding drug abuse was

similar in each lethality group (Table 4.29.). only members of

the high lethality group had taken narcoþics or LSD.

TABLE 4.29.

HISTORY OF DRUG ABUSE

HL IL LL
To ta l-

OE OE OE

None 24

Marihuana alone 2

LSD,/Narcotics 3

Fenfluramíne (Ponderax) O

Marihuana plus fenflura-
mine, methaqualone or
barbiturates 4

83I74L4I25 I8
3

0

I

I
3

J

2

1

I

4

I
t

3

0

2

2

I
I

4 86 I3 13

TotaI 33 54 23 110
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v. History of Use of Alcohol

Significantly fewer subjects in the high lethality group

used alcohol (Table 4.30.). only one subject (in the low lethality

group) was, cons,idered to be alcohol depenQent.

TABLE 4.30.

HISTORY OF USE OF ALCOHOL

HL IL LL
Total

OE OE OE

Use of alcohol
No use of alcohol

8

25

15

18

I2

11

50

60

30

24

25

29

10

I3

Total 33 54 23 110

2

X2 = 8.559¡ ð,f=2, p<.02

Corrected X2 = 6.582, df=l, P<.02

corrected X2 .242, df=l, n. s.

Partitioned
HLv. IL+LL

LLv.HL+IL
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vi. Psychosexual Functioning

1. Phase of menstrual

Table 4.31. demonstrates no differences in the menstrual

characteristics of the three groups.

TABLE 4.31.

PHASE OF MENSTRUAL CYCLE

HL IL* LL
Total

OE OE OE

Menstruating

I week premenstrual

Mid-cycle
Overdue

7

10

13

3

10

10

9

4

16

18

11

8

15

L7

t5

6

32

34

30

13

7

7

6

3

9

6

6

2

TotaI 33 53 23 ro9

*The data was missing for one subject

Table 4.32. shows that there \^¡as no signficant difference

kretween groups of varying lethality in relation to whether or not they

were menstruating.

TABLE 4.32.

MENSTRUATING V. OTHER PHASES

HL IL LL
Total

OE OE OE

Menstruating

Other phase

7

26

10

23

16

3'l

I6
37 L4 T7

96 32

77

Total 33 53 23 to9

X2 = 2.133, df=2r n.s.
Partitioned X2

HL v.

LL v.

IL+LL

HL+IL

Corrected X2 =

Corrected X2 =

df=I, n.s.
df=l, n.s.

.337,

.8L2,
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2. Possibílity of pregnancy,/history of miscarriage,/history

of termination of pregnancy

Table 4.33. shows the number of patients in each group

who were pregnant, or possibly pregnant, who had a history of

miscarriage or who had had a termination of pregnancy. The positive

responses to these questions were too few to allow valid statistical

analysis.

TABLE 4.33.

POSSIBILITY OF PREGNANCY /A ISTORY OF MI QTTtrDDY?\/:F./

HISTORY OF ÍIERMINATION OF PREGNANCY

HL IL LL
TotaI

OE OE OE

Pregnant or possibly
pregnant

One or more miscarriages

History of termination
of pregnancy

33

2

5

5

6

5

3

3

2

3

1I

10

L745 98 4

2

4
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vii. History of parental Death or Separation,/Divorce

Table 4.34. shows that the proportion of subjects who had

experienced either death of a parent or permanent ross of a parent

by separation or divorce, up to and including the age of fifteen,

was similar for each group. one paÈient in the high rethality

group and three in the intermediate lethality group, had experienced

ross both due to death of a parent and due to separation/divorce of

their parents.

TABLE 4.34.

HISTORY OF PARENTAL DEATTT OR SEPARATI ON/DIVORCE

HL IL LL
TotaI

OE OE OE

Parental death 3

Parental separation/
divorce 6

No such loss 25

3

7

23

76 22 L2

I3
37

L2

38

55
16 16

24

78
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Table 4.35. presents a breakdown of the details of the parental

death and separation,/divorce (combined), and although the numberËi are

too smaIl for statisticat analysis, it demonstrates no differentiating

trends between the three groups.

TABLE 4.35.

DETAILS OF PARENTAL DEATH

AI{D SEPARATION/DIVORCE COMBINED

HL IL LL
Total

OE OE OE

Separation from mother
up to and including
the age of 15

Separatíon from father
up to and íncLuding
Èhe age of 15

Separation from both
parents up to and
including the age of 15

Separation from both
parents before the
age of I0

Separation from mother
before the age of 10

Separation from mother
between the ages of
10 and 15

Separation from father
before the age of 10

Separation from father
between the ages of
10 and 15

Separation from one
parent before 10 and
the other between lO
and 15

45 88

L4 13

43

5688

t6

27

3

19

I

4

2

2

6

4

2I

553

2 43

L2 IO

7

2313I3 6

0

9

t

6

II

9

I

2

11

2 54

11

44

L2

00 2
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viii. ReporÈed Childhood Stress

Tab1e 4.36. demonstrates that only one of the eighteen

childhood items reported by these patients distinguished the three

groups, in that patients in the high lethality group reported their

parents to be tess often 'the worrying type', when compared with

patients in the other groups.

Four of the eight childhood factors deemed relevant to adult

mental health by Langner and Michael (1963) are single items

covered in Table 4.36. The other four are comPrised of two or more

indívidual items to give the factors presented in Table 4.37.

rn addition, the total score of the eight factors ís given. The

mean scores of these factors and the total childhood stress scores

are presented, as are the mean ranks which have been conpared by

the Mann-1,{hitney U test. It is of note that there was only one

significant difference between the groups of differing lethality

for any of t-he stress factors. This was for Èhose of the grouP

of high lethality to have reported 'parents'poor mental health'

less often than Èhe subjects of the intermediate lethality group,

a finding contrary to that predicted.

Since only t$ro significant results at the p<.05 level have

emerged from the analysis of childhood factor scores, little weight

should be placed on these findings, as one might have expected a

number of such resulÈs on the basis of chance alone, given the

overall number of comparisons made.



CHILDTIOOD STRESS

Parents I sical health

PaÍents I mental healÈh
Motherts Poor menta t th
Father's Poor mental health
Parents 'the worrying tlPe'

Childhood economic dePrivation
Parents' chief problems financial
Parents often 'hard time making ends meet'
Mottrer worked tto earn moneYt

Childhood physical health
Poor childhood health
Catch cold 'fairlY often'

Childhood broken home

Parentst character ely percg ived
ttle time

Mother wanted to run her life
Mother not u¡derstand Patient
P-arents not Proud of PatienÈ
Parents d.idn't rpractice what they preach'
Father wanted to nrn her life

Often parents' guarrells

L4
I7
I6

I3
t9
22

5

t5
l3

8
L2
13

Il.ì êiluaî Þ.EIüT'AI-AÍ,TH : INDIVIDUAI ITEMS
TABI,E 4.36.

Stress
Factors

3.

4

HL
n=33
OE

T4 L4

T4
8

11 11

TL
n=51
OE

2L 22

Total
n=104
Totals

44

4T
60
68

19
13

36

57
52
63
57
39
26

LL
n=2O
OE

.,2
Ã Sig. (df=2)

.086 .958 n.s.98I
2

22
28
39

20
29
33

2"16I
3. 133
6. 935

.968
1. 713

.592

" 348
5.L76

.3I7

.339 n.s.

.209 n.s.

.03r 1p<. 05)

.617 n.s.

.425 n.s"

.744 n.s.

.840 n.s.

.075 n.s.

.853 n.s.

I5
11
L21I

6
4

26
18
2t

24
L7
I9

48
34
39

I
8
7

3

2

I

9
6

18

9
6
8

4
3

7

7

1

9
10

L7
5

6
Father sPent too Ii 23

I7
19
18

l8
L7
20
18
L2
I

24
24
30
25
16
t4

28
25
3l
28
I9
I3

10 1l
11 10
t4 L2
t4 11
98
75

13 11

13 L2

4.377
.407
-934

2 qqÂ

1.638
2.937

.TL2

.816

.627

.279

.44L

.230

n. s.
n. s.
n. s.
n. s.
n. s.
n.s.

7

8

L4
5

I6

16

18 28 28 57 L"372 .504 n.s.

¡\)(,
(¡

often disagreements with parents 19 31 29 60 t.784 .410 n.s.



ÎABLE 4.37. CHILDHOOD STRESS lN .AD,üLT l€tiTA-I- lIE.Ai.rFi: CO.VPOSITE FÀCTORS AND TOTAL SCORE

Stress factor

Parentsr poor
mental health

Mean (SD)

Childhood economic
deprivation

Mean (SD)

Childhood poor
physical health

ltean (SD)

Parentst character
negatively perceived

t{ea¡r (SD)

$otal score (includes
above factors and
factors 1, 5, 7, I
fron Table 4-36

7. 30

3-26

7.90

(2.8s)

8.45

(1.el)

38.6

35.1

25.L

45.0

38.3

30.2

7L2.5

463.5

266.5

HLvTL
fLvLL
HLvLL

Significance
(one tailed)

.O29 1p<.05)

.374 n.s.

.193 n.s.

.132 n.s.

.292 n.s.

.356 n.s.

.242 n.s.

.2L2 n.s.

.400 n. s.

.162 n.s.

.082 n.s.

.320 n.s.

.11-7 n.s.
-275 n.s.
.I21 n. s.

N¡,
Ol

(1. ss)

2-9l-

.24

(.44)

(1.08)

1. Q0

(.75)

L.42

HL (n--33)

(1. sI)

2.6L

(.63)

.37

(1.17)

I.27

(.7 4)

L.74

IL (n=51)

( 1. 41)

3.25

(. ss)

.25

(r.23)

1. 15

(1.04)

1. 65

LL (¡=29¡

HLvIL
ILvLL
HLvLL

HL vIL
ILvLL
HLvLL

HLvTL
ILvLL
HLvLL

HLvTL
ILvLL
HLvLL

Comparison

45.7

33.9

26.2

40.7

37.0

27.3

39. 0

36. I
26.4

40.4

41. 3

28.3

43.7

33.6

26.5

44.8

33.9

27.9

36.7

36.5

25.7

46.2

34. I
29.2

Mean Ranks

947.O

403. 5

305.0

782.O

558. 5

340.0

725.O

551. 0

311.0

651. 0

533.5

285.5

Mann-Vfhitney U
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ix. History of Personal Violence

Tab1e 4.38. demonsÈrates that the high lethality group tended

to have had less history of violent behaviour' both inflicted and

sustained in the five years before thelr overdose. Partitioning

revealed that the major contribution to the chi square was the

lesser violence inflicted and sustained by the high lethality group

compared with the other tvto groups. Ho$tever, this did not attain

significance. Of the suicidal subjects as a whole, 27 (258)

had been violent, whereas 56 (51t) had sustained violence.

TABLE 4.38.

HISTORY OF PER.SONA], VIOLENCE

HL
n=33

IL
n=54

LL
n=23

x2 sig. (df=2)
OE OEoE

History of violence 13

Violence inflicted 4

Violence sustained t3

T7

I
T7

32

I6
32

28

13

27

13

7

t3
6

T211

3. 411

3.935

3.345

p<.2 and p>.

p<.2 and p>.

p<.2 and p>.
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x. Report of Alcohol Abuse by Spouse

For those subjects married or in a de facto relationship,

Table 4.39. presents the nurnbers who reported that their spouses

abused alcohol. The numbers were insufficient for statistical analysis.

TABLE 4.39.

REPORT OF ATCOHOL ABUSE BY SPOUSE

HL IL LL
Total

OE OE OE

CompIaÍnts

No complaínts

44
99

47 3

L2

6

9

L4

3113 10

Total 13 L7 15 45

xi. Family History of Psychiatric Treatment

There was a similar proportion of subjects in each group with

a family history of psychiatric treatment (Table 4.4O.).

TABLE 4.40.

FAMILY HISTORY OF PSYCHIATRTC TREATMENT

HL IL LL
Total

OE OE OE

Family history of
psychiatric tl
treatment
None

L2

22 11

22 20

32 22

I 4L

69

9

I

Total 33 54

I5

23 110
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Table 4.4L. shows the relationship to the patient of the

f:amily ¡ncmbers who had had psychiatric treatment. The numbers

are insufficient for valid sÈatistical analysis.

TABLE 4.4L.

REI,ATIONSHIP 1O SUBJECB OF PSYCHIATRTCALLY

TREATED FA!{ILY MEMBER

HL
n=33

IL
n=54

LL
n=23 n=110

OE OE OE

Father

Mother

SÍblings
other blood
relaÈive
More than one
member

4

5

5

2

2

4

5

0

4

g

I

4

2

3

9

9

4

2

I
3

2

I

2

5

3

2

t

I
L7

I6

4

2 2

2L
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xii. Contact with Suicidal Behaviour in others

Table 4.42. shows that the number of patients who had had

contact with suicidal behaviour, both attempted suicide and completed

suicide, was similar for each group. overall 69 (6rt¡ of the

subjects had had some prior contact wíth persons exhibiting suicidal

behaviour.

TABLE 4.42.

WITH SUI BEHAVIOUR

HL
n=33 n=54

LL
n=23

IL

OE oE OE

contact with suicidal
behaviour

Contact with attenPted
suicide
Contact with comPleted
suicide

20 2L 3s 34 L4 14

16 l7 29 28 L2 12

t2 10 L7 L7 57
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Table 4.43. does not give an indication of the exact nature

or degree of contact with suicidal behaviour, but símply denotes the

closest person, in terms of traditíonal kínshíp tíes, that had

engaged in such behavÍour.

TABLE 4.43.

REIÃTIONSHIP TO SUBJECT OF TIIE PERSON EXHIBITING SUICTDAL BEHAVIOUR

Contact with
attempted suicide

Contact with
completed suicide

HI,
n=33

IL
n=54

LL
n=23

HL
n=33

IL
n=54

LL
n=23

Father I
Mother 3

Siblings 2

Spouse 0

other blood relatíve I
In-Iaws 0

Close friends 6

Acquaintances 3

0

0

6

0

I
1

0

0

0

0

I
1

I
2

0

0

0

0

2

0

6

9

0

I
0

0

1

0

6

4

1

t
2

I
1

I
4

I
t3

8
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xiii. Clinical Diagnosis

l. Primary illness diagnosis

Table 4-44. presents the primary illness diagnoses.

Neurotic depression Ì^ras diagnosed most commonly, and in equal

proportions, in the three groups. It is of interest that no subject

in the low lethality group was given the diagnosis of schizophrenia,

schizo-affective disorder, or anorexia nervosa. Table 4.45.

demonstrates a trend, which approaches significance, fot patients

in the low lethality group to be diagnosed as presenting a transient

situational dísturbance more often than patients in the groups of

greater lethality.

TABLE 4"44.

ILLNESS DIAGNOSIS

HL IL LL
TotaI

OE OEOE

Transient situational
disturbance

Neurotic depression

Endogenous depression

Schizophrenia

Schizo-affective
Anorexia nervosa

3

24

0

3

2

t

15T4

6

22

1I
34

0

5

3

t

11

35

I
4

2

I

85 22

72

I
I
5

2

0

2

I
0

t
0

0

0

0

2

2

I

TotaI 33 54 23 1r0
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TABLE 4.45.

TRANSIENT SITUATIONA¡ DISTURBANCE V. OTHER DIAGNOSES

HL IL LL
TotaI

OE OE OE

Transient situational
disturbance

Other diagnoses

361111 85 22

30 27 43 43 15 18 88

Total 33 54 23 110

x2

PartitÍoned y2

5.601, df=2t p<.1 and p>.05

HL v. IL + LL Corrected X2 =

LL v HL + IL Corrected X2

.859, df=I, n.s.

2.889, df=l, p<.1 and p>.05

2. Other diagnoses

Table 4.46. shows secondary diagnostic categories.

These have been considered separately as each is considered. complementary

to those diagnoses in Table 4.44. rather than mutuarry excrusÍve.

TABLE 4.46.

SECONDARY DIAGNOSTIC CATEGORIES

HL
n=33

IL
n=54

LL
tt=23 TotalOE OE OE

Homosexuality

Alcohol dependence

Other drug dependence

Borderline intellectual
retardation

11
00
42

o2

I
0

2

42

I
I
I

I

1

1

4

3

I
7

1

0

I

51
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3. Personality diagnosis

The personality diagnoses are presented in Table 4.47.

rt is evident that each personarity trait is not muÈuarry exclusive

to the othersr as m¿my subjects displayed several prominent

personality traits. The only trend, which approached significance,

was for there to be fewer patients with schizoid traits in the low

lethality group compared with the groups of greater lethality

(Table 4.48.1.

TABLE 4.47.

PER,SONALIW DIAGNOSIS

HL
n=33

IL
n=54

LL
n=23 TotalOE OE OE

Paranoid

Schizoid
Obse ss ional
Hysterical
Sociopathic

Passive-aggressive

Borderline

0

11

4

17

4

33

7

0

8

3

17

5

33

4

I
T4

5

25

9

53

4

t
13

5

28

9

53

6

0

2

2

16

5

23

I

0

6

3

I3
4

23

2

I
27

1I

58

18

109

L2
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TABLE 4.48.

FREQUENCY OF SCHIZOID TRAITS

HL IL LL
Total

OE OE OE

Schizoid traits
No schizoid
traits

1rI L4 t3 26 27

22 25 40 4r 2L T7 83

Tota I 33 54 23 110

X2 = 4.55I, df=2, p(.2 and p>.1

Partitioned y2

HL v.

LL v.
rL+LL
HL+LL

corrected x2 = .206,
Corrected X2 = 2.937 |

df=lr n.s.
df=Ir p<.1 and p>.05

b. Other Data

i. Suicidal intent

Table 4.49. demonstrates a significant difference in the

degree of suicidal inÈent, as measured by the Suicidal Intent Scale,

between the groups of differing medical letharity. This difference

emerged both for the circumstances related to the suicide attempt, and

for the self reporÈ components of Èhe scare, as welr as for the totar

intent score.

Figure 4.1. presents a histogram of the percentage distribution

of suicidal intent scores of patients in each lethality group.

Although the scores are significantly different as noted above, there

is considerabre overlap, particurarly between the intermediate and

low lethality groups.



TABLE 4.49.

SUICTDAI, INTENT SCOPSS

Intent
(Circumstances)

Mean (sD)

Intent
(SeIf-rePort)

Mean (SD)

Intent
(Total)

Mean (SD)

HL (¡=33)

(4.0r2)

5. 303

5.5r5

(3.429)

10. 818

(6. es7)

IL (n=53)

(2.497\

3.189

3.264

(2.890)

6.453

(4.944)

LL (n=23)

1.000

( . es4)

L.2L7

(1.445)

(2.022)

2.2r7

Comparison

HL \¡. IL
IL V. LL
HL v. LL

HL v. IL
IL V. LL
HL V. LL

HL v. IL
IL V. LL
HL V. LL

51
45
37

6
I
0

53.5
43. 5
36.9

51
44
36

3

I
7

Mean ranks

38.4
23.3
16.3

37
26
16

3
9
5

39
25
l6

5
4
I

Ma¡rn-VilhitneY U

tI42
959
659

5

0
5

1204. 0

876.5
656.0

1132. 5

934. 0
649.O

Significance (P)
(one tailed)

.008

.000

.000

.002

.000

.0lr

.000

.000

t\)
Þ
Cr
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ii. Depression

The depressíon scores measured by the LPD Questionnaire

for the groups of <liffering lethality are presented in Tab1e 4.50-

TABI,E 4.50.

DEPRESSION SCORES: IvIEAN AND S.D.

LL (¡=21)

Mean

SD

9. O95

3. 9rO

There \^tas no signíficant difference between the groups of

differíng lethatity (Table 4.51.). Thus the hypothesis that those

in the group of high lethality would, score higher on the depression

questionnaire was not supported.

TABLE 4.5I.

DEPRESSION SCORES COMPARED

Comparison Significance (p) (one tailed)

HL v. IL
IL v. LL

HL v. LL

.343 n.s.

.338 n.s.

.2I4 n. s.

9.849

5.143

9.600

4.403

IL (n=50)HL (n=33)

868. 5

558. 0

391.0

43.3

36.7

28.8

4r. I
34.4

25.4

Mean ranks l"lann V,Ihitney U
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Table 4.52- presents the depression classification provided by the

LPD Questionnaire for patients of each lethality group.

TABLE 4.52.

DEPRESSION CI,ASSTFICATTON

HL IL LL
Total

OE OE OE

Class I
(non-endogenous)

C1ass II
(endogenous)

CIaSS III
(not depressed)

L2 1I 18 t6

L2 11 16 L7 7

47 34

35

35911 16 t7 10

7

7

Total 33 50 2L to4

X2 = 3.270, d,f=A, p>.50, n.s

Although there was a slightly greater frequency of patients

classified as not depressed (class III) in the low lethality group,

this did not approach significance. It is of note that approximately

equal proportíons, one-third of each lethality group, were assigned to

the class fI (endogenous pattern) depression.

There was no significant difference between Èhe depression scores

of differing groups of lethality for patients in each class of

depression (Table 4.53. ) .



TABLE 4.53.

Class I

C1ass II

C1ass III

DEPRESSION SCOR.ES OF EACH CLASSIFICATION OF DEPRESSION

Kruskal-Wallis one way
analysis of variance

Significance (p)

.740 n.s.

.569 n. s.

.28I n.s.

N(¡
o

Mean (SD)

Mea¡r rank

l'lean (So)

Mean rank

Mean (SD)

Mean rank

9.9r7 (4.44r)

16. 3

HL
(n=33)

4.ss6 (3.7L2)

16.5

13.750 (2.768)

20.4

fL
(n=50)

4.938 (2.380)

L6.2

L2.62s (2.94L)

16. 3

Ir.0s6 (3.45s)

L8.7

6.000 (r.700)

22.3

13.000 (2.828)

17.7

r0.000 Q.944)

15.5

LL
(n=21)

1.128

.604

Corrected X2

2.539
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It is of note that the Class I against Class II score, w]nidn ttmhq

bø u.ted to ind,Lca.tø the fra"l'Lz.ntÁ' po,SibLon on thø øndogenou't-non-

endogønou,s (E-ÍVE) d,ínønsLon o( døpnUtiontqmptomaÍ.oLogq" (Pilowskv

and Spence, Lg75l, did not significantly differ between the groups

of differing lethality (Table 4.54.).

TABLE 4.54.

ENDOGENOUS-NON-ENDOGENOUS DI MENS ION OF DEPRESSIVE STYMPTOMATOLOGY

HL

(n=33)

IL
(n=50)

LL

(n=21)

Class I v.
Class II score

lvlean (SD)

Mean rank

3.s82 (6.749)

50. 3

4-945 (7.390)

56. 5

2.888 (6.622)

46.4

Kruskal-Vùallis one way analysis of variance:

Corrected X2 = 1.948, p = .378r n.s.

Overall, none of the parameters measured by the LPD Questionnaire

significantly differed between the grouPs of differing lethatity.
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ii i. llo¡>elessness

'fhe scores measured by the Hopelessness Scale are

presented in Table 4.55.

TABLE 4.55.

HOPELESSNESS SCORES: MEAN AND S-D.

LL (¡=20)

Table 4.56. presents the comparison of groups of differing lethality.

It is of note that those in the high lethality grouP scored

significantty higher on the Hopelessness Scale than those in the grouP

of low lethality.

TABLE 4.56.

TÍOPELESSNESS SCORES COMPARED

Comparison
Significance (p)
(one tailed)

Mean

SD

HLvIL

ILvLL

HLvLL

7 .400

4.806

.176 n.s.

.071 n.s.

.o32

r0.576
s. 91I

9.460

5. 411

HL (n=33) IL (n=50)

40. 00

29.9

22.O

45. O

37. I
30.0

925.O

6L2.5

430.5

Mean rank Mann Whitney U
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iv. Death AnxieÈY

Table4.5T.presentsthescoresoftheDeathAnxietyScale

for the groups of differing lethality.

TABLE 4.57.

DEATH AIi¡XIETY SCORES: MEAI{ AI{D S.D.

LL (n=20)

Mean

SD

7.44O

2.904

7.800

3. 189

Significance (p)
(one tailed)

.249 n.s.

.360 n.s.

.178 n.s.

There \das no significant difference between the groups of

differing lethality. Thus the hypothesis that those in the group

of high lethalíty would score less on the Death Anxiety scale was

not supported (Tab1e 4.58.)

TABLE 4.58.

DEATH ANXIETY SCORES COMPARED

Comparison

HL V. IL

IL v. LL

HL v. LL

6.479

2.804

HL (n=33) IL (¡=50)

43.4

36. 9

29.5

39.8

34.9

25.5

752.5

472.5

280.0

Mean rank Mann úlhitneY U
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v. Hvsteroid/Obsessoid Dimension of Personality

The scores of the Hysteroid/Obsessoid Questionnaire are

presented in Tab1e 4.59.

TABLE 4.59.

HYSTEROID/OBSESSOID OUESTIONNAIRE SCORES: MEAN AI{D S.D.

LL (n=20)

lvlean

SD

21. 150

5.842

Although the differences did not attain statistical significance,

there was a trend for Èhe group of hÍgh lethality to score less than

the other groups, indicating a score more towards the obsessoid

dimension of personality (Tab1e 4.60.). This trend was in the

direction predicted.

TABI,E 4.60.

HYSTEROID/OBSES SOID OUESTIONNAIRE SCORES COMPARED

Comparison Significance (p)
(one tailed)

HLvIL

ILvLL

HLvLL

670. 5

533. 0

275.5

.074 n.s.

.334 n.s.

.158 n.s.

2L.420

6.499

19.879

5.967

IL (¡=5O)HL (¡=33)

45.L

33. I
29.7

37.3

36.2

25.3

Mann Whitney UMean rank
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vi. Locus of Control Dimension of PersonalitY

Table4.6I.presentsthescoresoftheAdultNowicki-

strickland Internal-External locus of control scale for the groups

of differing lethalitY.

TABLE 4.6L.

LOC{JS OF COTüTROI, SCORES: ¡{EAN A}TD S.D.

LL (n=19)

Mean

SD

L9.526

s. 89r

There was a significant dífference between the scores of the high

lethality and low lethality groups, and the dífference between the

high and intermediate lethality groups aPproached significance

(Table 4.62.). Those in the high lethality group scored less'

indicating a more inÈernal locus of control orientation than the

other groups. This difference was in the direction predicted.

TABLE 4.62.

LOCUS OF CONTROL SCORES COMPARED

Comparison Significance (p)
(one tailed)

HLVIL

ILvLL

HLVLL

.054 n.s.

.330 n.s.

.045

L6.970

4.524

t8.542
5.615

HL 1n=33) IL (¡=48)

35.7

33. 3

23-8

44.7

35.7

3r.2

616. 5

424.5

224.5

Mean rank Mann Vlhitney U
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IT. ATTEMPTED SUICIDE PATTENTS V. COMPARTSON SUBJECTS

a. Introduction

The mean age of the comparison subjects was 27.4 years

(S.D. 2.61 and that of the subjects who had attempted suicid.e was

22.6 years (S.D. 3.5). This difference was statisticalty

significant (t='7.66, p=.000 (2-tailed) ) .

In view of this difference a valid comparison between all subjects

of these two groups courd onry be made on data which was not rerated

to age. In order to achieve as satisfactory a comparison as

possible, subjects from both the comparison group and from those

who had attempted suicide were matched by age. Patients from

among those who had aÈtempted suicíde were selected in alphabetical

order for the age of each subject in the comparison çJroup, and in

this way'21 sr:bjects from each group could be directly matched.

It is of note that the 21 patients selected from the IlO who had

attempted suicide were representative of the three groups of

differing lethality. Table 4.63. demonstrates no significant

difference with regard to tethality group between the 2l patients

matched for age with the comparison group, and the total of I10

patients who had attempted suicide. Thus the scores of those 2I

patients can be consídered to fairly represent those of the whole

group.
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TABI,E 4.63.

LETTIALITY GROUPS OF ATTEMPTERS AND MATCTIED COMPARISON GROUP

HL IL LL
Tota I

o E o E o E

Total patients who
have attempted
suicide
Patíent,s matched
for age with
corçarison group

33 33 54 53 23 24

6 910 6 56

110

2L

Total 39 63 29 131

X2 = 0.62L, df=2, P).98, n.s.

It wiII be noted that for some data there were insufficient numbers

for valid statistical analysis. In these cases, where it appeared

that such data was not age-related, the total nu¡nber of patients who

attempted suicide (¡=11O) has been compared with the totat number of

comparison subjects (n=25) .
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b. General Descr ive and Clinical Data

i. General demogra¡rhic daÈa

1. Nationality

Although the numbers were insufficient for statistical

analysis, Tab1e 4.64. demonstrates no differentiating trends between

patients in the group who had attempted suicide and subjects in the

comparison group.

TABLE 4.64.

NATIONAI,ITY: MATCHED GROUPS

Attempted suicÍde Comparison Total

Migrant

First generation Australian
Second generation Australian

4

2

15

5

3

13

9

5

2A

Total 2L 2T 42

Tabl-e 4.65. demonstrates that there was no significant difference

bet\^¡een the total numbers (not matched for age) in each group.

TABLE 4.65.

NATIONALITY: TOTAL SUBJECTS

Attempted suicide Comparison TotaI
o E o E

l4igrant

First generation Australian
Second generation Australian

25

15

70

25

15

70

6

4

6

4

3t
19

85I5

Total

.138 , df=2, P .933 n.s

25

I5

135110

2
X
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2. civil state

Table 4.66. demonstrates that fewer of those who had

attempted suicide were married or in a de facto relationship, and

more were either single, separated, widowed or divorced. sÍx of

those who had attempted suicide r¡vere separated or divorced,

compared to only one of the matched comparison group.

TABLE 4.66.

CIVTL STATE

Attempted Suicide Comparison Total

Married/de facto
S ingle/separated/widowed/
divorced

L2 T9 31

119 2

Total 2L 2L 42

Corrected. X2 = 4.434, df=I, p=.035

3. Current household

As expected from an examination of the civír state, but

strengthened by the fact that two patíents who had attenpted. suicide

were living apart from their spouse but claimed not be separated, the

lesser frequency of those subjects who had atternpted suicide living

with their husband or de facto husband was significant when compared

to the comparison group (Table 4.67.) .
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TABLE 4.67.

CURRENT HOUSEHOLD

Attempted Suicide Comparison Total

Living with spouse

Other accommodation

10

t1
19

2

29

13

Total 2L 2T 42

Corrected X2 = 7.I30, df=I, P=.008

4. Socio-economic status

There were insufficient numbers for statistical analysis

of this parameÈer. However, it can be seen that six patients who had

attempted suicide compared to only one in the comparison çJroup were

in class five (Table 4.68.).

TABLE 4.68.

SOCIO-ECONOIvIIC STATUS: MATCIIED GROUPS

Attenpted Suicide Comparison Total

Class two

Class three

Class four
Class five

3

8

4

6

1

L2

7

I

4

20

11

7

TotaI 2I 2l 42
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The difference was statistically significant when the total numbers

(not matched for age) for each group were compared (Table 4.69.).

TABLE 4.69.

SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS: TOTAL SUBJECTS

Attempted suícide Comparison Tota I
OE o E

Class two

C1ass three
Class four
Class five

16

34

2L

39

I
13

IO

I

I4
38

25

33

L7

47

31

40

3

9

6

7

TotaI 110 25 135

X2 = 15.0g2, df=3r p=.002

5. Presence of children

Table 4.70 shows that there \,üas no significant difference between the

groups matched for age with regard to wheÈher or not they had children.

TABLE 4.70.

PRESENCE OF CHILDREN

Attempted Suicide Comparison Total

No children
One or more children

7

I4
4

T7

t1
31

2T 2LTotal

Corrected X2 =.493, df=Ir p=.483, n.s.

42
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ii. Reccnt contact with rhel aqency I

l. Comment

By the very nature of subject selection for the comparison

9roup, each was in contact with a therping agencyr attached to the

corununity health centre. An analysis of that data in general

would therefore be meaníngless.

2. Recent contact wíth a medical practi tioner

Patients who had attempted suicide were significantty

more rikery to have had contact with a medical practitioner in Èhe

forty-eight hours prior to their overdose than the comparison group

had in the forty-eÍght hours prior to their assessment interview

(Table 4.7L.).

TABLE 4.7L.

RECENT CONTACT WIT}I MEDICAT PRACTI TIONER

Attempted Suicide Comparison Total

Vlithin 48 hours

2days-4weeks
Greater than 4 weeks

10

9

I
6

L4

1I
15

I62

Total 2L 2L 42

X2= L6.g64, df.=2t p=.OOO2
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iii. Past psychiatric history

I. History of prevíous assessmentr/treatment by a

psychiatrist or trainee psychiatrist

For the sr:bjects matched for age, a greater

frequency of those who had attemped suicÍde than those in the

comparison group had a history of having consulted a psychiatrist

in the past (rable 4.72.). This difference only just failed to

achieve significance at the 0.05 IeveI.

TABLE 4.72.

HISTORY OF PREVIOUS PSYCHIATRIC CONSULTATION: MATCHED GROUPS

Attempted Suicide Comparison Total

Previous psychiatric
consultation
None

I1
10

4

L7

15

27

TotaI 2L 2L 42

,. *." or nore ."":ï:"':":';;"'"" "';":r:=;.,. compared (when

the greater age of the comparison group might lead one to expect they

would have had more psychiatric contact) this trend attained

significance (Tab1e 4.73.) .

TABLE 4.73.

HISTORY OF PREVIOUS PSYCHIATRIC CONSULTATION: TOTAL SIIBJECTS

Atterçted Suicide Comparison
Total

o E OE
Previous psychiatric
consultation
None

57

53

5

20

62

73

50

60

Total

Corrected X2 = 7.0'72, d,f=I, p=.008

L2

13

135r10 25
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2. Past, history of at,tempted suicide

As noted in the section on subject selection,

subjects for the comparison group would have been excluded if

they had had a past history of attempted suicide. However,

none conceded such an episode, and it is therefore of

interest to corçare those patients who had attempted suicide

with the conparison group subjects. Table 4.74. demonstrates

a high degree of significant difference between the two

groups.

TABLE 4.74.

PAST HISTORY OF ATTEMPTED SUICIDE

Attempted SuicÍde Comparíson Total

Previous attempted
suicide
None

11

10

II
31

0

2L

TOTAI 2L 2L 42

Corrected X2 = L2.3L7, df=I, p=.OOO5
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3. History of drug abuse

Although the nr¡mbers r¡rere insufficient for statistical

analysis, it is of note that 5 of the 21 patients who had atÈempted

suicide but none of the age matched comparison group had used non-

medically prescríbed drugs (ta¡le 4.75.).

TABLE 4.75.

HISTORY OF DRUG ABUSE: I"IATCHED GROIIPS

AttempÈed Suicide Comparison Total

History of drug abuse

None

0

2t
5

16

5

37

Total 2L 2T 42

Table 4.76. demonstrates that when the total patients who had

attempted suicide were compared with the total comparison group

subjects, the difference attained significance.

TABLE 4.76.

HISTORY OF DRUG ABUSE: TOTAL SUBJECTS

Attempted Suicíde Comparison
OEOE Total

History of drug abuse

None

27

83

23

a7

1

24 20

5 28

LO7

1r0 25 135Tota l-

Corrected X2 = 4.056, df=I, p=.O44
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iv. History of use of alcohol

It is of note that when the groups matched for age were

compared there was no significant difference between them with

regard to whether or not they had previously used alcohol (Table 4.77.).

TABLE 4.77.

HISTORY OF USE OF ALCOHOL

Attempted Suicide Comparison ToÈaI

Use of alcohol
None

IO

I1
t3
I

23

19

Total 2L 2L 42

Corrected X2 = .384' df=lr P=.535r D.s

v. Psychosexual functioning

1. Phase of menstrual cycle

Table 4.78. presents the phases of the menstrual cycle of

the groups matched for age. The mlribers in each phase were insufficient

for overall statistical analysís.

TABLE 4.78.

PHASE OF MENSTRUAL CYCLE

Attempted Suicide Comparison Total

Menstruating

Mid-cycle

I week premenstrual

Overdue

4

1l
4

I

T2

L4

11

3

I
3

7

2

Total 20',, 20rt!, 40

*Data for one patient missing
**one subject had had hysterectomy
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Hor¡rever, it is of interest that there were significantly fewer of

those who had attempted suicide in the mid-cycle phase(fa¡le 4.79.).

TABLE 4.79.

MID-CYCLE V OTHER PHASES

Attenpted suicide Comparison Total

Mid-cycIe
Other phase

3

L7

T4

26

11

9

Total 20 20 40

Corrected X2 = 5.385, df=I, P=.020

This trend was maintained when the totat nu¡nbers of subjects were

compared, but just failed to reach signÍficance (corrected X'= 3.593'

df=l, p=.058).

It is of note that there hras no significant difference between the

frequency of subjects in different groups being in the menstrual phase

of the cycle (subjects matched for age: corrected Xz = L-O7I, df=I,

p=.301; Total subjects: corrected X2 = .351, df=I, p=.554).

racrnenrrw/hi cÈ ôr\t of termination of *-o-- ¡ narr /2. Possibili oftv

history of miscarriage

For those subjects matched for age, the nr:¡nber of positive

responses was too smatl for statistical analysis. It is of note that

no subject in the comparison group had had a terminaÈion of pregnancy

or considered that she may be pregnant (Table 4.80.). A comparison
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of the total number of patients who attempted suicide with Èhe totat

comparison group revealed no significant differences, though again

the numbers were small (Table 4.8I.).

TABLE 4.80.

POSSIBILI1TY OF PREGNANCY/HISTORY OF TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY/

HISTORY OF MISCARRTAGE: MATCHED GROUPS

Attenpted Suicíde
(¡=2I)

Comparison
(¡=2I)

Total

Possíbility of pregnancy

History of termínation of
pre9nancy

History of mÍscarriage

2

3

7

0

0

4

2

3

3

TABLE 4.81.

ÞOSSIBILIW OF PREGNANCY ISTORY OF TERMINATION OF

HISTORY OF MISCARRIAGE: TOTAL SUBJECTS

Attempted Suicide
(n=110)

Comparison
(¡=25)

o E o

Corrected
x'

Significance
df=1

E

History of
miscarriage

History of
termination of
pregnancy

Possibility of
pregnancy

10

17

1I

L2

L4

9

5 3 L.474 P=.225 n.s.

3 4.911 P=.178 n.s.

2 l. 550 P=.213 n.s.

0

0
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vi. History of parental death or separation/divorce

There were insufficient positive responses for statistical

analysis of the subjects matched for age. However, it is of note

that no subject in the comparison group had experienced the loss of

a parent through death or separation/divorce up to the age of fifteen,

whereas four of those who had attempted suicide had done so

(Table 4.82-). The adult age of a subject is unlikery to influence

the frequency of such parental ross in childhood and adolescence,

(unless one considers periods of war in relation to loss by death),

and the trend observed in the matched subjects is demonstrated to be

statisticalry significant when the totar number of subjects of each

group are cornpared (Table 4.83.).

TABLB 4.82.

HISTORY OF PARENTAL DEATH OR SEPARATION,/DIVORCE: MATCHED GROUPS

Attempted Suicide Comparison Total

Parental death or
separationr/divorce
None

4

I7
0

2L

4

38

TotaI 2L 2T 42
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TABLE 4.83.

TITSTORY OF PARENTAL DEATH OR SEPARATION/DIVORCE: TOTAL SUBJECTS

Attempted Suicide Comparison
Tota 1

E o Eo

Parental death or
separation,/divorce
None

32r,

78

26

84

0

25

6

19

32

r03

TotaI 110 25 135

Corrected X2 = 7.gg2, df=1, p=.005
*Four patients experienced loss of one parent through
separation,/divorce and the other by death. These
have been included. only once in this analysis, but
in both analyses in Table 4.84., Èhus explaining the
apparent discrepancy between an addition of the numbers
ín Table 4.84. and the total presented in Table 4.83.

Table 4.84. distinguishes between parental loss through death as

opposed to that caused by the separation or divorce of parents. It

is of interest that loss of a parent through death did not attain

statistical significance, whereas there was a significant difference

1p<.05) between those who had attempted suicide and the comparison

group in the frequency with which they had experienced parental loss

through separation or divorce.

TABLE 4.84.

PARENTAL LOSS BY DEATH AND SEPARATION/DIVORCE: TOTAL SUBJECTS

Attempted Suicide
(n=Il0)

Comparison
(¡=25 ) Corrected Significance

X2 (df=t)
0 E 0 E

Parental death

Parental separationr/
divorce

12 10 20

0

1.80 p>.20 n.s.

24 20 4 5.23 p<.05
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vii. Reported chitdhood stress factors

Table 4.85. demonstrates that those patients matched for

age who had atternpted suicide reported significantly more childhood

stress factors than the comparison group.

TABLE 4.85.

TOTAL REPORTED CHILDHOOD STRESS FACTORS : I¡IATCHED GROUPS

Attempted Suicide
(¡=2I)

Comparison
(n=21)

Childhood factors Mean (SD)
Mean rank

6.810 (3.669)
26.9

3.762 (r.998)
16. I

Mann-!{hitney U, U=1O7.0r I tailed p=.002

The numbers of positive responses for each individual Ítem were

insufficient for statistical analysis. However, subject age would

seem unlikely to infruence the report of chírdhood factors. That

this was so for the subjects of this study is demonstrated by the

lack of correlation of the childhood. factor score \4rith aqe for the

totar suicidar subjects (spearman correlation coefficient,

." =.O3I5, p=.376, n.s.).

Thus the total number of patients who attempted suicide have been

compared with the total number of subjects of the comparison group,

both for the individual stress items (Table 4.96.), for the eight

childhood stress factor scores, and for the total childhood stress

score (Table 4.87.) . rt wirl be noted that eight of the eighteen

individual items and five of the eight factors distinguished the two

groups, as did the total childhood stress factor score.
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TABLE 4.86.

REPORIED CHILDHOOD STRESS ITEMS: TOTAL SUBJECTS

Attempted
suicide n=104

o

Comparison Total
(¡=25 ) (n=129 )

Corrected
^,2/(

sis. (p)
df=1S trcss

l.actors
E o E

I. Parents poor physical 44 4I 7
health

2 Parents poor mental
health

IO sl L.L79

37 3.268

48 .008

20

.008

.425

.011

2. 138

2.233

10.345

3.331

4.505

11. 7 35

L5.957

4.864

2. 500

10. 670

.278 n.s.

. 931- n. s

.514 n.s

.918 n.s

.03I

.07I n.s.

.927 n.s.

.144 n.s.

.135 n.s.

.001

.068 n.s.

.034

.001

. oo01

.o27

.1I4 n.s.

. o01

.0004

M. poor mental health
F. poor mental health
P. 'the worrying typer

Childhood economic
deprivation
P. chief problems

financial 48
P. often rhard time

making ends meet' 34
M. worked tto earn

moneyt 39

Childhood poor physical

19

13

36

57

52

63

57

39

26

57

60

4L
60
68

40
58
68

50
72
84

13

36

9
L2
16

10
L4
16

3

43

30

39

5

3

9

10 53 4.666

7

9

4

4

3

7

I

0

05

health
Poor childhood health
Catch cold ¡ fairly

easyt

Childhood broken home

6. Par:ents character
neqatively perceived
F. spent too little

time
M. wanted to run

her life
M. not interested

in patient
P" not proud of

patient
P. did not 'practice

what they preachl
F. wanted to run

his life
7 Often parents quarrels
8. Often disagreements

with parents

t6

t0
29

52

47

55

48

34

23

49

52

I3

11

13

11

I

5

L2

65

58

68

59

42

28

6t

I

6

5

2

3

2

4

4

M=Mother F=Father P=Parents

T2 64 L2.396



TABLE 4.47.

Stress FacÈors

Parents poor mental health

Childhood economic deprivation

Childhood poor physical health

Parents character negatively
perceived

Total score (includes above
factors and. facÈors 1, 5,
7, and 8 from previous
table)

REPORTED CÍIILDHOOD STRESS !-ACTORS: TOTAÍ, SUBJECTS

Attempted Suicide
group n=104

L.625 (.81s)
mean rank 66.L

L.l-64 (1.1s0)
mean rank 67.9

.308 (. sse)
mean rank 67.8

2.827 (1.510)
mean rank 7-3.0

7.8L7 (3.115)
mean rank 74.0

Conq>arison
group n=25

1.480 (.823)
mean rank 6O.5

.680 (.94s)
mean rank 52.8

.040 (.200)
mean rank 53.5

r.040 (r.L72)
mean rank 31.6

3.840 (1.908)
mean rank 27.8

À4ann-!{hitney U

1187. 0

996.0

1012.0

464.5

369. 0

Significance (p)
(two tailed)

.471 n.s.

.056 n. s.

.017

.000

.000

N)\¡(,
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\das allocated to a depressed class by the LPD Questionnaire.

There v/as no difference in scores between the two groups on

the Death Anxiety Scale.

There was a trend, which approached significance, for the

attempters to score less on the Hysteroid,/Obsessoid Questionnaire.

This denotes that they scored more in the obsessoid direction than

subjects of the comparison group, a finding contrary to that

predicted.

Patients in the group who had attempted suicide scored significantly

higher on the Adult Nowicki-Strickland Internal-External locus of

control questíonnaire than subjects in the comparison group. This

denotes that they scored ín a more external manner than the comparison

group.



TABLE 4.96.

Depression
(r,Po)

Hopelessness
(HS )

Death Anxiety
(DA)

Hysteroid.,/Obse s soid
(HoQl

Locus of control
(At{sIE)

10.579 (3.s64)
Mean rank 30.2

r0.684 (6.3sr)
Mean rank 26.6

7.000 (2.867)
Mean rank 20.5

20.263 (5. s06)
Mean rank 17.1

L8.42L (4.776)
Mean rank 27.8

2.238 (2.s48)
Mean rank l-1.7

3.667 (3.276)
Mean rank I5.0

7.000 (4.2L9)
Mean rank 20.5

23.s24 (4.273)
Mean rank 23.6

10.810 (4.885)
Mean rank 13.9

15.0

83. O

Not applicable

264.5

Significance (pl
(one Èailed)

.0000

.0008

n. s.

.078*

QUESTIONNAIRE SCORES OF ATTEMPTED SUTCIDE AND COMPÀRTSON GROUPS: MATCHED FOR AGE

Attempted Suicide Group Comparison group
Mann 9lhitney U

n

L9

19

19

19

19

Score mean (SD)
mean rank

mean
Score

mean
n

2T

2L

2L

2T

(sD)
rank

2L 60.5 .0001

*Tr,rto tailed test as Èhe difference is in the opposiÈe direction to that predicted

N
@o
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TABI,E 4.97.

LPD CI,ASSIFICATION OF MATCHED GROUPS

LPD Class Attempted Suicide Comparison Total

Non-endogenous
depression

Endogenous depressíon

Not depressed

70

0

2I
7

26

7

7

5

Total 19* 2L 40

X2 = 23.846, ð,f=2t P<.OOI
*Tvlo patíents in the group matched for age did not
complete the LPD Questionnaire



CHAPTER 5

DI SCUSS ION

"Stn.tirstica.L tuÍ's mQlLQhi ytttovidø 0"n l'vt^welL to whefhen on not

tilQ. c&n a^Aaht, wi,th eon(idenc¿ tl,to.t tl'te rLUu,(16 od a- ,Sfudu alLz. mo,Le.

th.an can b¿ al,tnLbuÍød to chæncø vanLa.tion a.Lonø, Thit defemLna'tion

i.t i,nyton-tan1, o{ counsø, bu"t Lt í,s ønLí¡e,Lq teeondanq Lo tl+ø møLn

pulLfrlre o( ne'seanch, wlnLch it wl+e,tlrcn thø (ind,Lng^ a)Le o(tu$$ie'Lent

magwi,tudø and ínpon-tnnc¿ to bø neL¿vanf øífhen to th¿one.tica.L on

¡tnac-tiea.L end^."

(MiIIon and Diesenhaus, L972)
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I. GENERAL COMIIENTS

a. Introduction

It is pertinent to consider some of the limitations of this

study before discussing specific aspects of the results. The work

of Millon and Diesenhaus (L972), Neuringer (L962, L974), Eastwood

et al (L9721, Sainsbury and Kreitman (1975) and Birtchnell (1978)

has been invaluable in clarifying these issues.

b. Research Design

It must be emphasised that this research has not employed

experimental methods in whích manipulation of events and the use of

exact controls allows the establishment of the precise sequence of

cause and effect relationships. Such a research desígn, with its

origins in classical laboratory physics, is obviously not possible

in the examination of attempted suicide. Rather, this study has

used a naÈuralistic approach in an attempt to elucidate some of the

naturally occurring complex variables which may contribute to attempted

suicide and its lethality. Millon and Díesenhaus (1972) have noted

of such naturalistic research that z "a.l,,though the daÍa ga.tl'tuted in

na.tuha,LÁtie ¿tud,LQ.^ maq be tugge'stive o( carr/sa.L rLe,[..a,.tiovt^luLp,s, tlnøq

Lacl¿ lhø conf)LoU ,Le.qwLsif.Q- dot ru,LLng ou-t nLva.L l+qpotl+e,au,

Nevetúhe,Le^6, wlLüLQ- compløx infeltac-tion^ eþíat, and ud'LULe uLuci-a'L

van Labl-ers cannot [ea,síblq on efhuLea.I]-q bø mawLytu.Lafød, na-fuina.Li'sLLe

duignt ma"q p,Lovi:de thø onLq 
^q^tenaÍic 

dafn $on cau^a.I- I+qpothue.t".

This research employs ex post facto methods which attempt to

establ-ish causal relations from the observed effect. A succinct
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<lefinition of such research is provided by Kerlinger (L964, quoted

by llillon and Diesenhaus , L972) : "Ex ytott (ac.to ,Le^¿l¿Lcl,L ma"A be

dzen¿d a^ tha..t tLe^La.nch in wlq,Lch thø independent. vauLable. on-

vaníabLe.t hav¿ øU¿a-dq oeeaued and in wlvLeh th¿ nersøanehen ,stant's

wi,th the ob,senvaLLon o{ a deytøndenf vanLabt-e o¡t vanínbLe,s. He- then

^fud.Lu 
tl+e índependønf vanLabløt ín ne.ttto¿pec,t 6o,L thQþL rros,sLble

nel-a.tiont to, and e({ecf's on, the dependenf. vani,abL¿ on vaníabLers" .

That such research methodology has many pitfalls is clearly

acknowledged. These have been well summarised by Milton and

Diesenhaus: "Cataal íntenytne,tøLLon^ mu6t be víeuød wLth tu,sytLe-Lon

¿inee thenø b íuu((íoLenf conlttol, ¿vøn ¿n the bett o{ de,tígnt

vthuLe I expenLmenfal: and 'conÍ)toL-t g,Loup^ ane ma.tcl'ted on nunehou,t

con(ound,Lng vanLablu, to couytte^nand tl'¿e ytlauíbili,tq o{ nLva,L

hqytothuu; d,í,tentangLing the manq and vauLed 
^ouhce^ 

o( ytotznüa.(,

ín[Irønce i,s ro dLóóicuXf. tha-t the invuLLga.to,L can nøvøn be

eondidenf fhaf døte^nínant,s olhen t|nn thote he ha,s I eonfnol.Led)

on- lry¡ytothe,sLzød have not bøen ovetuLoobød" .

Such comments are particularly germane to attempted suicide

research, and to those subjects who have attempted suicide.

c. Patient Selection

Patients for this study do not precisely represent the

generality of women who attempt suicide. patients in the high

lethality group were consecutive admissions to the Royal Adelaide

Hospital Intensive Care Unit, but patients in the other lethality

groups were chosen in the method described in the section on subject
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selection. There is thus a larger number of women in the high

lethality group if one compares the overall subjects of this study

with epidemiological surveys. However, this was not an

epidemiological study but focussed on the differences between

groups of differing lethality.

It was anticipated that by focussing on the women of high lethality

it would serve to facilitate the execution of the study by obviating

the need to examine a very large number of patients in order to

obtain sufficient numbers of differing lethality.

lvhile this is methodologically sound for the examination of aspects

of lethality, the selection method could be germane when the total

nunber of patients who have attempted suicide is contrasted with

sr:bjects in the comparison group. Thus the findings have been

interpreted with these reservations in mind.

d. Feed-back Effects of Attempted Suicide

There are special problems associated with research conducted

on patients who have attempted suicide. Neuringer (L962, 1974) has

referred to the "{eedbaelz e-{(øc,A o{ thø al,tenpt" in which a cathartic

effect of the attempt, or the intervention of medical aid might be

considered to sr¡bstantially effect patients and their responses.

It is acknowledged that this is certainly possible, or indeed probable,

but the alternative of assessing subjects irnmediately before attempting

suicide is hardly feasible.

The effect of hospitalisation may also be important, particularly

when comparing patients of differing lethatity. Thus, resuscitation
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in an intcnsive care ürard, experienced by all patients in the high

ì.cthality group, might in itself be considered to contribute to

anxiety about death, or to depression scores. Similarly, the

conservative admission policy of the Royal Adelaide Hospital of

adnitting virtually all persons who present with an overdose night

also influence responses.

It is reasonable to assume that the physical effects of the drug

overdose are also relevant. That hlpnotics effect performance h¡as

noted in a leading articte in The LanceÈ (I97I), and there is no

reason to assume that other drugs used would be free from such

effects. It would be ideal to have each patient totally free of

pharmacologicat agents before testing; however, given the differing

half-lives of drugs, and the eagerness with which some patients wish

to leave hospital, such an ideal would be difficult to implement.

I¡r the present study a simple test of cognitive functioning l^¡as

administered to each patient, and the interview and testing was only

continued at that time if the test was completed adequately. Such

an approach appears to be a reasonable compromise, given the

tinitations of conductinçJ research under clinical conditions.

Neuringer (Lg62, Ig'74) has also commented that: 'tthtø neLeüLcl/L

i,tszL-( md.q be, teQ.n bA tl+e ytafiønt a.^ a" ,Loufe towand.d bøLng abLe to

l-øavø thø honpi-tøL". This was certainly possible in this study,

as in addition to obtaining data, a clinical decision had to be

reached regarding further treatment for each patient. It is

possibte that this rnay have increased complíance, as there was
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,,.
Iittle non-cooperation from these patients. It may have also

influenced the responses to interview and questionnaire items.

e. Control,/Comparison Population

This problem has already been noted in the section on the

review of the literature. It appears that whatever 'controlr or

'comparisont group is chosen, limitations are inevitable.

tntaxwell (1975) has noted that: 'ra conlhol gnouyt, í'6 Lt i'S to

ptLovidQ- an unbit¿s¿d ttandand o$ compani.Aon don an øxpüine.vvtß,L

g,Loufr mu.ât noL bø extenno.L to the øxpWínent; on th¿- con'ÐÚ,rLA, if

mu^t be panf and fJilLcQ-I- 06 íttt. Thus for the purposes of this

study, a group who also hlere experiencing hospitalisation, with an

illnessr/injury unrelated to demographic, descriptive and

personality variables would be ideal. However, such a group remains

elusive. The group chosen for this study, whích has been referred

to as a 'comparison groupt rather than a tcontrOlt group, preSents

its own problems. Subjects of that group were all attending the

facilities of a community health centre; they were more representative

of a middle-class suburban population than the total population; and,

they were more often married, and slightly older than the subjects who

had attempted suicide. On the other hand, there were sufficient

subjects to be matched for age, and the fact that they were

appropriately using the facilities of self-help which the community

provided, which is the very antithesis of the behaviour of the

patients who had attempted suicide' sugçlests that meaningful comparisons

could be made. However, caution is needed before extrapolating
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from these results to other comparison groups.

f. Statistical Analysis

It is acknowledged that in this research a large number of

statistical comparisons have been made, and under such circumstances

it is probable that several significant results will arise by chance

alone. Although such a fortuitous positive finding might reinforce

a prediction made on the basis of the literature review, it is more

Iikely to be noted when there is a statistically significant finding

which is unanticipated. These have been noted where appropriate.

The level of sígnificance at which one may reject the null

hypothesis Ís worthy of comment. In this study it has been taken

to be of the 5* (.05) level. However, Siegel (1956) noted that tt4

neÁQ.a.tLclLUL mau wotLl¿ øt thø .05 L¿veL, bú a. tløadÙL ma.U ,LQ.6u^8- to

accøpt anA 6ind,Lng not.,sigwL{icant. a.t thø .01 , .005 on .001 Leve.Xrs,

wlvLl¿ ûnotl'L¿tL ne.ade/L ma"tj bQ. LntenUtød ín anq dind,Lng wl'vLch,Lø0"c11Q.8,

ÃeU, thø ,08 on .10 L¿vel't". rt has been suggested that such

considerations have particular importance in suicide research

(Neuringer and Ko}stoe, 1966). Thus, Neuringer and Kolstoe (1966)

in a paper "Suicide,telØüLch and non-tLøjøotion o( thø w't'L I'tqytothe'si's",

observed: "i-t i/s 6ett tþLaf thø Tqpø I7 eltnon l{øíl'Lng to nøiec't thø

nu.Lt tttlytothe,tis when if i's {af'søl i.t pnobabLq commifÍ.ed too o$tøntt .

Writing more specifically about suicide, they noted that the numbers

are often small and there will therefore be a greater probabitity of

a rvpe II error. In this particular thesis, when one examines

specific subgroups of suicidal subjects, the numbers are also small'
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and one could perhaps apply the argunent of Neuringer and Kolstoe to

this work.

Ho\,¡ever, by convention the .05 level has been accepted, although

as noted in the section on statistical analysis, comment has been made

when this level of significance has been approached.

Tt¡o further caveats require emphasis. Statistical analysis does

not provide proof of associations, but merely denotes the confidence

level at which we can consider the results are more than can be

attributed to chance variation alone. Finally, a statistically

significant finding may be significant only in a technical sense, and

does not necessarily imply that it will have clinical utility. These

issues will be further noted lÁ/here appropriate.

II. DISCUSSION RELEVAI{T TO SPECIFIC RESULTS

a. General Descriptive and Clínical Data

i. General demographic data

1. Age

There was no difference in mean age between the three

groups of differing lethality (Table 4.1. ) . This \das an unexpected

finding, as the majority of previous reports suggest that lethality

increases with increasing age (weiss et al, 196I; Motto, 1965; Graham

and Hitchens, 1967¡ and Rosen, I97O). (However, it should be noted

that Leon et al (L972) reported no difference in age between their

' frustratedr and tattempted suicidet groups.)

Furthermore, there was no significant correlation beÈween aqe and the

scores of the Suicidal Intent Scale (t" .0308' (n=109)r P =.375).
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This latter finding is consístent with that of Silver et al (197I)

wþo usc<l thc same scale, but not with the clinical assessment of

intcnt made by Dorpat and Boswell (f963) | or the assessments using

different instruments reported by McHugh and Goodell (I97f) and

pierce (Lg77). The study of Pierce (L977) is of note as he used a

scale only slightly modified from that of Beck et al (L974b), and

although there was Ern associatíon betlveen age and the objective

circumstances and total intent scores, there was no significant

correÌation betvreen age and the self-report intent score. Pierce

suggested that the lack of correlation of age with the self-report intent

score may have been due to denial of suicidal intent by elderly females,

,,even when cincunytanee^ rilahe mott 
^ugge^tive. 

06 a ¿eniou't af'temytt to

end l-idøt'. However, no such reasoning could be applied to the present

results

That Èhis study shoul-d find no association between age and medical

lethality and suicidal- intent is of interest. It suggests either that

the age rançfe of this population $¡as too restricted, that dífferíng age

within the linits of 18 to 30 does not influence lethality and intent,

or that intervening variables, such as depression or physical illness,

are not yet suffíciently manifest in this age group to be reflected by

the differing degrees of lethality and intent.

2. NationalitY

It is of note that there $ras no difference in the

proportion of migrants, first generation Australian born and second or

greater generation Australian born in either the groups of differing
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lethality of those who had attempted suicide (Table 4.2.), or

between those patients as a whole and those subjects in the

comparison group (Tables 4.64., 4.65.). This finding is in accord

with the work of Buck1e et aI (1965), Edwards and Frhitlock (1968)

and Burvill (1975) (with regard to female rates), who reported no

difference in attempted srricide rate between migrants and Australian

born subjects.

As there is an association between migrant status and suicide, it

was hypothesísed that there would be more migrants in the high

lethality group. This was not borne out by the results. However,

the caution of Burvill (1975) that there are wide variations between

subjects of dífferent nationality should be recalled. Thus the

Iimitations of the present study become apparent, and indeed the

possibility that one cenÈre could feasibly study subjects of differing

lethality of differing nationality is open to doubt. Certainly on

the basis of these negative results, such an extensive study would appear

difficult to justify.

3. civil state

It is of note that of those patients who had attempted suicide,

significantJ-y more in the tow lethality group were either married or in

a de facto relationship, and less were síng1e (Table 4.4.). lrleíss et

al- (196I) and Leon et al (L972) found no association between medical

seriousness of attempt and civil state, and Rosen (1970) reported

more single subjects in his tnon-serioust group compared to 'serious

attemptsr " The difference may reflect subject selection. Rosen
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exanined subjects of aII açtes, and noted that the'serious attemptsl

r¡rere more tikely in older subjects. As age and civil status are

ctosely related, it is not unexpected that he should report more

marríed ('including cohabitorsr) in the rserious' group and more

single in the rnon-serious' attempters. In subjects of comparable

age as in this study, the finding that subjects in the low lethality

group are more likely to be either married or in a de facto

relationship is both in keeping with the importance of the

communication component which has been postulated in such minimally

lethal acts, and also consistent with the role that isolation appears

to play in more serious suicide attempts.

The numbers of subjects who were separated, divorced or widowed

were insufficient for individual statistical analysis. However,

jt is of interest that when they were combined with the single patients'

and compared with married and de facto subjects, the significant

relationship of more married and de facto subjects in the low lethality

group was strengthened (Table 4.5.), adding weight to the suggestion

that these minimally lethal acts may have a greater communication

function.

As expected from the civil-state finding, the low lethality group

s/ere significantly more like1y to be living with a spouse (either

married or de facto) than the other two groups (Tab1e 4.6-).

Atthough these findings support the hypothesis that the communication

component is important in the low lethality suicide attempts, they do

not necessarily imply that interpersonal communication is unimportant in
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the high lethality groupr in fact, the larger contribution to the

chi square significance is provided by the lower frequency of

married patients (including those in de facto relationships) in the

intermediate lethality group.

lfhen patients who had atternpted suicide were matched for age with

subjects of the comparison group, significantly fewer of those who had

attempted suicide were either married or in a de facto relationship'

and more were either single, separated, widowed, or divorced (Tab1e 4.66.).

Thís is consistent with other comparative studies (lrleissman, L974).

It is of interest that of those patients who had attempted suicide and

who were matched for age, there were five who l^¡ere separated and one

divorced, which contrasted with no comparison subject being separated

and only one divorced. These findings are consistent wíth clinical

observations Èhat suicide attempts take place in the context of

interpersonal disruption.

In accord with the civil-state findingn fewer of those who had

attempted suicide were living with a spouse (either married or de facto)

when contrasted with the comparison group (Tab1e 4.67.).

Thus the hypotheses that those patients who have attempted suicide

in contrast to the comparison group and those patients of high lethality

compared to those of low lethality will be less likely to be married

or in a de facto relationship have been supported by these results.

4. Socio-Economic Status

No suicidal subject was in socio-economic class one (Table 4.7.) ,

although it will be recalled that one subject who refused to participate
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in the study q¡as a medical practitioner's wife and would have been so

classified. Furthermore, none of the low letharity subjects was in

socio-economic class two. This trend for the more fethar attempts

to be drawn from the higher socio-economic classes is consistent r^¡ith

the reports of Sendbuehler et aI (1970) and Rosen (1970), but did not

attain statisticar significance in this sample (p>.05 and p<.1). The

possibility that a selection factor may have ínfluenced this result

can not be discounted. rt wirr be recatled that Kreitman (1977)

presented evidence which suggested that higher social class patients

were not protected t)(nom thø,stigma 06 a.ùn¡rsaion to the-'fJoi,6on6 tila¡Ld"l

ín ¡dinburgh, the centre from which Rosen (1970) obtained his data.

Arthough there is no comparabre Adelaide data, the widespread use of

after-hours locum services, which are unable to provide ongoing

assessment of patients, makes it rikery that very few patients of

any socio-economic aroup are not referred to the major general hospitals.

That t-hese results did not attain statisticar significance may be a

reflection of the greater difficulty in labellinq socio-economic class

in Austraria compared with scotland and canada, or it may suggest that

such class differences are less important in Australia.

However, the general trend is certainly in accord with earlíer

findings, and could be interpreted as being consistent with the

suggestion that the low lethality attempts have more of a communication

component, as the lesser verbal faciliÈy of those in lower socio-economic

classes (Brandis and Hendersonf 1970) may predispose them to

conununicate in this manner.
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There were insufficient numbers for statistical analysis when

paticnts matched for age \dere contrasted with subjects in the

comparison group (Table 4.68.). Hourever, it is of note that six

patients who had attempted suicide and only one in the comparison

group v¡ere in socio-economic class five. This trend reached

statistical significance hthen the total numbers were analysed

(Table 4.69.). Although this finding is consistent with Èhe

literature, it must be noted that the comparison group is weighted

towards the middle socio-economic groups by the nature of their being

selected at an outer suburban comrnunity health centre.

Thus, wíth the reservation imposed by the method of subject selection

of the comparison group, these results support the hypothesis that

patients who attempt suicide are more likely to be of lower socio-

economic group.

For those patíents who had attempted suicide, it had been hypothesised

that those of low lethality would be of lower socio-economic group.

The results were in the direction predicted, but did not attain

statistical significance.

5- Presence of Children

It is of interest that significantly more of the Iow lethality

group had one or more children when compared with the more lethal

groups (Table 4.9.). However, this finding must be interpreted very

carefulty, as the number of children is closely related to age and

civil state. This may well contribute to the finding of Rosen (1970)

that less 'non-serious' attempters had children. His sample conprised
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arJ- ages, and the higher mean age of the 'serioust grou¡r woulct Lead

one to expect them to be more likely to have had children.

In the present study the difference in mean age between the

groups is Less than one year. Hovrever, the fact that the mean age

of the 1ow lethality group is O.5 years greater than the high lethality

group' and 0.8 years greater than the intermediate lethality group,

arthough not statistically significant, may have infruenced this

finding. However, the mean age of patients without children in the

high rethality group was 21.81 (sD 3.095)¡ which was marginarry

greater (though not significantry so) than that of patients without

children in the groups of intermediate rethalíty (2L.22, sD 2.97) and

low lethality (21.O0, SD 2.77). Thís slight age difference would

Èend to infruence the result in the opposite direction to that

observed, and thus, if anything, it strengthens the finding.

It is also possible that this finding may simply reflect the increased

number of patÍents who were or had been married, or who were in a

de facto relationship in Èhe group of low retharity. Thus Table 5.r.

demonstrates that when single patients are excluded from the analysis,

the signficant difference no ronger hords. rt is of interest that

when the chi square is partitioned, the major contribution to the chi

square is for those in the low letharity group to be more rikery to

have children than those in the groups of greater lethality. However,

this does not approach significance.
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TABLE 5. I.

PRESENCE OF CHILDREN IN THOSE PATIENTS !ì¡HO HAVE BEEN MARRIED

OR IN A DE FACTO REI,ATIONSHIP

HL IL LL
Total

OE OE OE

No children
ChiId,/children

64 77 24 15

4611 13 20 20 I5 13

Total I7 27 L7 61

X2 = 2.584, p<.3 and p).f,

Partitioned X2

HL v IL + LL Corrected X2 = .042, df=lr n.s.
LL v HL + IL Corrected X2 = L.242, df.=L, n.s.

There is clearly a complex relationship between the presence or absence

of children and the tethality of suicide attempts, hrith many contributing

factors. I¡lhen these factors are considered, there appears to be no

significant difference in the frequency with which women in the groups

of differing lethality have children.

Tt is of note that when those who had attempted suicide were matched

for age with those in the comparison group, there hras no significant

difference between the two groups in the nu¡nbers having children (ta¡te 4.7O.).

Thus for the subjects of this study neither the occurrence of a

suicide attempt, nor the lethality of that attempt, were related to the

presence or absence of children.
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ii. Circumstances related to the overdose

1. Referral to Hospital

The identity of the person referring the patient to hospital

couÌd provide a pointer to the paÈientrs social network, and it is of

interest that no differentiating trend was found (Table 4.10.).

Because more of the low lethalíty group were married or in a de facto

relationship, one rnight have expected a greater proportion of them to

have been referred by their family, but Èhis was not the case.

2. The Nature of Drug(s)/Agent(s) Ingested

There were trends for the low lethality group to have taken

more proprietary (non-prescribed) analgesics and minor tranquillízers,

and none in that group took major tranquíIlizers (Table 4.11.).

However. the only statistically significant finding râras that subjects

in the high lethality group were more likely to have taken anti-

depressants than the groups of lesser lethality. This may reflect

the admission policy to the intensive care ward and the caution regarding

the cardiotoxic effects of tricyclic antidepressants; it may indicate

that patients of most suicidal intent seek out antidepressants; or it

may indicate that doctors perceÍve more severe depression, and prescribe

antidepressants more readily in those subjecÈs who subsequently make

the most letha1 suicide attempts.

Diazepam was the most commonly used drug, being taken by 5 of those

in the high lethality group, 1I of the intermediate lethality and 7 of

the low tethality groups. Barbiturates as a group remained the most

common hypnotics used, though nitrazepam and ¡nethaqualone were used
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almost as frequently. More in the high lethality group had used

barbiturates, though the numbers !ì¡ere insufficient for val-id

statistical analysis, whereas the other hypnotics were evenly

distributed between the three groups.

The range of substances taken h¡as extremely broad, with no less

than fifty-three different substances being taken by the subjects as

a whole. Of the less common drugs not given in the results,

antihistanines and anorexogenic agents were most commonly used, by nine

and eight su.bjects respectively, being evenly distributed in the three

groups. !{eedkiller was taken by two subjects in the high lethality

group and one in the intermediate group; and two subjects (both

nursing sisters) ín the high lethality group injected morphine in

their suicide attenpts. Other drugs included'benzhexot, atropine,

pentazocine, phenylbutazone, carbamazepine, digoxin, propranolol, Íron

tablets, antibiotics (three types) and three different migraine

preparations. Three subjects took unknown tablets.

3. Multiple Drugs,/Agents

It is of note that 16 (48*) of the 33 subjects in the high

lethality group took more than one type of drug or agent (Tab1e 4.L2.).

Although only 5 (222) of the 23 in the low lethality group did so, this

difference did not reach significance. Tvrenty-one (39t) of the 54

intermediate lethality group subjects took more than one drug.

These figures are higher than the Scottish series of Holding et al

(1977 ) and Fraser and Lawson (1975), but approximate the New Zealand

figure of 34t reported by Adam et aI (1978). ft would appear to be a
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matter of some concern that even in that group considered physically

at least risk, such a proportion should risk takinçJ more than one drug.

4. The Number of Tablets/Capsules Inqested

There was a highly sÍgnificant relationship between the

number of tablets,/capsules taken and lethality of the suicide attempt

(Table 4.13,). OnIy one subject ín the low lethalÍty group took

more than twenty tablets (she took 37 oral contraceptive tablets),

whereas only two subjects in the high lethalíty group took tweLve or

less, It ls of note that one of these subjects had been flown from

a country town speclficalty for admíssion to the IntensÍve Care Unit

because she had allegedty taken a lethal overdose of antídePressants.

Her initial staÈe of counsciousness suggested that that htas 9o, but

she later denied having taken more than sÍx tablets. The other

subJect had taken ten raventylr (nortríptytíne) capsules, which had

been mistakenly recorded as 200 mg. ramytalt capsules in the casualty

departrnent. She had thus been admitted to the Intensive Care Unit

in anticipation of respiratory depression.

The close relationship between the number of tablets/capsules

ingested and the medical lethality, and the finding that lethalíty and

sulcidal intent are themselves related (see p.331) ' suçtgests that the

number of tablets taken is a reliable símp1e guide in the assessment of

sul-cidal intent in these subjects. Further weight is given to this

suggestion by the high degree of correlation between the number of

tabletsr/capsules taken and the scores obtained on the Suicidal Intent

Scale (Circumstances score: r
Þ

. 503, p< .001; Self-report score !
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= .485r p<.001; lota1 intent score: t" = .527, p<.OOI).

5. Source of Principal Drug/Agent Ingested

Subjects from each group of differing lethality obtained the

principal agent ingested from similar sources (Table 4.L4.). overall'

6Ot obtained medication prescribed for themselves from a medical

practitioner, and a further 16å used drugs prescribed for another

person. These figures are very similar to those reported by Hetzel

(1971), Smith (L972), !4organ et aI (I975a), and Holding et al (L9771'

and do not support the suggestion by Jones (1977) that fewer are

taking drugs prescribed for themselves, and more taking those

prescribed for others.

There was a trend for more of the low tethality group to have used

drugs available without prescription, but the total numbers vtere small.

Illegally obtained drugs (e.g. methaqualone, antihistamines, and

anorexogenic agents, all of which were usually used for hallucinatory

experiences by the subject or their friends) were equally dístributed

in the three categories of lethality.

6. Use of Alcohot with or Inmediately Before the overdose

Significantly fewer subjects in the high lethality group had

taken alcohoL with or immediately before the overdose (ra¡te 4.15.).

Thus only 5 of the 33 in the high lethality group' compared to 19 of

the 54 of the intermediate lethality and 11 of the 23 of the low

lethality groups had had alcohol. This finding is of interest' but it

should be noted that the ingestion of alcohol was rated on the clinical

interview and not on the btood analysis, and ít is possible that the
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subjects in the high lethality group may have denied alcohol use.

Certainly James et al (1963b) reported that many subjects who had

attempted suicide t'deniød on gneß,.tl-rj unduLeÁüna-ted the c¡uanfrtq o{

a,LeohoL tl+øq had conÁumedtt. They postulated that this may have been

related to their guilt, remorse ancl shame at being in hospital having

attempted sulcide, ancl Èhat they did not wish to add to it by

admltting to alcohol intoxícation as well. Apparent amnesia has

also been observed in such subjects (James et aI, 1963b; Mayfield

and Montgomery, L972) , and its aetiology is obscure. Indeed.,

Mayfleld and Montgomery (L972), observed that "alcohoL-ne,La.tød

annø6.tic efJ¡'sodu ma"U be ,LecovelLab.Le on non-n¿covuable a-ni ma,U

nepLùsenf a" LtaL¿ døytendent t-e,anwLng pl+enomønon otL a p^rjcl,LodAnaniea.LLq

døtunined nøytne*sive pnoce.6tt' . !{hichever explanation is considered,

there was no cllnical reason why patients in the high lethality group

should tend to deny or have amnesia more than those patients in the

other groups.

The overall figure of 32?. of subjects having consumed alcohol with

or inmediaÈely before the overdose is greater than the earlier findings

of James et aI (I963a) and Freeman et al (1970), but of the same order

as the recent studies of Pate] et a1 (L972), Adam et aI (1978) and

Kreitman (L977).

The studies of !ùeiss et aI (1961) and PaIIis et aI (f975) referred

to ral-cohol-ismt rather than simple alcotrof ingestion, and the lack of

significant differences in regard to lethality in their studies have

been noted (p.22, p,23), The work of James et al (1963b) demonstrated
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' tto ,sigtti fiicant ne,LaÍiotuh,Lyt befu,øen t¡Loo,J a,LcohoL Lev¿.L ancl aøveni'tt1

u( (ltc tu,(c.itlali ac.t,'' Although this study was carefLrlly done with

bloorl alcohol levels, the sm¿rll- number of subjects (only four) in the

'serious I group suggests that caution should be exercised before

accepting their conclusions unequivocally.

The findings of the present study bear a striking similarity to the

report of Schmidt et al (1953). Thusr I5g of the high lethality, 358

of the intermediate lethality and 48å of the l-ow lethality paÈients

had taken alcohol with or immed,iately before the overdose, whereas

Sclrmidt et aI (1953) reported J-44 of. their 'seriousrgroup and 5I% of

their Inot-seriousr group had done so. This finding is also consistent

with that of Pierce (L977) who noted that those subjects who scored high

o¡r the objective circumsEances score of his modified suici<laf intent

scale were less likely to be heavy drinkers. This is a chal-lenging

observation in view of the accepted relationship between alcohofism

and suicide.

There are several possible explanations. Patients who survive

potentially lethal overdoses may or^¡e their very survival to not having

ingested alcohol as wefl as drugs. This woulf, require careful epidemiol-

ogical and clinical surveys to determine. However, the relatively 1ow

figures of 2.3t of suicides being t'nø¡confød dnuni¿ af tn¿ Í,:unø o[ the ac,t"

(Sainsbury, 1955), and I48 of hromen who committed suicid,e "dhinl-Lng to

¿xcQ^Ltt before the incident (Stengel et aI, 1958) ; and even the higher

figure of 18.58 of û¡omen suicides with a blood alcohol of greater than

.05% (Aycl, 196I), do not suggest that the alcohol per se has been of

overwhelming importance in causing death by suicide.
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patients in the low lethality group may well have less intent to die,

ancl ,treat' their difficulties with alcohol. However, as Kreeger (l-966)

has nored , tta,(-cohoL, bq inpøínLng ludgenent and intLLnc-tua.L eonfnctL,

(acit í-tate.t inpu.Ltivø action ín ,Le.6pon^Q- to $nu,stnntLon end pttovocaliont' ,

and a suicide attempt with little lethality may result. It is also

possible, though perhaps less likely, that alcohol effects could amelioraÈe

the super-ego guilt which appears to be so powerful in those who see

suicide as self-punishment (Kreeger, 1966). In this sense the ingestion

of alcohol could be seen as having a protective function, in making the

most lethal attempts less likely. This argument appears implicit in

the comment of Moore (1939) luinau tta,Lcolw,U'Sm prLev¿nt^ 
^wLl-Ua,t- 

fJa.tiQ.nl/s

(nom Auecøedingw, although he could also have been referrÍng to the

impairment of the capacity to plan of those who have been drinking.

ThaÈ a greater frequency of patients in the low lethality group had

used alcohol could also reflect their need for dependency gratification,

as could Èheir more recenÈ contact with helping agencies. However, in

the sense ùhat increased recent medical contact indícates that the low

lethality group may not be acting as impulsively and without prior thought

as is sometimes portrayed, the increased use of alcohol in general and before

the overdose, with its concomitant loss of impulse control, appears to be

paradoxical.

Rather than simply influencing attempted suicide by loss of impulse

control, the use and ûaD-üsê of alcohol may well be related to other

intervening factors such as depression, or to more enduring personality

traits. vüith regard to depression, the association of affective disorders
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wit-h .rlcoholisrn appears to be established (!'Iinokur et al , L97I) ,

ancl it is of interest that Tamerin and lt4enclelson (1969) observed the

development of <lepression with suicidal ideaÈion after two weeks

experimental intoxication. The possibility that depression and the

ingestion of alcohol may have been related in this stucly was examined

by comparing the depression scores of those with and without a history

of alcohol ingestion. It is of note that the depression scores of those

with and without a history of use of alcohol both in general, arr<1

specifically with or before the overdose, v¡ere not significantly

different (Table 5.2.) .

TABLE 5.2.

USE OF ALCOHOL

Depression Score

Mean SD

Mann-
Ì;{hitney U

Significanc
(2 tailed)

Mean
rankn

In general YeS
No

48
56

9.0
10. 0

4.4
4.6

48.8
55. 6

1519.5 p=.251 n.s

with or before Yes
suicide attempt No

34
70

9.1
9.8

4.5
4.5

48
54

9
2

1068.0 P= .397 ¡t.s
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This suggests that the use and non-use of al-cohol and any association

with lethality and intent of attempted suicide may be related to more

cnduring traits. Those who use alcohol may communicate more, and have

a greater component of communication in their attempt, whereas those

who do not use alcohol- may be more inhibited, and comnunicate less.

These postulations are, of course, highly speculative. These

fíndings await further replication in other groups of patients of

differing lethatlty.

It is of note that when patients who had attempted suicide were

matched for age with the comparison subjects, there was no significant

difference in reported use of alcohol between the two groups (Table 4.77.) .

It must be emphaslsed that no attempt was made to assess the naÈure or

degree of drinking of subjects in each group, and the results are

based on subjectsr responses to questioning, and therefore the

¡:ossibility of denial of use is again acknowledged.

Thus, these results suggest that the use of alcohol in general

is not related to attempted suicide in young women. However,

it does appear to be related to the lethality of an attempt, with

those patients of high lethality reporting less use of alcohol with

or before their suicide attempt, and less use of alcohol in general.

The hypotheses that patients who had attempted suicide in contrast

to the comparison group, and that those patients of high lethality

com¡>ared to those of lower lethality would have a greater history of use

of alcohol- were thus not supported by the findings of this study.
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iii. Recent contact with rhe

1. Time of Most Recent Contact

As a group, I7t of the subjects had contact with some form of

'helping agencyr within 24 hours of the overdose, 24t^ within 48 hours,

49t within the previous week and 758 within the previous 4 weeks (Table 4.16.).

These figures, although confined to women aged t8-30 are remarkably similar

to those recorded by Bancroft et al (L977) in their oxford series (p. 25).

When patients (matched for age) were contrasted with subjects in the

comparison group, it was found that those who had attempted suicide had

had slgnlficantty more recent contact with a medical practitioner

(or any oÈher 'helping agency') (p< .001; Table 4,71.) 
"

It is of note that there were significant differences between the

groups of differing lethality (Table 4.L7 .1. Thus, a greater proportion of

the low lethatity group had had contact within the preceding four weeks, and

this was most marked when considering their greater contact in the 48 hours

prior to their overdose. The significant difference was not due to

lesser recent contact by the high lethality group (who had had contact as

often as one would expect on the basis of chance distribution), but to the

lesser recent contact of the intermediate lethality group. É

The greater recent contact of the low lethality group is consistent with

the component of communication attributed to these subjects, but suggests

that the nature of the contact hras not such as to prevent suicidal behaviour.

In so far as one can extrapolate from such contact to the so-called

'impulsivityr of suicidal acts, this greater likelihood of more recent

contact in the low lethality group does not support the contention that
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these acts are carried out without prior thought,

'l'lre lry¡rothes¡ls that patients who have attempted suicide, in

contrast to a comparl-son group, will have had more recerrt contact

with a rhelping agencyr (medical practitioner) is supported. F.towever,

the hy¡rothesLs that of those who attempt suicide, those of high

lethality will have had more recent contact than those of low lethality

was not supported. In fact, those of low lethality had significantly

more recent contact than those of greater lethality.

2. l{aturs oF ,rHelping Agency-r

Overall, 90t of those patients who had attempted suicide

reported a medical practltioner as the most recenÈ 'helping agencyr with

whom they had made contact, and this proportion \^¡as virtually identical

for each lethality group (Table 4.18.). This suggests that subjecÈs in

each group had perceived their problems as appropriately dealt wiÈh by a

medical practitioner. It is of interest that if in fact the Low

lethality group do not have their needs met by their Ínore recent contact

with nedical practitioners, they are also unlikely to be favourably receivecl

by doctors after the attempt, as there is evidence to suggest that clinicians

are more accepting of those who make more medÍcally serious suicide attempts

(Ansel and McGee, L97I¡ Ranon et al, 1975).

3. Nature of most Recent Medical Contact

Of those subjects who had most recently contacÈed a

medical practitioner, significantly more of the hÍgh tetharíty group

had consuLted a psychiatrist or trainee psychiatrist (Table 4.2O.). This

difference was most marked when comparing the high lethality group with
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that of intermediate lethality, where 12 (36%) of 33 and I (15%) of

54 respectively had most recently had psychiatric consul-tation"

This suggests either that the psychiatric services are fulfilling

their role in seeing patients with the potential for suicide attempts

of htgh lethality, or that they may be contributing in some way to the

lethality of attempts, Perhaps by the provision of fethaf drugs such

as antidepressants. Although the latter alternative is possible, the

former is more likely in view of the well documented increase in psychiatríc

morbldity of those who make medically serious suicide attempts (Schmidt

et aI, Ig54¡ Rubenstein, 1958; James et aI, L963ai Dorpat and Boswell,

1963; Kessell I 1965; Graham and Hitchens, L967¡ Stanleyt L969¡

Sendbrrehler et aI , L97A¡ and Rosen, L97O).

iv. Past Psvchíatric HistorY.

l. History of Previous Assessment/Trea tment by a Psychiatrist

or trainee Psychiatrist.

overall | 522 of paÈients had prevj-ously consulted

a psychiatrist or trainee psychiatrist (Table 4.2L.), a figure similar

to that reported by Morgan et aI (1975a), Werry and Pedder (1976) and

Bancroft et al (L917), When patients who had attempted suicide were

matched for age and contrasted with subjects of the comparison grouP'

there vras a trend for fewer of the comparison grouP to have had past

psychi-atric consultation, This attained significance (p.å .01)

when total numbers were compared, when in fact the older age of the

comparison group might have been expected to increase their líkelihood of

such assessment/treatment (Table 4.73.) .
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There rr¡as a trend for the high lethality group to have had more

previous psychiatric consultation, and this is in accord with the

findings of Graham and Hitchens (L967) who reported that 373 of those

making a 'serious aÈtemptr as opposed to only I5B of those making a

rgesture' had had prevÍous psychiatric treatment. In this study, 2L

(64t) of 33 pat,ients of high lethality, and 24 (442) of 54 and 12 (52t)

of 23 of the intermediate and low lethality subjects respectively had

had prevlous psychiatric assessment. Partitioning demonstrated that

the major contribution to the chi square was for the comparison of the

high lethality group with the groups of lesser lethality"

It could be argued that these result,s have been influenced by

patients who have previously attempted suicide having seen a

psychiatrist on that occasion only, without themselves actually

conceding the need for psychiatric assessment. Thus those patients

who had attempted suicide for the first time were analysed

separately (Table 5.3.).
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HISTORY OF PREVIOUS PSYCHIATRIC CONSULTATION TN PATIENTS

WHO HAD ATTEMPTED SUICIDE FOR THE FIRST TIME

HL TL LL TOTAL

o EO EO E

Previous Psychiatric
Consultation

None

6 5 108

L2 22 L79

9 6 22

11 409

Total- 18 27 L7 62

X2=6.O46t d.f =2r p=.o4g

It is of lnterest that there was a significant difference between the

three groups. However, it was not so much for the paÈients of low lethality t,

have had less treatment or the high lethality group to have had more, but

for those in the group of intermediate lethality to have had less. Thus

even for those patients without a past history of attempted suicide,

approximately 50t of those in the groups of high and low lethality had

consulted a psychiatrist or trainee psychiatrist in the past.

That there was a trend for patients in the high lethality group to

have had greater psychiatric assessment/Èreatment in the past, and that

they had significantly more often chosen to consult a psychiatrist or
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trainee psychiatrist rather than other medical personnel before their

overdose (Table 4,2O. ), adds weight to the evidence that the high

lethality group do indeed have more severe and acute psychiatric illness

at the time of their overdose. Howeve¡, it is of note that the major

contribution to these differences was made by the lesser psychiatric contact

of the intermediate lethality group, and these results can not be interpreted

as indicating that the low lethality group do not have a clinically significant

degree of psychological morbidity.

It ls of lnterest that Pierce (1977 ) noÈed that patients who had

recelved past psychiatric treatment had ttmuch h,Lgl+en 'se,L{-nøpont and

totnl'1.5. (modiffed suicidal intent scale) 
^co,LeÁ 

than othen paiienús't,

However, of more comparablility to this study, in which the subjects are

categorised accordlng to tethality, is piercers observation that
ttothen 

^cotLe/s 
(which lncluded the circumstances of the attempt and

items deallng with rthe medical r.i-skt) Wehø oUo h,Lgl,te/L anong tho¿¿ who

had bøen undelL p^Uch;ß..Ðtic cr,he., buf not aigwL(ieant[t4 Á0",

There was a sjmilar trend. for the high lethality group to have had

more inpatient psychiatric treatment, but again this did not reach

signifJ-cance (ra¡le 4,22.) Three of the high lethality group had received

inpatient treatment in the month before the overdose whereas none of

the low lethality group had been so treated. It was of note that subjects

in the hlgh lethality group were significantly more likely to have had

psychiatrlc outpaÈient treatment in the month prior to the overdose than

those 1n the less leÈhal groups (Table 4.25.). This again could be

a function of their being prescribed more lethal drugs, or a result of
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thcir having more severe psychiatric illness with a greaten

likelihood of suicidal ideation.

It is of concern that one Èhird of those who were in the high

lethality group ha¿ seen a psychiatrist in the month preceding their

overdoser'and it is difficult to avoid the observation that an

opportunity may have been lost in preventing such l-ife-threatening

behaviour.

Conclusion; The hypothesis Èhat those who attempted suicide would

be more tikely to have a past history of psychiatric contact than

the comparlson group, vras supported. For those patients who

attempted suicide it had been hypothesised that those of high

lethalíty would have a greater history of previous psychiatric

assessment/treatment. Although the results are in the direction

predicÈed, they do not attain statistical si.gnifica¡tce.

2. Past History of Attempted Suicide

There v¡as a trend for fewer of the low lethality

patients to have made a previous suicide attempt (Table 4.27.) .

Partitioning the chi square demonstrated that this trend approached

significance when the low lethality group rì/as compared with the more lethal

Eroups combined. However, this trend should notbe over-emphapised, as the

work of Stengel et al (1958), I'leiss et aI (1961), Kockott et al (1971)

and Pallis and BirtchnelL (L977) demonstrated no preponderance pf

repeaters in the more serious attempters. Indeed, these previous

findings hrere supported when the high lethality group was compared

with the two groups of lesser lethality.
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Nonc of the comparison group subjects conceded having attempted

l;ttic;icl<-. in the past, ancl this difference hras statistically significant

(t>< .OOt) when compared to the frequency with which those who had

attempted suicide reported previous such acts (Table 4.74.').

For those patients who attempted suicide it had been hypothesísed

that those of high lethality wourd have a greater history of previous

attempts. This hypothesís was not supported. However, there was a

trend for fewer of the low lethality pat.ients to have made a previous

suicide attempt.

3. Past History of Drug Abuse

carzotto et al (1971) noted a "l,uLgL a^^oc,iÃ.tion bQ-tNQ-Q-n

dnug mi,tu.te. a,nd \ub^equQ-nt twLcidø [on both 
^Øx?-6". 

one rnighr rherefore

have expected a greater proportion of drug abuse in the high lethality

group. However, approximately equal proportions ( g(22"") of the high

lethality, 13(24e") of the intermediate lethality and 5(222) of the low

Iethality) of each group conced,ed abuse of drugs (Tabte 4"29.). It is

of interest, though, that the two patients who acknowledged use of

narcotics, and the one who had used LSD, r^¡ere in the high lethatity

group. This raises the question of whether or not it is wise to

consider all drugs of abuse together in the analysis. Although it

is beyond the scope of this discussion to consider the relative merits

of such a debate, it is of interest that those drugs which rnight be

considered more dangerous, such as LSD and narcotics, were used only

by those in the group of high lethality. However, such abuse was

reported by only a small number of patients, and a study of a larger
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number of subjects would. be required to determine any association

between different drug abuse and the lethality of suicide attempts.

When those patients matched for age were contrasted with the

comparison group, there were insufficient numbers for analysis. However,

it is of note that none of the comparison group as opposed to five of those

who had attempted suicide conceded drug abuse. This difference attained

significance when the total numbers in each group were compared (Table 4.76.).

Thus the hypothesis that patients who have attempted suicide will

have a greater history of drug abuse h/as supported. The results do not

support the additional- hypothesis that those in the group of high

Iethality have a greater history of drug abuse than those in

groups of lesser lethality.

v" Ps sexual Functioni

1. Phase of Menstrual Cyc1e

There was no significant difference in Èhe phase of

the menstrual cycle of the three groups of differing lethality. In

particular, there was no association between the menstrual phase and

Iethality of suicide attempt (Tables 4.3L, 4.32,).

It Is also of note that when those patients matched for age who

had attempted suicide were contrasted with the comparison group, there

hras no significant difference between the frequency of either group

being in the menstrual phase of the mensÈrual cycle (ta¡Ie 4.78.). rt

is of interest that significantly more of those in the comparison group

were in the mid cycle phase when compared with patients matched for age

who had attempted suicide (Tabte 4.79.), Hov¡ever, this association failed
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to attain significance when the total numbers were compared.

These results suggest that there is no association between the

menstruar phase of the menstrual- cycle and both attempted suicide

and the lephqltty of such attempts, buþ that there may be fewer

patients in the mid cycre phase of the menstrual cycre in those who

attempt suicide. Such a possibility is not unexpected when one considers

the líterature. As noted in the review (p. 3l), the studies of Holding

and Minkoff (1973) and Birtchnell and Froyd (1974, L975) appear to be

the most methodologícalty sound, and short-comings of the present

study are acknowledged. Thus it is likely that the selection procedure

of the comparison group would have influenced this fínding, as one

could postulate that women are more likely to attend a physical fitness class

when in the mid phase of the menstrual cycle. Furthermore, those patients

on oral contraceptives have not been excluded from the anarysis, and

a 28 day cycle has been assumed. Therefore littre weight should be

placed on the finding of ress attempters being in the mid-cycre phase.

Howeverr it is of note thaÈ despite the methodorogicar short-

comings of this study, the results do not support an association between

menstruation and attempted suicide. Thus the hypotheses that patients

who have attempted suicide in contrast to the comparison group, and

those patients of high lethality compared to those of lesser lethality

will be more likely to be in the menstrual phase of the menstrual cycle

were not supported.
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2. Possibility of Pregna4qy/ll istory of Miscarriage and

Termination of Pregnancy

The numbers of patients falting into these categories were too

small for statistical analysis. However, it is of note that the number

of patients in each group who vrere, or possibly were pregnant, who had

a history of miscarriage or who had had a Èermination of pregnancy

was almosÈ exactly that which would have been expected assuming no

difference between the groups (Table 4.33.).

The overall figure of lO? Af patients being pregnant or possibly

pregnant would presumably be reduced in a follow-up to determine precisely

whether or not these subjects h¡ere pregnant, and one woufd expect a figure

of the same order as the 68 which Whitlock and Edwards (1968) reported

to be the most conmon figure in suicidal subjects. Certainly it is a

Iesser figure than that reported by Sendbuehler et al (f970) (p.33).

The 1ack of any trend associating pregnancy or its possibility with

the degree of leÈhality of the suicide attempt could be taken as being

consistent with Whitlock and Edwardsr (1968) contention that pregnancy

had l-ittle effect on the overall attempted suicide rate, but larger

samples are needed before this can be stated with authority.

The numbers involved in considering those who had attempted suicide

and the comparison group matched for age !{ere insufficient for statistical

analysis (Table 4.80.). However, none of the comparison group was

possibly pregnant or had had a termination of pregnancy, i-n contrast to

two possibly being pregnant and two having had a termination of

pregnancy among those who had attempted suicide. The ngmbers reporting
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a miscarriage were simirar. These trends remained when the tot.al-

numbers were compared, but did not attain statistical significance

Table 4'81.). rn so far as one can consider the possibility of

pregnancy and a history of t.ermination of pregnancy as indicative

of change in interpersonal relations, such findings are not

unexpected ln those who have attempted suicide.

vi. History of Parental Death or Separation,/Divorce

OveraII, 10t of subjects had experienced the death of a parent

up to and including the age of fifteen years, and a further 2Ot had lost

one or both parents by separation and/or divorce. There was no difference

in the proportion of patients in each lethality group who had experienced

l-oss of a parent by death, compared with loss by separation and,/or

divorcer and sirnilarly there were no trends in differentiatíng the

groups when the separation (due to both death and separation and/or divorce)

was examined more closely on the basis of age at that separation (Tables

4.34, 4.35.).

Although the numbers of patients who had experienced such losses

were small, the lack of any trends suggest that it is unlikely that loss

of a parent by separation or death contributes Èo the rethality of

attempted suicide,

There were no subjects in the age-matched comparison group who had

experienced parentar separation or death before the age of fifteen,

compared to four in those who had attempted suicide. The ages of these

groups are unlikely to have influenced the frequency of such loss, and it

is of note that this trend attained a high degree of significance (p< .oo5)
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rtrhen the total numbers were compared (Table 4.83 . ) .

l,'urthermore, when parental loss through death was distinguished

from that due to separation or divorce, only that loss due to

separation or dlvorce significantly distinguished the attempters

from the comparlson group (Table 4.84.). This lends some support

to the contention of crook and Raskin (f975) that it isttínf.øyttionnl-

^øpaú,tion 
oß poraønt (nom ch)-Ldtt that is more important in

predÍsposing a person to attempt suicide in adult life. Hoh/ever,

although the association did not attain significance, the number

who had experlenced death of a parent before the age of fifteen was

smaII, and it wourd be unwise to conclude from these resurts arone

that death of a parenÈ before the age of fifteen $ras unrelated to adult

attempted sul-cide.

It is of interest to note that there was no significant d.ifference

in the depression scores of those attempters without parental loss,

and those with parental loss due to separation/divorce, parental death

or both death and separation/divorce (Table 5.4.).
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TABLE 5.4.

DEPRNSSION AI¡D PARENTAL DEATH OR SEPARA IVORCE

No. No. completed LPD LPD mean (S.D.)

No parental loss
Parental loss
Parental separatJ-on/

divorce

Parental death

Parental death and
separation/dlvorce

78

32

20

76

2A

18

7

9.697

9.250

(4.370)

(4.ee4)

I
9.611

8.7L4

8.333 (4.O42)

Thus for Èhose subjects who attempted suicide, the experience of

parental loss, and its nature, appeared unrelated to the degree of

depression. This is consistent with the work of Birtchnell (1970)

and Crook and Raskin (1975), suggesting that the association of attempted

suicide with parental loss is not simply an artefact of a primary

association between parental loss and depression.

Conclusion¡ The hypothesis that attempters wiII have a greater history of

parental ross due to separation or divorce than the comparison çJroup

$/as supported. Although there was a trend for the atternpters to have a

greater history of parental death, this did noÈ attain significance.

The hypothesls Èhat patients in the group of high letharity would

have a greater history of parental separationr/divorce or death before

the age of fifteeen than patients of l-esser lethality was not supported.

(4.960)

(5.992',)

34
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\¡J-I. Reported Childhood Stress Factors

It is of note that only one of the eighteen

individuat items, and one of the eight factors related to reported

childhood stress signlficantly distinquished the three groups of

differing lethality (tables 4.36, 4.37.). These indicated that

fewer subjects in the hígh lethality group perceived their parents

as the worrying type, and that they reported their parents to have

s1¡mptoms suggestive of poor mental health less often than subjects

in the intermediate lethality group. These findings are in the

opposite direction to that predicted, and when one considers the

number of analyses performed, such findings (at the .05 leve1)

could have arisen by chance alone.

There was no difference between the groups of differing

lethalíty when the total childhood stress scores were compared.

In contrast to these findings, the differences betvreen the

comparison group and the combined scores of those who attempted

suicide were quite marked, in that eight of the eighteen chíldhood

stress items significantly distinguished the two groups (Table 4.86.).

Thus the group of attempters were more likely to report: Parentsr

chief problems being financial; childhood broken home; mother wanted

to run patient's life; mother didn't understand the patient; the

patientsr parents were not proud of them; the patientst parents did

not rpractice what they preach'; parents quarrelling often; and the

patient often having disagreements with their parents.

Of the eight childhood factors, five significantly distinguished
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the two groups (Table 4.87.1 . Three factors (childhood broken home;

parents quarrelling oftenr and the patient often having disagreements

with their parents) were single item factors as noted above,

while the otherg were Èhe higher freguency of reportlng by attempters

of childhood poor physical healthr and of their parents characÈer

being negatively perceived.

The difference between the total stress scores of the two

groups also attalned a high degree of significance (p< .00I).

Those lÈems which provided the greatest degree of discri-rnination

between the atÈempters and the comparison group were: the perception that

their parents were not proud of them, their frequent disagreements

wlth thelr parents , the report of their parents quarrelling often, and

having a broken home In childhood.

These items all appear consistent wlth clinical observations

of such patients. That the factor 'ctritdhood poor physical healthl

significantly differentiated the groups warrants comment. It is

possible that the poor healÈh per se may have contributed to a poorer

self-image and depression, but it is also possible that poor

health might have added strain to their parents, resulting in subtle

rejection by them. Such hypotheses would require careful investigation,

and must be regarded as very tentative.

The possible shortcomings of this instrument must be emphasised.

Langner and l4ichael (1963) have discussed these in detail, with

particular emphasis on the possible confusion of a factual report

and the distorted perceptions and fantasy of patients. Such
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distortions would be J-ikely to weight the scores in the direction of

those who had attempted suicide, as some in fact had only recently

quarrelÌed wiÈh their parents before their suicide attempt.

The regression and dependency heighÈened by the suicide attempt

and hospitalisation might also tend to produce distortions in these

patientsr perceived relaÈionships.

The signíficance of these findings does not appear to lie in any

specific individual differentiation of those in the comparison group

and those who have attempted suicide. Rather, it is of note that there

u¡ere no significant differences (other than those which one might expect

by chance) between the attempters of differing lethalíty, whereas a

clear differentiation on Èhe basis of reported childhood stress was

demonstrated between the attempters as a whole and the comparison

group, Thus, while aII those who have attempted suicide have high

childhood stress scores, it is not possible to differentiate those of

high and low lethality on the basis of their childhood stress scores.

Conclusion: The hypothesis that the high lethality group of patients

woul-d have a higher chil-dhood stress factor score than those of lesser

lethality was not supported. Hoh¡ever, the hypothesis that those who

attempted suícide would have a higher chlldhood stress factor score

than a comparison group was strongly supported.

viii. History of Personal Violence

Although it did not attain statistical significance, it

is of note that there rvas a trend for patients in the high retharity

group fe report less hisÈory of violent behaviour, (both inflicted
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and sustained) in the five years preceding their overdose, when

compared with those patients of lesser lethality (Table 4.38.).

Any comparison with previous studies must be approached with

caution. Thus this result could be considered Èo offer support

to the clinical observation of t'ínhibi,ted aggne't,síonì' which

Ringel (1973) has noted before suicide, and, although it may be

unwise to extrapolate from Murthyts (1969) report thaÈ those who had made

tseriousr suicide attempts were more intropunitive in the direction of

their hostility than the\non-seriousi the trend for the high lethality group

patients to have less history of violence appears consistent with such

a report. HoÌrrever, the fact that the greater component of the difference

was between the high lethalíty and intermediate lethality groups,

rather than showing a gradation from high lethality to low lethality suggests

that the relationship, if any, may be complex.

When patients who had attempted suicide were matched for age with

subjecÈs of the comparison group there was a trend approaching

significance for the comparison group to have less hisÈory of violence,

and in partlcular less history of having sustained violence (table 4.88.).

These trends attained significance when the total numbers of subjects were

anal-ysed (Table 4.89.). Two points are worthy of comment. The frequency

of both attempters (258) and comparison subjects (2Oz) reporting that

they had been violent to others was similar. This is in marked contrast

to the report of Vühl-tlock and Broadhurst (1969) that their " [ema'Le 
^wLeida.,L

palients l,tad a 
^co,LQ- 

(on bnnutL,s and (ígluts which uJa^ ovQJL tl,neø finu thaf.

od tl,e fJ^Uchi-a'AuLc conttLoU.tt rt is also greater than the 48 of women
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having prevíously been convicted of causing grievous bodily harm,

assault or other violence reported by Morgan et aI (f975a). These

differences are no doubt partly reLated, to the definition of

rviol-ence' , and for the purposes of this study the definition of simply

having inflicted physical violence upon another person, or of having

sustained it, did not specify the severity of such violence, and may have

been lnterpreted broadly by both those who attempted suicide and the

comparlson subjects,

The second poi-nt of note is that patients who attempted suicide

as a group reporÈed having sustained violence twice as often as having

themselves been violent, This is consistent with the clinical observation

that often vlomen who attempt suicide are involved in violent interpersonal

contact. However, not only do these women sustain violence more,

but they also l-nflict danger upon themselves by atternpting suicide. This

appears consistent with the retroflexed anger hypothesis of suicidal

behaviour.

Conclusion: These find ings supported the hypothesis that patienÈs who

attempted suicid.e would have a greater history of violence than subjects of

a comparison group. However, the difference between the groups was

only significant for the attempters having sustained more violence,

whereas equal proportions of both the attempters and comparison subjects

reported that they had inflicted violence upon others. The hypothesis

that patients of high lethality would have a greater history of

violence than those of lesser lethality was not supported. Indeed, there

was a trend for patients in the group of high lethality to have had less

history of vLolence.
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ix. Family History of Psychiatric Treatment

A simll_ar proportion (about one third) of each group of

attempters had a family history of a member or members having had

psychiatric treatment (Tabre 4.40.). hlhen the individual members

of the patientts famity r^rere recorded, the numbers were too smalr

for statistical anarysJ-s. Howevern it is of interest that none

of the low lethallty group had more than one famiry member with

previous psychlatric history; of the two members of the intermecliate

lethality group who had more than one family member with previous

psychlatric treatmenÈ, one had two and the other three members; and of

the two members of the high lethality group who had more than one family

member, eaoh had three members who had had psychiatric treatment.

Furthermore, when those patients who had attempted suicide were

matched for age with the comparison subjects, there r^ras no significant

difference between the groups in the frequency with which they reported

a fanily history of psychiatric treatment (Tabre 4.92.). However, it

should be noted that the nu¡nbers reporting such treatrnênt in each group

were smaLl.

Although not of directly comparable research design, these resul,ts

are consistent with those of Ettlinger (1965), Doroff (1969) and

IGeitman (1977), who found no diff erence in farnily history in their

comparative studies.

Thus the hypotheses that patients who had attempted suicide, and

that those patients of high rethality compared to those of resser

rethality, wourd have a greater family history of psychiatric irlness,

were not supported.
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x. Contact u¡ith Suícidal Behaviour

Overall-, 6lt of patients had had contact with some form of

suicidal behaviour. rt is of note that the majority of such contact

was with friends and acquaintances rather than with family members.

There was no difference between the groups of differing rethal_ity in

the proportions who had had such contact (Tabre 4.42.). tr{hen the

nature of the family conÈact was examined (Table 4.43.)t it is of

interest that four subjects in the high lethality group had a parent

(three a mother and one a father) who had attempted suicide, compared

to none ln the intermediate group and two in the low lethality group (one

a mother and one a father). The only patient who hacl a parent (nother)

commlt suicide was in the high lethality group.

When those patj.ents who had attempted suicj-de matched for age were

contrasted with the comparison group, there was no signifÍcant

difference in frequency of overall contact with suicidal behaviour in

others (ra¡le 4,93.). However, T of the 2l patients who had attempted

suicide had had contact with a person who had committed suicide compared

with only 3of.2I comparison subjects,

These results do not provide statistical support for the hypothesis

of Kreitman et al (1969 t L97O) that contact with suicidal behaviour may

enhance the possibility of such behaviour. However, the numbers having

such contact were small, especially for those having had famil-y contact,

when genetic factors might become evident, and a more detaited

examinaÈion of the nature of such contact would appear warranted in larger

samples than available for this analysis.
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Thus the overarl hypotheses that patients who have attempted

suicide in contrast to the comparison group, and that those patients

of high rethality compared to those of lesser retharity wirl have a

greater history of contact wiÈh suicidal þehaviour were not supported.

xí. Clinica1 Díagnosis

1 Illness Dl-agnosis

The most co¡nmon clinical diagnosis made in the patients

who had attempted suicide was that of neurotic depression, and this was

evenry distributed in the three letharity groups (Tabre 4.44.). rt is

of note that onry one patient was considered to be endogenously

depressed, and she had a severe d.epressive irrness in the puerperium.

This ls consistent wlth the low figures of 7.lc rendogenous and

involutlonal depressions I reported by Bridges and Korrer (1966) ,

the 53 rprimary affective disorder'noted by Burke (L974), the 4t

rendogenous depression' noted by Edwards and I¡,lhitrock (1969), and

with the comment of Kesserr (1965) thatttdøytn-ers¿ív¿ LUnel¿, the

commona.^t condi-tion, NM hnnd.Lu zvuL a.ccomrranLød bq yttqeholie

¡chenomena and u'n's rJtL¿fJonduLanl,Lq mi-Ldtt. Ho\nrever, this cl-inicar

finding is in marked contrast to the results of the LpD euestionnaire,

and will be discussed in deÈail on page 33g.

the díagnosis 'transient situational disturbance' is probabry

synon)¡mous with the terms 'no psychiatric ilrnessr (Kessell_, 1965;

Rosen, I970), 'no formal psychiatric illness' (Ovenstone, I973),

and rno psychiatric abnormalityr (Fraser and Lawson, 1975). However,

it seems to be less judgementar than imprying that these patients have
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no psychological disability, when quite clearly they have demonstrated

their inability to cope in more adaptive hrays. It is of interest,

that allowing for the diffeçing nosofogyl the otrgf4l-I figure of 20*,

(with the high lethality 9t, the intermediate lethality 20* and the low

lethality group 35*), fa1ls in the middle range of figures reported for

other series (p.46) .

There was a trend for patients in the low lethality group to be

diagnosed rtransient situational disturbance' more frequently than

patients in the groups of greater lethality, and partitioning of the

chi square demonstrated that this trend approached significance

(Table 4.45.). It is of note that no patient in the low lethality group

was diagnosed as having a schizophrenic, schizo-affective or anorexia

nervosa illness. This is consistent $¡ith the work of Rubenstein (1958),

James et al- (1963a), Dorpat and BosweII (1963), Sendbuehler et al (1970) ,

and Rosen (1970). (Other papers noted. in the review of the literature

ïrad also noted an increase in 'psychotic illness' in medically serious

attempters, but they had referred specifically to psychotic depression

(or endogenous depression or manic depressive psychosis).

!ùhen secondary diagnostic categories were examined, the only

possible trend was for more patients in the high lethality group to be

drug dependent (Table 4.46.). However, the numbers were too small

for analysis.

Thus, while there were trends evident between the groups of

differing lethality, it is of note that no primary illness diagnosís

significantly distinguished the three groups of differing lethality.
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!ùhen patients who had attempted suicide, matched for age, hrere

contrasted with subjects in the comparison group, they r¡rere significantly

more often given the diagnosis 'neurotic depression' (Table 4.94.).

This finding is consistent with the high prevalence of depression noted

in patients who have attempted suicide. The actual nature of that

depression will be discussed further, with special reference to the

results of the LPD Questionnaire, in the secion on depression.

Other diagnoses h¡ere rarely used, and were insufficient for analysis.

2. Personality Diagnosis

The only personality trait diagnosed on clinícal grounds which

tended to distinguish the three groups of differing lethality was

the fschizoidr personality (Table 4,48.). Thus partitioning of the

chí square demonstrated that the lesser frequency of such a personality

diagnosis in the group of low lethality approached significance when compared

with the groups of greater lethality. Schizoid traits include the

t'avoi-d.ancQ, 06 c,Lo6e- tLefu,.tion^ urí,th otl,Le^^, innbi.Lifq to øxfrrLu's dineellq

ho'sÍ,í.Li.tq otL øvøn uLdinilLq a4gnu^íve (¡øe,ting^ .., (and) c0Ldnea6,

al-oo(ne's,s, QnoÍiona.L de,tnehnent, denndu.Lne's^, avoi-dancQ- 06 compøtilion and

daq dnenn^ ,L¿vo.Lving alound tl,te nøed [on omwLpoÍence.tt (N.H. & M.R.c.,

L972), and no doubt this clinical diagnosis was formed on the basis of

factors such as subjects of the low lethality group being more often

married or in a de facto relationship, using alcohol more often, and

having more recent contact with helping agencies; and the high lethality

subjects tending to have less history of violence.

It is of noÈe that hysterical personality traits \^¡ere perceived
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equally in the three groups of differing lethality, and this will be

further conìmented upon in Èhe section dealing with the llysteroid-Obsessoid

Questionnaire.

That 411 þut one of the patients was considered to have 'passive-

aggressiver traits deserves comment. It is pertinent to recafl the

description of such traits provided by Solomon and Patch (197I) , t'th¿

a.ggrLu^ívene/s/s i's concea.L¿d and t|tø yta'saivifu uL døpøndøncA .U bIlfÃ"rLt

, ., . theq frnea¿ni then¿øLvers a,s lte,î-yil-e's^ pü on^ uJho (eeL theq a,)La- not

bøLng adec¡uate,tq tnlzen clJL¿ oó bq othetu, Thø depzndenf früuson i'5

^u.6cepl,Lble 
to depne.atLve efri/5odQ.6 whøn hø óee,l'S h.U nø¿d,s üLQ. not

taLít(iød, At 
^ucLL 

LinU h,Á neal,tionÁ ahe. aytt to be ytatbLeu,balq

Lnept and inadaplible, TI+e c¡tci,a.L con(Iic,t i.t Ln thø a)ten o( Lott

otL 6eA,tL o{ LoAA.tt Such a definition appears singularly applicable

to patients who have attempted suicide, and might well have been

proposed for just such patients. However, it certainly did not

provide a distinction between the three groups of differing lethality.

Vlhen patients who had atÈempted suicide matched for age were

contrasted with subjects of the comparison group, significantly more

of those who had attempted suicide were diagnosed as having 'passive-

aggressiver and 'hysterical' traits (Table 4.95.). The preponderance of

passive-aggressive traits is not unexpected for the reasons given above.

However, the frequency with which hysterical traits were diagnosed'

although consistent with the literature based on clinical observations,

warrants comment, This will be pursued in conjunction with the

results of the Hysteroid-Obsessoid Questionnaire in subsequent discussion.
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The allocation of clinical diagnoses can be criticised for having

been made only by the researcher, without any inter-observer

reliability of diagnosis having been determined. This limitation is

acknowl-edged, and emphasis wiII therefore be placed on the discussion

of the objective assessments of d.epression and the hysteroid-obsessoid

dimension of personality.

Conclusion: The hypothesis that a psychiatric diagnosis would more

often be given to patienÈs who had attempted suicide than subjects of a

comparison group hras supported.. However, although there were trends

in the predicted direction, the hypothesis that patients of

high lethality would be more likety to warrant a diagnosis than

patients of lesser lethalíty was not supported,

b. Other Data

i. Sulcidal IntenÈ

There v/as a significant difference in the degree of

suicidal intenÈ as measured by the Suicidal Intent Scale (Beck et al,

1974b) between the groups of high, intermediate and low lethality

(Table 4.49.).

Thus both the score for the circumstances related to the suicide

attempt and for the self-report components of Èhe scale, as well as

the total suicl-dal intent score were highest for the group of high

lethality, and Lowest for the group of low lethality. The differences

were not only significant when the groups of high and low lethality were

compared, but also when the high and intermediate, and intermediate and

Iow lethality groups were compared.

These results are consistent with the work of Lester and Beck (I975b)
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and PalIis and Sainsbury (1976), which demonstrated a significant

i¡rcrcase in intent scores with increasing medical lethality of

suicide attempt. Thus, in general Èerms, this study does not

support the arreged't'Lotu va.U-d,,í,ttJ o( medíea,L,Lef|v'Wy cr^ a. møa^uhQ.

o( thø 
^QtLLou^ner5,s 

ct( infønfi' described by Beck et al (1975a) , or stengel

et alf s (1958) contention that t'cløanLq, thø døgneø o(¡ dctngen to Ude

i,t not a nø(iabLe møa^uL¿ o( ,seniou.anu^ 0,6 Lnfentt'. Rather,

it supports the clinical studies of Schmidt et al (1954), V'Ieiss et al (196I)

and Heyse et aI (1969) which noted that suicidal intent and medical

lethaliÈy were related.

However, the caution of Stengel et al (1958) and others shoufd be

heeded, because the histogram of suicidal intent scores clearly

demonstrateg an overlap between the groups of díffering lethality

(figure 4,1, p.247) .

Thus for the subjects of this study, although one can reasonably

take medical lethality as a useful clinical guide in the assessment of

suicidal intent, there will be exceptions, as indeed Èhere are in

most clinical rules of thumb.

It is of interest to compare the scores of the Suicidal- Intent

Scale of the present study with those obtained by Pallis and Sainsbury

(1976). Pallís and Sainsbury reported that those patients with 'no

threat to l-ifet\^rere rated a mean of 6.11, those with tsome threat to

Iife'11.16, and those with a 'serious threat to liferwere rated

L6.23. These scores are appreciably higher than the means of 2.22

for the low lethality, 6.45 for the intermediate lethality and 10.82
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for the high lethality groups of the present study, There arc several

possible reasons. The admission policy of the Royal Adelaide Lospital-

may be more liberal than that of the Chichester District General

Hospital, though this should not influence the difference in the high

Iethality groupi in the British study one or more informants were

interviewed as well as the patient in 50t of cases, and this may have

added informatíon which influenced the intenù scores; the present

researcher may have been more stringent in the allocation of i-ntent

score, or it may be a reflection of subject selection. The subjects

of Pallis and SaÍnsburyrs study comprised both men and women, and

the mean ages were higher than those women of the present study. The

age dÍfference should not have influenced the results, as consístent

with the results of Silver et aI (1971), the correlation with age in

Èhls study hras not significant (r" .0308, (n = 109), p = .375).

However, the presence of men in the study of Pallis and, Sainsbury would

el-evate the scores, as there is clinical evidence, which although not

unequivocal, suggests that men may make more serious suicid.e attempts

than women (Lestert 1972). Each of these factors, apart from age,

would tend to lead to higher suicidal intent scores in the British study.

It is of note that the depression scores obtained by the LPD

Questionnaire correlated significantly with the overall suicidal

intent score (t" .3837, (n = 104), p = .00I). As one might

expect, there \^/as a greater d,egree of correLation for the self-

report component of the Suicidal Intent Scale (r = .4388, (n = IO4),
S

p = .001) than for the circumstances of the attempt score
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(r = ,29A5, (n = I04), p = .002). The association of intent with
s

depression was also noted by Silver et aL (1971) and Lester and Beck

(1975b) using the Beck Depression Inventory, and by Pal-lis and

Sainsbury (f976) using a 'depressive slzmptom score (based on the

number of symptoms of depression present in the month prior to the

suicide attempt) ', A sirnilar finding was afso reported by Birtchnell

and Alarcon (I971b). They did not use Beckrs Suicidal Intent Scale,

but assessed intent on the basis of the subject's ttyttto(¡e,á,5¿d wi,tl,t to

d,Le a.t tl,tz Lin¿ o{ the a.tfemytttt , and noted tta eLo^Q- ne,La,LLon6luip[ between

Èhis and depresslon measured by a modÍfied Zung Self-R.ating Scale.

There appear to be certain methodological limitaÈions in the use

of the Suicidal Intent Scale. Thus it, is impossible for a clinician

administering the scale not to be aware, at least to a certain d.egree,

of the medical lethality of the patientrs attempt. Certainly in the

present study the patients of the high lethality group were known as

theli had been treated in the Intensive Care Unit. However, it is

reassuring that the two groups of lesser lethality, which were allocated

to their groups independently by clinicians after the psychiatric

assessment, demonstrated significantly different suicidal intent scores

in the direction predicted. A further criticism of Èhe present

study is that no reliability study of the ratings was performed.

However, BecÈ et aI (L974) reported. a high level of inter-rater

reliability (r = 0.95), a finding confirmed by Pallis and Sainsbury (1976)

in their assessment (r = O.97). In addition, al-l ratings of the

present study were conducted by the author, thus avoiding the opportunity
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for inter-'rater variation-

Conclusion: There were highly significant differences in suicidal intent

score between !þe groups of differing lethality. I'lot only does this

support Pallis and Sainsburyrs (1976) contention that the Suicidal Intent

Scale tìastt,¡tOtenLi.4,L va,tuø ... a^ 6" 
^chøøning 

ívt^ÍtLwnentt', but it also

suggests that the degree of medical lethality itself is a useful clinical

guide to the degree of suicidal intent.

Thus the hypothesis that patients in the high lethality group

would tend to score higher on the Suicidal Intent Scale v¡as supPorted'

ii. Depresslon

t Introduction

several aspects of depression have already been alluded'

to in the discussion. Thus its association with parental loss and

suicida] intent was noted (p, 319, p. 333), and its frequency as

assessed by clinicat diagnosis rfùas recorded on page 326: The

relationship of depression and hopelessness with suicidal intent will

l¡e discussed on page 353 and the correlation with personaÌity and

age wiIJ- be noted on pages 364 and 366 respectively.

In the following discussion, the scores of the grouPs of differing

Iethalíty and the total number of patients designated as depressed wiII

be noted, and then the frequency with which endogenous depression was

distinguished by the LPD Questionnaire will be critically discussed.

Finallyn comment wiII be made on the possible implication of these

findings.
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2. Depression Scores

There was no significant difference in the depression

scores of the LPD Questionnaire (Pilowsky et al, L969) between

the three gloups of differing lethality (Table 4.51.). IIowever, the

attempters as a group scored significantly higher than subjects of

the comparison group (p< .00I, Table 4.96.). These results are

consistent wlth those of the most comparable studies, Thus Birtchnell and

Alarcon (1971b) found no relationship between medical seriousness and

the tevel of depression measured by a modified Zung Self-Rating Scale, and

paltis and Blrtchnelt (1976) reported no signifÍcant .fifference between

medicatly rseriousr and rnon-seriousr suicide atÈemPters and other

psychiatric patients on the MMPI Depression Scale.

rt Ís of note that the mean depression scores of the three

groups can be consldered in the clinically depressed range (Pilowsky

and Spalding, L972). This is consístent with the results of

Birtchnell and Alarcon (I971b), Silver et aI (1971), rleissman (1973) ,

Ileck et aI (l-975b), EI-GaaIy (L974) and Goldney (1978), each of

whom have either used standardised scales to denote depression, or

compared patients who have attempted suicide with clinical groups

designated as depressed.

These findings indicate that not only are patients who attempt

suicide significanÈIy clinically depressed, but further, that attempts

of low tethality are associated with similar degrees of depression

as those of high lethalitY.
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3. 1'otal Number Classified as essed

The LPD Questionnaire also all_ows cLassification of

patients into one of tþree groups¡ !ngn-endogenous depression',

tendogenous depressionr and tnon-depressionr, The methodology of this

classification has been described in the section on the instruments

used in this study (p. I9f).

Sixty-six per cent (69 of 104) of those who had at,tenpted

suicide and completed the LPD euestionnaire were designated as

manifesting a depressive syndrome (Tabre 4.52.1. This figure is

consistent with the crinical studies of stenget (1969), Bridges and

Korrer (1966) and Morgan et ar (1975a), but greater than the studies of

schnidt et al (1954), Yessrer et ar (1961), Kesser (1965), Edwards and

Whltlock (f968) r Ovenstone (1973) and Holding et al (L977) .

rt is of note that the totar number considered depressed is

also of the same order as that found in the najority of studies

using objective measures of depression (Birtchnell, L97O¡ Birtchnell

and Alarcon, L97Lb1 Silver et al, L97l¡ Beck et al, Lg75; pallis

and Birtchnell, 1977), The simirarity of the totar number depressed

with that of other studies using standard,ised instruments thus offers

a degree of consensual varidity to the arlocation of patients to

the depressed and non-depressed crasses by the LpD euestionnaire.
tl

None of the subjects of the comparison group was designated as

manifesting a depressive syndrome (Table 4.97.) .
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4. Frequency of Bndogenous Depression

The frequency with which attempters were classified as

,endogenous depressiont by the LPD Questionnaire l^¡as an unexpected

finding. Thus ap¡>roximately one third of the patients in each

lethality group were placed in the rendogenousr category.

It is noteworthy, that for the atÈempters, the class I ('non-

endogenousr) agalnst class II (tendogenoust) score, which "maq bø

tu¿d to incLLcafe thø pafientt,s poa,íLLon on the endogznouls - non-

øndoge.nou.6 (E-NEl d,inentLon oI døyttte.t^LvQ. 
^Wptoma.toLogqt' 

(Pilowsky

and Spence, 1975) did not differentiate between the J-ethality grouPs

(Table 4,54,). This further suggests that the nature of the

depression is similar in the three groups.

This categorization of patients on the basis of their LPD

Questionnaire responses is in marked contrast to the diagnosis of only

one patient as endogenously depressed on the basis of the cfinical

interview, (although it may be noted Èhat a further five were diagnosed

as schizo-affective psychoses). The LPD Questionnaire based

categorization is al-so in contrast to most other studies using

clinical diagnoses.

Lesser figures referred to previously include 168 'manic-depressive

depressionr (Sch¡nidt et al, L954) , 7.Lz tendogenous and involutional

depressions' (Bridges and Koller, L966), 44 'endogenous depression"

(edwards and !'Ihitlock, 1968) , 5% 'primary affective disorder' (Burke,

I974), l0% (20å of the 49t depressed) rendogenous depression'

(Jacobson and Tribe, 1972), and I0B raffective functional psychosis'
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(Morgan et al, 1975a). In fact most clinicians would concur with

the comment of Kessel (1965), made in relation to his series of

parients, that "døytne.ttivQ- i,LLnQ^t, lhø commona,^t cond,ífioy¡ tilals

l+and,(-q ØvuL accompa"wLe-d bq yt,sqehotic ythønomøna" ilnd tÁ)aÁ

rrtL¿rro ndahant La mi,Ldt' .

In the tight of this finding, it is necessary to further consider

the concept of tendogenoust depression. The classification of

depression has recently been reviewed by Kendall (1976), and will not

be pursued in detail in this thesis. Ho\^Iever, there would appear to

be a reasonable consensus that there is a rType Ar depression

(Kendall, l-976), which for practical purposes is synonymous with the

t-erms tendogenous. Çepressiont, tpsychotic depressiont, taffective

psychosis (depressed)','manic-depressive psychosis (depressed' phase)',

a¡d 'unipola:: affective psychosis'; and that it has clinical features

which distinguish it from the more heterogeneous tneurotict or

oreactive depression' (Kiloh and Garside, 1963; Paykel, I97L; Kiloh

et aI, L972).

It is therefore pertinent to examine those LPD Questionnaire items

which distinguished the two classes of depression in this study.

5. Distinquishi nq svmptoms and r-]t,e ltFunc,tiona,L Shi'ít)l

Table 5.5 presents the items which significantly distinguished

patients classified as 'endogenoust and tnon-endogenoust depression. It

may be seen that these items are comprised of symptoms related to sleep

disturbance (items 3, 15, 2L, 36 and 4I), concentration (2, 12, 56) '

appetite disturbance (22,33), being unable to cry (14), feeling a bad
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TABLE 5.5.

QUESTIONS OF LPD 9UESTTONNAIRE WHICH DIFFERENTIATED CLASS I AND CLASS II DEPRESSIONS

Positive Responses

Questionnaire Ïtem
Non-Endogenous

Depression
N=34

Endogenous
Depression

N=35

Corrected
x2

Significance
(df=I )

(p)

o E o E

2. Have you lost interest
in watching television?
Do you have difficulty
falling asleep $¡ithout
tablets ?

9. Do you feel you are a
bad person?

12. Ts it more difficult to
concentrate on your work?

L4. Do you wish you were
able to cry?

15. Do you have a restl_ess
and disturbed sleep
without tab]ets?

16" Do you feel most
clepressed in the evening?

2l " Is iL easy to falt
asì-eep \dj-thout tablets?

22. Ts your appetite normal?

33. ilave you J_ost your
açrpeti Le?

3t. Ðo ycu waken much
earlier than your usual
time without tablets?

41" Can you sleep normally
wi-thout tabl_ets?

42. Do you waken at your
usual- time without
tablets?

45. Do you find difficulty
i n r:elaxing?

56. Arê you doing your work
as well as you used to?

2L

27

19

26

19

25

24

L2

13

2L

18

L4

15

29

10

I5

II

L4

I9

L2

18

29

3

2L27 6.572

23.L77

5.25I

11.709

9"080

13.220

6.436

16.797

12.605

4.285

15.77 4

38. 803

22.280

5.972

.010

.000

.o22

.001

.003

.000

. OII

32 2I

25 20

33 26

26 t9

33 26

2419

2L

2T

I6

9

27

25

25

I3
L4

.000

.000

4

6

I

26

27

5

34

2L

I8

T4

t5

30

.03 B

000

.000

.000

.015

411L7 r0. 366 .001
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person (9), finding difficulty in relaxing (45) and having a

diurnal mood variation (16). The majority of these items relate

primarily to biological or vegetative changes rather than affective

slmptoms, and certainly do not indicate that those patients

designated rendogenoust are tpsychoticr in the conventional sense of

the term. Thus these results are consistent with Kessellrs (1965)

observation that 'psychotic phenomenar were rarely present. It is

possible that the absence of psychotic phenomena may svtay a clinician's

judgement against the diagnosis of endogenous depression, and it is

important to reflect on what the above symptoms actually signify. The

recent paper of V'Ieissman and Myers (1978) is relevant to this issue.

They noted that about 18ts of the adult population have depressive symptoms

at any g]-ven time, but cautioned that, t'Íl'tø,La'[ß'fi0vLshiyt be,fusøen

r\øytrte.ttr:vQ, 
^Umfrtomb 

a,nd the d,Lagno^Ls oó md-lon deytnet,sívø di'sonden¿ 
^ÍÀ.LL

n.øqútte's ínvøtligøtion 
^íncø 

the pne"sønce oó deytnøt,sívQ. 
^AmfrtonÁ 

doe^

n0Í n¿ca/s,sauí,t-q índieaf¿ thø d,í-a,gnctt,üs o(5 a" ma¡o,L orL mínotL depne's,sivø

di¿ondentt,

Thus, whilst one cannot asslxne that the precise delineation of

classes of depression by the LPD Que9tionnaire is entirely reliable,

it is evident that cerÈain patients report slzmptoms which have been

variously described as the " newtophqrsiol-ogic tLQ',sfJon/se1t (Kraines,

1966); the "vøge,tn.tivQ- nuc.Leu^t' lPolritt, 197r); and "tl+¿ c'Løttíea'L

¡:hqt:i.ca,L a.nd vøga,ta.ÍivQ- órynptom^ oó dø'pne'sdiont' (Beck et al , L973) .

It is al-so of interest to recall that Leonard (L974), in an analysis

of responses by suicidal subjects to items of the Zung Self-Rating
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Depression Scale, derived a factor which indicated "d'L((íCU,Ltq Wi.tll

t.(-zøyting and zaLLng a.t though ytl+q'síoLogíea.[- a,s u)e,[,L aÁ yt,sqcl+oI-ogica.L

d,í'søclwLlibnLun Wane- p,tz^ønf". (see p. to2).

Perhaps the most parsimonious manner in which to descríbe

these slrmptoms is Èhat they represent a "deytnøtaLvø $unc.tional ^hi(sttt.
This term was introduced by Pollitt (1960) to describe the

physiological changes which some patients have accompanying the

affect of depression, and represented an attempt "fo (índ a nuC.LøurS

od deytne,ttíve il,[-netr; a tinøLztt cLiwLca.L índøx which, wh,i,Lø buLng

indøpøndeni o6 cuLfu)LQ. a"nd efi-a, cou.I-d bø con{Ldøylil-U o"S,Sel,sød and

commuwLeaÍ¿d" (Pollitt, l-971) .

The concept of distinguishing the physiological and affective

components of depression is certainly not new, and in fact was alluded

rr: by Freud (f91"7) ín nfiotütwLng and llle,Lanel+olíntt when he suggested

urat ure diurnal mood variation "i'S pnobablq a 
^oma..tic 

(ac'ton" .

Whj-le the controversy over the phenomenology and nosology of

depression has touched on this issue, the differentiation of these

components has been most lucidly pursued by Pollitt (f96O, 1965, L97I).

Thus Pollitt (1960) noted: "notwi.th'ttanding the .inyton'tnncQ- o(J

dtlnanvLc $acfo6 both ín thø gene.ti's o6 døpnUdíon ûnd ín tl+e

comfilLe\LQ-n^íon od thø p,sqelnLc maniúa,tta.tions, thø tígni$ícanca- o()

bodit4 cl+angQÁ htus ,(-ong beøn míwíni'sød; thøq ilLQ- o(\t¿n tLtough.t o(¡

d.^ fJuLe,Ltl 
^e-conda/q 

døve,Lopmønfts" . rn a later paper he suggested

that the value of the concept is that "a (lunefiona'L 
^h'Lót, 

I+oweven 
^na.LL,

cou.Ld bø u.tø{u.L ín d"í'SLíngwí'sh,Lng døpnu^^ive i,t.Lne.t,s (nom nafuina'I'

unl+aytytíne.t^ . . . tt (potlitt, r971) .
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V'Ihile it is not the purpose of this thesis to argue that one

third of these subjects definitely had tendogenousr depression, it

is cvident that they appear to have had vegetative or biological

features which have been said to comprise part of the clinical

picture of tendogenousr depression, and that they were so all-ocated

by the LPD Puestionnaire.

6. Limitations of the Present Study

It could be argued that the experience of hospitalisation,

and in particular hospiÈalisation in the Intensive Care Unit, might

contribute to the depression score. Ilowever, it is of note that 35

of the 104 patients were not classified as depressed' a figure similar

to other studies, and the proportions so designated r^¡ere similar in

the three groups of differing lethality.

patients in the high lethality group had significantly more

often taken antj.depressant drugs, and one might have expected this to

Lnfluence the findings. Thus a greater number with 'endogenousl

depression may have been anticipated in that grouPr as it is for such

depressions Èhat antidepressants are most clearly indicated. On the

other hand, one might argue that the use of antidepressants in that

group should have ameliorated the symptoms of those subjects.

Ho\^rever, neither the degree nor classification of depression in the

three lethality groups was different.

The unexpectedly high number of patients allocaterf to the

rendogenous' depression group raises the possibility that although

the LpD Questionnaire may be sensiÈive to detecting symptoms that are
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associated with such a diagnosis, it may lack specifity in the

allocation of such diagnoses. It is possible that the weightings

given to different items are not applicable to aIl depressed

subjects, or that too much weighting towards an tendogenous'

depression has been given Èo the biological features noted

previously. The younger age of the present subjects also deserves

connent, as tendogenous depressiont is less frequently diagnosed in

such patients. It is of note that 5Og" of the original sample of patients

employed by Pilowsky et aI (1969) in the development of Èhe LPD

Questionnaire h¡ere 35 years of age or youngerr and that a weighting

for age is lncluded in the classification procedure. However, although

patients up to the age of 35 are given a weighting in the 'non-
ô;

endogenous'direction (see Appendix vI(b) ), it is possible that this

weighting may require re-adjustment to allocate fewer patients to the

rendogenous' depression category.

It was noted in the review of the literature that when objective

rneasures were used, the degree of depression recorded was considerable,

and more than thaÈ described clinically. This observation is

consistent with the comment of lVeissman and Myers (L976), that:

"¿tudie,,s thnt u'se AqmfJtom )La,fivg^ ,show cova'í-dutabLE l'rc7l'rut nnf.e's o(

døytnu,síon a^ contha.rt¿d wi-th taLØ6 denLved {ttom d,i-a,gno^lie a,6ta/s^m¿nl.L't .

!{hile it would be unwise to claim that either the clinical or

objective rating assessment $¡as ab,sol-utely correct, it is relevant to

reflect on factors which may have influenced these findings. That one

can not precisely equate depressive symptoms with clinical d.iagnoses
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has already been acknowledged (n- 34I ). However, such an

approach offers a tl4ntogical diagnosis, which although not ideal

(strauss, Lg75), describes a patient's main characteristics and

can be communicated to other clinicians.

Before examining possible influences on the clinical diagnosis.

it is of interest to examine the following report. weissman et al

(Ig73) assessed women who were being treated for depression, and

\^¡omen who had attempted suicide with the Hamilton Ratíng scale and

the Raskin Three-area scale for depression and found no difference

in the degree of depression on these ratings. This was despite the

clinical impression that those who attempted suicíde " ¿Xlq'Lb'í't'ed

,sígwL(Lcantl-q .LUt døytneUød apfrQ-a^ÃncQ,t'. While the difference in

appearance may be real, the possibility that a clinician's

pcrceptual set may be different when assessing those who have attempted

suicide should also be considered. That this may be so is attested

to by the titerature concerning clinicians' attitudes to suicide

attempters (Kreeger, L969¡ Ansel and McGee, L97Li zee, L972¡

Maltsberger and Buie, L974¡ Patel , Lg75; and Dressler et al' 1975) '

although why this should lead to a lesser diagnosis of depression

is difficult to understand.

Tt is more likely that the clinical díagnosis differs because

clinicians take into account other factors besides those recorded by

questionnaires. Thus, strauss (1975) has noted that a comprehensive

psychiatric diagnosis should take into account not only the symptoms,

but the circumstances associaÈed with the symptoms, the previous
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duration and course of illness, the quality of personal relationships

and the level of work function. These factors are more difficult to

quantify than symptoms alone, and may contribute to some of the

differences observed between clinical diagnosis, and depression

as assessed by rating scales and quesÈionnaires.

on the other hand, it may be observed that many items on

the standardised rating Scales and questionnaires take some, or aII,

of these factors into account, and it would be unwise to dismiss

these findings simply because they are not congruent with current

clinical concepts.

7. lmplications

That there $ras a high frequency of depression in the three groups

of differing lethality, and that the LPD Questionnaire results

suggested that there \¡Iere more patients with tendogenous' depression

in those groups than is usually recognised, has important therapeutic and

prognostic implications.

V{ith regard to the frequency and natural history of 'endogenous'

depression. it has become increasingly apparent that such depressions

may occur in the younger age groups. Thus Shopsin et aI (1976)

have noted the mean age of onset for runipolar affective illness'

to be 37.3 years for women, and that of tbipolart and'schizo-affectivet

illnesses to be 30.9 years and 22.5 years respectively. These figures

are considerably younger than the 50.6 years quoted for 'affective

disordersr by Slater and Roth (1969). There has also been an

increasing incidence of such illnesses recorded in the last forty years
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(slater and Roth, 1969), and while this may be partly due to the

increased willingness of patients to seek treatment, it also no

doubt reflects the increased awareness of psychiatrists that such

disorders may not be so unconmon, both in general and in younger

age groups.

That this is so' even for those in the adolescent age group,

has recently been emphasised by carlson and strober (1978), who as

well as providing clinical data, extensively reviewed the literature

on the subjeçt. They noted: "Ca^Q- ,LøfJOhf^, anA-cdota'L ac\ounf/s, ûnd

morLe. 
^Aytenatic 

cLLwLcoI ,LeÁøüLcl'L at'te,tt to thø $øc't tlmf ma'nic-

døytnu,síve i,[-LnQ,6^ c-t.n o6tØn fr,Luøvtf a^ 0- c,ÎiwLeøLLA 
'18-cogrLí/5abLø

^qnd)LomQ. 
dutuLng thuí,t deve,LopmøvLt ytltate". It is also of interest that

they concluded rhar n daíIune Í.0 de,t¿cf a((øcbLvø il,Lne'tt duning t\tø

Q,ah-LA Ltage od itlnut ín t\øtz- ca^Q^ cou'Ld not bQ- a.tlnLbufød fu

d. d,La.gno^tiea,U-q onbiguou.t c,LLnica'L y:ícfunz .., i-t wa's ¿ÍnLl¿'Lng Ío

u how $nec1uønl,Lt1 thø aL,tønd,Lng 6ta.66 adøqua'te,LA 
'LecotLds-d 

yta'tiønf'

bøhavloun o,L vQlba-tin a"ccounþs o( pafieni vuLba,Li^0i,Lon6 a"nd tlnen

nvi,SínLenytne,tød thetSe. ObíS',Lvt.tiovt^tt . It is conceivable that such

a comment applies to the present investigator!

The report of Mitchell-Heggs (197r) is also pertinent to this

discussion, as the subjects were 4oo patients seen in a general hospital

practice, diagnosed as suffering from a 'primary depressive illness'.

One would therefore expect these patients to more closely represent

the depressives most coÍunonly seen in practice rather than the more

severely ill hospitalised patients which comprise the subjects of
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many studies. It is of note that although the mean age of

presentation was 38.I years, the peak age of onset was between

20 and 30. After consideration of the symptomatology of these patients,

she concluded: "the ytnetent tanpLe nLghf be. nøgandQ-d a^ comfrlelne.n-tahu

to th¿ popwLaùLon 0,6 6¿vüLe,LA i.t[ Lnyta.tientt LnvøtüLga.ted in øat-Î,cen

we.[,L l¿nown ,stttd"Le,t; qeÍ thø tím'í.Lani.tq be,twøen ma"nq ó¿a.fuúØ6 i^

'sÍnilz,Lng't. i

One of the few reports using an objective measure of depression

which has specifically commented on the degree of depression in

young suicide attempters is that of Birtchnell and Alarcon (1971b).

They used a modified Zung Se1f-Rating Depression Scale and noted:

"th¿ al,temptød ,swLcide's aged unduL 20 mígh.t bø expøc't¿d to

con^titu.ta- a La^^ depne's,sed gtLoufr, and ín dac't thøg havø a møan

dzpne,ttíon LcorLe o( onLq 25.74; howøven, i't thou'Ld be not¿d tLwt

ev¿n ín Llu's gnoup, 7 130.4 yten cønÍ) obto.Ln a" 
^cotL¿ 

o$ 30 otL motL¿.]|

(Thirty waslthe score above which the majority of a depressed control

group had been given E.C.T.). Although the numbers in that study

were small, the similarity to the present results of about one third

being altocated an 'endogenous' diagnosis is difficult to overlook.

Although there is literaÈure which suggests that the unexpectedly

high frequency of 'endogenous' depression as allocated by the LPD

Questionnaire should not be dismissed lightly, it would be unwise to

focus on this entirely. Certainly it should not lead to the

minimising of the importance of tneurotict or treactivet depression

in those who attempt suicide.
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It is probably fair to say that most therapists would regard

the treatment of 'endogenoust depression with a greater sense of

urgency than that of 'neurotic' or treactivet depression. That this

may be so is supported by a recent report by Kraft and Babigian (1975).

In a retrospective study of suicides with and without psychiatric

contact, they were struck by the high rate of suicide of persons

who had been considered to be neurotically depressed. Certainly it

was only half that of persons with a manic-depressive illness,

but it was eight times that of the general county population. They

concruded "thø h,Lgh nøtø (on- the døytnøttiv¿. nøuLo^i^ gnoufr irs

We-cia.[..(-tj 
^tah-tL-Lng 

in vLets o[ the !'Ûruí-tød amount o[ acfua'L

cüLØ gívØn 
^ucLl 

fJUL6ovt6 fJtI'LorL Í.0 dea'th."

That persons with 'neurotic' depression may comprise a

considerable proportion of those who suicide is' of course'

not a new observätion, but it has recentty been emphasised in

a comprehensive review of depression and suicide by !'fhitlock (L977).

I:le noted that most studies of suicide did not distinguish between

'neurotict and tendogtenous' depression, and no doubt this is

partly due to the difficulty of making retrospective diagnoses, especially

in an area of nosological contention. lfith regard to the incidence

of 'manic-depressive psychosis', Whitlock (Lg77) noted that ttthø

najottLtq o(J frefrú)s tÃhuLQ. neLa'LLve'LA frtLs.e'í.se- dafn" ane givøn (ind

the íncid¿ncø ... üLoung 12-15"ó." This appears a low figure for

tmanic-depressive psychosist or tendogenoust depression, and it is

possible that Whitlock's interpretation of the data is too cautions.
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Indeed, Sainsbury (1978) has noted t:nai- )tth¿ COYú¿n'6u/5 (nOm

ttud,Lels od twLcide Ln which ptqch,LalnítLt a.ti.enpt a diagnoti's

u.tíng conva-ntionnl c,LLnie pnocødulte^ ilr thaf tl+e fr,L¿va'L¿ncz o( mzn'tal

d,í¿onden Lx-cQ-Ød^ 90 yten cenf and tha.t a ytn'ínanq døpnU4ív¿ i!-Lne¡'s

o$ the l¿ind nonna.U-q tnøaf.ed w,|th anlidøpneuant dnug's (il1 E.C.T.

i's the mo^t ónequønf cond'ítLon.'l

whichever interpretation of the data is correct, it is

clear that both rendogenoust and 'neuroticr depression demand

diagnosis and effective treatment. The present data suggest that

in young r^/omen aged 18 to 30 who attempt suicide there is a

significant degree of depression, to the extent that two thirds warrant

either the diagnosis of 'neurotic' or tendogenous' depressíon.

This naturally raises the question of what should be the

.J
optimal managètnent of these patients. It is of interest to

reflect on the comments of Bancroft et al (1977) in relation to

treatment. They placed emphasis on interpersonal difficulties and

quarrels, particularty in the 48 hours prior to the attempts'

but noted that this approach was at variance with that of

hleissman et aI (r973b), r,rrho considered that interpersonal

strife was often secondary to depression. Thís prompted them to

comment L:nat tti,t i'S o6 grLS-a.t inpon-tanee t0 ,LQ-^oLv¿ lhi'S L6'5uø, a^,

í[ oun víew o$ Í.hø ti-funÍion irs coilLøc.t then¿ wiIL be a danguL, in

I-abe,LLLng th¿'te.(-$-po't'SonQil a'S ,su({WLng 6tLom a' døp'Le'66ive iLLnø's's,

o( dinøc,LLng tlxQ)Lapøufie affenLLon TilL"ti 6,Lom the ba,sLe

intenytznsonal d'L$(íeu.tf.ttr on to th¿ índ,LvíduøL'"
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This comment appears to open the way to a polarising of views

of trcatment which may not be in the patients' best interest. Such

polarisation can lead to comments such as ttÚnøa'tnenf O( dZytneslivø

^Amfúom6 
pQh 

^ø 
Lt unduitnble, a'nd ma.A øven be dange-nou't"

(Birtchnell, Lg75). Such a view appears un-necessarily restrictive,

especially in view of the work from vrleissman et al (1976) suggestinq

that antidepressants may be of benefit in neurotic depression' but

that psychotherapy was necessary as well. Thus they noted that

"mainÍ¿nanc¿ ani,tnifrtAlinQ. thenaytq fr,LØvenf.¿d ne,Lap,se- a"nd 
^Umptom

ne,tuLn, bu.t d'Ld not I'LavQ, a di({enønüLaL ø([øcf. on tl'Le yta-tiønt's'

Loci.a'(- (unc.tiowLng. Ptqehotl'tenaytq, on tLLs- otlleh hand, did not

frtL¿v¿nt neXaptø o,L Aqmfrtom tLQ,tu/Ln bu.t d,Ld inytnove 
^oeil'L $unc-tioning

in pafiznf's wl'to comyil-efød thø tluLa"L wifl+ouf ne,Layt,sing."

The results of the present study suggest that not only are two

thirds of women aged 18 to 30 who have attempted suicide depressed

enough to warrant a psychiatric diagnosis, but that a proportion

of those have a pattern of depression classified by the LPD

Questionnaire as rendogenous' depression, thus implying that they

might benefit from antidepressant medication.

8. Conclusion

The degree of depression measured by the LPD Questionnaire,

and in particular, the allocation of one-third of patients of each

lethality group to the 'endogenous' class of depression are noteworthy

findings. The present results require replicatiorr, and points noted

in the discussion in relation to the prevalence of 'endogenous'
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depression must be regarded as tentative. However, what can

more firmly be stated is that one-third of the attempters in this study

appear to have slmptoms which are consistent with the concepÈ of a

" {unc.tiona,î- LlLL,6t't (potritt, 1960) . The exact significance of

this awaits elucidation.

The hypothesis that those patients in the group of high

lethality would have a higher depression score than those in

groups of lower lethality was not supported. Similarly, the

hypothesis Èhat patients of high lethatity would be classified as

Class II or rendogenousr depression by the LPD Questionnaire more

often than patients of lesser lethality was also not supported.

Hovrever, there was support f.or the hypothesis that patients who

attempted suicide would score higher on the depressíon scale than

subjects of a comparison group.

iii. Hopelessness

Patients in the high lethality group scored significantly

higher 1p<.O5) on the Hopelessness Scale (Beck et al, I974c) than those

in the group of low lethatity (ta¡le 4.56. ) . Although there were

trends in the predicted directions, the differences between the

groups of high and intermediate leÈhality, and intermediate and low

Iethality did not attain significance.

It is of note that the difference in scores between patients

who had attempted suicide, matched for age with the comparison

group subjects was híghly significant (p<.0O1) (Table 4.96-)-

Most published work on this scale has reported on the degree of
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correlation of scores obtained by ít and depressíon scales' with

suicidal intent.

In the pr.esent study there was a significant degree of

correlation between both hopelessness and suicidal l-ntent and

between depression and suicidal intent, for both the total intent

scores and those relating to the circumstance of the attempt and to

the self report (Table 5.6.).

TABLE 5.6

CORRELATIONS ( SPEARMAN) OF SUIC IDAI TNTENT WITH DEPRESSION

AND HOPELESSNESS

Suicidal Intent
Depression (¡=1O4) Hopelessness (¡=103)

t p
s

rp
s

Total Intent Score

Circumstances Score

Self-Report Score

. 3837

.2985

.4388

.00r

.oo2

.001

.4403

.4263

.4197

.001

.001

.00r

It \,vas noteworthy that when partial correlations were computed'

it was found that the correlations of the suicidal intent scores

with those obtained by the Hopelessness scale (hotding scores of the

LpD euestionnaire constant) decreased, though they still remained
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significant for the total intent, and both the circumstances and

sclf-rcport intent scores. However, the correlations of the

suicidar intent scores $¡ith those of the LPD Questionnaire (hording

scores of the HS constant) only remained significant for the

self-report intent component of the suicida'l Intent scale (Table 5'7

(Itwitlbenotedthatthepartialcorrelationshavebeen

performed using the Pearson correlation coefficient, as the s'P's's'

programme does not allow for partialling of non-parametric data.

The pearson correlation coefficients before partialling were all

significant at the .OOl levelr and were: r='4108 "3370 and '4365

forthetotal,circumstancesandself-reportintentScores

respectively with the depression scores; and t='4525' '42L7 and

"4301 for the total, circrmstances and self-report intent scores

respectively wíth the hopetessness scores' )

TABLE 5.7

PARTTAL CORRELATIONS (PEARSON) OF SUICIDAL INTENT IVITH DEPRESSION

AND HOPELESSNESS

Suicidal Intent Depression (Control-
Iing for Hopelessness)

rp

Hopelessness (ControI-
Iing for Depression)

rp

Total Intent Score

Circumstance Score

.1605

.0788

.2L98

.107

.43r

.026

.2608

.2797

.2044

.008

o04

Self-Report Score .039
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Thus these results support the contentíon of Minkoff et aI

(1973), Beck et al (I975b), Kovacs et al (1975) and Vrletzef (1976) that

there is a greater degree of association between hopelessness and

suicidal intent than between depression and intent. The studies

cited each used the Beck Depression Inventory' and the only study

which has not confirmed this findinq is that of Pokorny et aI (1975),

in which the Zung self-Rating Depression scale was used. It is

significant that the present results were obtained by using the

LpD guestionnaire, and this therefore offers further support

to the importance of the assocíation between hopelessness and

suicidal intent.

It is pertinent to consider some of the problems in interpretation

of such results. Pokorny et al (1975) commented on the difference

between his results and those of Minkoff et aI (1973), and suggested

that subject selection may be important. They noted that the majority

of the subjects of the study of Minkoff et aI (f973) were depressed

unmarried or separated women, who \4rere members of racial or religious

minorities, and therefore they may have reality based negative expectations

of external societal supports. Tt is of note that the subjects of

Pokorny et al (1975) were inpatients of aVeterans' hospital and

therefore comprised mainly depressed marrie.d Protestant Caucasian

men who night be e:<pected to have more external social support' They

nored ¡¡at tti.t i,s then¿óotLQ- po^^íblø thaf. ilte ne.LaLLovÂl'vLp be.tnøe-n

n4go-tive øxpQ.c.ta.tion^ and 
^wLe,LdaX- 

ínføvtl. ,Lt døpønd¿nt on øx.tuLnaL
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¡ufrfroh.t - t\La.t Ln thø ne,La-tive- abl¿nc¿ o( exLenna'L 'socia'L tupytontt,

nega.tivø ØxfrQ,cfationt o$ the- (ufunQ- ilLe a.ttociaf¿d urÁh 
^Ú;ou^nøAt

o( tu"Lc,LdaL ínf.¿nL, whenen,t nega.tivz øxytec.taÍion| ilLQ- 'Le*s nøLøvant ín

the pttesøncø o( tueh ,suYtPoftlÁ".

lrthile the selection of subjects in the present study could

undoubtedly be criticised on some of the grounds noted by Pokorny

et al (1975), it is suggested that they are more representative of

the population seen in general clinical practise than the subjects of

their study. Nevertheless, their caution that )¡A tl)tOng

hoyte,Le.ttne.t.t-Lntent tLQ,tß..tion^hip maq LxLst in ,som¿ cinun'sto'nce^,

buL t,t doU not Leem to be gønøna.LLzabL.ø" should be borne in mind.

The problem of when to administer the scale is a problem

eommon to the administration of all scales. This is raised particularly

wj-th regard to the Hopelessness scale because v'letzel (1976) found no

positive correlations immediately after the attempted suicide, but reported

significant findings one month after the attempt. Such fíndings have not

been reported bY others.

It is also possible that the experience of hospitalisation night

influence hopelessness, atthough it could be postulated to do so in either

direction. Thus, being hospitalised might signify to some that they

are hopeless and need care, thereby re-inforcing their hopelessness, or

it coutd be interpreted as offering hope when needed, and therefore

result in a lesser score.

Conclusion: These results indicate that patients of high lethality are

more hopeless, as measured by the Hopelessness scale, than patients of
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low lethality, and that patients who have attempted suicide are

more hopeless than comparison subjects. Beck et aI (1975b) have suggested

that this may have important therapeutic implications, and they suggesL

t1¡at nbq docu,sting on tLQ,úrc.tion 06 a, pa.LLØnt',5 hctpøLUtnut^, thø

p,Lo 6QÁ^iona,L mattr a.Lto bø ab.Lø to o.U¿viaÍø 6wLc'Lda'[, cftiÁe,t motLQ-

e$(øcfuLve,Lq than ín tLp paÁt". The results of this study suggest

that such an hypothesis is not unreasonable.

Thus the hypothesis that patients who have attempted suicide

would score higher on the Hopelessness Scale than patients of

lower lethality was supported, though only when comparing subjects

of high and low lethality. The hypothesis that patients who had

attempted suicide would score higher on the Hopelessness Scale than

subjects of a comparison group was also supported'

iv. Death Anxiety

It is of note that although patients in the high lethal-ity

group scored less on the Death Anxiety Scale (Templer, I97O) than

those in groups of lesser lethality, a difference in the direction

predicted, this difference \¡ras certainly not significant (Tab1e 4.58-).

This finding is consistent with the work of Tarter et aI (1974) who

found no relationship between this scale and the lethality of suicide

attempÈs as assessed by the Risk-Rescue Rating Scale'

However, TarÈer et a] found a small significant correlation

between death anxiety and the potential for rescue component of

the Risk-Rescue Rating Scale. The component of the Suicidal Intent

Scale most analogous to the potential for rescue is the objective intent,
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as assessed by the circumstances surrounding the attempt. It is of note

that there was a low but significant negative correlation between death

anxiety scores and the intent scores assessing the circumstances of

the suicide attempt (Spearman t" = -.L666, P = 'O47) ' Thus while

tethatity of the attempt was unrelated to death anxiety, the suicidal

intent as measured by the circumstances of the attempt was significantly

negatively correlated with death anxiety. In fact, a high potential

for rescue score on the Risk-Rescue RaÈing Scale is analogous fo a

Iow score on tTre Suicidal Intent scale as assessed by the objective

circumstances of the suicide attempt, and thus this study is consistent

with that of Tarter et aI (1974). They suggested that the result

,,mattr Lnd,Lcnf.ø thaÍ. thø anxie.fq neXa.tød to a ,suic'Lde a'ttenpt i's not

d,írstí,¡ta.tød wþrcne the oytpon'tuwí-tq $on ,Le^cuQ. irS l4'tgl'I," However' an

aLternate hypothesis is that persons of lower death anxiety may be

more willing to plan their attemPts in such a way (i.e. with the

circumstances surrounding the attempt suggesting high suicidal inÈent)

that they are more tikely to commit suicide. offering support for

this hypothesis is the signifícant (though again low) negative

correlations between death anxiety and the self report component of

the Suicidal Intent Scale (Spearman t= = -'1639, p = '050) ' and the

total suicidal intent score (Spearman t= = -'1803, P = '035)'

There r¡ras no difference between the scores on the Death Anxiety

Scale of those who had had a previous epísode of attempted suicide

(mean 7.6, (SO:.2), mean rank 53.8) and those who were first attempters

(mean 7.2, (SD2.8), mean rank 50.6; Mann-whitney u = I2]-'7.5t (two tailed)
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p = .589 n.s.). This finding is also consistent with that of

Tarter et al (L974').

A possible short coming of this study is that subjects of each

Iethality group had no immediate threat to their lives at the time

of adrninistration of the scale, and one might therefore not expect

a difference between the groups.

It is of note that the mean death anxiety score of those subjects

who had attempted suicide was identical to that of the comparison

group (Table 4.96.). Although a different instrument was used, this

finding is consistent with the work of Eisenthal (f968), BIau et al

(1967, quoted by Lester, L972), and Farberow et al (1964) , who found

no difference between suicidal and other subjects on their assessments.

Although one can not ignore the significant correlations between

cleath anxiety and both the circumstances and self-report components of

the Suicidal Intent Sca1e, it must be emphasised that the degree of

correlation was extremely low. Certainly the other findings' in

groups of young hromen who have attempted suicide with such widely varying

degrees of lethality, and in a comparison group, suggest that death

anxiety, as measured by the Death Anxiety Scale of Templer (1970), does

not play a major role either in determining whether a person wilL make

a suícide attempt, or in the degree of lethality that wiII arise from

that attempt.

v. Hvsteroid,/obsessoid dinension of personality

Although there \^tas no significant difference in scores on

the Hysteroid/Obsessoid Questionnaire (ttOQl beÈween the groups of

differing tethatity, there r^tas a trend, in the predicted direction,
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for patients in the high lethality group to score less than

the other groups, indicating a more obsessoíd score (Table 4.60.).

This approached significance when the scores of the high tethality

group were compared with the scores of the other two groups (Mann-

v,thitney tJ = 946.0, p = .0695 (one tailed) ). This ís consistent

with the finding of Murthy (1969) that rserious' attempters were

significantly more often obsessoid rather than hysteroid in personality.

(It is also of interest, although their findíng ldas not significant'

the Pallis and Birtchnelf Gg77) reported rseriousr attempters scored

less on the MMPI Hysteria Scate than Inon-seriousr attempters.)

l,lhen the HOQ scores are presented in the same manner as Murthy

(1969), by comparing those subjects with scores of 23 and less, (which

denote an obsessoid personality) with those with scores of 24 and

above, (which denote an hysteroid personality), the similariÈy between

her results and those of the present study is clearly seen. These are

presented in Tables 5.8 and 5.9, and it is apparent that when subjects

of the hígh lethaliÈy group are compared to those of the other two

groups combined, significantly more of the high lethatity group obtained

obsessoid scores.
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TABLE 5.8

COMPARTSON OF ISERIOUSI ASID ' NON.SERIOUS I HOO SCORES, MURTHY (1969)

Serious Non-serious
TotalHOQ Scores

o E o E

Obsessoid

Hysteroid

25

13

I6
I6

30

I
\<

>.

23

24

2I
11

46

24

Total 38 32 70

X2 = 7.o5, df = 1, P< .01

TABLE 5.9

CO¡,TPARISON OF HOO SCORES OF DIFFERING LETHATITY GROUPS, PRESENT STUDY

HL IL LL
TotalHOQ Scores

o E o E o E

obsessoid

Hysteroid
\< 23 26

>/247
2l
L2

2A

22

32

18

t2
I

65

38

11

9

33 50 20 103Total

X2 = 5.135, df. = 2t 9 = .o77

2Partitioned

HLvIIJ+LL Corrected

Corrected

x2=

x2=

4.L85,

. 335,

df=1, P=.041

df = I n.s.LLvHL+IL
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Thus although the HOe scores did not significantly differentiate

thc arou¡rs of differing tethality, when the number of subjects scoring

23 or less, indicating an oþsessoid Persopality' vtere compared to those

scoring 24 or rrrore, indicating an tiysteroid personality, there were

significantly more with an obsessoid personality in the high lethality

group compared to those patients of lesser lethalíty. However, even in

the groups of lesser lethality, the majority of subjects scored

in an obsessoid direction.

The mean score of the comparison group was 23.52 (S.O. 4.27), a

similar figure to that of 23.30 (S.D. 5.10) reported by vinoda (1966)

for her normal control group. This score \^tas greater than that of

those attempters matched for age QO.26, S.D. 5.50), indicating that

the attempters scored more in an obsessoid direction than subjects of

the comparison group. This result $las in the opposite direction to

that predicted, and it is noteworthy that the difference approached

significance using a t\^ro tailed Mann-vùhitney u test (Table 4.96.) '

The scores for the attempters were similar to those reported

by vinoda (1966) and Eastwood et aI (L972). The results are

also consistent with the sÈudies of Farberow (1950) ' Pallís and

Birtchnell, (1976) and Marks and Haller (L977) ín not offering objective

support to the clinical reports of an increased frequency of subjects

with an hysterical personality in those who attempt suicide. Indeed
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the results also conflict with the greater clinical dj agnosis of

hysterical personality in attempters, in contrast to the comparison

group, in the present study (Table 4.95.).

That no study using standardised objective measures has been

able to substantiate the clinical reports of an increase in

hysterical personality in those who attempt suicide suggests that

either the instruments used are not sensitive enough to detect

this attribute, or thaÈ a re-assessment of clinical diagnosis may

be necessary. Certaínly both these possibilities bear consideration.

The items of the Hog were based on clinical observation and

constructed on a simple face validity basís, and thus scores should

correspond to usual clinical diagnostic practice. It is possible that

patients' responses may not indicate their usual traits shortly after

attempting suicide, and the HOQ may reflect this, !'Ihereas the clinician

assesses more on the life style of that patient. To illustrate the

point, it may be difficult for a person with an hysterical personality

to assign a rtruer or tfalset ansvr¡er to Statements Such as rmy party

nanners are pretty goodt, or'I like to wear eye-catching clothestt

in an hysteroid manner immedíatety after attempting suicide. Caine

(1970) has noted t;¡atttth¿ H\qiÁ motLe c.Lo^e,Lq nøLafød to th¿

va.(idaLLon uuí,tenLon o(s fruuona,U.tA LtLa,í,t/) than i.t i't to øí-th¿n

a,LLnLca.L d,LagnotitS orL to 
^qmptom 

m¿a^u)LQ.^'t , but it is problematical

whether or not this applies to this partícu1ar clinical situation.

The HoQ has high test-retest relíability (caine, 1965), and it

would seem logical to follow these patients and determine their scores

again.
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The possibility that the clinical diagnosis of such patients who

attenpt suicide may need re-assessment should not be discounted- As

noted in the review of the literature (p. L25, p. 137), the perceptual

set of clinicians may have been sensitised to detect hysterical traits

in these subjects. The pejorative connotations of the term 'hysterical'

and its synonlrms have frequently been alluded to in the general

psychiatric literature (Chodoff and Lyons, 1958; Iazare, I97L; and

Chodoff, Lg74), and more specifically it has been noted of those

who attempt suicide that'tth¿ ttenøotqpe irr tha't o[ a LuUÍnLowLe qoung

tiloman who i'S malLLng a. nui,6a-ncø o( heluSøL.d't (Morgan et al , L975a) .

Hohrever, the pitfall-s of the assumption of hysterical diagnoses have

also been adequately described (S]ater, L96L, 1965; BaIl and Lloyd'

I97L¡ and Goldney, 1978), and militate against assuming that the

results of the HOe must be incorrect as they conflict with clinical

experience.

The use of both the HoQ and the LPD Questionnaire allows the

association between the hysteroid personality and depression to be

examined more close]y. It is of interest that Payke] et aI (1976)

reported that ttyta.tient'S wi,th hq,StWLea.L pe-hÁonaUfiU tend¿d Ío b¿

Lut d¿vQlLe,Lq i-tL" when depression 't,sqmyttom^ uJørLe na.t¿d on Í!'t¿ CI-LwLca'[-

IntULvíeN (on DøpnUÁion, d. modi()í¿d and ¿xpanded vryution o( thø

HanLl-ton RaLLng Sca.Le (on Oøyttte,ttí0n." Table 5.10 demonstrates

the LPD Questionnaire classes for patients scoring in the hysteroid

().24 on the HOQ) and obsessoid (623 on the HOQ) directions, and shows

no significant difference in allocation of the 'endoglenous' and
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,non-enc10çtenoust depressions and the tnot depressedt classes'

TABLE 5.10

DEPRESSION CI,ASSÏ FICATION OF DIFFERING HOQ SCORES

Non-endogenous
depression

Endogenous
depression

Not
depressed

Total

HOQ

o E o E o E

Obsessoid \< 23 24

Hysteroid >. 24 IO

2L.5 22 22 19 2L.5 65

t2.5 I3 13 15 12.5 38

34 35 34 r03Total

X2 = I.58I, df = 2, p = .454 n.s.

As one would e)$)ect from the above results, the mean depressaon

scores of those patients d,esignated obsessoid and hysteroid, though

differing in the direction suggested by Paykel et al (1976), did not

approach significance (obsessoid: LPD mean IO.03 (SD 4.46), mean rank

54.3¡ Hysteroid: LPD mean 8.84 (SD 4.65), mean rank 48.0; Mann-V'thitney

U = I387,Or (one tailed) P = .L49).

Although there were no significant dífferences in depression

scores when assessed in the above manner, there was a significant' though

\^leak negative correlation between scores of the HoQ and those obtained by

the LPD Questionnaire (t= -'24Lg, h = IO3' p = 'OO7) ' indicatinq that
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anincreaseddepressionscoresignificantlycorrelatedwitha

decreasins HoQ score, i.e. wiÈh an increase in the obsessoid

dimension of personality- Hovleverr both the HOQ and the LPD

Questionnaire significantly correlated with age (HoQ: t" = - .2427,

n= IO3r P=.007; LPD: t=='3049, n = 1O4r P = "001)r and the

association of HoQ and LPD scores could be an artefact of their

common association with age.

It is noteworthy that when a partial correlation of HoQ scores with

those of the LpD euestionnaire was performed, controlling for age, the

strength of correlation was reduced, but sti1l remaíned significanÈ

(Pearson r = - .2089, P = .018)'

(rtwittbenotedthatthepartialcorrelationwasperformed

using the Pearson correlation coefficient, as the s.P.s's' programme

does not allow for partialting of non-parametric data) '

paykel et al (1976) recorded correlations of nmOde'6t' magwí'tudøtl

between depression and measures of personality, and their conclusion

"th,a.f thø døytnU,Sivø ttlndnomø, af L¿a,St a^ mea^ULød ín tlq'í'S ttudq ha^

a. LalLge cotLQ. d)/5tu)tbaneø, whicl+ irs úønød bq alL h'Lnd't o$

früL^ona.l.ifie.^, and, a dø[inifø bu.t ,sma'LLQ]L udd,i-tional øLQmønf which i's

c\LoutLed bt¡ thø plLøno,Lbid pÚUona'tif.q o$ the deytne'Stød frÚuson'|, could

equally apply to the results of this study'

It is pertinenÈ to reflect on the significant correlation between

ageandHoQscore.Paykeletal(L976)alsoobservedasimilar

correlation (using other instruments), and noted: t'ttea'|onÁ (¡on Íl+ø

M)tong ege e.ú6¡,c,t^ on pUL6ona.U-tU a)LQ. not thente,LvU c'Løan' It maq bz
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t\Laf. 'fra,h^ona,[,i.ttj' doU change wi.tll ageing, Ln thaf monø obte'sÃívø,

Le.tt hq,sfryLca.L, .(.eu døpzndønt and !-øt¿ emotionallq 'LabiLz y:alLennt

døVe,LOyl." In so far as these personality characteristics may be

estimated by the HOQ, the present results support the speculation of

paykel et aI (L976), and in so doing they highlight one of the problems

in estimating personality characteristics in those who have attempÈed

suicide.

Conclusion: Although there was a trend for attempters in the high

lethality group to score more in the obsessoid direction that those

in the groups of lesser lethality, it faíIed to attain significance

and the original hypothesis $¡as not supported. However, when subjects

were divided arbitrarily into hysteroid and obsessoid personalities on the

brasis of their score, significantly more of the high lethality group were

obsessoid when compared with the two lesser lethality groups combined-

Flowever, even in the groups of lesser lethality, the rnajority of subjects

scored in an obsessoid direction.

The hlpothesis that attempters would score more to\,vards the

hysteroid dimension of personality than subjects of the comparison

group rdas not supported. In factr there was a trend, whích

approached significance, r.ot the comparison subjects to be more

hysteroíd than those who had attempted suicide.

vl_. l,ocus of control dimension of personality

Patients in the high tethality group scored significantly

less on the ANSIE locus of control scale (Nowicki and Duke, L974) than

patients in the groups of lesser lethality (Table 4.62.). Thís
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difference was in the direction predi-cted, such. a prediction having

been made in the belief that those persons in the high tethality group

wouldhavebeenmoçedefiniteaboutthelrdecísiontodie,andwouldhave

felt more in control of their fate rather than leaving it to chance.

Such a finding is consistent with the clinical reports of Shneidman

(1963) and Sendbuehler et al (1970). Thus Shneidman (1963)

noted that the individual of high suicidal intent, who wiII

definitety suicide in the near future, "doe,8 not Wí/Sh Lo Lef )i.t¡

happøn to h,tn. Ra.tLLüL, I+¿ wanf's to ytLaq a ,LoLe- in if's 1cculuLøncT.

Thu's tqø w.í.lt- do i.t (1on hin^a,L(), a.t h,Os own timQ., and 0n I'uLt own tQlm^,"

Sendbuehler et al (1970) observed that 'serious' attempts \^tere ttmOJLe

ín(.Luøncød bq íntennaX- moÍiva.tioytÁ" whereas I gestures' \n¡ere more guided

by t'Lxtehna.[- l+aPPøning,s]' .

It is of note that taken as a group, patients who attempted suicide

scored higher on the AI{STE scale than subjects in the comparison group

(Tab]e 4.96.). lflhis difference was híghly significant (p< .OOt),

and in the direction predicted, indícating that those patients who had

attempted suicide were more externally oriented and thus believed that

re-inforcements \^rere unrelated to their personal control, but due to luck'

chance or other people. This is consístent with a number of clinical

reports (weiss, Ig57; Shneidman and Farberow, 1965¡ KesseII, L966¡ and

Bostock and Vüilliams, Lg74) which suggest that the person who attempts

suicide has certain expectations from others. It is also consistent

with the research of Williams and Nickels (1969), who concluded that

"m¿aÁuhel 06 øxfULna.L Louø o( confnol- ph.,í-Lotophttr wil.L couLs'tÅ'f.a-
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f)o^iÍive,LA wi-th mø0¿5UL2Â o(¡ twLcLdø ytLonenQt\Ãt' , and the theoretical

paper of Boor (1976) in which he postulated that "CU,lfULØ6 tl'Laf.

[o,sten t'vLgh pene¿pÍioytr o(¡ extønnnL conf)LoL a.Lso (o'Sten I'vLgl'L

LbLcida..L ttaÍ.e.^,, .

It is also of interest that the locus of control scores significantly

correlated with the depression scores (for patients who had attempted

suicide:- r = .2636, (n=IOO) r P = .OO5; for those who had attempted
s

suicide and cornparison subjects combined:- t" = .46LOt (¡¡=L24), P = .00I).

It will be recalled that one formulation of depression is that

involving 'learned helplessness' (Setigman, 19'12, L978), and that

Hiroro (Lgl 4) demonstrated that " exte)tna.|.6 WULy 
^ígni{ícanllq 

mottø

'høLyt[-e,tt' than LntUtnA.LrSt' under experimental conditions. The present

finding in the clinical situation of an external locus of control

orientation being positively correlated with depression scores is

consistent with the work of Hiroto (1974) and Seligman (L972, 1978).

Ho\^¡ever, the limitations of the rlearned helplessness'-paradigm

in relation to ctinical depression is acknowledged (Depue and Monroe,

1978), as is the harsh conunent of Costello (1978) lJrlaE'tin the ca'tø O(

Leatnød he.LytLUtnU,S, the- exytenína-ntr.L fra^Ãdigmt fr,Lofro^e.d ilLz- 6an too

gznULaL and Loo,sø, .(-eavíng ,ßom unóon-tuna.te,Lq $on a" mu.tf)fudø o(

pahoJnQ.t^ic 6tudiA,6.tt It is beyond the scope of this thesis to pursue

this particular aspect in further detail, other than to note that the

concepts have a superficial appeal, and the observed associaÈions invite

further investigation.

It would appear to be important to attenpt to integrate the findings
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related to the groups of differing lethality and those between the

comparison subjects and the total number of patients who had attempted

suicide. Thus, although patients of high rethality scored more

internally than those of lesser lethality, they were still more externally
oriented than subjects of the comparison group. (H.L. group mean l7.o
(s.D- 4.5), mea¡ rank 36.4¡ comparison group mean l-o.g (s.D. 4.9), mean

rank 18.8; Mann-Vrlhitney U = 640 (two tailed) p< .OOl). It would

therefore appear that there was a threshold of locus of control score for
these subjects, above which (indicating a more external score) a suicide

attempt was possible. Hohrever, once above that threshord, a lesser

score, indicating a relatively more internal orientation, might predispose

that individual to make a more lethal attempt.

Although this hlpothesis appears consistent with the resurts, it

should be regarded as onry tentative. rt wirr be recarred that the

possibility that the concepts of rcontrol' and rreinforcementr in suicidat

subjects may not be precisely analagous to the rcontrol, and rreinforcementl

implicit in the l-ocus of control construct was noted earlier (p. L451, and

this is again acknowledged. rt is also pertinent to consider possible

artefagts which may have contributed to the difference in scores. Thus,

the fact that each patient was seen in a general hospital setting, in

which dependency on others ís encouraged, may have influenced the

score in an external manner. However, if that were so, one might have

expected patients from the high tethality group, who had experienced

most dependency on rife-saving personner and equipment, to have scored

most externally. This was not the case.
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Another possible reason for this pattern of scores is that

these patients may have denied feeling in control, as a defence

against anxiety. Such a response has been referred to as

'defensive externalityr (Hamsher et aI, 1968), whereby a subject

adopts an external response as a means of rationalising his/her

own feelings of inadeguacy and failure.

The work of Bryant and Trockel (1976) was referred to earlier

(see p. l.47), as it attempted to relate the locus of control

orientation of college women to significant stress-related life

events in their developmental history. They used the ANSIE locus

of control questionnaire and the Coddington life change events and

weighting instrument, and found utl,Lrf. uJlmen Wíflt A ÃfuLOng eXtÜLna.L

conþLoL o¡.Løn-ta.tion ,LenembuL¿d motLe- fro^i-t;Lvz- and nøgafiva. U6Q-

cLlangu (LtnQ,ô^e^l dun Lng fLLLih fr,Lø-^clloo.L qøant tLtan d.Ld

womØn wLtl+ 'sÍltong íntelLna.L contltoL oni¿n'tntion" . rn the present

study childhood stress factors were recorded by the instrument

cievised by Langner and Michael (1963), and it is of note that

there was a high degree of correlation between increasing scores

on the ANSIE locus of control scale, denoting increasingly external

orientation, and total childhood stress factor scores (for patients

who had attempted suicide:- t" = .3785, (¡=1O0) r P = -00I; for those

who had attempted suícide and comparison subjects combined:- t= = .5250,

(¡¡=I24), p = .OOI). Bryant and Trockel (L976) cited seven studies which

had noted that persons scoring in an external manner reported less

satisfying early childhoods than did Èhose scoring in an internal manner'
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and the present results are consistent wit-h those observations.

In considering the genesis of the locus of control orientation,

Bryant and Trockel (L976) suggested that affectively significant

events over which a person had had no control, such as in early

childhood, might lead to an external orientation. The Langner and

Michaet (1963) instrument certainly refers to events over which

a child has no control, and thus these results offer some support to

the hypothesís of Bryant and Trockel (1976). However' as they

correctly noted, longitudinal prospective studies will be needed to

decide the issue.

Conclusion: The hypothesis that of patíents who had attempted suicide,

those of high lethality would score more towards an internal locus of

control orientation than those of lesser lethality' was supported.

Furthermore, the hlpothesis that as a group those patients who had

attempted suicide woutd score more towards an external locus of

control orientation than subjects of the comparison group was also

supported. However, the strength of the fíndings was unexpected

when the paucity of previous research and iÈs equívoca] nature

r^¡ere considered. Possible artefacts which may have contributed to

this finding have been referred to, and careful replication studies

would appear to be mandatorY.



CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS

ttSwLcide a.tf.enyút lure manq menwLngt and,

wha.tzven thafuL .Løve.L o( Le-tLtalLtq, oughf to b¿ tal¿øn ,swLou,sLttr.t,

(Shneidman, L976)
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I. ST]MMARY OF RESULTS

a. Comf)a rison of croups of Differing Lethality

I General Descriptive and Clinical Data

There \,üas no significant difference between the groups

on the basis of their age or nationality' but more of the 1ow

lethality group were married or in a de facto relationship' and were

Iiving with their spouse. There ldas a trend for subjects of the low

Iethality group to be of lower socio-economic status.

The high lethality group took more tablets/capsules, and h¡ere more

likely to have taken antidepressants than the other groups. There was

a trend for fewer of the low leÈhality group to have taken more than

one drug, but this did not attain significance. Significantly fewer

of the high lethality group took alcohol with their overdose, and the

high lethality group also took alcohol socially less often than the

other groups. There \das no difference between the groups in the

method of their referral to hospital, or in the source from which they

obtained their drugs.

The majority of each group had had contact with some form of

'helpíng agency' in the four weeks before their suicide attempt, but

significantly more of the low lethality group had had contact in the

48 hours before the attempt. It is of note that this was due to the

lesser contact of the intermediate lethality group, and not of the

high lethality group. Significantly more of the high tethality group

had consulted a psychiatrist or traínee psychiatrist as their last

medical contact. There \^tas a trend for more of the high lethality
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group to have had previous psychiatric assessment, but this did not

attain significance. However, it was significant that more of the

high lethality group had consulted a psychiaÈrist in the four weeks

before the suicide attempt. There Ì/üas a trend for fewer of the

low lethality group to have made a previous suicide attempt, but

there l^tas no relationship between the time of the attempt and the

Iethality of the present attempt.

There was a trend for fewer of the high lethatity group to have

both used or been subject to violence, but this did not attain

signifícance.

There was no significant difference in the phase of the menstrual

cycle, report of alcohol abuse by spouse, history of parental death or

separation/dívorce, family history of psychiatric treatment, or

history of contact with suicidal behaviour between the groups of

differing lethality.

There were two significant differences between the groups in theÍr

report of childhood stress. Thus fewer of the high lethality group

reported symptoms suggestive of parent,s poor mental health' or

that their parents were 'the worrying type'. Little weight should

be placed on these findings, as given the overall number of comparisons

made, such results may have arisen by chance alone.

There were no significant differences in the clinical diagnoses of

the groups of differing lethalíty. Ho\,rever, there vtere trends for the

diagnosis transient situational disturbance to be made more often, and

for schizoid personality traits to be reported less often in subjects of

the low lethality group.
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ii. other Data

The score on the Suicidal Intent Scale of the high

lethality group was significantly higher than that of the interrnediate

lethality group, which was in turn significantly higher than that of

the low lethalíty group.

There vtras no difference in depression score, or in depressíon

category between the groups of differing lethality.

Subjects of the high lethality group scored significantly higher

on the Hopelessness Scale than subjects of the low lethality group.

There hrere no significant differences ín scores between the

groups of differing lethality on the Death Anxiety Scate or the

Hysteroid,/obsessoid Questionnaire (ltog¡. However, there was

a trend for the high lethality group to score less than the other

groups on the HOQ, indicating a more obsessoid score.

The high lethality group scored lower on the Adu1t Nowicki-

Strickland Internal-Externa1 locus of control scale than the low

Iethality group, indicating a more internal orientation of locus

of control.

b. Attempted Suicide Patients v. Comparison Subiects

i. General Descriptive and Clinical Data

Feh¡er of the attempters lvere married or living in a de facto

relationship, and more were in the lowest socio-economic Aroup when

contrasted with subjects of the comparison group. There was no

difference between the groups in nationality, or whether or not they
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had children.

Patients who had attempted suicide had significarrtly more often

consulted a medical practitioner in the forty-eight hours before

their overdose than had subjects of Ëþe comparison group in the

forty-eight hours prior to their assessment interview.

Significantly fewer of the comparison group reported either

previous psychiatric consultation, a past history of attempted suicide,

or a history of drug abuse.

Fewer of the attempters were in the mid phase of the menstrual

cycle, but this finding should be regarded with caution because of

methodological shortcomings. There was no sÍgnificant difference

between the groups in the frequency of the possibility of pregnancy,

miscarriage or termination of pregnancy, but the numbers h¡ere smaIl.

Significantly more of the attempters had lost a parent through

separation and/or divorce. Although a greater nr¡nber of attempters

had experienced a loss of a parent by death, this did not attain

statistical significance.

There were a number of significant differences between patients

who had attempted suicide and subjects of the comparison group in

their report of childhood stress. Eight of the eighteen indívidual

items and five of the eight factors, as well as the total childhood

stress factor score, distinguished the two groups, with the attempters

in each case reporting more stress. Thus the group of attempters were

more likely to report the ítems:- parefitrs chief problems being

financial; childhood broken home; mother wanted to run patientrs life;
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mothcr didn't understand the patient; the patientrs parents were

not ¡rrou<l of them; the patientrs parents did not tpracbice what

they preach'; parents qqarrelling often¡ And the patient often having

disagreements with thel-r papents. Three of the factors (childhood

broken home, parents quarretling often and the patient often having

disagreements with their parents) lvere síngle item factors, while

the others \dere the higher frequency of rePorting by attempters of

childhood poor physical health, and of their parents character being

negatively perceived.

There r¡ras a trend, wllich attained signifieance when the total

numbers \^rere compared, for the attempters to have sustained more

violence from others than those in the comparison group. There

was no difference in the reported use of violence between the two

groups.

Although there \¡ras a trend for a greater nunlcer of attempters

to report that their spouse abused alcohol, this did not attain

significance.

There was no significant difference betr¡\reen the two groups in

the frequency with which they had a fanily hístory of psychiatric

treatment, or in the frequency with whích they had had contact with

suicidal behaviour.

significantly more of the attempters r¡vere given the primary

psychiatric diagnosis neurotic depression. The atÈempters were

also significantly more often considered to demonstrate hysterJ-cal

and passive-aggressive personality traits.
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ii. Other Data

Patients who had attempted suicide scored significantly

higher on the depression and hopelessness scales.

There was no difference between tþe groups on tþe measure

of death anxiety.

ftrere was a trend, which approached significance, for the

attempters to score more in an obsessoid direcÈion on the HoQ than

subjects of the comparíson group, a finding contrary to that

predicted.

Attempters scored significantly more externally than comparíson

group subjects on the locus of control questionnaire.

The differences between the groups are summarised in Tab1e 6.1.



TABLE 6.I

SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES BETI{EEN ATTEMPERS A¡ÍD COMPART SON GROUP AND BET9IEEN ATTEMPTERS OF DIFFERING LETH.ALITY

croups of Differing Lethality

Signif icant Dif f erences Trends Evident
Parameters

Demographic and
Descriptive data

Past Medical and
Psychiatric
History

Suicide AtÈernpters v,
Comparison GrouP

Data related to
suicide attempt

Less often married or de facto
Less often living with sPouse
Lower socio-economic status
More parental separation/divorce
Sustained more personal violence
Greater number of rePorted child-
hood stress items,/factors

More recent contact with medícal
practiÈioner

Ivlore previous psychiatric
assessment/treatment

More past history of attemPted
suicide

l4ore past history of drug abuse

Not applicable

Clinical Diagnosis More neurotic depression
More passive-aggressive and
hysterical personalitY traits

Higher depression score
Higher hopelessness score
External locus of control
orientation

LL more often marríed or de facÈo
LL more often living with sPouse
HL less general use of alcohol

LL more recent contact r^tith
medical practitioner

HL more recenÈ contact with
psychiatrist

HL took more tal¡lets,/caPsules
HL took more antidepressants
HL took alcohol less often
Suicidal Intent Scores: HL>IL>LL

Hopelessnsss ¡ III)r.r.
HL more internal locus of
control orientation

LL of lower socio-economic
status

HL less violence used and
sustained

HL more previous psychiatric
a s se s sment/tr eatment

HL more past historY of
attempted suicidt,

LL more transient situational
disÈurbance

LL less often schizoid
personality traits

(,
\¡
(o

Questionnaire Data HL more obsessoid
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II. OVER\rIEW

The findings of this study suggest that factors which predispose

to suicidal behaviour differ from those which determine the degree of

lethality associated with an attempt. In terms of the subjects

studied and the variables examined in this thesis' those parameters

which distinguished the attempters Ì¡¡ere anticipated on the basis

of the review of the literature.

The differences found between the groups of differing lethality

\^rere, in general accord with previous studies, and can be

considered to be consistent with certain broad generalisations. Thus

the significantly greater frequency of marriage (or de facto

relationship), and the more frequent contact with a medical practítioner

in the forty-eight hours before the suicide attempt by the low

Iethality group, and less general use of alcohol by the high lethality

çlroupi as well as the trends for the low lethality group to less often

clemonstrate schizoid personality traits, and to be of lower socio-economic

status, and the high lethality group to have had less experience of

violence, could all be consídered in some sense to be related to a

greater communication component in the attenpters of low lethality.

Itrere was evidence, though by no means unequivocal, of greater

psychiatric morbidity in the high tethality group. Thus, trends for

more subjects of high lethality to have had previous psychiatric

assessment, and to have previously attempted suicide, and the

significantly more recent nature of their psychiatric consultation,

are suçJgestive of a greater psychological morbidity' certainly in
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the period immediately before their suicide attempt. DesPite

this, there were no significant differences in clinical diagnosis

between the groups of differing lethality, atthough the trend for

patients in the low lethality group to be more frequently diagnosed

transient situational disturbance is consistent with that group

having less psychiatric illness. These results suggest that in the

clinical situation it would be unwise to assume that subjects who have

made a suicide attempt of low tethality necessarily have less

psychiatric norbiditY.

Twofurtherpointsarisingfromthegeneraldescriptiveand

clinical data deserve comment. First, the recent consultation by

attempters with medícal practitioners, and in particular the

recent psychiatric contact of the high lethality group is noteworthy,

as clearly this contact has (at the very least) not prevented these

subjects from exhibiting suicidal behaviour' Second' the fact

that reported childhood stress so clearly distinguished the

atternpters from the comparison group' but failed to differentiate

the groups of differing lethality, suggests that there may be

certain relatively specific events which predispose a person to

attempt suicide, but that other factors determine the lethality of

suicidal behaviour.

Thehightethalitygroup,althoughmoreexternallyorientedthan

the comparison group, scored significantly more internally than the

low lethality group on the locus of controt questionnaire, indicating

that subjects of high lethality perceived themselves as being more
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jn control of thcir situation with less expectation from others.

such an orientation may contribute to the lesser tendency

for subjects of high lethality to communicate with others. The

overall higher external score of the attempters suggests that a

sense of responsibility for onets own actions may have relevance

in both reducing the predisposition to suicidal behaviour, and in

the treatment of such patients. Such an orientation may contribute

to the lesser tendency for subjects of high lethality to communicate

with others.

There was a signíficant associatíon betvreen nedical lethalíty

and scores of the Suicidal Intent Sca]e, denoting that in general

the lethality of a suicide attempt provides a guide to the

suicidal intent of that patient. The nu¡nber of tablets,/capsules

ingested was also significantly related to suicidal íntent, and

suggests that such an assessment may constitute a simple means of

estimating suicídal intent.

It \^¡as of note that the hopeless¡ress score was significantly

greater in patíents of high lethality, whereas the depression scores

did not distinguish the three grouPs. This supports the contention

that hopelessness may be of special importance in suici<lal behaviour

(Beck, I975b), and should be examined independently of depression'

The results with regard to depression appear to be of particular

interest. Thus the lack of association bet\,ùeen depression scores and

medical lethality of the suicide attempt, though previously reported,

emphasises the fact that even subjects of low lethality may be

depressed. to a significant degree. The allocation of approximately
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one-third of attempters of each lethality group to the

en<logenous depression class by the LPD Questionnaire was an

unexpected finding, and if replicated in other suicidal subjects

and by other methodsr ßâY have therapeutic inplications.

The proportion of patients allocated Èo the endogenous class

of depression is germane to the debate of the relative importance

of intrapsychic and social factors in suicidal behaviour. In this

regard, Bancroft et aI (;¡977) noted, "iÍ i's o6 g'Løaf inpon-taneø

to ne,solvQ. thirs i-,sÁue, tus í6 ouh viQN o$ thø ti-tua.t'Lon i's eonnøc't

thene wi.(2 bø a" dl"vtguL, in Labe,Ll-Lng tlle. ttel(-poÍtonuus' als

tu((wLng {nom a deptu,sivQ. i.LLne,6^, o'[ d'ínøeling thetøyteutie

a.ttenLLon atill"rl 6tLon the bo¿Le íntenytetuoytßl di66icw(fq on to tlle

ind,LVLdua[tt , Vthile the findings of this study can not resolve

this issue, they do not support the positíon of Bancroft et al

(Lg77). However, it would appear to be unwise to adopt polarised

vi-ewpoints in this discussion and, indeed, Sainsbury (1973) has

commented, "to talzø uyt an'eitl+en-on' po,sLtion - to aytytLaud onø

.(-of. od dínd'Lng,s a"nd d¿nq othuLy - i's wa.tte{u'L o'[ lznowlødge and

fJtL0U6e^a,.te^ 
^üULUø 

ULgumøntt'. Certainly, the delineation of the

precise nature of depression in young women who attempt suicide is

by no means complete.

These results may have relevance in the clinical situation. Thus

for young \¡{omen between the ages of 18 and 30 years, those most at

risk for making suicide attempts of high lethality appear to be those

who are not married (or in a de facto relationship) i use alcohol less
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often; have had recent contacÈ with a psychiatrist; and have a

greater degree of suicidal intent and hopelessness. Furthermore'

there are trends for then to be those of higher socio-economic

status; to have tess history of violence, both used and sustained;

to more often demonstrate schizoid personality traits and to be

closer to the obsessoid pole of the hysteroid-obsessoid personality

continuum; and to be more likely to have had a past psychiatric

contact and to have made a previous suicide attempt.

Thus the fíndings of this study may provide indices, not only

for assessing a patient's potential for attempting suicide, but also

for assessing whether such an attempt would be of high or low

Iethality.
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NAIvIE:

ADDRESS:

ADMISSTON: Date ¡

Time:

INTERVIEVü: Date:
Time:

REFERRAL TO HOSPITAL:

CIVIL STAÍE:

PRESENT HOUSEHOLD:

1. Nr/K or Nr/A
2. G.P.
3. Psychiat. Hospital
4. Police

1. N/K
2. DeFacto
3. Single
4. Married

5. Self
6. Family
7. Friends
8. Others

Three
Four
Five or more

NUMBER OF TERII'IINATIONS OF PREGNANCY:

N/K
None
One
T'tvo

Three or more

APPENDIX I

GENERAL DESCRIPTIVE AND CLINICAL DATA

HOSPITAL UNIT RECORD NO.:

AGE:

NATIONALIÎY:
1. Migrant
2. lst Gen.
3. 2nd Gen.

Aust.
Aust.

1. N/K
2. Spouse
3. Parent(s)
4. Sibling(s)
5. Child(ren)

5. Widowed
6. Separated
7. Divorced

Ring the first applicable onty - e.g. parents before
siblings if with both.

6. Other relative,/friend
7 . Lodgings/hotel,/alone
8. InsÈitution
9. Other

NUMBER OF CHTLDREN:
I. Nr/K
2. None
3. One
4. T$ro

NUMBER OF I\,IISCARRIAGES:

5

6
7

I. N/K
2. None
3. One
4. Two
5. Three or more

1
2
3

4
5
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L.M.P

SOCIO-ECONOI,IIC STATUS :

AGENT (ONUC¡ INGESTED:

NUMBER OF DRUGS:

1. N/K
2. Mens.
3. Mid. Cycle
4. I/52 Pre-Mens.
5. Overdue

PREGNANT:
1. No
2. Possible
3. Yes

1. N,/K
2. No usual occupation
3. C1ass I
4. Class 2

Class 3

Class 4
Class 5

Other Hypnotics
Anti-depressants
Others
Multiple Drugs

Prescribed for self
Prescribed for others
Illega1 source

5
6
7

t. N/K or N/A 6

2. Minor Analgesics 7
(Paracetamol, Salicylates) I

3. Minor Tranquillizers 9
4. Major Tranquillizers
5. Barbiturates

I
2

SOURCI] OF PRINCIPAI DRUGS

N/A or N,/K
Number - specify:

1. N/K or N/A 4

2. Non-prescrÍbed Pharmacist 5

3. Non-prescribed Other 6

ALCOHOL:
Hístory of alcohol intake

1. N,/K
2. None

Alcohol with overdose:
N/K or N,/A
Yes
No

USE OF OTTIER NON-PRESCRTBED DRUGS:

1. Ni/K
2. None
3. Marihuana
4. Narcotics

PREVIOUS PSYCTTIATRIC TREATMENT :

1. Yes
2. No

3. Not excessive (within
cultural norms)

4. Dependence

5. Other Hallucinogens
6. Other Prescribed
7. Other ProPrietarY
8. Multiple Drug Use

1
2
3



PREVIOUS IN-PATIENT PSYCHTATRIC TREATMENT:

1. N/K
2. None
3. I.P. at time of admission

PREVIOUS OUT-PATIENT PSYCHTATRIC TREATMENT :

l. N,/K
2. None
3. o.P. within Previous week

MOST RECENT CONTACT WITH ''HELPING AGENCY'':
N,/K
Less than 3 hrs. bef
3-I2 hrs. before o.rl
12-24 hrs. before o.
24-4A hrs. before o.

f. N,/K
2. Less than 3 hrs. before o.d.
3. 3-12 hrs. before o.d.
4. L2-24 hrs. before o.d.
5. 24-48 hrs, before o.d.

NATURE OF MOST RECEIüT MEDICAI. CONTACT:

1. N/K
2. Psychiatric
3. Other
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within previous week
within previous four weeks
within previous Year
before last Year

. within previous four weeks

. within previous year

. before last year

4
5
6
7

I .P.
I.P.
I.P.
I.P.

o.P
o.P
o.P

4
5

6

ore o.d

NATURE OF ''HEI,PING AGENCY'.:
t. Medical PractÍtioner
2. Socia1 lVorker, Probation offícer, etc.
3. Nurse - e.g. BabY Health SÍster
4. Others - e.g. G.R.O.W., Life Line, "Parents without Partners"

MOST RECEÌi¡T CONTACT WITH MEDICAL PRACTITIONER:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

d
d

6. 2-7 ð,ays before o.d.
7. 7-28 days before o.d.
8. 1-6 months before o.d.
9. Greater than 6 months

6
7
I
9

2-7 ð,ays before o.d.
7-28 days before o.d.
I-6 months before o.d.
Greater than 6 months

(inctuding trainee psychiatrists)

PRSVIOUS ATTEMPTED SUICIDE:
1. N/K
2. None
3. One

MOST RECENT OVERDOSE:

1. N/K
2. Never
3. V[ithin previous 24 hours
4. l-7 days ago
5. l-4 weeks ago

4. Tt¡o
5. Three or more

6. 4 weeks to 3 months ago
7. 3-12 months ago
8. 12 months-2 Years ago
9. 2 years +
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HISTORY OF PARENTAL SEPARATION:
1. N,/K
2. Not permanentlY
3. Separation from
4. Separation from
5. Separation fro¡n
6. Separation from
7. Separation from

between I0-I5
Specify:
1. N/K

separated
one parent before the age of I0
both parents before the age of Io
one parent between ages of 10-15
both parents between ages of 10-15
one parent before I0 and the other

None
Death of one parent
Separation,/divorce of Parents
Death of both Parents
Death of one parent and separation,/divorce

PERMANENT SEPARATION FROM MOTHER:

1. N/K
2. Not permanentlY seParated
3. Permanent separation before 10 years old
4. Permanent separation between l0 and 15 years

Specify:
I. N/K
2. Not permanentlY seParated
3. Death
4. Separation,/Divorce

PERMÀNENT SEPARATTON FROI\4 FATIIER:
1. N/K
2. Not permanentlY seParated
3. Permanent seParation before 10 years old
4. Permanent separation between I0 and 15 years

2. Not permanentlY seParated
3, Death
4. Separation,/Divorce

HISTORY OF VIOIÆNCE:
t YeS

No2

VIOLENCE I:

I. N,/K
2. Violent
3. Non-violent

2

3

4
5

6

Specify
I. N/K

(patient reports having been physically violent towards
another person in the Past 5 Years)
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(Patient reports having sustained physical violence
in the past 5 years)

VIOLENCE II:

1. N/K
2. Violence sustained
3. Violence not sustained

PROBLEM IN USE OF ALCOHOL: - spouse or cohabitee
1. N/K
2. No complaints

3. ComPlaints' 4' u/e'

PSYCHIATRTC TREAT},IENT RECEIVED BY FAMILY I"IEMBERS:

I. N,/K
2. None
3. Father
4. MoÈher
5. sibling (s)

6. Spouse
7. Child(ren)
8. Other blood relative
9. More than one member

CONTACT VTITH SUICIDAL BEHAVIOUR:
1. Yes
2. No

EPISODE OF ATTEMPTED SUICIDE BY NEAR REI,ATIVE,/F'RIEND: (Denote closest
relationship)

I. N,/K
2. None
3. Father
4. Mother
5. Sibling(s)

COMPLETED SUICIDE BY NEAR RSLATIVE/FRIEND:
1. N/K
2. None
3. Father
4. Mother
5. Siblins(s)

CLINICAT DIAGNOSTS:
Illness

l. Transient situational disturbance
2. Neurotic depression
3. Anxíety neurosis
4. Conversion reaction
5. Endogenous depression
6. Schizophrenia - simPle

hebephrenic
7. Schizoaffective
8. Anorexia nervosa
9. No psychiatric diagnosis

6. Spouse
7. Other blood relative
8. In-laws
9. Friend(s) - close

10. Friend(s) - acquaintance(s)

6
7

8
9
0I

(Denote closest relationshiP)
Spouse
other blood relative
In-Iaws
Friend(s) - close
Friend(s) - acquaintance (s)
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Personality Traits

Other Diaqnoses

I
2

3

4
5

6
7
I

Paranoid PersonalitY
Schizoid personalitY
obsessive-compulsive personatity
Hysterical PersonalitY
Sociopathic - antisocial personality

dYssocial PersonalitY
Passive-aggressive PersonaliÈY
Borderline PersonalitY
No particular personality traits prominent

I
2

3
4

. Psychosexual disorder - homosexualitY

. Psychosexual dísorder - transsexualism

. Atcoholism

. Drug dependence - opium and derivatives
- Barbiturates
- Other hYPnotics, sedatives
- Cannabis
- Other sti:nulants
- Hallucinogens

. Borderline intelligence

. No other psychiatric diagnosis considered
5

6
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APPENDIX II

ASSESSI',IENT OF socro-ECONOMIC STATUS

It has been argued that there is no uniformly accepted system

for cl4ssification of socio-economic status in Australia (Mai'

1970), and it is generally acknowledged that the system provided

by the Commonurealth Bureau of Census and Statistics, which provides

eleven categories, is unwieldy for research purposes' The

classificationusedinthisstudyisthatdevelopedbyKrupinski'

Stoller and Baikie (1966) for their study of an Australian town'

and which has been used in subseguent studies (Mai, l97O¡

Claver, 19751.

Itisafive-tiersystem,andappearstohavefacevalidity:

I. Professional, Semi-professional' and Managerial

II. Own Business, ShoP or Farm

III. C1erical and Sales

IV. Skilled

V. Semi-skilled and Unskilled'
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APPENDIX TII

CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS

The cliagnoses used are basically those in section v of the

Internatíonal Classificatíon of Diseases (I-C-D-) as published

by the National Health and Medical Research CounciL (1-9721.

Variations from this are described.

The nosology emplolzed in this study includes the following:

I. No psychiatric diagnosis made (I.c.D - 796-9)

2. Transient situational disturbance (I-C.D. 3O7)

"Symptoms of behaviour of varied kinds appearing at any

â9ê, caused by or associated with an event or situatíon

involving exceptional physical demands or emotional stress,

which is emotionally traumatic for this particular person

Persistent failure to resolve such disturbances will suggest

a more serious underlying disturbance and will be classified

elsewhere. "

Neuroses (I.C.D. 300)

"Emotional maladaptions due to conflicts within the personality.

The chief characteristic is anxietlr, which may be dírectl1z felt

and expressed or which may be unconsciously and automaticalllz

controlled by utilisation of various psychological defences

such as depression, conversion, displacement, díssociatíon'

phobia formation or repetitive thoughts and acts. Thinking

and judgement may be impaired but Èhere is minimal loss of

contact with reality. There is usually evidence of periodic

3
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or constant rnaladjustment of varying degrees from early life.

The reaction to stress may bring about acute symptomatic

expression of such disorders and manifest itself by

varying types of neuroses.

In contrast to those with psychoses, patients wfth neuroses

do not exhibit gross distortion or falsification of external

reality (delusions, hallucinations) and they do not present

gross disorganisation of the personality. "

AnxieÈy neurosis (I.C.D. 300.0)

"characterized. primarÍIy by direct e:çeriencing of anxiety

with or without physicat slzmptoms. The anxiety is diffuse

and uncontrollable, and there ís only minor utítisation of

various specific defence mechanisms conmon ín other tlpes

of neuroses. t'

Hysterical neurosis (I.C.D. 30O.1)

"Characterized by the conversion of anxiety into bodily symptoms'

or by mentar dissociation' the bodily symptoms may involve

the loss oÍ, or distortion of, voluntary motor or sensory

functions. Blindness, deafness, anaesthesia or parasthesia,

paralysis or disturbance of reflex motor action (e'g'

vomiting) may occur. The mental dissociatíon involves

dissociated motivated behaviour of various kinds, of which

wandering (fugue) is the commonest and these conditions are

usually followed by more or less complete amnesia' Includes

a]-
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compensation neurosis. Includes conversion neurotic disorder

and dissociative neuroses of childhood."

iii. Depressive neurosis

The delineation of depressive neurosis, and in particular

its distinction from endogenous or psychotic depression,

remains controversial. For the purposes of this study the

distinction suggested by Kiloh and Garside (1963) has been

used, and neurotic depression is considered to be a lowering

of mood with feelings of sadness and self-Pity' the person

is often Ínunature with a sense of inadequacy, the depression

appears reactíve to the environment, and is variable, and

lacks the biological features which are indicative of

endogenous or psychotic depression. The neurotic depressive

reaction is more persistent and prolonged than a transient

situational disturbance.

Affective psychoses (I.C.D. 296)

"Reactions of psychotic depth, not of a demonstrable

physical aetiology, which are characterized by excessive

states of depression or elation with resultant disturbances

of thought and behaviour .... Affective psychoses have a

strong tendency to recur and are self-linitíng, i.e. reversion

to the normal state nearly always occurs in time."

In practical terms, the enÈities sometimes referred to as

'endogenous depression"'psychotic depression' or'manic-

depressive psychosis, depressed type' are considered to be

4
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s;\yrìorìymous, and lìavc the relativelr¿ <liscrete bioloqical

fcatures as delineated by Kiloh and Garside (1963). There

is marked depression of mood, often a past history and

family history of such mood disturbances, there is

characteristic sleep disturbance with waking in the early

hours of the morning, a diurnal mood variation with patients

reporting symptoms \^rorse in the morning, a decreased libido'

decreased appetite with weight loss and psychomotor

retardation. This symptom complex characterises most patients

with 'endogenous depression'. The more severe endogenous

depressions may have delusions of guilt and unworthiness' or

nihilistic delusions regarding bodily functions and reality

tresting is severety impaired. Such endoqrenous depressions

v/ere classically seen in older age groups and called

'involutional melancholia' .

Schizophrenia (I.C.D. 295)

Reactions of psychotic depth, not of a demonstrable physical

aetiology, which are characterised by a fundamental disturbance

in reality relationships and concept formations, with affective,

behavioural and intellectual disturbances in varying degrees

and mixtures.

The disorders are marked by a strong tendency to retreat

from reality, incongruity of affect, unpredictable disturbances

in the stream of thought, regressive behaviour andr in some, by

a tendency to deterioration. Delusions and hallucinations
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are common. rr

(This definition is essentially a composite of both

Bleulerian and Schneiderian criteria. )

Sirnple type (I.C.D. 295.O)

"Characterised by withdrawal and impoverishment of human

relationships with gradual development of an apathetic state

and indifference, but without other strikingly peculiar

, 
behaviour and without expression of delusions and hallucinations.

It is insidiously progressive over a long period of time,

usually with menÈa1 deterioratíon."

ii. Hebephrenic type (r.C.o. 295.1)

"Shallow inappropriate affect, irrelevant giggling, facile

behaviour, delusions, hallucinations and regressive behaviour

are characteristic of the hebephrenic type."

Personality disorders (I.C.D. 3O1)

" Disorders which are characterised by developrnental defects

of pathological trends in the personality structure, with

minimal subjective anxiety, and liÈt1e or no sense of distress

are included here. Usually the disorder is manifested by a

lifelong pattern of behaviour, rather than by rnental slrmptoms."

Paranoid (I.C.D. 301.0)

" Individuats displaying extreme sensitivity in inter-personal

relations and with a marked tendency to use projective mechanisms

expressed by suspiciousness, envy, jealousy and stubbornness,

are included in this sub-category."

6

I
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Schizoicl (I.C.D. 301.2)

"personalities displaying inherent traits such as avoidance

of close relations with others, inability to express directly

hostility or even ordinary aqqressive feelings, and autistic

thinking, are included here- Coldness, aloofness, emotional

detachment, fearfulness, avoidance of competition, and day-

dreams revolving around the need for omnipotence, are

characteristic features. "

obsessive-compulsive (I.C.D- 301. 4)

"Individuals who display chronic, excessive or obsessive

concern with adherence to standards of conscience or of

conformity, are included here. over-inhibition, over-

conscientiousness, an inor<linate capacity for work, rigidity

and lack of a normal capacity for relaxation, are

characteristic features. "

iv. Hysterical (r.C.D. 3O1.5)

"Characterised by Iabile, shallow emotional feelings'

susceptibility to suggestion, egocentricíty, impulsive

behaviour and over-dependence on others. such individuals

react with excitability and ineffectiveness when confronted

with minor stress. Their judgements may be faulty under

stress, they are demandinq of attention and tend to over-

dramatise situatíons. Includes so-called'histrionic

personality t . "
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v Sociopathic (I.C.D. 301.7 Antisocial)

vl_

"Chronicatly antisocial individuals who are always in trouble'

benefiting neither from experience nor punishment, and maintain-

ing no real loyalties to any person' group or code, are

included here. Such índividuals are callous and hedonistic,

showing marked emotional immaturity, with lack of a sense of

responsibilíty, lack of judqernent, and an ability to

rationalize their behaviour so that it appears warranted,

reasonable and justified. "

a. Antisocial sociopathic personality

The classic sociopathic personality, as described above,

with loyaltíes to no-one.

b. Dyssocial sociopathic personality

This sub-classification is reserved for those

personalities whose behaviour, although antisocial in

qeneral, may demonstrate strong within group loyalties.

Passive-aggressive (passive dependent, hostile dependent)

These traits have been sometimes considered as part of an

asthenic or inadequate personality. Solomon and Patch (f971)

describe it thus: "In so¡ne individuals with a passive-

aggressive character disorder, the aggressiveness is concealed

and the passivity or dependency is blatant. These individuals

are sornetimes referred to as tpassive-dependentr characters.

They are frequent visitors to the outpatient clinic or family

service agency, where they present themselves as helpless
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persons who feel they are not being adequately taken care of

by others. The dependent person is susceptible to

dcpressive episodes when he feels his needs are not satisfied'

At such tines, his reactions are apt to be particularly inept

and inadaptible- The crucial conflict is in the area of

loss or fear of 1oss".

vii. Borderline PersonalitY

This entity has gained acceptance in recent years' and

Gunderson and singer (1975) have provided the identifying

features as: "the presence of intense affect' usually

depressívê¡ of, hostile; a history of ímpulsive behaviour;

a certain social adaptiveness; bríef psychotic experiences;

loose thinking in unstructured situations; and relationships

that vacíI]ate between transient superficiality and intense

dependency".

7. Psychosex¡a I disorder (r.c.o. 3O2 sexual deviation)

These conditions provide the main, if not the only means of

achieving sexual excitement or gratification'

i. HomosexualitY (I.C.D. 302'0)

ii. Transsexualism.

8. Alcoholism (I.C-D. 303)

,,Alcoholism is defined as any form of drinking which in its

extentgoesbeyondthetradiÈionalandcustornarlz'dietaryluse

or the ordinary compliance with the social drinking custorns

of the whole conununity concerned, irrespective of the aetiological
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factors leading to such behaviour and irrespective also of

the extent to which such aetiological factors are dependent

upon heredity, constítution, or acquired physiopathological

and metabolic influences.'l

Thís broad term is used to include'Episodic excessive

drinking' (r.c.D. 303.0),'Habitual excessive drinking'

(I.C.D. 303.I), and'A1coholic addiction' (I.C.D. 303.2) '

Drug dependence (I.C.D. 304)

This ctassification was given to those persons who

demonstrated dependence, psychic or physical or both' on a

chemical agent. The difficulties of nosology in this area

are acknowledged, and it is used both as a general grouping

of persons, and in conjunction with the specific agent

involved.

opium, opium alkaloids and their derivatives (I-c.D. 3O4'0)

Barbiturates (I.C.D. 3O4.2)

other hypnotics and sedatives or 'tranquillizers' (I.C.D. 304.3)

Cannabis sativa (hashish, marihuana) (I.C-D. 304.5)

other psychostímulants (I.C.D. 3O4.6)

e.g. Amphetamines and agents with amphetamine like effects.

Hallucinogens (r.C.D. 3O4.7)

Anorexia Nervosa

The delineation of this syndrome presents difficulties and

the relative importance of weight 1oss, anorexia and amenorrhoea

must be batanced against the emphasis by some authors of the

iii "

iv.

v.

vi.

10.
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anorcctic behaviour per se. The criteria provided by

f¡cighner et aI (1972) are comprehensive, and have been used

in this study.

"For a diagnosis of anorexia nervosa, A through E are

requlred.

A. Age of onset Prior to 25.

B. Anorexia with accompanying weight loss of at least 258

of original body weight.

C. A distorted, implacable attitude towards eating, food'

or weight that overrides hunger, admonitions,

reassurance and threats; e.9. (I) Denial of illness

with a failure to recognise nutritional needs, (2)

apparent enjoyment in losing weight with overt

manifestation that food refusal is a pleasurable

indulgence, (3) a desired body image of extreme thinness

with overt evidence that it is rewarding to the patient

to achieve and maintain this state, and (4) unusual

hoarding or handling of food.

D" No known medical ittness that could account for the

anorexia and weight loss.

E. No other known psychiatric disorder r'¡ith particular

reference to primary affective disorders'

schizophrenia, obsessive-compulsive and phobic neurosis.

(The assumption is made that even though it may appear

phobic or obsessional, food refusal alone is not
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sufficient to qualify for obsessive-compulsive or phobic

disease, )

At least two of the following manifestations:

(I) Amenorrhea, (2) Lanugo, (3) Bradycardia (persistent

restingpulseof60orless)r(4)Periodsofoveractivity'

(5) Episodes of bulimia, (6) Vomiting (¡nay be self-induced) .''
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Stress Factor

APPENDTX IV

CHILDHOOD STRESS FACTORS IN ADULT MENTAI HEALTH

Item

I Parents'
Poor
Physical
Health

2. Parentsl
Poor
MentaI
HeaIth

Yes*,/No "When you were growing up (age six to
eighteen) ' \dere either of your parents
in poor health?"

3 Chilrthood
Itconomic
Deprivation

Yes*,/No
Yes*/No
Yes*,/No

yes*/No

Yes*,/No

Yes*,/No

Yes*/No

Yes*,/No

Yes/No*

"Did any close relative ever have arthritís,
asthma, bladder trouble, colitis, díabetes,
hay fever, heart condition, high blood
pressure, neuralgia or sciaticar nervous
breakdown, epilepsy, stomach trouble, skin
condition?"

ttFather?t'

"Mother?"
"Vtere either of your parents the worrying type?"

"Looking back, what would you say were the
chief problems or troubles that your parents
had to face while you urere grolúing up?"
"Unemployment'r r "Financial".
"During the years you urere growing up' did
your parents ever have a hard time making ends
meet?" "Often"*r t'Sometimes" r ttRarelyt'.

"From the time you were six till you l/ùere

eighteen, about how many years would lzou say
your mother worked?"
"Vfhy did she work outside the home?" To "Earn
Moneytr*r "Have a careertt, ot t'Othert' reasonFF

"Hor¡r about your health in early chíldhood -
that is, in the first six years of your life?
As far as you can remember or have been told'
\iras your health in early childhood good, fair
or poor?"

"As a chitd, did you catch cold -fgLlü.@?"*

"Did you always live together with both your
real parents up to the time you were sixteen
years old?" If "No", "What happened?"
"How old I¡rere you when that happened?"

4 Childhood
Poor
Physical
HeaIth

5. Chil<ìhood
Broken
Homes

*= scorêd response
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ItemStress Factor

6. Parents'
Character
NegativelY
Perceived

7. Parentst
Quarrels

8. Disagreements
with Parents

Yes*,/No
Yes*/No
Yes*r/No
Yes,/No*

Yes*r/No
Yes*,/No

Yes*/No

yes*/No

*= scored resPonse

"During your school days children were often
asked in school to htrite papers about their
home life. I have here a few statements
written by children some years ago"'
Íhink back to when you $rere çfrowing up and

tell me whether you ever felt that r^tay'"
Father spends too little time wÍth me'

Mother wants to run her childrenrs lives'
Mother does not un<lerstand me'
My parents are always proud of their
children. (No) *
My parents 6n't practice what they preach
Father wants to run his children's lives.''

"of course, all parents have their quarrels
with each other. In your home, when you

\^¡ere growing up did such arguments occur
often*, occasionallY, or rare1Y?r

"when you were a teenager, did you have

disagreements with your parents, often*'
occasionallY, rarelY, or never?"
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APPENDIX V

INTENT SCAI,E

CIRCUMSTANCES RELATED TO SUICTDE ATTEMPT

I Isolation
O. SomebodY Present
t. SomebodY nearbY or in contact
2. No one nearbY or in contact

7. Suicide Note

(as bv phone)

2 Timing

O Does not aPPIY
O. Timed so that intervention is probable
1. Timed so that intervention is not like1y
2.Timedsothatinterventionishighlyunlikely

Precautions Against Discovety and/or Intervention

O. No Precautions
I.Passiveprecautions,suchasavoidingothersbutdoingnothing

topreventtheiríntervention(aloneinroomwithunlockeddoor)
2. Active precautions (locked door)

Actinq to Gain Help During/Afber Attempt

O Does not aPPIY
o. Notified pãlentiaf helper regarding attempt
1. Contacted but did not specifically notify potential helper

regarding attemPt
2. Did not cåntact or notify potential helper

Final Acts in Anticipation of Death

O. None
1. Patient thought about making or made some arrangements in

anticiPation of death
2.Definiteplansmade(changesinwill'givinggifts'taking

out insurance)

Degree of Planning for Suicide Attempt

O. No Preparation
t. Minimal or moderate preparation
2. Extensive PreParation

3

4

5

6

O. Absence of note
1. Note written, but torn up' or note thought about

2. Presence of note
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8. OverÈ Communication of Intent Before Act

None
Equivocal communication
Unequivocal communication

Purpose of AttemPt

O. Mainly to change or manípulate environment
1. Components of "O" and "2"
2. Mainly to rernove self from environment

SELF REPORT

IO Expectations Regarding Fatality of Act

o. Patient thought that death was unlikely or didn't think about it
I. patient thought that death was possible but not probable
2. patienÈ thought that death was probabte or cerÈain

11. Conceptions of Method's Lethality
o. patient díd less to himself than he thought would be Iethal,

or patient didn't thínk about it
1. Patíent wasnrt sure or thought what he did night be lethal
2. Act exceeded or equalled what patient thought was lethal

L2. Seriousness of AttemPt

O. patient did not consider act to be a serious attemPt to
end his life

1. Patient was uncertain whether act \,{as a serious attempt
to end his life

2. Patient considered act to be a serious attempt to end his l-ife

13" Ambivalence Toward Living
0. Patient did not want to die
1. Patient did not care whether he lived or died

L4. Conception of ReversibititY
O. Patient thought that death would be unlikely' if he

received medical attention
I. patient !ìras uncertain whether death could be averted by

medical attenÈion
2. patient was certain of death even if he received medical

attention

15. Degree of Premeditation

0. None-Impulsive
1. Suicide contemplated for three hours or less prior to attempt
2. Suicide contemplated for more than three hours prior to attempt

0
I
2

9
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APPENDIX VI (a)

L.P.D. 9trllsTroNNArRE

INSTRUCTIONS: Please ansvrer these cruestions as quickll¡ as possible.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

r0.

1r.

L2.

13.

L4.

15.

16.

L7-

18.

19.

20.

Put a circle round your 4nswer.

Are you more irritable towards other people?

Have you lost interest in watching television?

Do you have difficulty in falling asleep without
tablets?

Do you feel depressed all day long?

Do you feel slowed up in your thinking?

Have you any serious money worries?

Have you had any recent fanily worries?

Have you lost someone you love in the past year?

Do you feel you are a bad. Person?

Have you moved house in the past year?

Do you avoid company?

Is it more difficult to concentrate on your work?

Have you any housing worries?

Do you wish you were able to crY?

Do you have a restless and disturbed sleep without
tablets?

Do you feel most depressed in the evenings?

Are there times when you do not feel depressed?

Do you have less interest in reading ne$tspapers?

Do you think you will get better?

Do you feel that people are sometines talking
about you?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

YeS

Yes

YeS

Yes

Yes

Yes

YeS

YeS

Yes

Yes

Yes

YeS

YeS

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

NO
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2I.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

24.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33"

34.

35.

36.

31.

38.

39.

40.

4L.

42.

43.

Is it easy to fall asleep without tablets?

Is vour apPetite normal?

Have l/ou less interest in sex?

Do you feet you are a burden to others?

Is life worth living?

Do you cry a lot?

Are you unable to crY?

Have you become constiPated?

Do you feel hapPier ín the mornings?

Do you suffer from a drY mouth?

Have you less feeling for those close to you?

Do you feel you are tetting other people down?

Have you lost Your aPPetite?

Have you had trouble at work in the past year?

Do vorì wish you were dead?

Do you waken much earlier than your usual time
without tablets?

Are you as good a person as most of your friends?

Do you feel less depressed when you are with company?

Do ]¡ou think your illness is a punishment that you
deserve?

Do you have less interest in things you usually
enjoy?

Can you sleep normally without tablets?

Do you waken at your usual time without tablets?

Do you think there is something seriously wrong with
your body?

Yes

Yes

Yes

YeS

Yes

Yes

Yes

YeS

Yes

YeS

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

YeS

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

YeS

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

NO

No

No

NoYeS
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44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

52.

53.

54.

55.

56.

57.

Is your depression the same all day long

Do you find ilifficulty in relaxing?

Do you feel life is not worth living?

Have you lost weight?

Do you feel most depressed in the mornings?

Have you overheard people talking about you?

Do you feeL this illness has been brought uPon you
by yourself?

Do you feel slowed up in doing things?

Does the future look hopeful?

Do you feel happier in the evenings?

Have you thought recently about endÍng your life?

Do you feel time passing more slowly?

Are you doing your work as well as you used to?

Can you be easily cheered uP?

YeS

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes No

No

No

No

No

NO

No

No

No

No

No

NO

No

No

o
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APPENDIX VI (b)

L.P.D. DISCRI¡4INANT FT]NCTIONS

ClassIversus2 L=*¡ 2=-

Yes

-0.70

+1. 87

+0. 89

-o.L2

-o.76

-0.19

No

+0.88

-0. 40

-0.35

+1.36

+o.76

+1. 36

SCORE:

56-65 66+

-2.25 -1.37-0.30

36-4526-35

+0. 8I +0. 01

Age 1-5-25 46-55

+0.93

36
No

+

0 t

+ 0 I

No

68-0 4L+0

81-1 86+0

+3

16+
Yes

29+48
Yes No

+53
No

L2
-r.06 -o.40

26+
No

l-4+
Yes

27
Yes

L2
-0.06 +0.65

42
Yes

22+
Yes

33
No

20+
Yes

49
Yes

15
NO

4L
Yes

2l
Yes

0

-o.r2
3

+0.65
4

+0.65

0
+o.25

3

-o. 93

o

-r.95
1

+o. 51
2

+3.02

2

+0.63

0

-0. 95
t

+o.2I
2

+o.49

2

+3.47

o

-1.50
I

+0.95
2

+2.12

51

13

47

45

2

6
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APPENDIX VII

Please answer these questions as quickly as possible.
Put a circle round the T (true) if you agree with the statement
or round the F (false) if You do not.

sH

t

2

I look forward to the future with hope and enthusiasm T F

5

6

I might as well give up because therers nothing I can
do about making things better for myself.

!{hen thíngs are going badty, I am helped by knowing
that they can't stay that way forever.

3

4 I can't imagine what my life would be like in ten
years.

I have enough time to accomplish the things I most
want to do.

In the future I erçect to succeed in what concerns
me the most.

My future seems dark to me.

I happen to be particularly lucky and I expect to
get more of the good things of life than the
average person.

I iust donrt get the breaks, and therets no reason
to believe I will in the future.

10. l,ly past experiences have prepared me well for my

future.

II. All I can see ahead of me ís unpleasantness rather
than pleasantness.

12. I don't expect Èo get what I really want.

13. When I look ahead to the future I expect I will be
happier than I am now.

14. Things just won't work out the way I want them to'

TF

TF

TF

TF

TF7

I

FT

T

FT

9

F

Tl'

F

F

T

T

F

F

F

T

T

T15. r have great faith in the future.
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F
16. I never get what I vùant so it's foolish to want

anything.

Il. It is very unlikety that I will get any real
satisfaction in the future.

18. The future seems vague and uncertain to me'

19. I can look forward to more good times than bad
times.

20 There's no use in really trying to get something
I want because I probably wonrt get it.

F

F

T

T

TF

TF
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APPENDIX VIII

This is a questionnaire to find out your feelings about death.
Put a circle round the T (true) if you agree with the statement
or round the F (false) if You do not.
There are no right or lvrong answers-

D.A.S.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

tr.
L2.

13.

t4.

15.

I am very much afraid to die.

The thought of death seldom enters my mind

It doesnrt make me nervous when people talk about
death.

I dread to think about having to have an operation'

I am not at aII afraid to die.

I am not particularly afraid of getting cancer.

The thought of death never bothers me-

I am often distressed by the way time flies so
very rapidly.

I fear clying a Painful death.

The subject of life after death troubles me greatly'

I am rea1ly scared of having a heart attack.

I often think abouÈ how short life really is.

I shudder when I hear people talkinq about a

Vtorld War III.

The sight of a dead body is horrifving to me.

I feet that the future holds nothing for me to fear'

F

F

T

T

F

F

F

F

F

T

T

T

T

T

F

F

F

F

F

T

T

T

T

T

F

F

F

T

T

T
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APPENDIX IX

H.O.O.

Read over each question and decide whether it is a true description
of how you usually act or feel, then put a circle round the T (true)
if the statement describes you or round lhe f (fatse) if it does not'
Do not spend too much time over any question. Take your first
reaction bearing in mind your usual way of acting or feeling.
Do not míss any q.uestions. There are no right or wrong ans\ders.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

o

IO.

11.

L2.

13.

t4.

15.

L6.

I find it hard to think uP stories

I like to wear eye-catching clothes

I keep my feelings to mYself

f am slow in making up my mind about things because I
weigh up all the Pros and cons

I am a moody sort of person, with lasting moods

I have rigid standards I feet I should stick to

lfhen I am working I like a job which calts for speed
rather than close attention to details

I like to ask for other people's opinions and advice
about myself

I don't feel awkward when meeting people because f
know how to behave

I prefer to be popular with everyone than to have a

few deep lasting friendshiPs

r cannot shake off my troubles easily even if I get
the opportunity

f have a good imagínation

I keep quiet at Parties or meetings

I feel better after I've had a good row and got it
off my chest

r am quick in sizing up people and situations

Irly mood is easily changed by what happens around me

F

F

F

T

T

T

F

F

F

T

T

T

TF

TF

TF

FT

F

F

F

T

T

T

F

F

F

T

T

T
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17. My conscience seldom bothers me

18. I keep a place for everything and everythingr in
its place

19. Irm rather lacking in the social graces

20. I have the same friends now as I had years ago

2L. It pleases me to be the centre of a lively group

22. I like to show people exactly how I feel about things

23. The first impressions or reactions are usually the
right ones

24. I do not mind if things turn out badty as long as
I know Irve done the right thing

25. I can lead more than one life in my imagination

26. I like discussing myself with other people

27. f do not show my emotions in front of people

28. hlhen someone asks me a question I give a quick answer
and look for the reason later

29" lf I am not in the right mood for something it takes
a lot to make me feel differently

30. I usually get by without having to worry about
whether lrve done the right thing morally or not

31. One can understand most things without having to
go into all the details

32. It is important to be fashionable in your opinions,
clothes, etc.

33. My party manners are pretty good

34. The only friends I make I keep

35. If I happen to be upset about something it seems to
carry over into al-l f do for a long time

36. I cannot completely lose myself in a book or story

T F

F

F

F

F

F

T

T

T

T

T

FT

F

F

F

F

T

T

T

T

TF

TF

TF

FT

F

F

F

T

T

T

T

T

F

F
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37. r like to sit in the background or in an inconspicuous
place at socials, meetings, etc.

38. f act out my feelinqs

39. I wait until I am sure of all my facts before I
make a decision

40. f spend a good deal of time worrying about the rights
and wrongs of conduct

4J-. lfhen going into a room or meeting someone for the
first time I get a strong general impressíon first
and only grradually take in the details

42. !{hen meeting people I havenrt met before I usually
feel I make a rather poor impression

43. ft upsets me to leave friends and make new ones
even íf I have to

When watching a play I ídentify with the characters

My feelings about things and towards other people
seldom change

I do not like taking a leading part in group
activities

47 " Mistakes are usually made when people make snap
decisions

44. If two people find they disagree about things they
shouldn't try to carry on being close friends

FT

TF

TF

TF

TF

TF

TF

TF

FT

T

T

F

F44

45

46

FT
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please ansr^rer these questions as quickly as possible.
Put a circle round Your ans\^ter'

2

Do you believe that most problems will solve themselves
if you just donrt fool with them?

Do you believe that you can stop yourself from
catching a cold?

A.N. S.I .E.

4L7 -

YES

YES

YES

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

I
NO

NO

NO3. Are some PeoPle just born luckY?

4. Most of the time do you feel that getting good grades

meant a great deal to You?

5. Are you often blamed for things that just arenrt your
fault?

6. Do you believe that if somebody studies hard enough

he or she can Pass any subjects?

7. Do you feel that most of the time it doesnrt pay to
try hard because things never turn our right anyway?

8. Do you feel that if things start out well in the
morning that itr s going to be a good day no matÈer

what You do?

9. Do you feel that most of the tirne parents listen to
what their children have to saY?

10. Do you believe that wishing can make good things
happen?

11. !{hen you get punished does it usually seem its for no

good reason at all?

12. Most of the time do you find it hard to chanqe a

friend's (mind) oPinion?

13. Do you think that cheering more than luck helps a

team to win?

Did you feel that it was nearly impossible to change

your parent's mind about anYthing?
t4 YES NO



15. Do you believe that parents should allow children
to make most of their own decisions?

16. Do you feel that when you do something wrong
there's very little you can do to make it right

L7. Do you feel that most people are just born good
at sports?

18. Are most of the other people your age stronger
than you are?

19. Do you feel that one of the best htays to handle
most problems is just not to think about them?

20. Do you feel that you have a lot of choice in
deciding whom your fríends are?

2L. If you find a four leaf clover, do you believe
that it might brins You good luck?

25. Do '1ou believe that whether or not people like
you depends on how You act?

26. Did your parents usually help you if you asked
them to?

27. Have you felt that when people were angry with
you it vùas usually for no reason at all?

28" Most of the time, do you feel that you can change
what might happen tomorro$r by what you do today?

29. Do you betieve that when bad things are going to
hap.pen thelz just are going to happen no matter
what you try to do to stoP them?

30. Do you think that people can get their own way if
they just keeP tr¡¡ing?

22. Dicl you often feel that whether or not you did
your homework had much to do with what kind of
marks vou got? YES

23. Do you feel that when a person your age is angry
at you therers little you can do to stop him or her?YES

24. Have you ever had a good luck charm? YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES
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NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO
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31. Most of the time do you find it useless to try
to get your ov¡n lrtay at home?

32. Do you feel that when good things happen they
happen because of hard work?

33. Do you feel that when somebodv your age wants to
be your enemy there's little you can do to chanqe
matters?

34. Do you feel that it's easy to get friends to do
what you want them to do?

35. Do you usually feel that you have little to say
about what you get to eat aÈ home?

36. Do you feel that when someone doesnrt like you
there's litt1e you can do about iÈ?

37. Did you usualty feet that it was almost useless to
try in school because most other children were just
plain smarter than You are?

38 Are you the kind of person who believes that
planning ahead makes things turn out better?

39. Most of the time, do you feel that you have little
to say about what your family decides to do?

40. Do you think itrs better to be srnart than to be
lucky?

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO
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APPENDTX XI (a)

HIGH LETHALITY

NAME: Mrs. C No 15

AGE: 23

CIRCUMSTANCES OF OVERDOSE

Mrs. c. presented with an overdose of Glutethinide on g:g:76 and

required intensive resuscitation for 48 hor¡rs before transfer to a

general qrard. when seen, she was completely uncooperative and

continually reiÈerated her wish to die. on mental state examination

at that time, she appeared a srim, petite woman with obviously dyed

blonde hair and prominent coloured tattoos on both arms. rn

behaviour, she was extremely angry and hostile. she responded with

short, angry sentences, but there was no obvious evidence of thought

disorder. Her affect was clearly angry and depressed. rn view of

the continuing suicide risk, r arranged for her transferral under

compulsory detention to a psychiatric hospital.

ADDTTIONAL INFORMATION

The following history was obtained when r saw her three days later

at the psychiatric hospital. At that time, she was quite cooperative

and, in fact, expressed gratitude at having been sent to the hospitar

and not having been allowed home.

she had taken the Glutethimide tabrets on the afternoon of

admission on her own in her f1at. she had three chirdren, two of

whom were in her custody, and she had arranged for a baby-sitter to
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take the children overnight. she said she had planned the suicide

attempt for some days and had arranged for the children to be away

so she could take the overdose and die during the niqht- she said

she did not knov,r who had found her as she was not expecting anybody

tocall.Itisofinterestthatthere$'asnorecordofhowshe

had been found, but the ambulance men, who \^rere anonymously

notified of her whereabouts, found a syringe and white powder in her

flat, and it is highly likely that she had been involved in illicit

drug dealing.

It would appear that for about a month' Mrs' C' had been having

difficulty sleeping and controlling her twelve month old son. In

a<tdition, she had had arguments wíth her de facto husband who was

serving a seven year príson sentence for armed robbery. some ten

days before the overdose, she had seen her local doctor who had

prescribed barbiturates for insomnia. Three days before the

overdose, she returned to the same doctor after having visited her

husband in prison and havíng had another argt:rnent' She told the

local doctor that she could still not sleep, and he then prescribed

the Gtutethinide. she said that she drank to make herself

intoxicated, and then, feeling miserable and depressed, filled the

doctor's prescription and planned the overdose'

FAMILY HISTORY

Ivlrs. c. was the only daughter of parents who lived interstate'

Her father was 46 and had been married previously with a daughter by

the first marriage. Her mother was pregnant at the age of 15 by
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her father, and her father subsequently divorced his first wife to

marry her mother. she said of her mother: "r don't like her....

she used to tell me child birth was terrible". Of her father she

noted: "Hets a bastard". On the other hand, she said that he was

quite intelligent and that he was a very good safe-breaker, although

he now hrorked llor a safe-making company. There was no family

history of psychiatric illness.

PERSONAL HISTORY

She was born 14 z7:53 in Germany and came to Australia at the age

of six months with her parents. She sucked her thumb until the

age of 12, but there htere no other neurotic traits' She had

virtually no memories of her tífe before about the aqe of L2, and

she noted that she deliberately put aside any painful memories of

her childhood, a defense she said she still used in adult life.

she said that she achieved well at school until her step-sister

carne from Germany to join her father in Australia, and "that's when

I started running avrray". she, in fact, left school and home at

the age of L4, went interstate, an<l worked for four years as a

prostitute. she then worked around Australia as a prostitute,

but had been in Adelaide since November L9'75, and was on a pension

rather than working. She had had three children by different men'

and her oldest child, a daughter, rdas a ward of the state and

cared for by her mother. she also had a three year old daughter

whom she said was well behaved, but she had great difficulty

controlling her twelve month old son whom she felt didn't like her
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and r¡¡ho al!ì¡ays cried when she touched him. she said she had no

feelinqs at all llor him. TÏris son was by her current de facto

who, as note<l bellore, was in prison for armed robbery'

PÀST MI]DICAL AND PSYCHIATRY HISTORY

TonsillectomY at the age of 8.

she had taken several overdoses before, both in Adelaide and

interstate. In February L976 she took an overdose of barbiturat'es'

and in 1975 she took amitriptyline, but slept this off for three

days in a girl-friend's flat. she said that as soon as she woke

upsheobtainedmoreamitríptyline,andtookanotheroverdose

which reguired resuscitatíon in a general hospital for several

days. she had always declined psychiatric assessment in the past.

I',lElflAL STATUS EXAI{TNATION

There were marked differences in her appearance and behaviour

from the initial mental state examinatíon. on this occasion, she

was cooperative and polite and there \^Ias no evidence of thought

disorder. Her conversation \{as appropriate and to the point'

but she was quite frank in her feelings of not being able to

trust anybody. she nevertheless appeared to cooperate well and

rapportwasgained.Shewasstillalittledepressed,butfelt

that life was worth living-

DIAGNOSIS

Neurotic depression in a person with hostile dependent and

hysterical PersonalitY traits -

The strong possibility of drug dependence could not be confirmed'
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DYNAMIC CONSIDERATTONS

Mrs- c. was conceived when her mother was only 15 years of age in
post-war cermany, and her father at that time, was still married to
another woman- rt is possible that her early years were quite

disrupted, but she had no recorrection of them. she did not get

on well with either her mother or father, and it is of note that

when her step-sister, by her fatherrs former marriage, came to

Australia, she reacted by leaving home and freeing interstate where

she worked as a prostitute for a number of years. she had not

formed any stable reraÈionships, and each of her chirdren was by a

different man, and her orclest child was not in her custody. she

had been involved in both drug takíng and other criminal activity,

and was alregedly implicated in her current de facto husband,s

armed robbery.

The overdose hras taken in the setting of her de facto being in
prison for seven years and she having arguments with him. rn

addition, she was having difficulty coping with her younqest child,

and it was also possible, though not definite, that she may have

had difficurties with the drug underworrd. she could not be drawn

on this, and refused to acknowledge the fact that the syringe and

powder were found in her f1at.

MANAGEMENT

she pranned to continue contact with the psychiatric hospitar

in which she had had further assessment.
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APPENDIX XI (b)

HIGH I,ETHAIITY

NAME: Ivlrs. G.

AGE: 30

CIRCUMSTANCES OF O\¡ERDOSE

No.: 4L

Mrs. G. üras admitted deeply unconscious to the Intensive Care

Unit on 2!..2277 having taken "a couple of handfuls" of Phenobarb

and Pentone (about 20 of each) and "10 or 12" Methagualone' She

required intubation and ventilation for 24 hours before her

transfer to another ward. She signecl herself out within hours

of arrivat on the other \¡ìrard, despite still being drowsy from the

effects of the barbiturates. I contacted her by telegram and

she telephoned, but faí]ed to keep an appointment made for that

day at the outpatient clinic. Hoh¡ever, she had told me that she

had a relationship with a male nurse at a psychiatric hospital'

and through hin I was able to see her the following day at that

hospital. (She was not an inpatient at the time, but frequently

visited there. )

she denied any recollection of the actual overdose. she was

initially very hostile and did not wish to discuss it. However'

after rapport built up she conceded that she had taken the drugs in

an hotel and had then contacted a friend. She was taken by hin to

the psychíatric hospital and her admission r/Ías arranged from there

to the Royal Adelaide Hospital. she was very reticent to talk

about her reasons for taking the tabtets, but it would appear that
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she had planned to take them at least duríng that day as she had

seen her local doctor on the day of the overdose and had filled

the prescriptions he had given her.

Additional factors contributing to her taking the overdose

later became apparent. She had been very dependent on a male

nurse who had been in charge of Èhe ward ín which she had stayed

on numerous occasions, and he was to have gone on holidays. She

said that every tine this male nurse left it reawakened her fears

of her father dying, and she noted that she "fell to pieces" rdhen

her father died. "Irve got this horrible feeling that the

person lrm feeling for ís going away."

other possible precipitants were the poor relationship she had

with her mother with whom she lived, and a rather tenuous

relationship with a man with whom she had had a relationshíp for a

number of years.

FAMTLY HTSTORY

She was reluctant to speak of her fanily in any detail. She was

the youngest (by eight years) in a family of five.

Her mother was aged 70, anrl she noted: "I dontt like her very

much....I used to wish she'd go away....I hated her....she used to

play around". She said her mother drank excessively and had blamed

her for her fatherrs death.

Her father died when she was aged 20. There had never been any

actuaf separations in her parents' marriage, but there had been

frequent arguments and the paÈient always related better with her
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father. ,, I didnrt have much to do with my mother $¡hen I \^¡as

growing....r used to go everylvhere with hfin""he used to let me

sitonhisknee.''SheSaid'llalwaysgotmyownway....I\i¡asa

spoilttittlebrat,'.ItisofnotethatShe!Ùasherfatherls

favouríte and she would sit on his knee and cuddle him until

shortly before his death.

Shehadfouroldersiblingsrtwobrothersandtwosisters'but

I \,ras unable to elicit any particular feelings about them or any

facts of signíficance about Èhem'

PER,SONAL HISTORY

she was born 15:1I:46. She was unplanned and was clearly upset

when speaking of this. She refused to speak ín detail of events

in her early years. She did not achieve well at school' and

attendedaspecialschool.Shewasreluctanttospeakofthis

and certainly would not talk about the fact that she didn't attend

secondary schoot. She said she had forgotten what age she had

Ieft school or the exact reasons why'

she had never had formar emproyment' but had done occasional

domestic work (unpaid) for her mother's friends'

Her menarche was at the age of 12 and she described no difficulties'

she had few boy-friends until she married her husband when she was

aged 18. He $tas a truck driver, then aged 20' She had three

chitdren by him and they were aged 11, 9 and 7' She said she had

not seen them for a number of years. "I think sometimes I should

be able to take them out or something like that' " She had not seen
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her husband for at least 2 years, and his parents had the children'

she said she had not actually made moves to try and see her

children for some Years.

she also had had a termination of pregnancy four years before'

This was to have been her husband,s child, but she said she had

been judged to be not fit to carry the child' and at the same

time, had a tubal tigation.

Her husband had teft her a number of years previously, and she

rdas separated but not yet divorced' She said she had had one

friendsincethenrthemanshehadcontactedaftertakingher

overdose, but "he disappoints me all the time" "he doesnrt

argue....I haven't got anybodv to yell back at me" "Irve never

seen him angry". She would not be drawn on her particular

feelings about him in relationship to the overdose'

PAST MEDTCAL AND PSYCHIATRIC HISTORY

Three normal Pregnancies'

No major childhood illnesses or hospitalisations'

Termination of pregnancy and tubal ligation four years before'

she sustained severe burns for which she was hospitalised for a

number of months ín L972 and 1975' It would appear that both

episodes occurred when she was under the inftuence of drugs and was

scalded in a shower. she had sustained considerable scarring and

disfigurement.

Past psychiatric history was extremely tong and complicated but'

essentially, comprised a 10 year history of mixed drug abuse'
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mainly dependence on barbiturates and methaqualone' She had had

at least six overdoses treated ín the Royal Adelaide Hospital' she

apparently was able to obtain drugs from a doctor in the city without

any difficultY.

Ithadbeenconsideredthatshehadhadepilepsyinthepastbut

whether or not this was so is doubtful' Certainly' at the

psychiatric hospital she had been on no medication. It is probable

that her convulsíons had been related to drug withdrawal'

MENTAL STATU S EXAMINATION

Shepresentedasasullen,unattractivewomanappearingconsiderably

older than her 30 years. she tended to hide behind her dark brown

hair. she was grossly scarred wíth contractures about the right side

of her neck and both upper arms and ríght forearm' with prominent

flexion deformitíes of her fingers, and with the shiny red

contracted skin of a longstanding burn scar'

Inbehaviour,shewasuncooperativeandsuspicious,butthisdid

dininish as rapport was gained, and at times she smiled in quite a

r¡varm \¡¡ay. Ho\^¡ever, these episodes were very fleeting throughout

the interview. Her conversation was rather uncoÍìmunicative at first

untitrapportwasgained.Therewascertainlynoforma]-thought

disorder, but she was extremely guarded throughout'

In affect she was extremely angry, depressed and hopeless' There

\^¡as no abnormality of perception and her cognitive function

demonstrated no clouding of consciousness, though her intelligence

was no more than borderline retarded or, at the most, Iow average'
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She had no insight into her predicament.

DIAGNOSIS

Chronic drug dependence on barbiturates and methaqualone.

Neurotic depression in a person with hostile dependent, and

sociopathic personality traits.

Borderline intellectual retardation.

DYNAMIC CONSIDER.ATIONS

Mrs. G. üIas an unwanted child born 8 years after her other four

siblings. She was over-indulged by her father, and she described

herself as her fatherrs "Iittle girl....I used to go everywhere

with him". This was coupled with an extreme dislike for her

mother. she had only bordertine intelligence, and did not gain

employment after leaving school.

she had had few longstanding relations with other persons' and

probably the closest relationship with anyone was her father which

ended abruptly with his death from a myocardial infarcÈion when she

was aged 2O. She certainly dated all her problerns of drug

dependence from that time. Since then, it would appear that she

had been dependent on barbiturates and methaqualone, and had

frequently overdosed on these. Her marriage had broken down

irretrievably and she had given up custody of her children. In the

previous lO years, she had had frequent and prolonged adrnissions to

a psychiatric hospital, and the admissions to the Royal Adelaide

Hospital with severe burns $rere also directly related to her druq

ingestion.
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The precipitants for this overdose were related to the charge

nursc at the psychiatric hospital going on horidays, and this had

reawakened fears of her own father leaving her' (She quite

clearly saw the analogy of the charge nupse being her father

figure.) other precipitants were the longstanding difficulties

withhermotherwhomshesaidcontinuedtoaccuseherofcausing

her father's death, and the unsatisfactory relationship with her

man friend.

MANAGEMENT

This womanrs future appeared virtually hopeless' There was

tittle point in certifying her at the tÍme of interviewing, as she

had recovered sufficiently from her overdose to have again

contacted her local doctor who had again given her a prescripÈion

for more drugs. This doctor had apparently been contacted in the

past- to not prescribe drugs for her' but he had said that if he

didnot,therewereotherswhomshesaw'anditwouldbeimpossible

toleteverydoctorknow.Herprognosiswasconsideredtobevery

guarded,anditwasthoughthighlylikelyÈhatshewouldnotsurvive

outsidetheshelteredenvironmentofahospÍtalandrindeedrevenin

thatenvironnentshecouldwellcommitsuicideinthefuture.

POST SCRIPT

Itwasofnotethatthispatientrespondedtothetelegramby

telephoningme.ThechargenurseatthepsychÍatrichospitalwas

surprisedatthisandcormnentedthatshehadsaid''lookatthis,

theythinkenoughofmetosendatelegram'l.Itisjustpossib]-e
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thatthismayhavesomeimplicationintermsofthemanagementof

attempted suicide, as if such a patient responds' it may behove

ustotryandcontactmoresuchpeoplewhoinitiallydecline

assessment.
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APPENDIX XI (C)

HIGH LETHALITY

NAME: tr{iss H. No.: 43

AGE: 23

CIRCUMSTAI{CES OF OVERDOSE

Miss H. took about thirty 25 mg. Imipramine tablets on 2628276'

she said she had been depressed for about two weeks, wondering

whether or not to take her life. she said, "I didnrt want to do

it but I couldn't get rid of this feeling". She said that two

months before she had taken a smaller overdose' and then had

distÍnctlyheardavoicetellinghertodoso.However,onthis

occasion, she said there r,{as "no voice but there was a feeling""

a feelíng that I had to do it even though I didnrt want to".

she had been to work as usual on the day of the overdose and

had returned home to the flat in which she lived al0ne at about

5.30p.n.Shethenwateredthegardenrcleanedtheflat'hada

shower and took the tabtets at about 7 p.m. Those were the only

remaining tablets she had. she said that she \,üasn't quite sure

whether or not she had taken enough to kill herself. she panicked

at about 8 o'clock when she started to feel drowsy and wondered

whether or not she could be saved' She walked to a phone box at

anearbyshoppingcentreandrangavolunteer''CrísisCare''

organisation who catled an ambulance and brought her to hospital'

she had mixed feelings about whether or not she wished to live

or die, and said, "I didn't really thínk about it""I can't really
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say vrhat they (feelings of living and dying) were at the time....

I \,ìrasn't sure if it was me that was thinking things. . . .I didn't

realÌy want to clie". she said that the thought of taking her

life "just kept coming" into her head and that it suggested that

she might be better off deaÖ. she was deeply unconscious upon

admission.

she had known a close friend who had co¡nmitted suicíde in a

pact with a boy-friend. The same girl who killect herself had

also attempted suicide, as had another friend.

It is of note that four days before this overdose, Miss H. had

gone to the home of her local doctor at I a.m., saying that she

felt scare<l and that the police were looking for her. I contacted

her <ioctor, who said at that time tanqential thinking was evident

and she did not seem to be in touch with reality, although she

improved quickly. He ha<l felt it safe for her to return home, and

she had appointments for both him and a psychiatrist within a week'

FAMILY HISTORY

She was the second of two children of Australian born parents'

She said, "I got on with them fairly welt until I was 18"' She

described her mother as being "not very easy to talk to....a bit

domineering....I donrt think she means to be, it's just her

manner. . ..gets upset very easily".

It is of note that after her other overdose her mother had been

seen by a resident doctor and is reported to have said "therets

nothing \drong with her....the x-rays (of stomach) were quite
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normal....I can't understand....she always had a good home."'therers

no problems in our family, none at all' Vtetve had so much of

thig....ítrs about time she pulled herself together"'

She described her father as being "quite good" "happy-9o-1ucky" "

doesn't always let you know what he's thinking"' He had been

emptoyedasashopassistantbutwascurrentlyunemployed.Shehad

an older brother aged 26, single, who had a duodenal ulcer'

There was no definite family history of nervous disorder.

PERSONAL HISTORY

she was born 21:3:54 in Adelaide, and she said that her mother

,,told me I was yellow,'. she had persistent nightmares as a child'

but no other neurotic traits. Her schooling was at a private

college until the age of L7. She started work as a children's

hospitaltraineenurse,butleftafterfivemonthsasshedidn't

Iike it. At that time, she wasn't coping with work' \^ras depressed

and had her first psychiatric treatment being in a private

psychiatric hospital for four months'

She then went to a rehabilitation centre for four months, and

then to a business college. However, she then cormnenced an infant

teaching course, though she only remained for ten months as: "I

didn,t like the teaching....too nervous in front of the children"'

she returned to the business college and had since worked in an

office for three years. she said there had been no changes in the

work personnel at her prace of employment' and she got on well with

colleagues.
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Her menarche vras at the age of 14 and she "used to rniss a lot

ofperiods.However,inthelasttwoorthreeyearsherperiods

had been quite regular and without pain' She was on an oral

contraceptive, and although she didn't have regular orgasm' she

quite enjoyed intercourse with her current boy-friend. she had

had few boy-friends througrhout her life, but had been going out

with a 30 year old single man for about two years' However' she

wasunsureofthefutureofthísrelationship.shesaid:'rI

supposel'mnotsokeenonhim'',butshehadbeenunabletotell

hin. She said "It's better to have somebody than nobody"' She

did not wish him to know of her hospitalisatíon'

PAST MEDICAL AND PSYCHIATRIC HISTORY

Jaundice at birth.

PrÍvate psychiatric hospit'al at age 18 for four months'

?Depression.

Aged22,1976:admissiontoprivatehospitalforoneweekin

NoveÍiber, two weeks in December, and then for three or four weeks in

January Ig77. The third of these admissions l¡ras following an

overdose.

she conceded at least t$to other overdoses which had not required

admission to hosPital.

Shehadmostrecentlyseenherpsychiatristtwoweeksbeforethis

overdose and her local doctor four days before'

MENTAL STATUS EXAì/IINATTON

Sheappearedyoungerthanher23yearsandhadshoulder-Iengith
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brown hair, and thin beatures. In behaviour, she was extremely

quict and withdrawn and her conversation lvas rather vague and slow,

and although there r^¡as no definite tangential thinking evident, she

seemed to have difficulty in gathering her thoughts'

Her affect was rather bland and blunted and certainly lacked any

feeling. One had the feeling of the glass-wall effect characteristic

of a schizophrenic íIlness.

she conceded auditory hallucinations in January L977, but on this

occasion, the thoughts in her head appeared more like the echo de Ia

pensee that is sometimes recorded in a schizophrenic illness. Her

thouqhts arguíng with each other, could also be interpreted as a

Schneiderian criterion of schizophrenia.

In cognitive function, her memory, orientation and attention

were within normal limits. However, she had difficulty in gathering

her thoughts. she said "I'm thinking too much about things I donrt

want to think about". she said "I didn't think like it was me

thinking of <lying". In consídering the thoughÈs in her head, she

said,'maybe they,re mine but I donrt lvant to think them".

She was unable to abstract the difference between ice and glass

or between a wall and a fence, but was able to abstract simple

proverbs.

Her intelligence h¡as at least average.

DIAGNOSIS

sirnple schizophrenia in a person with passive dependent and

schizoid personalitY traits.
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DYNAMTC CONSIDERATIONS

Miss H. was born slightly jaundiced. I \^¡as unable to elicit

any particular events of signifíca¡rce in her early life or, indeed,

in her latency and adolescent periods which could definitely

predispose her to later psychological illness. However, it would

appear that she had always found diffículty in communicaÈing with

her parents and she described them as a couple who lacked emotional

feelings.

she had her first psychiatric illness at the age of 18 and was

hospitalised for four months in a private hospital. Four years

Iater, she had three epísodes of hospitalisation over about two

months, one of which followed a drug overdose. It had been in

that admission that she had had auditory hallucinations as well as

difficulty in thinking.

She had since been seen by a psychiatrist and also by her local

doctor, and it is of noÈe that she had not taken the major

tranquillj^zers prescribed for her, drugs which she acknowledged had

helped her in her last illness.

It would appear that some four days before this overdose she

became quite distressed and visited her local doctor at his home'

she then appeared to be having difficulty with her thinking, and

described paranoid delusions of the police being after her. At the

time of interview, she described ambivalent feelings; she had

features of autistic withdrawal and difficulty in communication at an

interpersonal level; she also had thought disorder; and her affect
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was bland and inappropriate to her predicament. All these

features were very suggestive of a schizophrenic illness,

especially when taken in conjunction with the lack of any gross

precipitants (so far as I could elicit) if¡ terms of interpersonal

stress.

MANAGEMENT

She was transferred to the continuing care of her psychiatrist

and local doctor.
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APPENDIX XI (d)

HIGH LETHALITY

NÀMI,| : Miss M. NO.: 7I

AGE: 19

CTRCUMSTANCES OF OVERDOSE

Miss M. \^ras admitted on 2922:77 having taken forty lOO ng.

tablets of Chlorpromazíne. She had been home alone but was

erçecting both her parents and thro brothers to return. She said

that she did not wish to die, and that "the dose wasn't large

enoughrr. It is of note that the overdose induced convulsions

and she required intensive care resuscitation. She said she

found it difficult to understand why she took the tablets. She

had been out with a "rotten boy" the night before. This was

particularly significant as Miss M. had a long history of anorexia

nervosa, and the boy took her from a dance to the hills and made

sexual advances which she repulsed. She had also been anticipating

a birthday party for herself at a friend's home and she noted: "I

always get a bit uptight about those sorÈs of things". In fact,

after taking the tablets she rang the girl-friend who was giving

the party and told her. This friend had contacted her parents who

brought her to hospital.

FAIVIILY HISTORY

Miss M. was the fourth of five children and the only daughter of

rather strict parents. Her father, 48, was described as being

"domineering....eager and keen to get on". Her nother vras
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described as a 'rfairly gentte sort of woman". She found it

difficult to describe them in more detail.

Her oldest brother h¡as a doctor, a bachetor living in London.

The second brother, a university student, had a history of

nervous disorder. A third brother was doinq medicine, and the

younger brother was at secondary school. There was no fanily

history of either suicíde or attempted suicide and the only

fa¡nilv history of nervous disorder \^tas that of her brother.

PERSONAL HISTORY

She was born on 223¿57 and thought she had been planned, and

that her mother had been glad to have a daughter. She felt she

was ,'spoilt slightly", and added "Dad didn't punish me as much as

he did the others".

Her schooling was from age 5 to 17. Her secondary schooling,

which was at private colleges, \das interrupted by her anorexia

nervosa. In mid-1974, she started work in a kindergarten and worked

for I8 months until the beginning of 1976 when she started a full-

tine child care course. She t{as not coping well with her studies.

Her menarche was at the age of 10. She then had one year of

Amenorrhoea when she was 11 with anorexia nervosa. Since the age

of 13, her periods had been regular and her last period started on

the day of the overdose. She said that she had had sexual

relations with several boys but none for the last year. She had

never been pregnant, and \^ras very fearful of it.
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PAST MEDICAL AND PSYCHIATRIC HISTORY

Tonsillectomy at the age of 8.

Her anorexia nervosa had been treated by four different private

psychiatrists, and in four different hospitals. She had had

difficultv in forrning relations with anlz of these therapists, and

had been with her most recent doctor for three months. She had

been seeing him twíce a week since then, and had most recentllz

seen him three davs before the overdose.

MENTAL STATUS EXAMINATION

She appeared younger than her 19 years and had short dark brown

hair and quite sharp features. She was markedly underweight, and

had characteristic lanugo hair. She was very submissive and quiet

in the interview situation. Her conversation was, at times,

hesitant, but this may have been related to her dry mouth as a

result of the overdose of chlorpromazine. Her affect was markedly

flattened. On quesÈioning about abnormalities of perception, she

apÞeared on the point of conceding auditory hallucinations, but

this could not be considered definite. Her cognitive function was

within normal limits. She described some difficulty in gathering

her thoughts, but it did not sound like classical schizophrenic

thought disorder. She did not demonstrate concrete thinking.

DIAGNOSIS

Anorexia nervosa.

Neurotic depression in a person with passive dependent, obsessional

and schizoid traits.
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There was also the suggestion of an underlyíng schizophrenic

illness, but this was not definite. Such features are sometimes

evident in persons with anorexia nervosa, and only a longitudinal

assessment could decide the issue.

DYNAMIC CONSTDERATIONS

She was the first daughter after three boys, and may well have

been an over-indulged chíld. She described both parents in rather

sketchy terms, but her father was described as a rather dominating

isolated person who was keener to achieve in his work than with his

family. It ís of note, that all her fanily were hígh achieving

and that she felt she had not lived up to their expectations. She

had had anorexia nervosa from the age of 12, and had had episodes

of loss of weight intermittently since then.

The current overdose lvas precÍpitated by the sexual encounter with

the boy on the night before the overdose; the fact that it was her

birthda¡¡ and she was growing upr a fact seen as distasteful to

patients with anorexia nervosa; and although she denied any connection,

it was likely that her relationship with her new therapist may have

contributed in some \ñray.

MANAGEMENT

I strongly reconmended that she re-establish her contact with her

current therapist. She agreed to this, and was transferred to his

care.
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APPENDIX XT (C)

H IGH LETHAI,I T

NAME: Mrs. !f. NO.: 106

AGE: 2A

CIRCUMSTANCES OF OVERDOSE

Mrs.W.wasadmittedtothelntensivecareUníton3:3:76after

being found by the police unconscíous in a creek in an outer hills

suburb. She required intubation, ventilation and heating for

hypothermia. She took a mixture of diazepam' Mutabon D

(a¡nitriptylineandperphenazine),trimipramine'phenobarband

avil retard (phenirannine maleate). Upon rousing' she was reported

to have had visual hallucinations, possibly due to the pheniramine

maleate, but at the time of interview' these had subsided'

She said that

last year. She

having "a bit of

was changing sex

moustache in JuIy Ig75. Then she had been given diazepam by her

familydoctor.HerhusbandleftherinAugustlgT5andlivedwith

another woman with whom he had been having an affair for about two

years.shethenfeltrelativelywelluntíIaboutChristmasl9T5

when she felt that her f ace "was getting funny". she had been

taken off an oral contraceptíve afÈer 11 years by a gynaecologist'

butsawanothergeneralpractilionerwhosaidthatshehada

the overdose was the result of the events of the

said it was a "hormonal thing" and that she was

trouble down below". She said she felt that she

and first noticed this when she started growing a
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hormonal imbalance and she was put back on another oral contraceptive.

She felt that her face was becoming more masculine, she was tired and

her skin felt as if it was getting less sollt. She said that she saw

the second general practitioner who said that he could refer her to a

plastic surgeon, and at that stage, she went to a library and looked

up plastic surgery procedures. She felt as if the shape of her

face was chanqing, and she said that people did not recognise her.

She also had no sexual feetings at that time, despite having a

fleeting affair with another man. She saw the gynaecologist again,

but she felt he was angry with her for not following his advice.

She sai<l that she fett Èhen that "everyone was saying itrs my

nerves....it was just tike I was a strangert'. However, she

continued to seek help and went to another general hospital on

several occasions for tests for sugar and thyroid. In the month

prior to the overdose, she had confided in her mother that she thought

she vras changing sex. Her mother had seen the family doctor on the

day before the overdose, and expressed concern. The doctor had then

visited her that night and spoke with her at length, and said that he

would refer her to the Professor of Obstetrics and Gynaecology for

assessment. Mrs. V'f. said she was terrified and panicked at thís.

The following morning, which was the rnorning of the overdose, she got

up and took her two workmates to l^rork as usual . She then went home

and "I felt like I was a freak....everyone had said I had changed".

She then packed all her tablets into a box and went to a flower shop.

There she bought some flowers to put on the grave of a friend who had
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died about a year before. She then rang her mother to ask her to

pick her son up from school. She had written a suicide note and

her mother had, in fact, found this when she took her son home

from school. Mrs. Vf. did not tell anyone where she was going,

and then clrove to the hílIs. After selectlng a place where she

thouqhÈ she would not be found, she took the tablets. After her

mother notified the police, a search found her car, and a more

intensíve search at night found her unconscious in a creek.

She wanÈed to die and thought that she had taken enough tablets

to kilt herself. She still wished Èo die and saw no point in

living.

FAMILY HISTORY

Both parents were alive. Her father was aged 63 and a retired

bricklayer. He was described as "a quiet person"'. Her mother

was described in idealised terms, as "always doing something for

somebody". She had one older brother aged 30, married with two

children. She also had a younger brother aged 16.

There was no family history of nervous disorder or suicidal

behaviour.

PERSONAL HISTORY

She was born 262424'7. She said she was planned but didnrt

know any details of her birth or early childhood. She was enuretic

to the age of seven. Her schooting was at local primary and

secondary schools to the age of 15. She then worked in a garage

for a year until she was four months pregnant at the age of 17.
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She married her husband then and they had only one child. Her

husband did not wish to have any further children and, in fact,

on one occasion when she thought she was pregnant, he said she

would have to "get rid of +F". She {esc¡ibed Èhe sexual

relatíonship wlth her husband as "very good....rde had a good

sex life....only thing in coÍmron". As noted, her husband had

left her 6 months before the overdose for another r¡¡oman. He

had had frequent extra marital relationships which she had

tolerated. After he finally left, she had resumed clerical work.

PAST MEDICAL AND PSYCHIATRIC HISTORY

She had had only one episode of hospitalisation before in her

life apart from her pregnancy, and that h¡as for about three weeks

followinq a motor-cycle accident in 1968. There had been no loss

of consciousness.

She had not had psychiatric assessment in the past, though as a

teenager at about 15 or 16, she had a probation officer from the

V'lelfare Department as she was "rebellious at home".

MENTAL STATUS EXAMII\IATION

She had short blonde hair and flushed facies. She was tearful

at appropriate times in the history, but not unduly dramatic. She

often put her hands to her face to describe how its appearance had

changed. There rrìras no obvious facial abnormality. Her conversation

h¡as appropriate and there was no thought disorder evident. Her

affect was quite flat, depressed and hopeless.

Apart from the hallucinations observed by the nursing staff on
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arousing, there was no abnormality of perception except the possible

<lelusional perception relate<1 to her body image.

Ilcr cognitive function was within normal limits. Her memory,

orientation and attention were intact, and in describing her

thought processes, she said that she "c4nrt stop thinking....whatrs

\.¡rong with me....why is it happening....". There were no ideas of

reference and she was not unduly suspicious. She did not demonstrate

concrete thinking.

DIAGNOSIS

Mrs. W. presented a diagnostic problem.

There q¡as no definite, but very strong suggestive evidence of a

schizophrenic illness with a marked affective component.

Differential diagnoses included manic depressive psychosis,

depressed phase; severe neurotic depression in an extremely narcissistic

personi and acromegaly.

DYNAMIC CONSTDERATIONS

Mrs. W. presented with a very determined suicide attempt and this had

foll-owed six or seven months feeling that her body had been changing.

This change, as she had perceived it, had been mainly with her face,

but had included the feeling that her genital region may be changing.

She also felt her hands and feet were getting bigger.

It was possible that she may have had acromegaly, and certainlv

investigations were needed before firm reassurance could be given that

there was no hormonal abnormality. In addition, definite evidence

that her facial appearance had not changed was sought from her mother
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and from photograPhs.

It hras difficult to elicit information about her early life,

though her enuresis may be relevant. She tended to idealise her

relationships, buÈ the fact that she had a probation officer as a

teenager for belng "rebellious" suggests all was not hlell.

Her marriaçJe was not satisfactory, and she had tolerated her

husband's infidelity, and would still have accepted hin back.

His loss was undoubtedly significant. Another loss of note must

have been the friend who died, and on whose grave she placed flowers

before her suicide attenpt. However, she would not elaborate on

this relationship.

MANAGEMENT

Organic investigations' comparíson of photographs and history from

relatives suggested that acromegaly was not possible. Her beliefs

persisted, and in view of her continuing suicidal pre-occupation,

she was transferred under certificate to a psychiatric hospital.
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APPENDIX XII (A)

INTER¡,TEDIATE LETHA],ITY

NAIvIE: ¡4rs. B NO.: 4

AGE: 26

CTRCUI4STANCES OF OVERDOSE

t{rs. B. was aùnitted about 9 p.m. on 17 =32'77 having taken an

overdose of 20 Orphenadrine tablets which belonged to her husband.

She had been arguing with him about money and her feeling that he

didn't love her. When he told her that she could leave if she

\dasnrt happy, she took the tablets in the kitchen. Whíle she was

still taking them, her husband walked in and took her to the Royal

AdelaÍde Hospital.

There had been friction in their marriage for some time,

especially since the birth of their second son some 9 rnonths ago.

Mrs. B. felt that her husband was not giving her enough support.

She was still breast-feeding her son, had to get up at night to him'

ancl felt generally "run do\ntnt'. It would appear that there was some

substance in her complaints about her husband, as this was later

confirmed by her local doctor. Mrs. B. said that her husband

didn't wish to play with the children or accept any responsibilities

at home. she said he would say to her that if she helped him oil

and grease the car when he was home, then he would help her in the

house.

Other difficulties had been that her husband, who was a carpenter,
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had recently accepted an appointment as a lecturer at a tertiary

institution, but had to do further study to complete his own

education. This had put extra pressure on him' There had also

been a reduction in salary because of this appointment'

In addition, Mr. and Mrs. B. had recently bought a block of

land and were about to sell their present house and move into a

caravan while their new house was being built. Although Mrs' B'

denied any particular feelings about this, it certainly seemed to

be an event of some significance in her life'

she had none of the biological features of endogenous depression.

she was on no nedication apart from the oral contraceptive. she

had not had a period since her child was born, and this was

physíologicallyrelatedtohercontinuingbreast-feeding.

Mrs. B. said she had not planned the overdose for more than a

few minutes, and that she had not wished to kill herself. she did

not feel as íf she had taken enough tablets to die'

FAMILY HISTORY

l4rs. B. was the younqest of three chíldren' Her father had

always been in poor health before his death 5 years before on the

2gthFebruary.Mrs.B.saidthatshecouldnrtcryathisfuneral,

and that February and March had been a difficult time of the year

for her since then.

Her mother was aged 63, and although she said ''she|d do anything

for me,, she found it diffícult to describe her mother in any way'

Shedescribedherparents,marriageas''perfect....theyneverhada
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cross \Árord and I mean never....perhaps thatts why I havenrt got

any quts". She added that she had never been able to assert

herself, ancl that she had always had low self-esteem'

Her oldest brother was aged 36, married with three children'

Her other brother was aged 3O, married, with two children' She

had little contact with them'

There was no family hist'ory of any nervous disorder or other

illness.

PERSONAL HISTORY

She was born in a country town on 2LzL2z5O' Her mother told

her ,,they never used to stitch you up in those days", and it would

appear that her birth had been dramatised by her mother' At the

age of 9 months, she was admitted to hospitat with pneumonia and

pleurisy,and,,thedoctorsaidthereprobablyvrasnohope"'There

v'erenootherhospitalisationsinherlifeandnootherserious

illnesses. She bit her nails as a child'

Her schooling was initially in the country and then at suburban

primary and secondary schools' She left school at the age of 16'

and was proud of having been dux of her class'

Herfamilyatnotimewaswelloffduringherchildhood,and

hermotherworkedonoccasions.Afterleavíngschool,shewasan

apprentice milliner for six months, and then worked for four years

with an insurance company as a clerk typist' She then married and went

onan,'excursionaroundAustralia''withherhusband.Thiswasa

workingholidayandshecamebacktoAdelaidejustbeforeherfather
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died in L972. She met her husband when she was only 15, and she

had no serious boy-friends before him. He was then aged 18.

She said there had been no infidelity on either part, and that

marital relations had become satisfactory with her achieving

orgasm at least half of the time of their intercourse which was

three or four times a week. Her feelings had not changed recently.

Foltowing their return to Adelaide, she worked as a clerk for

2t years till her first son was born, and then worked again until

her second son was born 9 months ago. She had had sone difficulty

with him, and he was not gaining weight and "r,{onrt eat anythíng".

She had had no difficulties with her older son.

Her menarche was at the age of 14 and she said that her periods

had never been regular, but she had had no pain. She had difficulty

becoming pregnant and saw several specialists. She was on no

contraception for four years before becoming pregnant.

MENTAL STATUS EXAMINATION

She appeared younger than her 26 years with long' bedraggled,

blond hair and a few pímples on her chin. Her behaviour was rather

fidgety but, at the same tíme, she presented in a rather matter of

fact way.

She had a good vocabulary, but her conversation demonstrated

some flight of ideas and loose associations.

In affect, she was rather flippant at times and, at other times,

quite depressed. She did not cry though appeared close to it at

times.
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On one occasion, she demonstrated either visual hallucinations

or illusions, but apart from thís, there was no abnormality. This

was probabty related to the drug overdose-

Her cognitive function was within normal limits. Her memory

and orientation were intact, but her attention was a little

distractable. There \.tere no delusions.

DIAGNOSIS

Neurotic depression in a person with passive dependent and

schizoid personality traits.

The possible differential diagnoses were either psychotic

depression or a schizophrenic illness. There was a suggestion of

thought dísorder on mental state examination, but this was probably

due to the orphenadrine, and she certainly demonstrated no

difficulty twenty-four hours later.

DYNAMIC CONSIDERATIONS

Mrs. B. was the third born child and only daughter of parents whom

she found diffícult to describe. Her father was described as a

"closed-in person" and had a life-tong history of illness before his

death five years before from carcinoma of the lung. she described

her parents, marriage in idealised terms but, at the sa¡ne time,

seemed to recognise that she, herself, ("I havenrt got any guts")

may have been stifled by them, and one could postulate a certain

degree of rigidity in her upbringing.

of note in her infancy, \^¡as a severe illness at the age of 9 months

when it was feared that she would die. Apart from this, there were
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no other illnesses in her tife.

It would appear that her formative years were marked by little

money in the home, and her parents instilled in her the attitude

that she should not accept tollies from other chitdren if she

could not return the favour. It is of interest that although

she achieved well at school, she had not demonstrated the same

achievement since teaving, and she felt that this may have been

partly due to not having had the advantage of seeing a careers

officer as she was workíng in the school holidays to get money

for her fanily.

Her sexual development \,{as marked by some irregularity of periods

and few boy-friends before meeting her husband at the age of 15 and

marrying him several years later. She felt that she had never

achieved nuch, and that she did not get the support she needed from

her husband. There were additional stresses: there \,vere two

young children; her husband was in a new position which paid less

and in which he had to do study; and they were going to sell their

house and live in a caravan before building another house. with

these stresses, Mrs. B. had decompensated and became neuroÈically

depressed. It would appear that the last straw was the rejection

by her husband when he suggested that she could leave hi¡n if she

didn't want to put up with their circumstances'

I4ANAGEMENT

Her husband had already contacted their local doctor. Mrs. B

also wished to see him, and she was discharged to his care'
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APPENDIX XIT (b)

INTERMEDIATE LETHALTTY

NAMI'l : Miss B.

AGE: 24

CIRCUMSTANCES OF OVERDOSE

NO.: 1

Miss B. was admitted on 10:4:76 at 8 p.m. having taken 10 Mutabon D

tablets (each tablet containing 25 ng' anitriptyline and 4 mg'

perphenazine). she had taken these at about 2 p.m. following an

argument with her mother. Her mother had remonstrated about l"liss B's'

eating habits, and had become angry. Miss B. had tried to apologise

to her mother on several occasions' but her mother "kept firing things

at me,,. she said that her mother said that she was stupid and didn't

need to lose weight. She added that "for months I have been really

depressed....there is no such thing as depression to her (her mother)"'

Ivtiss B. was in her bedroom when she took the tablets and said "I

just wanted to end everything....I díd and I didn't....I just wanted

to sleep for a few days". Her 18 year old sister heard her crying

and spoke with her. Miss B. told her that she had taken the tablets

and she was brought into hosPital.

It would appear that there had been other difficulties also'

t4iss B. had had no relations with men for 8 0r 9 months and had felt

extremely lonely. She had also had difficulties at work where she

was a senior secretary. while her boss !{as a!Ùay another man and

she did not get on well, and she also had had difficulties with one

of the other secretaries whom she felt was having an affair with her
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She had had an argument at htork some three weeks previously

Iocal doctor gave her two weeks off work with ¡nedication.

she said that he had not been able to spend time talking

with her.

FAMILY HISTORY

Miss B. was born out-of-wedlock, and her mother married another man

when she was 7 or 8 years old. She recalled always feeling that she

was not wanted. She said her mother never talked about her real

father, and she found out by mistake when she was aged 17 when she

saw her birth certíficate. She had never been able to get on with

her mother and noted "I canrt sit down and talk anything with

hertt.

She had been told by relatives that her real father was a wealthy

bachelor in Yugoslavia and that he might come to Australia and

contact his daughter. She said that it sounded like a fairy-tale

and she did not know whether to believe it.

Her step-father was a spray painter and five years younger than her

mother. He was described as "a fabulous guy" who "will sit down and

talk a probtem out....he can understand".

She had two half-sisters. The older, aged 18, Miss B- felt was

her closest friend, but the younger aged 16, was described as "what

a bitch....she gets away with murder". She said that her sister

would misbehave and that she (Miss B. ) would be blamed by her moÈher

for it. At ttris stage in the interview, Miss B. became guite agitated

and felt embarrassed at feeling so strongly about her younger sister.
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PERSONAL HISTORY

Miss B. was born in Yugoslavia on 15:6:51. She knew of no details

of her birth or early life history. She recalled escaping over the

borcler when she was abut f ive, and she and her mother came to

Adelaide then. She attended private Catholic schools and then

graduated from business college. She worked as a secretary for a

transport company for 18 months and then at a welfare institution

for three years. She left there to go around Australia with a

boy-friend and another couple. Hovrever, Èhey were only awav for

two months when their money ran out. She returned to Adelaide

and lived with the boy-friend for a year' 18 months ago. Her

family h¡ere very nuch against this, and she said she felt quite

ashamed about it. She said this relation ended with hin suddenly

disappearing, and she said she had been unable to understand this.

For the last eighteen months, she had worked wÍth another transport

company.

Her menarche was at the age of 10. Her periods were usually

regular, but the last period which was due two weeks before, had not

come. She said there lvas no way she could be pregnant and could

not understand why she had missed her period.

She had been going out with boys since the age of 18. She had

had two special heterosexual relations. The first lasted for about

8 months but finished, she said, as he lâras in a band and could not

spare enough time for her. The second lasted for some 2\ years

and was with the man with whom she went around Australia. She never
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had enjoyed sexual relations and had not reached orgasm. She said

that "all my friends are married....they've all got kids". she

said she felt the lack of a husband and lack of friendship very

much.

PAST MEDICAL AI{D PSYCHIATRIC HTSTORY

There htas no past psychiatric history and the only past medical

history was that she had a cyst removed from behind the right knee

at the age of 18.

MENTAL STATUS EXAMINATION

she appeared younger than :rler 24 years and had short black hair and

a rather squarísh face. she was slightly over-weight. she behaved

in a manner aPpropriate to the interview situation but showed quite

narked embarrassment whenever she showed partícular1y strong feelings'

Her conversation was quíte normal and her affect was míldly depressed'

There was no abnormalíty of perception and her cognitive function was

within normal limits. Her intelligence was above average, and she

had some insight into her problems'

DIAGNOSTS

Neurotic depression in a person with schizoíd, obsessional, and

passive dependent personality traits'

Therewasaparanoidflavourtoherideationregardingthework

situation, but this was not of delusional intensity and there was no

other evidence of a major psychotic illness'

DYNAMIC CONSIDERATIONS

Miss B. was born out-of-wedlock and her mother had never told her
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of the circumstances. She had always felt unwanted and had never

been able to form a close relationship with her mother. It is of

note that she was unable to recall any events of her early yearst

but they may well have been disrupted as she recalled fleeing

Yugoslavia with her mother at the age of 5. Her mother then

migrated to Australia with the patient, and married shortly after.

She had marked difficulty in forming interpersonal relations

and had retained few friends from school or other places of

employment. Her heterosexual relations had been marked by

Iong relationships with persons who had left her. The first was

a person who she said had no time for her as he played in a band,

and the second relationship ended suddenly and she could not

understand why. She was having difficulties coping with work,

and had fantasies that another secretary may have been having an

affair with her boss.

She had been depressed for several weeks, and had been treated

with medication by her local doctor but felt he did not speak with

her enough. Finally, the overdose was taken when she felt

further rejected by her mother after an argument.

MANAGEMENT

She agree<l to outpatient fo1lowup.
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APPENDIX XII (c

INTERMEDIATE LETHALITY

NAME: Mrs. D.

AGE: 25

CIRCUMSTAI{CES OF OVERDOSE

NO.: 33

Mrs. D. vras admitted on 10:7:76 having taken fifteen 5 mg.

Diazepam tablets. Following an argument with her husband, she had

taken three at about 5 p.m., and further groups of two at about

half-hourly intervals while walkíng along a main road into the city'

!{hen she felt drowsy, she told a policeman who took her to the

Royal Adelaide Hospital for admission.

Mrs. D. said the precípitants were a lack of communication with

her husband. She said she had been unable to get any feelings from

him about the dífficultíes in their marriage. They had been living

with her mother for ten months while their house was being built, and

it was to have been finished in two weeks time. other factors were

that she had recently returned to Èeaching primary school after

having given birth to a daughter some seven months previously. she

said her husband continualty told her she was a bad wife and mother'

and she added "the bloody dog gets more affection than I do.... he

says I donrt talk, I demand things....I donrt get enough affection"'

She saw her local doctor regarding her difficulties four days

before the overdose and he prescribed Diazepam. she diit not think

of contacting him before taking the tablets'

There were no biological features of endogenous depression, though
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she had lost some 14 or 15 Ibs. in weight in the last month by

attending vÍeight watchers. This was prompted by her husband

having tol<l her that she was fat and unattractive. Mrs. D. said

"r canrt fight....instead I throw tantrums". she said that it

Ìâras very difficutt to talk wíth her husband, not only because he

had difficulty in tatking about feelings but, also, because he

worked at night.

FAMILY HISTORY

Ivlrs. D. was the oldest of three daughters' born to Lithuanian

parents who separated when she r¡¡as eight years old. Her mother l^tas

aged 49 and described as "a terrific person....a perfectionist....

makes life pretty hard". she said that her mother I^Ias very

difficult to live with. For example, she took clothes out of her

washing basket if she thought they were not dirty enough to be

washed. She said that her mother had always been a perfectionist

and that was why "I have always been a nervous tyPe"'

Her father \^Ias aged 56 and she said he left home at her motherrs

insistence as he used to drink heavily and beat her mother up. It

would appear that the circumstances of the separation were very

traumatic as her father threatened and, in fact, tried, to set fire

to their home.

Mrs. Drs. younger sisters were both happily married. one had two

children and the other was pregnant. Mrs. D- had very little contacÈ

with them. The other sígnificant parental figure l^¡as a maternal

grandmother. AlÈhough Mrs. D. felt close to her, she did not trust
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her and said that she used to pretend she couldnrt understand

Engtish to "tell tales on me".

PERSONAI HTSTORY

She was born 30:4:51 and said that "mother \^Ias torn....a pretty

hard time". She knew very little of the first years of her life

except that she recalled her mother often being beaten by her

father. She and her sisters !ìtere also beaten on occasions.

She had no major chitdhood illnesses but was hospitalised at the

age of 5 for a tonsillectomy. She had no particular recollections

about that illness.

She achieved well at school, and then completed a tertiary

teachers training course and had been teaching for some 6 years.

She had taught at six different schools, and on t$to occasions, had

moved because of clashes with headmasters.

Her menarche was at the age of 1I and she said "I got the shock

of rny life when it started". She said she received no education

from her mother, and noted that "I v/as never allowed to wear pads".

She had had no dif f iculties with her periods, and her pregnancy l¡¡as

uneventful. she noted "I didnrt even get morning sickness".

She was not allowed out wíth boys until the age of 17. She said

she had "quite a few dates, but few boy-friends", having only one

previous steady relationship before her husband. she knew her

husband for one year, becoming engaged for a year until her marriage

four years ago. He was not Lithuanian, a fact which did not p]-ease

her mother. Her husband was aged 28 and an electrician. she
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Saidhespentmostofhistimeeithersleepingorwatchingfootball

on television. She said that he didn't care whether or not the

marriage continued.

PAST MEDICAL AI{D PSYCHIATRIC HISTORY

She had had a tonsillectomy at the age of five and the one

pregnancy.

she had taken an overdose 4 years before folrowing an argument

with her then fiance, and \¡tas seen once by a psychiatrist'

Shehadseenherlocaldoctorregardinghernervesinthefew

weeks prior to this overdose'

She had also seen a hypnotist to aíd in weíght reduction'

MENTAL STATUS EXAMTNATION

She appeared younger than her 25 years with acne and scarring on

her face and black, dishevelled hair. she was very tearful at

appropriate moments, and slumped throughout the interview' She

pulled her name-tag very aggressively and noisily at times' Her

conversation was continuarry self-deprecatory, but showed no formal

thought disorder- Her affect was clearly depressed' There was

no abnormatity of perception or cognition' Her intelligence \^¡as

aboveaverage'andshehadsomeinsightintoherimpulsive'rather

immature, behaviour -

DIAGNOSIS

Neurotic depression in a person with hysterical and hostile

dependent PersonalitY traits'
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DYNAMTC CONSIDERATIONS

This over<lose appeared superficially trivial ín the sense that she

took tablets at varying times while walking into the city, and that

she conÈacted a policeman. However, it was of note that during

the interview, she \^ras continually seJ-f-deprecatory and was quite

depressed. It was also noted that she realty didn't care whether

she lived or died, and had kissed her daughter goodbye saying that

she would be better off without her.

The precipitants to the overdose appeared to be difficulty in

co¡mnunication with her husband; the fact that she, her husband and

daughter, \Árere living with her mother, though anticipating moving

into their own home in two weeks; and, also, that she had resumed

teaching six weeks before after a seven month break because of her

pregnancy.

fn considering predisposing factors to neurotic problems, it is

of note that her parents, marriage was unsatisfactory, and she

continually witnessed abuse of her mother by her father. Her

mother had not remarried or had further heterosexual relations

since the separation when the patient was 8' Mrs' D' had had

difficulty in forming stable relations, and this rnay have been

related to her lack of adequate models as a child'

Duringthepatientrslatencyandadolescentperiod'shehadfew

friends, and she also described difficultl-es in relations with the

few she had. She saíd, at one stage she was accused of stealing

money by a "so-called friend" and that her mother even took out a
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court injunction against the headmaster for accusing her daughter

of theft.

There $ras additional evidence of difficulties with authority

fiqures in this r/ìroman's life. The initial problems with her

parents and the problem with the headmaster have been noted, and

later in her life, she left two schoots after clashes with the

respective headmasters.

It would appear that, to a large extent, I\'lrs. D. had been able

to cope, but the factors of work, living with her ¡nother, their

new house, and the difficulties in communication with her husband'

had proved too much and she had decompensated, becoming depressed

and taking an overdose.

MANAGEMENT

I recommended that Mrs. D. remain in hospital to facilitate

communication with her husband in a sÈructured setting. However'

this was declined.

I lvas able to see her husband and he was indeed a very rigid'

uncommunicating person. He appeared quite inflexible and unwilling to

consider the possibility that he rnay have contributed to Mrs. Drs'

illness. They both declined the offer of followup or of considering

the possibility of a marriage guidance council'

The rnain point indicating some hope, was the fact that she had a

good relationship with her local doctor whom she had known for at

least 15 years, and I recolunended that she continue to see him'
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POST SCRIPT

lulrs.Dls.localdoctorreferredhertomesomemonthslater.

Shehadleftherhusbandandformedarelationshipwithanother

man. she was able to discuss her feelings in a realistic way'

and apPeared to be coPing well'
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APPENDIX XII (d)

INTERMEDIATE LETHALITY

NAME: Mrs. P NO.: 78

AGE: 2L

CIRCUMS TANCES OF OVERDOSE

Mrs. P. was admitted on 15 z8z76 after having taken about forty

30 ng. OxazepaÍi tablets. She took these in her unlocked flat' and

a neighbour entered and found her taking the last of the tableÈs.

A chemist was contactedr and he advised taking her to hospital.

she had taken another overdose of. L2 diazepam tablets 4 months

previously, in the presence of her husband, but he had done

nothing about it. This was at the time of the separation of their

marriage.

Events leading up to the overdose \^tere a little unclear. she

was unable to give any final precipitant other than the fact that

three days before the overdose, there had been a court case related

to custody of their two children, in which her husband had been

granted access to them on alternate saturdays. she related how she

did not want him to have any access at all as she betieved he would

be violent towards them. It is of note that on the day she left

her husband, he had hit her and fractured her left zygoma. Her

fears about his violence were, therefore, well founded. she said

that he hadn't ever wanted to have the children. she noted that on

occasions he had thrown their 4 year old son across the room and

that when he had access to them, he didn't give them anything to eat
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ordrink.Shesaidthatshehadfeltverydepressed,andatthe

timeoftakingthetablets,allshewantedwas.'tocurlupanddie''.

She felt the same at the time of interview'

Shehadsomebiologicalfeaturesofdepression.Hersleephad

beenínterruptedwithbot'hinitialand¡niddleinsomnia,shehad

lost her appetite and had lost ten kgm' in weight in Èhe last four

months. (However, she was still markedly over-weight') In

additíon, she had felt unable to cope wíth her two children and'

onoccasionsrtheyhadbeenadmittedtoahomelestshelostcontrol

and harm then. She said that she had been seing a social worker

at the Adelaide Children,s Hospital , but added'|I don't like her''.

Mrs.P.wastakingherolderchildtherebecause,attheageoffour,

he had still not started to sPeak'

Thetabtetsshetookwereherownandhadbeenprescribedtendays

before.Atthetimeoftheoverdose'shethoughtthatshemayhave

taken enough to kill herself, though she wasnrt quite sure' She had

been thinking of taking an overdose for some weeks, but the final act

was done on the sPur of the moment'

FAMILY HISTORY

ShewasthesecondoffourchitdrenbornofAustralianparents.

She was the older of non-identical twin girls' Her mother vì¡as

described as ,,alright....she'd do anything for you, I suppose"' Her

mother had not approved of her marriage' and Mrs' P' said that her

mothertookitoutonherchildrenbynotlookingafterthemwell

whenbaby-sitting.Shesaidherfatherhadrecentlyhadthree
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strokes, and had also had difficulty with his speaking. His last

stroke had been about four months ago, and this coincided closely

with the break-uP of her marriage.

Her older brother lvas aged 27 and was in the Navy and sa\¡¡ very

little of the patient. Mrs. P. did not get on with her younger

twin who had a child, was not married, and was on the supporting

mother's pension. The younger brother, aged 14, was still at

school. There was no family history of nervous disorder.

PERSONAL HISTORY

she was born 17:6:55 and her birth details were not known. Her

mother had had a miscarriage before the bÍrth of her twins. As a

chíld, she bit her fingernails and talked in her sleep' Her

schooling $ras at local primary and secondary schools' and she left

as soon as she turned 15 as she "started to get sick of it". She

worked in an offíce for almost a year, and then at a home for

chíldren as she "Ioved looking after kids".

Her menarche was at the age of 13 and she had had pain and

vomiting with her periods even when on an oral contraceptive- Her

first boy-friend was at the age of 15, and her first intercourse

was wíth a man some B years older than her who wished to marry her.

She refused and "he ticked off". She then met her husband who

was 5 years older than her and married hin at the age of 18 when she

was pregnant. she added "my parents wouldn't let me get married

so I got pregnant". she said her parents had not forgiven her.

Her husband had been unemployed for three years. There had been
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frequentseparations(fiveorsixtimes)intheirmarriagebefore

she finally left him in March Ig77 ' She said there had been no

other men since she left her husband'

PAST MEDICAL AND PSYCHIATRIC HISTORY

Apart from a topsl|lectomy at the age of 7 ' and the fractured

zygoma as a result of her husband hitting her' she had had no other

illnesses or psychiatric assessment'

MENTAL STATUS EXAIVIINATION

She appeared her 22 years and was markedly over-weight' being

probably about 75 kgn. and only 5 feet talt' She appeared rather

petulantandhadtongreddish-brownhairbehindwhichshehid

frequentlyduringtheintervíew.Herbehaviourwasmarkedbythis

híding, and also tears at appropriate times' Her conversation

showed no thought dísorder but tended to be rather self-pitying

and extremely hostile, at times refusing to give answers to

questions.

Her affect tÀras clearly depressed and angry' There was no

abnormality of perception or cognitive functions'

DIAGNOSIS

Neurotic depression in a person with hostile dependent and

hysterica}personatitytraits.Shehadsomebiologicalfeatures

suggestive of endogenous depressíon' but not enough to substantiate

that diagnosis.

DYNAMTC CONSIDER,ATIONS

was born following a miscarriage and was the older of
Mrs. P
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twins. she did not feel close to any of her siblings, and she

felt as if her mother and father did not understand her. she

sai<t that her father had "never been real close", and it is also

of note that she had not heard her parents quarrel at aII. This

may well have caused her to inhibit feelings of anger or to relate

in a passive aggressive waY.

There were the neurotic traíts of biting her nails and talking

in her sleep, and a tonsillectorny at the age of 7 is not recalled

at all which may suggest that she was suppressing feellngs about

that. At the age of 15, she left school because she was "sick

of it", and utorked in an office and, Èhen in a home for children'

Her menarche was at the age of 13, and she had had pain and

vomiting with her periods since Èhen. she had a relationship with

a man some I years older than her whom she refused to marry, ancl

then she met her husband who was 5 years older than her. she

noted: "my parents wouldnrt tet me get married so I got pregnant"'

she said that her parents had never approved of him, and that they

had not forgiven her and she felt they got back at her by being

violent with her children when they were baby-sitting.

Her marriage had been unsuccessful, and there had been frequent

separations and violence with her sustaining a fractured zygoma.

A finat separation resulted in March L977. It is of note, Èhat on

that separation, she took an overdose, and although her husband

knew she had taken tablets he allowed her to sleep them off.

since then, there had been a court case over access to the children,
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and this had been two days before the overdose. Her husband

hacl appealecl over his li¡nited access, and a further court case

was to have been held ín three weeks. other stresses included

the inability of her older child to speak, and the fact that he

was attending the Children's Hospital twice a vteek for occupational

and speech therapy; her fatherrs strokes and the lack of support

fron her mother. These stresses proved too much for her. It

was impossible to elicit any final clear-cut precipitant, and

although she had thought. of taking an overdose for some time, it

was finally taken imPulsive1Y.

MANAGEMENT

she agreed to transfer to the psychiatric ward for further

assessment and management.
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APPENDIX xII(e)

INTERMEDTATE LETHAIITY

NAl4Ii: Mrs. S NO.: 95

AGE: 26

CIRCIJMSTANCES OF OVERDOSE

Mrs. S. was admitted on 2222t76 having taken about 20 Diazepam

and 3 Haloperidol tablets. She had obtaíned these from her

local doctor that morning and, Ín fact, had seen him with the

intention of getting tablets to take. She took them less than

an hour later at home. She said that she had been put on these

by a psychiatrist, but she didnrt need them any more. She said

she took them because she had an exam for psychiatric nursing in

two days and her three year old daughter wouldnrt leave her

alone to studlz. She said she rang her husband, but he had not

been available. She had felt very angry and fel-t that he was

probably playing snooker, not working, and this anger had

contributed to her taking the tablets. She took the tablets in

her kitchen and her chíld was with her. She took the tablets

"two by two". Some visitors came to her home but she did not

tell them that she had taken the tablets. Her husband also came

home later ín the afternoon, and she said she did not tell hi¡n

what she had done. She must have lost consciousness then as she

cannot remember how she came to be in hospital. She said she

knew she wouldnrt kiIl herself and that she only wanted to sleep.
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FAMILY HISTORY

She was the second child of six. She described her father as an

extremely violent man who used to assault her mother. She said

that she hardly ever tþought of hef mother, and that she was "very

underhand". Her parents were separated on one occasion, but this

had been apparently only for a brief time. she said that both

her father and mother beat her as a chitd. She had two sisters

and three brothers. "411 are a bit e¡notÍonal." She said that

one brother had moved interstate to get away from the family and

another had a long Police record.

PERSONAL HISTORY

she was born in sydney on 25 z7 t49. Her mother had described

the hospitalisation as being extremely "Cold" and not spoken at all

favourably of the birth. She found it difficult to recall early

childhood events. She said that she \,{ent to school from the age

of five to eighteen and that she completed secondary education

with credits in English, History and Geography and passes ín

l"lathematics and Science. She said that she had her first break-

down immediately after these exam results. Her life following

that is very much bound up with her psychiatric illnesses. For

example, she said'rI've been going stranqe for a long time""

seeing significance in everything....believed that Gandhi and Jesus

christ were in a box in church....I suddenly felt my psychiatrist

would meet me in the Church".

Her sexual history was marked by what she thought was a late
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menarche at 13. She thought this was due to incest at the age of

7 by an uncle, and she also blamed that for her current frigidity'

she married at the age of 2L. She had a miscarriage while in

a psychiatric hospital soon after marriage, and a daughter

was born on August 4th, L972. She and her husband had moved

to Adetaide 18 months before as they had been living with his

parents and did not get on with them. They went on a round-

Australia trip and tíked Adelaide and so remained. some

twelve months before, she decided to do psychiatric nursing and

enrolled at a psychiatric hospital. she said she came top in

her first exam but feared sittLng for the impending examination'

she said if she passed she would go from less demanding chronic

wards to the acute receiving house and felt that this had

contributed to her overdose.

PAST MEDICAL AND PSYCHIATRTC HISTORY

she had pneumonia as an infant and h¡as hospitalised for about

twoweeks.ShehadanappendicectomyattheageofEandsevere

concussion, also at the age of 8.

She had a long psychíatric history. At the age of about 18'

she had a "break-do!Ín" and said she was sent to a convent in sydney,

and from there h¡as transferred to a psychiatric hospital. she said

she read the case notes and she was díagnosed as "a bad paranoid

schizophrenic". she said that she didn't believe that, but felt

that she had a methedrine psychosis at the time, because she had

been dependent on methedrine for some 2 years then' She was in
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hospital for several months' She had had at least six or seven

aamissions to psychiatric hospitars in both sydney and Adelaide'

Shehadhadmultipleoverdosesandwristslashings'butthesehad

been mainty about six or seven years previously in Sydney' She

had not taken an overdose for some 6 years until this occasion'

Her most recent admission to a psychiatric hospital had been 3

months ago. she had been seeing a private psychiatrist each

week for about a year' Her previous severe illness had been 3

years before, after the birth of her daughter' rt was described

very much as a schizophreníc íIlness' It is possible that she

had had multiple drug psychoses' as she had' in fact' been in

príson on at least three occasions for robbery of chemíst shops'

HoweverrthehistoryísalsoconsístentwithschÍzophrenia'and

the drug taking may be a rationalisation to explain away her

psychosis.

MENTAL STAIrUS

Shewasathinwomanwithratherattractive,finefeaturesand

brown hair. she sat quietry and appeared quite vague and her

attentionwandered.shefiddledincessantlywithasafety-pin.

Her conversation \¡vas vague but to the point when needed. Her

affect was quite bland and flattened' She conceded auditory

hallucinations. Her cognitíve fr:nction was difficult to test

futly, but her serial sevens were outside normal limits and

indicatedeitheraresidualeffectfromheroverdose,ormoretikety

a co¡nbination of difficulty in concentrating from the overdose and
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thought disorder. I would estimate her intelligence as above average'

Information from her psychiatrist

Thepsychiatristwhohadseenherweeklyforayear'considered

there $ras no doubt that she had a schizophrenic illness and that she

had been unwilling to take medication in the past' He confirmed

my impression that she tended to rationalise her drug taking as a

defense to acknowledging her psychosis'

DIAGNOSIS

Hebephrenic schizophrenia ín a person with passive dependent,

hysterical an4 sociopathic (antisocíaI) personality traits.

DYNN4IC CONSIDERATIONS

Mrs. s. was a 26 year old woman whose mother considered her birth

to be "cold" anil díffÍcult. She had a history of pneumonia necessitating

hospitatisation Ín infancy. she said she had a brutal upbringing

as a child being beaten by both mother and father. Despite this,

she achieved híghty at school, but following her Matriculation

results, she had her first psychotic Íllness. Her last 7 or I years

of life had been marked by exacerbations and remissions of her

illness. She claimed that she had had methedrine psychoses and, in

fact, had been in prison on tÌ¡ree occasions for stealing drugs.

Ho\dever, she also had features of a schizophrenic illness. The

precipitants Èo her overdose \íere difficult to define, but there

were difficulties in her marriage as she said she was unable to

communicate with her husband at all. The last straw nay well

have been the fact that she was unable to concentrate on studying
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for her exam because of her daughter, and the exam was significant

because it would mean that she would soon be in contact with

acutely psychotic patients as a psychiatric nurse'

MANAGIIMENT

She agreed to continqe to see her psychíatrist and was transferred

to anoÈher hospital under his care.
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APPENDIX XTII (A)

LO!{ LETHAI,ISY

NAI4E: l"Irs. C NO.: 1

AGE: 29

CIRCUMSTANCES OF OVERDOSE

I{rs. C. took 8 Panadeine tablets at about 2 a.m. and a further 8

aÈ about 6 a.m. on 23 23277, while her husband was sleeping. These

were taken in a holiday house in which she, her husband and two

children Ì.tere staying. She and her family returned home later

that day. She took a further I Panadeine tablets and told her

husband, but despite this, he went to work. She laÈer phoned him

at work and he then drove her to the Royal Adelaide Hospital where

she was seen in Casualty by a registrar hlho arranged her transfer

to the psychiatric ward. She dÍd not require any resuscitation

or observation because of the overdose itself. She did not feel

she would die when she took the overdose but, at the same time,

she said she didnrt care whether she lived or died.

Mrs. C. found it difficult to explain exactly why she had taken

the tablets. she said she "felt as if I was no good't. she felt

her husband did not care about her and added: 'tIrll frighten him

into it". she saÍd that she had been depressed, and felt as if

she vùas "talking ín riddles". She said that her husband regarded

her as a "goodie, goodie", and she had felt belittted by him at a

recent rifle c|¡b social function. He had also just returned

from a weekrs shooting holiday interstate, and Mrs. C. wondered
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if he may have had an affair while avüay'

she also said there was a longstanding sexual problem with her

husband, and that she was unable to achieve orgasm' A further

factor which only emerged late in the interview, was the possíbility

thatshemaybepregnant.oneofherchitdrenhadacteftpalate'

and she wondered if this baby would also be so afflicted' she

feltherhusbanddídn|treallycareaboutherbeingpregnant.

She described both her and her husband never really arguing, but

becoming sil-ent when they were cross with each other'

FAI4ILY HISTORY

Mrs.C.I^'asanonlychild.Herfatherhaddiedofamyocardial

infarction when she was aged 13. He had not been irr previousry-

She described him as "a placid truck-driver"'

Her mother was <lescribed as "always the aggressive one""dad

wouldjustgoalong''.Shesaidhermotherhadalwaystriedtorun

herlifeandneverlethergo.Shefeltasifshewasstuckwith

her mother and that she had been "most wrkind" to her when she

moved away from home 18 months after marrÍage' Mrs' C' and her

husband had lived there until Mr. c. decided that hÍs wife was

getting "too dependent" on her mother'

PERSONAL HISTORY

Shewasborn6¿L2z46andMrs.C.wonderedifshehadeverbeen

wantedbecauseherparentshadbeenmarriedfor15yearsbeforeshe

born. I was unable to elicit many details of her early childhood'

she attended school until the age of 16 and left in the october of
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her third year. She said she had never missed any grades but was

not particularly interested at school' She had had various

positions as a stenographer ín different firms, and appeared to

have difficulty in recalling then'

Her menarche was at the age of tI and she described no problems'

She had not been prepared for it by her mother' she had few

boy-friends before marrying her husband when she \'Yas aged 21'

She had two children, the older a daughter, 6, who had recently

commenced schoot, and the younger, a son aged 4 who had a cleft

palate. He had had two operations for Èhis and required another

in Èhree months. His general mílestones were within normal

linits and he was able to speak satisfactorily'

PAST MEDICAL AND PSYCHTATRIC HISTORY

No significant past medical history apart from a tonsillectomy

at the age of. 7.

Shehadseenapsychiatristonce5yearsbefore'feelingthat

peoplewereagainsther.Shewouldnotelaborateonthis,and

said she had not been offered treatment'

MENTAL STATUS EXAMINATION

Sheappearedolderthanher2gyearswithbrownhairandrather

florid facies. She was slightly over-weight' She was rather

flippant throughout the interview, and atthough she superficially

appeared eager to please and give Èhe right answers' her

conversation was guarded and a little evasive at times. HovÍever,

there was no thought disorder evident. Her affect appeared
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rather inappropriately cheerful ancl she tended to minimi se any

difficulties. There was no abnormality of perception evident

and her cognitive function was within nonnal limits. I estimated

her intelligence at low averaqe.

DIAGNOSIS

Neurotic depression in a passive dependent and hysterical

personality.

There was some paranoid ideatíon expressed, and she \¡Ùas guarded

at times, but there was no definite evidence of a psychotic illness'

DYNAMIC CONSIDERATIONS

Mrs. C. r,vas the only child born after her parents had been married

for 15 years, and she wondered if she had been wanted. Her father

died when she was 13, and she had felt bound to her mother' though

in an intensively ambivalent way. Although she and her husband

tived with her mother after marriage, they left as her husband felt

she was too dependent on her mother.

There were difficulties in the relationship with her husband'

she felt he did not care, and that he had belittled her. He had

recentlv been interstate for a week, and Mrs. c. had had fantasies

that he may have had an affair, although there was no evidence to

suggest that. she had been unable to achieve orgasm with her

husband and felt that that was also contributing to her problems'

It \"ras of note that her older child had recently commenced school'

and her other child had a congenital cleft palate deformity, and was

soon to have another operation. she also thought that she was
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pregnant again, and this had reawakened fears that this chíId night

also have a cleft palate. She also felt that her husband didnrt

really want her or another pregnancy.

Mrs. c. took the overdose in an attempt to frighten her husband

into caring more for her. However, he initially reacted by

ignoring her and going to work, after tellíng her to vomít the

tablets up and forget about it. she then took further tablets

and contacted him again before he took her to hospital.

MANAGEMENT

It was suggested that she remain in the psychiatric ward until

her husband and she had been seen more intensively to clarify

whether or not there may have been a more serious psychiatric illness;

whether they may accept marital therapy; and to assess the need for

counselling regarding her possíb1e pregnancy'
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APPEì{DrX Xrrr (b)

LOW LETHALITY

NAME: Miss C. NO.: 23

AGE: 18

CIRCUMSTANCES OF OVERDOSE

l4íss C. was referred for admission by her local doctor on 922t77

having taken 12 pheniramine (Avil) tablets. She had bought them

from a chemist shop for car sickness. She took the tablets in her

bedroom, then became scared and told her mother who took her to the

local doctor. She was most reluctant to speak at all about events

leading up to the overdose or, in factr ânY other details and it

was only after a very difficult establishment of rapport by a

rather full history of her family and personal life, that she

reluctantly agreed to talk about the overdose. It would appear

that the man with whom she had been going out for the last seven

months and whom she had known for some 5 years, had recently

wished to finish their relationship. They were to have been

engaged, but some three months before he had said that they were too

young, and she had not been able to convince him otherwise. He had

also gone out with other women' and when she 1danted to talk to him

about this or their future, he just walked away from her. ft is

of note, that although she had been on an oral contraceptive for 3

years, in the two months prior to the overdose, she had been rather

spasmodic in her taking of the pill, and she had thought that she

was pregnant until about mid-day on the day on which she took the
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overdose. She had been four weeks overdue in her period, and had

seen her local doctor only the day before the overdose for a

pregnancy test. She was disappointed that she was not pregnant

asshewouldhavekeptÈhechild,andthenherboy-friendmaywell

have married her.

FAI.4ILY HISTORY

Shewasthethirdoffourchildrenandwastheonlydaughter.

Her father r,ras a supervisor in a factory and had been at the same

factory for 31 years. she initially said that she got on "alright"

with hím, but later in the interview, she conceded that he beat her

frequently, even to the age of 15 years when she was going out wiÈh

boys. Her mother was described as two or three years older than

her father and ,,a nervous wreckt'. she had been on diazepam for a

numberofyears.ShehadhadanabdominaloperationSor9years

previously, and her weight reduced to 6L stone' and she couldnrt

eat or drink. since that time, she had not had good health, and

continuallyhadarguedwiththepatientandherbrothers.MissC.

noted: "r just ignore her when shets raving"'

Her oldest brother was aged 23 and married' He had had

difficulties with the police and was in a reform school on two

occasions. Her second brother was aged 2I, married with no children'

Heryoungestbrotherraged15,althoughatschool'waslookingfor

work and had no ambition to continue his educatíon'

ItwasdifficulttoelicitanyparticularÈhoughtsorfeelings

aboutthefamity'butitseemedthatthererârasconsiderable
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disturbance as íllustrated by her father beating her until the age

of 15, her mother being a 'rnervous wreck", her older brother being

in reform school, and the younger broÈher wanting to leave school

at an early age.

PERSONAT HISTORY

She was born 8:7:58 and there were no birth difficulties.

There $rere no neurotic traíts of childhood, but she had had

"childhood asthma".

Her schooling was at local prinary and secondary schools' and

she left ín 1973 beíng half-way through second year. she said

she "just dídn't líke school" and had trouble with the teachers.

She saíd she found the work easy, and fínÍshed before the other

chíldren and then caused dfeturbances.

Her work history was particularly poor, and she described at

least ten dífferent jobs. In half she had been sacked, and the

other hatf she had quit. Her perseverance was rninimal, as

íllustrated by the fact that she stayed only two hours in one job.

She had been unemployed f.ot 4 years. Her most recent job had been

as a swímming instructress just before Christmas, but she could not

tolerate the children.

Her menarche was at the age of 12 and she described no

difficulties. She had been on an oral contracePÈive for 3 years.

PAST MEDICAL AI\¡D PSYCHIATRTC HISTORY

The only history of relevance was the childhood asthma.
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MENTAL STATUS EXAMINATION

She appeared a conventionally attractive young woman of 18 years

with dark features and a slim figure. She was 5 | 3" tall and had

long black hair, and tended to hide behínd it in a coquettish way.

She was rather sullen and quiet in behaviour, her conversation was

extremely guarded and her affect showed minimal depression.

However, one could sense both depression and anger beneath the

surface. There was no abnormality of perception or cognition' and

no formal thought disorder.

She had some insight into the fact that she probably would lose

her boy-friend, and also seemed to be quite aware of her manipulation

of possibly becoming pregnant and forcing him into a marriage.

DIAGNOSIS

Neurotic depression ín a person with hostile dependent and

hysterical personality traits.

Her difficulties appeared to be more than just a transient

situational disturbance as she had been depressed for about two

months and had thought vaguely of taking tablets for at least a

week, even though the final overdose was impulsive.

DYNAIVIIC CONSIDERATIONS

Miss C. was the first daughter after two sons and may weII have

been indulged by her parents. Certainly, her father's over-

protective attitude towards her even in her teenage years is

suggestive of over-concern. Tt may have been difficult for her

at the age of 9 or lO, when her mother was seriously i11, and she
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perceived her moÈher as beingt a "nervous 1,vreck", from that time on.

Although it was difficult. to elicit definite evidence of

abnormality in the family dynamics, it could certainly be postulated

to be present because of her mother's pervous coqdition and the

older brotherrs difficulty with the police and being ín reform

school. It was also indicated by Miss c's. difficulties in

forming inÈerpersonal relatíonships, and problems with authority

figures in both school and at work.

It would appear that Miss c. had no ambition oÈher than to get

married and have children, and she saw no advantage at all in

working. she had placed great store in becoming engaged to her

boy-friend, and when thís had not eventuated, she had become

depressed and had "forgotten" to take her contraceptive pill. This

had been either conscious or very nearly so, as she readily

conceded her disappoíntrnent at not being pregnant. The overdose

was taken only hours after her period started, after she had

thought she maY be Pregnant.

she presented in a rather sullen, defiant way and tended to

nr-inimise any difficulties. On the other hand, I considered that

she had great difficulties in relating to any authority figures and,

indeed, in forming any interpersonal relations as she described no

particular peer group friends.

MANAGEMENT

I suggested that she keep in contact with the outpatient clinic

but this was declined. She had also had contact with a social
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worker in her local community but did not want to contact her again.

She had some insight into her predicament, but was unwilling to

enter into any therapeutic relationship. I reiterated that it was

possible to see somebody either at tþis outPatient clinic or at

another hospital, or that she could see her local social worker.

I did not consider that she was in need of compulsory detention,

and suggested that the next move was up to her to seek help if

she felt she needed it. At the time of her discharge, she did

not know what Èhe reaction of her boy-friend would be' but she

appeared reconciled to losing him.
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APPENDIX xIII (c)

LOVü LETHALITY

NAIvIE: Mrs. M NO.: 67

AGE: 28

CIRCTJMSTANCES OF OVERDOSE

Mrs. M. was referred by her local doctor to the Casualty

department on 14¿4276 áfter having taken seven 5 mg. diazepam

(Va1ium) wiÈh an uncertain ¿rmount of brandy. She had taken them

in the setting of what she saw as the final dísruptÍon of her

second marriage. She had been separated from her husband for

the last three weeks but he had been placíng pressure on her to

return to him. He had asked hís 20 year old son (by his first

marriage) to see the patient regarding reconciliation, and she

had agreed to seeíng him because her husband had been iII for three

months with glandular fever and a cardiac complaint, and had also

been drinking heavíIy. This meeÈing was marked by bitter quarrels

and her husband threatened to kill himself should she not return.

The final precipitants were that she lost her cat at the caravan

park where she had visited her husband. She had been unable to find

the cat and had returned home and goÈ her I year old son off to

school and then gone to work. Her husband had rung her at work

and said he would take the cat to her home unit. She had returned

there and her husband had brought the cat and then put further

pressure on her to return. Both she and he had taken two diazepam

tablets with brandy, but she continued to take more brandy and
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tablets. She said that she did not think that her husband realised

that she was taking the extra tablets and he certainly had not tried

to stop her. However, her husband apparently rang her brother, who

called the local doctor who, in tgrn, referred her to the Casualty

department for further assessment.

Mrs. M. said that she had resolved not to see her husband again.

In fact, she had been advised not to see him again by both her

parents and by a solicitor who had written to her husband with a

not,íce of the start of a L2 month separation period before an

automatic divorce. She said that she had very mixed feelings

about actually takÍng out the divorce proceedings because she felt

that her leavlng might preciþítate illness in her husband and that

he might attempt suicide. Apparently, her husband's mother had

attempted suicide on seven occasíons and it was a realistic fear

that her husband might do the same.

FAMILY HISTORY

The patient was the oldest of three children, with two younger

brothers aged 25 and 17. Her father $ras a 54 year old electrical

supervisor whom she described as "can be domineering....I used to be

very scared of him....he tries to do the right thing". He "always

had stomach nerves". Her mother was described as 51 and "very

soft, very ernotional like me....rings me every five minutes....

gets very upset and cries". Neither mother nor father had actually

sought psychiatric help but her brother aged 25 had been to a

psychiatrist with his wife for both his "upsets in the stomach" and
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dífficulties in their sexual relations. There was no family

history of attempted or completed suicide.

PERSONAL HISTORY

She was born on 18tþ Septernber, \947,, She thought she was

planned but knew no details of her bríth or neonatal period.

She had no hospitalisations as a child or severe illnesses. She

had no neurotic traits evident in chíldhood apart from her fear of

the dark which stllt remained. One of her most striking memories

as a child was being told by her mother never to have premarital

sex and that sex was just a duty.

Her menarche was at age 12 and she often had such severe period

pain that she took time off from work. Later, as a nurse, she was

adnitted to hospital with period pain.

Her schooling was at loca1 primary and hígh schools to the age

of 16. She said that she wanted to go to a teachers training

co1lege, but her parents wouldnrt let her as they said a tertiary

education \das a waste of t.ime for a rdoman. She completed a

business course and worked for eighteen nonths as a comptometrist.

She said she then had a close relationship with a man 7 years older

than herself, and because of thís, her parents agreed to allow her

to go nursing in the country and, therefore, break up this

relationship. She nursed for some 2L years during which time she

met her first husband. They lived in a small country town and this

marriage was described as "disastrous". She said that her husband

$¡as "too much under his fatherrs thumb" and that she was "too much
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under my mother's skirt". She said that her father-in-Iaw

physically threatened her at times and that her first husband did

not support her at all. She was separated after one yeat, and then

met her present husband and lived with him for a few months before

marrying some 6 years ago. This marriage had also not been

satisfactory at any time. She said that she had never enjoyed

sexual intercourse and did not reach orgasm until the age of. 22,

and only rarely had done so since then. Mrs. M. had an extra-

marital relationship 18 months before the overdose, and said that

Èhís had shown her what she had been missing.

Her present husband was 12 years older than her and had been

married previously. He was a used car salesman until he began

speculating in real estate. She said that he had been drinking

heavily for the last Èwo or three years, and often drank on his

own for three or fours hours at home each night.

It is of interest Èhat she had been proficient at ballet, physical

culture and ballroom dancíng and was in State teams for these. Her

husband liked none of these pursuits and she had ceased them a1l.

There had been at least five or six separatíons in their marriage,

but she felt that this woul-d be the final separation, and that this

was the first time she had actually taken out legal proceedings.

PAST I\,IEDICAL AND PSYCHIATRY HISTORY

There was no significanÈ past medical or psychiatric history.

MENTAL STATUS EXAMINATION

Mrs. M. q¡as a conventionally attractíve r,ùoman wíth brown shoulder-
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length hair and quite expensive jewellery. She appeared weII-

qroomed, was poised, and demonstrated some narcissistic traits.

She did not appear overtly anxious or depressed and appeared in

no discomfort. She was alert and smiling, and smoked several

cigarettes during the interview. Her conversation was quite

circumstantial and voluble, but there was no definite thought

disorder. There was no abnormality of perception or cognitive

function. Her ínÈelligence appeared above average, but she had

mininal insight into her own role in her difficulties.

DIAGNOSIS

This woman showed no definite psychíatric illness. Her problems

vrere consídered to be an "adult sftuational reactíon'r. She

demonstrated passive dependent and hysterical personality traits.

DYNA¡4IC CONSIDERATIONS

Mrs. M. was the oldest of three chíldren and Èhere was evidence

that her parents were both anxious persons who had tended to

somatise their problems (e.g. "stomach nerves"). A brother had

had psychiatríc assessment. There was no definite evidence in

this womanrs early life of trauma which would predispose her to

adutt illness, but Ít is of note that she had always regarded her

father as a rather domineeríng person, and it is possible that her

hysterical traits may have had their genesis in her relationship

with him. She had always been very dependent on her parents and

had submitted to Èheir wishes. She did not have a tertiary

education because they thought it unnecessary, but they bargained
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with her and let her qo nursing as a way of getting her out of a

relat-lonship with an older man when she was about 17. It is of

interest that she had cho¡en a man about 12 years older than

herself as her second husband, and the person with whom she had

had an affair, was 52 at the time. ftris pattern of behavJour

fits in with her hysterical personality Èraits.

Íhe dependent traits are marked in that she had had five or

six separations from her second husband, and had felt that she

could not let him down and that she might cause his illness to

exacerbate if she left him. she was still narkedly dependent

on both her husband and her parents, but was makíng attempts at

becomíng índependent. Ttre finat crisis was related to the

break-up of her marriage and the Pressure she felt her husband

was puttíng on her to remain.

MANAGE[,IENT

She was referred to the outpatient clinic, and it was also

suggested that she continue seeing her solicitor. No medicaÈion

was índicated.
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APPEIIDrX XIrI(d)

LO!{ LETHALTTY

NAME: Miss M. NO.: 68

AGE: 23

CIRCT]MSTAI{CES OF OVERDOSE

Miss t'1. presented to the Casuatty department on 19:3:77 with

abdominal paín, a symptom similar to that for which she had

recently been investigated and managed in the psychiatric htard.

The Casualty officer had contacted the psychiatric registrar

who had said that there h¡ere no beds available but that she could

be seen urgently as an ouÈpatient. She then took 15 to 20

Flurazepam tablets, was given a gastric lavage and admitted to

the recovery ward. She said she took the tablets because "I

was depressed....rrve had this pain for ten weeks and it's getting

beyond me....I got upset so I took them". She was on her own in

a cubicle and told a nurse that she had taken them. "I just took

them on the spur of the moment. " She said she had no wish to die

and that she was only worried about her abdominal pain.

She had had difficulties with her parents. It would appear

that they had "disowned" her after her promiscuous behaviour, and

she had lived wÍth several different men since leaving them.

These relationships all seemed to have dísintegrated. She had

difficulty explainíng any precipitants, and this was consistent

with her past history of being considered a person of limited

intelligence who tended to somatise her problems.
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FAMILY HTSTORY

She was the oldest of four children with 2 brothers, aged 22

and 17, and a sister aged 11. She found it difficult to

describe her parents or her siblings.

Her father was aged 46 and she described him as "very moody".

She said he drank heavily, and was the domÍnant partner in her

parents' marriage. She described her mother as "very quiet-...

doesnrt listen to peopIe". She had recentLy had a hysterectomy-

The other significant family member appeared to be her paternal

grandfather who died when she was aged 17. She said she had

been very upset by his death.

There was no famíly hístory of nervous disorder.

PERSONAL HISTORY

she was born 19:4:53 and although she did not know any details,

her degree of retardation had been caused by birth trauma' a fact

confirmecl by her parents on previous admissions. She said that

her milestones vtere normal, but this was doubtful. She had had

a stutter from as early as she could remember. She was left-

handed, and recalted being made to write with her right hand as a

child. She deníed any chÍldhood neurotic traits, though she still

bit her nails. Her early education was marked by school refusal

and she did not attend for up to six months at a time. After

dífficulties in two primary schools, she attendecl a special school

for the intellectuatly retarded. At 14, she entered secondary

school, but didn't pass any examinations.
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At the age of 15, she left school and her grandfather secured

her work in a printinç¡ office. She folded paper and dirl odd

jobs until she became the tea lady, a job she had coped with

for four years

Her menarche was at the age of 15, and she had been frightened

to teII her rnoÈher and kept it from her for several cycles. She

was given no sexual education at home. Her first boy-friend was

a workmate at the printing office and her first sexual experience

was at the age of 16. It would appear that her father had always

discouraged these relationships and, at times, had been quite

vehement in his opposition to her boy-friends. This observation

Íras, ín fact, confirmed on a previous admission by an intervíew

with the parents.

She had several boy-friends wíth fleeting sexual contact for

several years until mid-1976 when she met a man aged 40. Her

parents didn't approve of thís relationship and she left home and

lived with him temporarily. This relationship did not continue

and there had been several other relations with older men since

then, and the present crisis was related to this. Related a1so,

was the fact that she had been attending the gynaecological clinic

repeatedly with her lower abdominal pain. She also had requested

sterílisation in the prevíous few months as she feared becoming

pregnant" She had not been able to tolerate oral contraceptives

or an intra-uterine device, and therefore had grounds for

concern.
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PAST MEDTCAL AND PSYCHIATRTC HISTORY

She was considered to be mild1y intellectually retarded, presumed

due to birth trauma.

She had taken at least five overdoses in the last 3 years, and

had most recently been an ínpatJ-ent six weeks before this overdose.

She had had repeated contact with the gynaecological clinic with

her diffículty tolerating oral cont,raceptíves and intra-uterine

devices, and for her request for sterílisation.

She had had tonsillectomy and adenoidectomy at the age of 3, and

also an operation on her ears at the age of 5.

MENTAL STATUS EXAMINATION

She had thin features and \¡vas about 5r9" tall with dark-brownr

close-cropped hair. In behaviour she was very submissive and passíve

and gave the appearance of being quite helpless in her current

situation. At times, she doubled over with pain in the abdomen but

for most of the interview, she was pain free. Her conversation Ì^¡as

polite to excess and very slow and delíberate, and although she did

not possess a large vocabulary, she presented in a very socially

acceptable manner. Her affect was rather flat and b1and. There

Ìdas no abnormality of perception and her cognitive function revealed

her to be probably in the borderline retardation range, and I would

estimate her Ip at being 70-80.

DIAGNOSÏS

Neurotic depression in a person with hysterical and dependent

personality traits.
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Borderline intellectual retardation.

A hysterical conversion reaction component was also considered

possible to explain the pain in her abdomen.

DYNAMTC CONSIDERATIONS

Miss M. was the first born of rather rigid parents with her father

being a domineering person and her mother being inhibited in

relation to any sexual matters. ft was apparent that she was of

limited intellectual capacity, and it was possible that her parents

may have over-reacted to this in smothering her with care.

Certaínly, they found it difficult to allow her to become independent.

She had a brother a year younger and it is possible that he may have

been given more attentíon than her and, indeed, he may have been

able to gíve more positive feedback to his parents as he was of

normal intelligence.

Her first few years of life were marked with illness, and she had

operations for her tonsils and adenoids and ear infections.

Her e<lucation was marked by school refusal and extended periods of

time at home. She then had a series of schools includinq special

classes for the intellectually retarded.

Her menarche was at the age of 15 and she did not feel free to teIl

her mother for several cycles. Each of her boy-friends had been

considerably older than her and had been met with rejection by her

father. It would appear that many of her dífficulties had been

related to her attempting to gain independence from the control of

her parents. At the age of. 23, she left home much Èo her parents
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disgust and was, in fact, rejected by them when she went to live

with an older man. It would aPpear that this had been very

difficult for her as her overdoses had continued, as had her pain,

which one could postulate was related to her fear about sexual

contact and the possibility of pregnancy.

As well as being predísposed to adult psychological problems

by her early childhood illnesses, and the dependence which had

been fostered by her parents, she had had to cope with a degree of

intellectual retardation.

This overdose was taken in the setting of being rejected by her

Iatest boy-friend and when she thought that she had found the

safety of the Royal Adelaide Hospital she felt rejected again as

there was not a bed available for her in the psychiatric ward.

It would appear thaÈ she then impulsively took an overdose of

tablets in the Casuatty department so as to ensure that she would

remain in the hospital.

MANAGBMEII(T

In view of her regressed behaviour, it was considered that she

should remain in the general ward until a psychiatric bed was

available.
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APPENDTX XIII (e)

LOIV LETTIALITY

NAME: Mrs. T NO.: 1O0

AGE: 26

CIRCUMSTANCES OF O\TERDOSE

Mrs. T. was referred by her loca1 doctor on 5:L2275 havlng taken

an overdose of 4 Nitrazepam, 6 Panadeine, and 4 Oxazepam. She took

Èhese in the kitchen while her husband was in the garden. She had

argued with him for two days, and the fínal precipitant was the

fact that he came home over an hour later than usual and then would

not speak with her. She panicked after she had taken the tablets,

and although she clid not tell her husband, she rang her local

doctor who arranged admission.

Events leading up to this overdose included a history of increasing

depression for the last four or five months. The initial period of

this was during the last month of her second pregnancy. She had a

son 14 weeks before the overdose, and since then, had had difficulty

in sleeping, had lost one stone in weight, had had minimal sexual

feelings and had become extremely irritable. Her local doctor had

arranged for her baby to go to a creche to give her a rest, but this

had not helped.

FAMILY HISTORY

She was the younqest of three, and the only daughter, born of

Dutch parents. She "never got on terribly well" with her mother.

Her mother's health had been poor, and she had had at least four
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operations for what sounded like a meningioma of the brain. Her

mother had been irritable for years prior to the operations. Her

mother ha<l returned to Holland some 4 years before, after her

father had died, and had been living with a man there for some

time. She had recently teft him and he had committed suicide.

Her father had been in iIl health for a number of years before

his death. She had felt closer to him than her mother. She

noted that "I still haven't cried....I was close to him but my

reaction was rthat was Ítr".

Her oldest brother was aged 32, single and drank excessívely.

Her other brother died at the age of. 2L ín a car accident. He had

only been driving for two months and she felt the famity had not

got over his death.

There was a family history of suicide, with the maternal

grandfather committing suicide.

PBRSONAL HISTORY

She was born in Amsterdam on 182L249. She did not knowher birth

details, but her first memories were pleasant and there was no

history of parental separation. There h¡ere no neurotic traits of

childhood and she said she was "spoilt by her father". She

attended school till the age of 11 in Amsterdam when her parents

moved to Australia. She was unable to adjust to Australia and she

said she reacted by refusing to learn English. She truanted often

and left school before the age of l-4. She then stayed at home for

one year before working f.or 4 years as a tea girl at a ship
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construction works until her brother died. She then had several

diffcrent jobs until she became unemployed. At this time, she

became dependent on seducaps' a proprietary hypnotic.

Her parents paid for her to return to Holland in 1970 for eight

months, and she returned feeling well. Her faÈher died four

months after she returned.

Her menarche was at the age of 12, and she had not been prepared

and had felt scared. She had no special boy-friends until the age

of 20 when she had a strong relationship, though not sexual, wiÈh a

teacher. She met and married her husband when both he and she

were 22. He did not knoht of her drug dependence when they were

marríed. The relationship with her husband had been strained for

several years, and she did not enjoy sexual relations although she

pretended to do so. She felt he paid more attention to his garden

and flowers than he did to her. Her first child was a daughter'

aged, 2. Although she had been depressed following the birth,

she described no difficulties with this chitd. She felt she had

become quite neticulous regarding her housework since the first

pregnancy.

PAST MEDICAL AND PSYCHIATRIC HISTORY

Tonsillectomy as an infant.

First pregnancy marked by threatened miscarriage, but she had

refused hospitalisation. Dilating and curetage for contínued post

partum bleedíng.

past psychiatric history included feelings of depression following
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the birth of her first chird. This depression had similar sl¡mptoms

to the current episode, but had been less severe and resolved after
ten months. she had been depressed at the age of 17 when her
mother had a brai4 0peration and she was t¡eated in a private
hospitat for five days by a psycþiatrist. she was arso depressed

after the death of her brother and stopped work, and was unemproyed

for about nine months during which time she fert ,,miserab1e,,.

Also of rerevance, is the fact thaÈ at about the age of 22 0r 23,
she was dependent for several months on seducaps. she had been

treated by the Alcohor and Drug Addiction Board and was an inpatíent
for a week.

MENTAL STATUS EXAMTNATION

she was 5rIo'' tall, srim, with short, dark hair and thin features.
she wore a sírver cross around her neck. Her behaviour was, at
times, frippant and rather sarcastic, although she obviously felt
concerned for the future. There h¡as no psychomotor retardation.
Her conversation was quite appropriate and to the point, and there
was no evidence of thought disorder. Her affect r^¡as crearly
depressed' There was no abnormarity of perception, and her
cognitive function was intact. Her interrigence was at reast
average- Rapport was good and she had some insight into her
problems.

DIAGNOSTS

¡4ixed <lepression with features of puerperar psychotic depression
in a person with passive dependent, hysterícar, and obsessionar
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personality traits.

DYNAMIC CONSIDERATIONS

Mrs. T. was the youngest of three children, an only daughter, born

of Dutch parents in post-!{ar Holland.

There was a family history of suicide, and her older brother

drank excessívely. Mrs. T. felt closer to her father, and was

unable to mourn his death which had been 4 years before. She did

not have a good relationship with her mother, and this had been

made more difficult by her having a brain tumour which sounded like

a meningioma and which had made her more irritable. Her mother had

returned to Holland after her fatherr s death and had lived with a

man who had recently corunitted suicide. Ivlrs. T. may well have had

disturbing fantasies about his death as she had a particularly strong

relationship with him.

Mrs. T. had a past history of nervous disorder, having been

treated for depression after one of her motherrs operations;

having been "miserable" and unable to work after her brotherr s

death; and having been drug dependent for some months. In addition,

she had been depressed following the birth of her first child.

Since the birth of her second child, she had lost weight, been

irritable, depressed and had difficulty sleeping. She also felt

that she did not have the support of her husband. The final

precipitant had been his late return and refusal to speak with

her.
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MANAGEMENT

I strongly reconmended that she remain in the psychiatric ward,

and that she commence antidepressant medication. She agreed, and

her child was alsq adnitted. rn additio¡r, joint interviews with

her husband were instituted.
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APPENDIX XIV(a)

COMPARISON GROUP

NAME: Mrs. E. NO

AGE: 29

Mrs. E. was attending the fitness classes.

FAMILY HISTORY

116

She was the second chíld and only daughter of four children born

of Australian parents. She said her father drank heavily and was

frequently away from home with social organisations. She said

she had overheard her parents quarrelling frequently, but she

only argued with them once as she was told to mind her own

busíness. Since then, she had found it áifficult to assert

herself in any argurnents with her family or husband.

PERSONAL HISTORY

She was born interstate and moved to South Australia when she

married at the age of 18. She and her husband then went to New

Guinea for 4 years before returning to Aclelaide for the birth of

her first child. She was concerned about her husbandrs drinking,

and said this made her extremely anxious. She had a daughter

aged 6, and a son aged 4, both of whom v¡ere in good health.

PAST MEDICAL AND PSYCHTATRIC HISTORY

Pneumon-ia requiring hospitalisation, aged 25.

Tr^ro normal pregnancies.

Anxiety/depression - consultation with a psychiatrist at the age

of- 27.
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On diazepam from loca1 doctor.

MENTAL STATUS EXAMINATION

She was slightly over-weight, with short, d,ark-brown hair, and

was markedly anxious. There was no evidence of psychotic illness.

DIAGNOSIS

Anxiety neurosis.

Passive aggressive personality traits.
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APPENDTX XrV (b)

COMPARISON GROUP

NAME: Mrs. H NO.: 119

AGE: 28

Mrs. H. was attendíng the fitness classes.

FA¡/TILY HISTORY

She was the younger of two daughters born of English parents.

She was her fatherrs favourite, and she described how concerned

he was about who she went out with, especially since her divorce.

Her mother \^ras described as being 2 years older than her father

and "realIy good....with drive and zest'r. She described both

parents as "over-protective".

PERSONAL HISTORY

She was born in England and came to Australia at the age of

nine months and after schoolding did 2 years psychiatric nursing

before marriage. She still worked part-time occasionally. She

said her marriage broke down because her husband "found another

h¡oman", and she currently lived with her 5 year old son and with

her parents. She had no particular men friends.

PAST MEDICAL HISTORY

One normal pregnancy.

MENTAL STATUS EXAMINATION

she was a petíte blonde,

related in a familiar way.

psychological clisturbance .

conventionally attractive woman, who

She demonstrated no evidence of marked
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DIAGNOSIS

No illness diagnosis made.

Flysterical personality traits.
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APPENDIX XIV(c)

COMPARISON GROUP

NAME: I{rs. J.

AGE: 26

Mrs. J. r¡vas attending the fitness classes.

FAMILY HISTORY

NO.: L22

She was the third of 7 children born in Australía of Lithuanran

parents. Her father was aged 51 and a boiler attendant. He

"drinks, smokes and swears....hers hopeless when hers drunk".

She described her mother as "she's good, working hard....over-

weight". Her mother had always worked outside the home and Mrs.

.I. had always felt that her parents had never been avaíIable.

ülhen available, she had never been able to argue with them.

PERSONAL HISTORY

There was little of note in her earlv life. She had done

clerical work until her marriage at the age of 20. She had two

children, a son aged 3, and a daughter aged six months. She

described her marriage as satisfactory.

PAST MEDICAL HISTORY

Tonsillectomy aged 7.

Appendicectomy aged 18.

T\,ìro normal pregnancies.

MENTAL STATUS EXAIVIINATION

She was a taII, blonde vroman with thin features who appeared quite

at ease and demonstrated no psychological abnormalities.
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DTAGNOSIS

No illncss diagnosis made.

No ¡rarticularly prominent personality traits.
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APPENDIX XTV(dI

COMPARISON GROUP

NAtr4Iil: [4rs. R NO.: L28

AGB: 27

Mrs. R. was attendinq fitness classes.

FAMTLY HISTORY

She was the third of four children with two older brothers and a

younger sister. Her father was described as rrvery moody" and had

peptic ulcers, and had always been nervous throughout his life.

She said her father was always exÈremely proud of her. Her mother

r¡vas described as being "55 and placÍd".

PERSONAL HISTORY

She was born of Australian parents, and worked as a nurse before

her marriage. She still worked part-time occasionally. Her

husband was a boilermaker and they had one chíld, a daughter aged 7.

She said she was unable to have further children. Her husband drank

excessively, she saíd, and when he did so he became violent towards

her. There were marital difficulties, but there had been no formal

separations.

PAST MEDICAL HISTORY

Normal- pregnancy, aged 19.

It4iscarriage, aged 21.

Appendicectorny, aged 21.

Laparotomy and wedge resection of ovary for abdominal pain'

Laparoscopy, aged 24, for continuing abdominal pain.

aged 23.
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MENTAL STATT'S E)GII{INATION

She used extensÍve facial make-up which appeared ínappropriate

to the fitness class settíng. She had long, blonde hair,

appeare{ qulte athletic, and related in an inappropriately familiar

manner. She demonstrated no evidence of marked psychological

disturbance.

DIAGNOSIS

No illness diagrnosis made.

Hysterical personality traits.
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APPENDIX XIV(e)

COMPARISON GROUP

NAME: Mrs. S. NO

AGE: 29

Mrs. S. was attending the fitness classes.

FAMILY HISTORY

: 130

Mrs. s. was the youngest of three children. Her father had died

some 2 years previously from a myocardíal infarction, and her mother

recently had had a cerebrovascular accident while driving her car,

and had crashed into the patientrs house. She had recollections

of her mother always beinq ilt, and of her father always beíng in

church, as he was devoutly religious. Her next older sibling, a

brother, had been 11 years older than her, but had been killed ín

a car accídent I years previously.

PERSONAL HISTORY

She described her early life hÍstory in unremarkable terms. She

was married, but there had been difficulties in her marriage. She

had two children, aged 5 and 2.

She felt that the problems in her marriage were related to the

fact that her husband was adopted and, apparently, had litt1e affection

as a chitcl. In addition, she conceded that the problems had been

exacerbated by her having a lesbian relationship with a boarder, whom

she said they were trying to help through their involvement in a

church.

She and her husband were currently receiving counselling from a
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church group, and planned to attend a h¡eek-end seminar to help

enhance their marriage relationship.

PAST MEDICAL AND PSYCHIATRIC HISTORY

Miscarriage.

Two normal pregnancies.

No formal psychiatric assessment, but attending church

counselling.

MENTAL STATUS EXAII,IINATION

She was of thín build, had short, brown hair, and spectacles,

and laughed nervously, especially when speaking of her sexuality.

DTAGNOSIS

No primary illness diagnosis made.

Passive-aggressive personality traits.

Homoesexuality.
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